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MEMORANDUM

TO:

The Record

FROM:

Joe Martens

SUBJECT:

Management Plans for Lands in the Vicinity of Moose River Plains Wild Forest

The Final Management Plans for the Moose River Plains Wild Forest, the Moose River Plains
Intensive Use Area, the South Branch Moose River Area, the Red River Area, the Cedar River Area, and
the Otter Brook River Area have been completed. The Management Plans are consistent with guidelines
and criteria for the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the State Constitution, Environmental
Conservation Law, and Department Rules, Regulations and Policies. The Management Plans include
management objectives and a five year budget and are hereby approved.

RESOLUTION
ADOPTED BY THE ADIRONDACK PARK AGENCY
WITH RESPECT TO
PROPOSED RECLASSIFICATION OF STATE LAND IN THE
MOOSE RIVER PLAINS WILD FOREST, WEST CANADA LAKE WILDERNESS AND
BLUE RIDGE WILDERNESS,
PROPOSED ESTABLISHMENT OF RIVER AREA BOUNDARIES AND CONDITIONAL
REVIEW OF RELATED UNIT MANAGEMENT PLAN ACTIONS
November 19, 2010
WHEREAS, the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, adopted
pursuant to Section 816 of the Adirondack Park Agency Act
(Executive Law, Article 27), provides guidelines for classifying
lands within the Adirondack Park by the State of New York; and
WHEREAS, the Adirondack Park Agency and the Department of
Environmental Conservation have acted as co-lead agencies for the
integrated series of proposed State land management actions in the
vicinity of the Moose River Plains Wild Forest; and
WHEREAS, the development of the Final Generic Environmental
Impact Statement (FGEIS) for reclassification actions concurrently
with a proposed final Unit Management Plan and related documents
provided a unique opportunity to coordinate Agency and Department
proposals into an integrated proposal for future management of the
Moose River Plains; and
WHEREAS, the proposed action involves revisions to the
Adirondack State Land Master Plan and proposed reclassification of
approximately 2,398 acres of lands from Moose River Plains Wild
Forest to West Canada Lake Wilderness; proposed reclassification
of approximately 12,269 acres of lands from Moose River Plains
Wild Forest to a new Wilderness area north and west of the Wild
Forest corridor and south of the Moose River Plains Wild Forest
and the Moose River Plains Intensive Use Camping Area;
reclassification of 2,925 acres from Moose River Plains Wild
Forest to Intensive Use; reclassification of 163 acres from Moose
River Plains Wild Forest to Blue Ridge Wilderness; and
reclassification of 59 acres from West Canada Lake Wilderness to
Moose River Plains Wild Forest; and
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- 2 WHEREAS, the new Wilderness area was originally proposed to
be an addition to the West Canada Lake Wilderness, and the impacts
of reclassification to Wilderness were assessed and evaluated in
the FGEIS; and
WHEREAS, a Wild Forest corridor, on which motorized use will
be specifically prohibited as part of this revision to the State
Land Master Plan, will be retained along the Otter Brook Trail and
former Wilson Ridge Road to improve mountain biking opportunities
in the area; and
WHEREAS, the Department has sought input from local officials
and mountain bike groups on the proposals for mountain bike routes
in the Unit; and
WHEREAS, the Department, in consultation with the Agency, has
prepared proposed final Unit Management Plans for the Moose River
Plains Wild Forest, Moose River Plains Intensive Use Camping Area,
and related documents including River Area Management Plans; and
WHEREAS, the Department has proposed River Area Management
Plans for the portions of the Cedar River, Red River, Otter Brook
and the South Branch of the Moose River designated as Scenic under
the Wild, Scenic and Recreational Rivers System Act (Environmental
Conservation Law Article 15, Title 27), and has proposed
maintaining the interim boundaries of one-half mile from the mean
high water mark of either side of the river for the scenic river
areas of the Cedar River, Red River, and Otter Brook as the final
boundaries of those river areas; and
WHEREAS, the Department has proposed establishing the
boundary for the South Branch of the Moose River Scenic River Area
at one-half mile from the mean high water mark of either side of
the river, except for a section where the corridor will be onequarter mile wide on the north side of the river, beginning east
of Helldiver Pond and running approximately four miles east; and
WHEREAS, a series of public hearings were held in Indian
Lake, Inlet and Albany, and an extensive public input process was
conducted to provide opportunity for public comment on the
reclassification, river area boundaries and Unit Management Plan
proposals; and
WHEREAS, a Final Generic Environmental Impact Statement
(FGEIS), including an evaluation of alternatives and potential
adverse impacts, was prepared, and notice of acceptance of the
FGEIS was published in the Environmental Notice Bulletin on
November 3, 2010; and

- 3 WHEREAS, the FGEIS describes a comprehensive, integrated
series of related reclassification actions and management
proposals involving the Moose River Plains Wild Forest; and
WHEREAS, the FGEIS and proposed final Unit Management Plan
evaluate potential impacts to Wilderness and Wild Forest, open
space, physical, biological and scenic resources (pages 11 through
15 of FGEIS); and
WHEREAS, the FGEIS and Unit Management Plan have recognized
the potential economic benefits to adjacent communities which may
be realized from these actions once implemented (page 16 of
FGEIS); and
WHEREAS, the FGEIS has evaluated reasonable measures to
mitigate any significant adverse environmental impacts; and
WHEREAS, the proposed final Unit Management Plan contains an
inventory of use and an evaluation of the Unit’s resources to
withstand use, including an assessment of impacts to adjacent
State lands (pages 5 through 61 of the Unit Management Plan); and
WHEREAS, the proposed final Unit Management Plan contains a
proposed Intensive Use Area Unit Management Plan, as required by
the State Land Master Plan, prior to reclassification of a Wild
Forest area to Intensive Use; and
WHEREAS, the Department has scheduled a campsite evaluation
study for the proposed Intensive Use Camping Area, will consult
with Agency staff on closure and relocation proposals, and, if
necessary, prepare a Unit Management Plan amendment for additional
sites beyond the existing 116 sites currently proposed for the
Intensive Use Area; and
WHEREAS, the Unit Management Plan does not propose closing
any existing campsites in the Intensive Use Camping Area until
after the campsite evaluation is completed and suitable sites for
relocation are identified and developed; and
WHEREAS, snowmobile trails in the Moose River Plains will be
managed and relocated in accordance with Management Guidance ‐
Snowmobile Trail Siting, Construction and Maintenance on Forest
Preserve Lands in the Adirondack Park (November, 2009), and the
final configuration of snowmobile trails in the proposed Unit
Management Plan will result in a net reduction of approximately 33
miles of trails in the Unit; and

- 4 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the proposed
reclassifications and revisions to the Adirondack Park State Land
Master Plan are consistent with the guidelines of the State Land
Master Plan and the Final Programmatic Environmental Impact
Statement – Guidelines for Amending the Adirondack Park State Land
Master Plan; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the proposed actions and
management proposals are consistent with the social, economic and
other essential considerations from among the reasonable
alternatives available, and which avoid or minimize adverse
environmental impacts to the maximum extent practicable; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Adirondack Park Agency
agrees with the river area boundaries for the portions of the
Cedar River, Red River, Otter Brook and the South Branch of the
Moose River designated as Scenic under the Wild, Scenic and
Recreational Rivers System Act as proposed in the River Area
Management Plans; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Adirondack Park Agency
recommends that the reclassifications described in the proposed
revisions to the text of the Adirondack Park State Land Master
Plan and map depicting changes to the official Adirondack Park
map, attached hereto, be approved by the Governor; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Agency Chairman is
authorized to forward these reclassification recommendations and
revisions to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan to the
Governor for his approval; and
BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED, that the proposed final Moose River
Plains Wild Forest Unit Management Plan and the Moose River Plains
Intensive Use Camping Area Unit Management Plan will be consistent
with the guidelines and criteria of the Adirondack Park State Land
Master Plan once the reclassification and State Land Master Plan
revision process is completed, and can be approved by the
Commissioner of Environmental Conservation upon final approval of
the Agency’s reclassification recommendations by the Governor.

- 5 AYES:

R. Booth, A. Lussi, F. Mezzano, C. Stiles, W. Thomas,
L. Ulrich, F. W. Valentino, J. Fayle (DED),
E. Lowe (DEC), R. Morgiewicz (DOS)

NAYS:

None

ABSTENTIONS: None
ABSENCES:

Attachments:

C. Wray

Draft Revisions to the Adirondack Park State Land
Master Plan
Proposed Map Changes to the Official Park Map
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PREFACE
The Moose River Plains Wild Forest (MRPWF) and Moose River Plains Intensive Use Area Unit Management Plans
have been developed pursuant to, and are consistent with, relevant provisions of the New York State
Constitution, the Environmental Conservation Law (ECL), the Executive Law, the Adirondack Park State Land
Master Plan (APSLMP or “Master Plan”), Department of Environmental Conservation (“Department”) rules and
regulations, Department policies and procedures and the State Environmental Quality and Review Act.
The State lands which are the subject of these Unit Management Plans (UMPs) are Forest Preserve lands
protected by Article XIV, Section 1 of the New York State Constitution. This Constitutional provision, which
became effective on January 1, 1895 provides in relevant part:
“The lands of the state, now owned or hereafter acquired, constituting the Forest Preserve as now fixed
by law, shall be forever kept as wild forest lands. They shall not be leased, sold or exchanged, or be taken
by any corporation, public or private, or shall the timber thereon be sold, removed or destroyed.”
ECL §§3‐0301(1)(d) and 9‐0105(1) provide the Department with jurisdiction to manage Forest Preserve lands,
including the Moose River Plains Wild Forest.
The APSLMP was initially adopted in 1972 by the Adirondack Park Agency (“APA”), with advice from and in
consultation with the Department, pursuant to Executive Law §807, now recodified as Executive Law §816. The
APSLMP provides the overall general framework for the development and management of State lands in the
Adirondack Park, including those State lands which are the subject of this UMP.
The APSLMP places State land within the Adirondack Park into the following classifications: Wilderness;
Primitive; Canoe; Wild Forest; Intensive Use; Historic; State Administrative; Wild, Scenic and Recreational Rivers;
and Travel Corridors. The lands which are the subject of this UMP are classified by the APSLMP and described
herein as the Moose River Plains Wild Forest and the Seventh Lake Boat Launch Intensive Use Area.
For all State lands falling within each major classification, the APSLMP sets forth management guidelines and
criteria. These guidelines and criteria address such matters as: structures and improvements; ranger stations;
the use of motor vehicles, motorized equipment and aircraft; roads, jeep trails and State truck trails; flora and
fauna; recreation use and overuse; boundary structures and improvements and boundary markings.
Executive Law §816 requires the Department to develop, in consultation with the APA, individual UMPs for each
unit of land under the Department’s jurisdiction which is classified in one of the nine classifications set forth in
the APSLMP. The UMPs must conform to the guidelines and criteria set forth in the APSLMP. Thus, UMPs
implement and apply the APSLMP’s general guidelines for particular areas of land within the Adirondack Park.
Executive Law §816(1) provides in part that “(u)ntil amended, the master plan for management of state lands
and the individual management plans shall guide the development and management of state lands in the
Adirondack Park.”

Purpose and Need
Without UMPs, the management of these public lands can easily become a series of uncoordinated reactions to
immediate problems. No new facility construction, designation, or major rehabilitation can be undertaken until
a UMP is completed and approved; current management is therefore limited to routine maintenance and
emergency actions. A written plan stabilizes management despite changes in personnel and integrates related
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Preface
legislation, legal codes, rules and regulations, policies, and area specific information into a single reference
document. Other benefits of the planning process that are valuable to the public include the development of
area maps, fishing information handouts, and a greater awareness of recreational opportunities and needs
within specific areas of the Adirondack Park. In view of tight budgets and competition for monetary resources,
plans that clearly identify needs of the unit have greater potential for securing necessary funding, legislative
support, and public acceptance.
This document provides a comprehensive inventory of natural resources, existing facilities and uses, while
identifying the special values which justify the protection of this area in perpetuity for future generations. The
process involved the gathering and analysis of existing uses and conditions, regional context and adjacent land
considerations, future trends, and the identification of important issues. Ordinarily, the plan will be revised on a
five‐year cycle, but may be amended when necessary in response to changing resource conditions or
administrative needs. Completion of the various management actions within this UMP will be dependent upon
adequate manpower and funding. Where possible, the DEC will work with volunteer groups, local communities,
town and county governments, and pursue alternative funding sources to accomplish some of the proposed
projects or maintenance.

Organization of the Plan
This UMP is intended to be a working document, easily used by both State personnel and the public. Footnotes
are placed at the bottom of the page and provide more detailed information. Specific references are cited and
are included in the bibliography. The content of each section is briefly summarized below:
Section I introduces the area, provides a general description with information on the size and location of the
unit, access, and a brief chronology of the history of the general area.
Section II provides an inventory of the natural, scenic, cultural, fish and wildlife, and associated resources along
with an analysis of the areas ecosystems. Existing facilities for both public and administrative use are identified,
along with an assessment of public use and carrying capacity. Adjacent land uses, access, and impacts are also
discussed.
Section III includes descriptions of past management activities, existing management guidelines, management
principles important for achieving the classification objectives for the unit, and an outline of issues identified
through the inventory process with input from the planning team and public. This section lays the foundation for
the development of specific management strategies necessary to attain the goals and objectives of the APSLMP.
An assessment of needs and projected use are also discussed.
Section IV identifies specific management proposals as they relate to natural resources, uses, or facilities. These
proposed actions will be consistent with the management guidelines and principles and will be based on
information gathered during the inventory process, through public input and in consultation with the planning
team. This section also identifies management philosophies for the protection of the area while providing for use
consistent with its carrying capacity.
Section V deals specifically with areas of major concern that require special attention in Special Area
Management Plans. These sub‐plans were developed for locations identified during the inventory and
assessment phase of the planning process, public comment, or through dialogue with the planning team.
Factors considered in defining these special areas included recreational impacts, significant biological or physical
features, and patterns or degree of public use. This section will identify and discuss specific, alternative
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management recommendations, when needed, for the Seventh Lake Boat Launch, scenic river corridors and the
Historic Great Camps Special Management Area.
Section VI includes a schedule for implementation and identifies the budget needs to carry out the work
described in the UMP. At the end of the text is a list of cited references, general bibliography, and various
technical appendices. Relevant definitions and APSLMP quotations used within this document are from the
approved November 1987, Updated 2001 edition. Map inserts show detailed area information.

What the Plan Does Not Do
The proposed management actions identified in this plan are primarily confined to the Moose River Plains Wild
Forest lands and waters and the Seventh Lake Boat Launch. Activities on adjacent State lands or private property
are beyond the scope of this document and will only be discussed as they relate to uses and impacts to the
MRPWF. In addition, this UMP cannot suggest changes to Article XIV, Section 1 of the New York State
Constitution or conflict with statutory mandates or DEC policies. All proposals must conform to the guidelines
and criteria set forth in the APSLMP and cannot amend the APSLMP itself.

State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA)
The State Environmental Quality Review Act requires that all agencies determine whether the actions they
undertake may have a significant impact on the environment. The intent of the legislation is to avoid or minimize
adverse impact on the resource. The guidelines established in the APSLMP for developing unit management
plans express these same concerns. Any development within the MRPWF presented in the plan must take into
consideration environmental factors to insure that such development does not degrade that environment. The
overall intent of this UMP is to identify mitigating measures to avoid or minimize adverse environmental impacts
to the natural resources of the State within the unit. Any reconstruction or development within the confines of
this unit will take environmental factors into account to ensure that such development does not degrade the
resource.
As required by SEQRA, during the planning process a range of alternatives were formulated to evaluate possible
management approaches for dealing with certain issues or problem locations. Department staff considered the
no‐action and other reasonable alternatives, whenever possible. Potential environmental impacts, resource
protection, visitor safety, visitor use and enjoyment of natural resources, user conflicts, interests of local
communities and groups, and short and long‐term cost‐effectiveness were important considerations in the
selection of proposed actions. Efforts were made to justify reasons for the proposals throughout the body of the
UMP so the public can clearly understand the issues and the rationale for Department decision making.
DEC, as prior lead agency, rescinded its Negative Declaration noticed in the March 15, 2006 ENB regarding the
Public Draft of the Moose River Plains Wild Forest Unit Management Plan (UMP), because revisions were made
to this proposed draft UMP that may result in potentially significant environmental impacts. DEC and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) are serving as co‐lead agencies and issued a Positive Declaration. As co‐lead
agencies, APA and DEC have prepared this draft generic environmental impact statement (DGEIS) to cover an
integrated series of related actions in a given geographic area as contemplated in 6 NYCRR Section 617.10(a),
including DEC’s proposed draft UMP for the Moose River Plains Wild Forest and a newly created Moose River
Plains Intensive Use Camping Area (see Appendix 23); establishment of a new snowmobile community connector
trail; establishment of a final boundaries for the Wild, Scenic, Recreational Rivers (WSRR) Areas; and
amendments to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan including reclassification of lands for the creation of
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a new Intensive Use Area along the Cedar River‐Limekiln Lake Road, reclassification of 13,878 acres of Wild
Forest to Wilderness for addition to the West Canada Lake Wilderness Area, and amendments to APSLMP Area
Descriptions and Intensive Use Area Guidelines. This DGEIS also includes an impact assessment of four draft
River Area Management Plans for the designated river areas within the Moose River Plains management
complex including the Cedar and Red Rivers, the South Branch of the Moose River and the Otter Brook pursuant
to the WSRR Act.
Hearings will be scheduled and noticed on these series of related actions.

No Action Alternative or Need for a Plan
From a legal perspective, the No Action alternative of not writing a UMP is not an option. DEC is required to
prepare a management plan for the MRPWF pursuant to the APSLMP and Executive Law § 816. In addition a
UMP serves as a mechanism for the Department to study and identify potential areas for providing access to the
MRPWF for persons with disabilities in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA). The
UMP also serves as an administrative vehicle for the identification and removal of nonconforming structures as
required by the APSLMP.
From an administrative perspective, the “No Action” alternative is not an option. The NYS Department of
Environmental Conservation has the statutory responsibility under Environmental Conservation Law (ECL) §§3‐
0301(1)(d) and 9‐0105(1), to provide for the care, custody, and control of these public lands. The UMP will
provide the guidance necessary for staff to manage the area in a manner that protects the environment while at
the same time providing for suitable outdoor recreation opportunities for the public. Without the development
and future implementation of the UMP, sensitive environmental resources of the unit could be impacted
negatively and it is highly likely that the public enjoyment of such resources would decrease. Public use
problems would continue to occur.
Management of the MRPWF via a UMP will allow the Department to improve public use and enjoyment of the
area, avoid user conflicts and prevent over use of the resource (e.g., through trail designations, access
restrictions, placement of campsites and lean‐tos away from sensitive resource, etc.). Management Alternatives
were developed for some of the UMP proposals that may: (1) have significant environmental impacts, (2) involve
facility closures, or (3) involve controversial actions changing existing public use, and can be found in Section IV
and VI of this document.
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PLANNING HISTORY AND SUMMARY OF NEW PROPOSALS
First Draft Unit Management Plan – March 2006
The Department of Environmental Conservation began work on the unit management plan (UMP) for the Moose
River Plains Wild Forest in 2000. Public interest has played a major part in shaping the Department’s vision for
this unique and important component of the Adirondack Forest Preserve. The planning process formally began
with a public meeting held at the Indian Lake Central School on January 9, 2001. More than 70 people attended
and many spoke. In the following weeks, individuals, organizations and local governments sent numerous
written comments. The Department received a number of additional comments about the MRPWF during a
series of UMP open houses held across the state in January 2001.
The Department released the first draft MRPWF UMP for public review on March 13, 2006. The management
proposals presented in the draft plan reflected the range of public comments received during the planning
process in the context of Article XIV of the New York State Constitution and the guidelines of the Adirondack
Park State Land Master Plan, as well as other applicable state laws, regulations and policies. The major proposals
of the first draft UMP were:
$

Bringing existing campsites into conformance with the separation distance guidelines of the
Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan by closing or relocating 99 campsites ‐ Department staff
constructed the present system of public roads and roadside campsites in the MRPWF during the middle
to late 1960s, beginning soon after the purchase of a 51,000‐acre tract from Gould Paper Company in
1963. Because many of the roadside campsites do not conform with APSLMP separation distance
guidelines for Wild forest areas, the first draft UMP proposed to close 99 of them, leaving 71 in place and
allowing for the construction of additional sites in appropriate locations.
Closing 27 miles of lightly used or dead‐end snowmobile trails ‐ Department policy at that time (ONR‐
2)1 directed managers to relocate snowmobile trails to avoid crossing bodies of water. It also required
them to close trails that cannot be maintained because of fiscal or other constraints, trails that receive
minimal use, and dead‐end trails that do not end at a facility or feature used by the public in winter. The
APSLMP limits the total mileage of snowmobile trails in all Wild forest areas in the Adirondack Park. The
closure of little‐used and dead‐end trails would make room for the construction of important new
community connector trails.
Implementing projects to improve a number of recreational programs, such as hunting, fishing,
canoeing and camping access for people with disabilities.

$

$

Public Response to the First Draft UMP
The Department presented the first draft UMP at a public meeting held at the Inlet Town Hall on March 30,
2006. More than 90 people attended and many spoke. A second meeting to afford another opportunity for
public comment was held on April 20, 2006 at the Department’s headquarters in Albany. About a dozen people
attended. In the following weeks, the planning team received more than 5,000 letters, e‐mails, faxes and post
cards.

1

While ONR-2 has since been rescinded in the Adirondack Park and replaced by “Management Guidance Snowmobile Trail Siting, Construction and Maintenance on Forest Preserve Lands in the Adirondack Park” (see
page xvi), the new guidance retains all directives noted here.
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Planning History and Summary of New Proposals
Several respondents expressed support for the proposals presented in the draft plan to reduce the mileage of
snowmobile trails and the number of campsites. They stressed the need to meet APSLMP requirements and
protect natural resources from the impacts of motorized use. Several opposed the use of tracked groomers to
maintain snowmobile trails. Some urged that the southern parts of the unit be managed as part of a large
wildland core, or be reclassified and added to the West Canada Lake Wilderness.
A large proportion of those who submitted comments opposed the proposals to close campsites and
snowmobile trails. They stressed the importance of snowmobiling to the Adirondack economy and promoted the
creation of an extensive trail system maintained by tracked groomers. They also stressed the economic benefits
conferred by those who camp in the area in the summer and through the fall big game hunting season.
Comments included significant interest in establishing new snowmobile trail connections, such as a link between
the Limekiln Lake‐Cedar River Road and Raquette Lake. Several supported the use of snowmobile trails for other
recreational activities. In particular, a number of comments suggested the need for a hiking and mountain biking
trail that would connect existing trails in the vicinity of State Route 28 to roads and trails in the interior of the
unit. Various towns passed resolutions opposing the closure of campsites and snowmobile trails, citing the
importance of the MRPWF to local residents and businesses. Other resolutions proposed reclassifying the area to
intensive use to allow the Department to maintain a relatively high level of recreational development and use.

Draft UMP Addendum – August 2006
After the release of the first draft MRPWF UMP, the planning team organized and reviewed the many public
comments they had received. The Department engaged in extensive discussions with local governments,
interested organizations and individuals about the major topics of concern. These topics included camping,
snowmobiling, warm‐season trails and the historic landscape surrounding Great Camps Sagamore and Uncas.
The Department responded with two major proposals presented in an addendum to the draft UMP. The
addendum was released for public comment on August 18, 2006.
New Trail Connection: Limekiln Lake‐Cedar River Road to Raquette Lake
To address public concerns about the reduction in snowmobiling opportunity proposed in the draft MRPWF UMP
and to respond to public interest in creating connecting trails for snowmobiling, as well as hiking and mountain
biking during the warm seasons, the planning team investigated the possibility of creating a trail that would
connect the Limekiln Lake‐Cedar River Road and the hamlet of Raquette Lake. The team analyzed seven
alternative routes. Criteria chosen to guide the search for the best possible route included locating the trail as
close to the periphery of the MRPWF as possible, minimizing impacts on private lands, protecting the historic
environment of Great Camps Sagamore and Uncas, minimizing the amount of new trail construction, minimizing
the potential for impacts on soils, wetlands, rare species, and significant habitats such as deer wintering yards,
following existing trails and former roads to the greatest extent possible and avoiding plowed roads and water
bodies. The planning team analyzed the alternative routes and selected a preferred alternative that best satisfied
the route selection criteria. The analysis involved extensive field reconnaissance and discussions with local
snowmobiling experts and town government officials. The preferred route would have left Limekiln Lake‐Cedar
River Road to follow the existing Bear Pond trail, then skirted the pond to the north and proceeded
northeastward then northwestward, using a number of former woods roads, to intersect the existing Seventh‐
Eighth Lake loop trail.

viii
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Planning History and Summary of New Proposals
The first draft MRPWF UMP included proposals to close the Bear Pond trail and the Seventh‐Eighth Lake loop
trail. The community connector trail proposal in the addendum included keeping all but the last half‐mile of the
Bear Pond trail open, along with the 2.8‐mile section of the Seventh‐Eighth Lake loop trail from Route 28, near
Eighth Lake, to the intersection of the new proposed trail. The first draft UMP also proposed to keep the 5.4‐mile
Sly Pond trail open. However, because public comments on the draft indicated that the trail was not a desirable
trail for snowmobiling, it was proposed for closure in the addendum.
Historic Great Camps Special Management Area
The addendum to the first draft MRPWF UMP introduced the Department’s proposal to establish a Historic Great
Camps Special Management Area (HGCSMA) consisting of Forest Preserve lands within the Blue Ridge
Wilderness (BRW) and MRPWF located in the vicinity of the historic properties at Camp Sagamore and Camp
Uncas. The concept was later approved when the BRW UMP was adopted in September 2006. The purpose of
the designation is to recognize the importance of the Great Camps as cultural resources of state and national
significance, their contribution to tourism and educational and cultural programs in the region and the
importance of the management of the Forest Preserve lands around them, formerly parts of their original
estates, in supporting the preservation of the Great Camps. Further, the designation is an acknowledgment that
the educational and recreational programs of the Sagamore Institute emphasize the close connection between
the history of the Great Camps and the creation and evolution of the Forest Preserve, and thereby promote the
understanding, appreciation and enjoyment of the Forest Preserve by the public.
The addendum included a draft special area plan for the HGCSMA. Because the HGCSMA includes lands within
both the BRW and MRPWF, the special area plan will be incorporated within the UMPs for both areas.
Management proposals in the portion of the HGCSMA affecting lands within the BRW were finalized when the
BRW UMP was adopted. Management proposals in the portion of the HGCSMA affecting lands within the
MRPWF will only be finalized when the MRPWF UMP is adopted.
The management goals for the HGCSMA are to:
•
•

•

Promote public recreational access and use of the HGCSMA in a manner which recognizes Great Camps
Sagamore and Uncas as cultural, educational and economic resources of great local, state and national
significance.
Promote the use of the HGCSMA for the educational and recreational programs of the Sagamore
Institute in ways that comply with the laws, regulations and policies governing public use of BRW and
MRPWF lands and do not conflict with permitted uses of the area by the general public.
Protect archaeological sites from vandalism and address safety issues, but allow them to succumb to the
forces of nature. Manage historic structures in accordance with applicable laws.

Public Response to the Addendum
Most respondents recognized the importance of the Great Camps as a regional cultural and economic asset and
therefore expressed support for the creation of the Historic Great Camps Special Management Area and
proposals to protect its historic environment. Some advocated stronger protections for the special management
area; others were concerned that the designation of the special management area would result in restrictions to
public use within its bounds.
Though there was some support for the proposal to create a new community connector snowmobile trail, a
number of organizations opposed the construction of a snowmobile trail in the interior of the area rather than
along the periphery. Many comment letters repeated the major concerns expressed after the release of the first
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draft UMP that the closure of campsites and snowmobile trails would curtail recreational opportunity and
reduce local economic activity.

Proposed Final Unit Management Plan – October 2006
In October 2006 a Proposed Final Draft UMP was presented to APA for a APSLMP conformance determination.
This plan incorporated changes based on public comment received after the release of both the first Draft UMP
and the Addendum to the Draft UMP. Before the final vote, however, several local governments and user
groups continued to provide comments to both the Department and the APA. Many of those commenting took
issue with various components of the Proposed Final UMP.
In order to better refine and strike a better balance between the various proposals in the plan, the Department
withdrew the Proposed Final UMP from consideration by the APA. It was also determined that an environmental
impact statement would also need to be prepared due to the potential environmental impacts of these modified
proposals.

Revised Draft Unit Management Plan/Draft Generic Environmental
Impact Statement – July 2010
Between the release of the addendum to the first draft MRPWF UMP and the Revised Draft UMP/DGEIS, the
Department rescinded DEC snowmobile trail policy “ONR‐2" within the Adirondack Park and replaced it with
“Management Guidance ‐ Snowmobile Trail Siting, Construction and Maintenance on Forest Preserve Lands in
the Adirondack Park” (Management Guidance).2 This document (see Appendix 1) provides specific direction that
affects the configuration and siting of Forest Preserve snowmobile trails, shapes the physical character of
snowmobile trails and guides DEC administrative use of maintenance equipment and vehicles on these trails into
the future. Key changes in the Proposed Final UMP for the MRPWF that have resulted from this action include:
•
•
•

Replacement of outdated snowmobile trail and snowmobile plan language;
Assignment of new trail class to individual snowmobile trails not proposed for closure.
Revision of the proposal to construct a community connector snowmobile trail between Inlet and
Raquette Lake to ensure it is not located in a remote interior area of the MRPWF.

The Department also continued discussions with local governments, interested organizations and individuals
about the management of the area. In developing and analyzing new alternative management approaches, the
planning team considered the history of the MRPWF, the relationship of the area with surrounding lands, the
comments received during the planning process and the mandates of Article XIV of the New York State
Constitution and the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The unit was originally known as the Moose River Plains Recreation Area and in the 1960s was developed with
extensive motor vehicle access for hunting, fishing and camping. Today, the MRPWF remains popular as a
destination for those seeking the convenience of roadside camping in a more remote, less structured setting
2

In December, 2009, DEC Commissioner Grannis approved amending the memorandum of understanding
(MOU) between APA and DEC concerning implementation of the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan
(APSLMP) to include the “Management Guidance.” This action followed a similar MOU amendment approval
by the Adirondack Park Agency in November, 2009, after the Agency determined that the “Management
Guidance” is in conformance with the APSLMP.

x
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than that offered by Department campgrounds. Its extensive snowmobile trail system links local communities
and is valued for its substantial contribution to the winter economy of the region. Maintaining traditional
roadside camping opportunities would allow visitors to continue to enjoy this unique Forest Preserve
experience. Reconfiguring the trail system to improve snowmobile trail community connections, create new
mountain biking loop trails and long‐distance hiking trails could increase recreational opportunity and regional
economic benefits.
The southern portions of the MRPWF border the West Canada Lake Wilderness, the second largest wilderness
area in the state and one of the most remote. There is great public interest in maintaining and enhancing the
unique character of this area. It is one of the largest natural plant and animal communities in the eastern United
States, and visitors may find outstanding opportunities for solitude as they hike, hunt, fish and camp in this high‐
quality wilderness environment. Targeted reductions in motorized uses along the southern boundary of the
MRPWF along with strategic reclassifications could significantly increase the protection of the wilderness core.
This in turn would benefit natural communities and wilderness recreation, while minimizing reductions in public
motor vehicle access. These actions could afford a new opportunity for float plane access to a relatively remote,
wild environment for camping, hunting and fishing.

Summary of New Management Proposals in the Revised Draft UMP
The Department substantially revised the Draft MRPWF UMP to incorporate a new set of proposed management
actions. The planning team carefully crafted the proposed actions with the intent of affording a variety of
opportunities for appropriate recreation, supporting the regional economy and protecting the wild character of
the Forest Preserve. The new proposals were presented with the understanding that the classification of state
lands within the Adirondack Park is the responsibility of the Adirondack Park Agency. The major proposals of the
revised UMP included:
$

Creation of the Moose River Plains Intensive Use Area ‐ Support reclassification by the Adirondack Park
Agency of the area one‐tenth of a mile on either side of the following roads from wild forest to intensive
use: Limekiln Lake‐Cedar River Road; Rock Dam Road; Lost Ponds Road; Helldiver Pond Road; Loop Road;
the access road to Bradley Brook Loop; and the access road to campsites 53‐55. Such reclassification to
create a new intensive use area requires concurrent, DEC submission of a draft UMP for the area; this
draft UMP is attached as Appendix 23 of this Plan. The new, 2,925‐acre Intensive Use Area would
continue to be managed by the Department’s Division of Lands and Forests with existing regulations to
maintain the opportunity for traditional roadside camping. No fees would be charged. Of the 170
existing campsites along the road system, 116 would be included in the proposed Intensive Use Area. Of
those, approximately 33 would be closed because they are too close to streams or wetlands, or have
other undesirable site characteristics. Of the 58 existing sites that would remain along the road system in
the wild forest, 37 would be closed. After the proposed designation of four new wild forest sites, there
would be a net total of 83 roadside campsites in the proposed Intensive Use Area and 25 roadside sites
in wild forest. Sites closed due to resource protection or separation distance requirements may be
relocated to appropriate locations within the Intensive Use Area. In addition, the four existing campsites
within the wild forest along Indian Lake Road would be relocated away from the road to provide a better
quality camping experience. The Indian Lake Road was proposed to be accessible by foot, horse and
bicycle.

$

Create a new, long‐distance community connector snowmobile trail from Limekiln Lake‐Cedar River
Road to Lower Sargent Pond, providing completely land‐based connections between the communities of
Indian Lake, Inlet, Raquette Lake and Long Lake (the “Seventh Lake Mountain ‐ Sargent Ponds Trail”). The
portion of this trail proposed in the addendum from the Long Lake‐Cedar River Road through Bear Pond
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to Eighth Lake would be replaced with a different trail segment closer to the unit’s periphery. This new
route was discovered following the release of the addendum. To provide an alternative route to
Raquette Lake that would facilitate the creation of a critical community connector link to Long Lake, a
new trail segment would be constructed. The trail would begin across Route 28 from the Eighth Lake
Campground and proceed eastward, just south of Route 28 along the periphery of the MRPWF, to
Sagamore Road. The proposed route was selected after the analysis of several alternatives.
The trail to Long Lake would cross Sagamore Road, heading eastward across South Inlet on the Route 28
bridge proposed for reconstruction, and proceed along the south side of Route 28 to private lands at
Bear Brook. The route would cross Route 28 and head northward through private lands into the Sargent
Ponds Wild Forest, where it would connect with existing snowmobile trails. Because there are extensive
wetlands along the north side of Route 28, the proposed route would need to be located along the south
side of Route 28 within the Blue Ridge Wilderness. It appears the trail could be sited within 500 feet of
the highway and therefore could be constructed in conformance with APSLMP guidelines for wilderness.
The proposed snowmobile trail also would serve as a hiking and mountain biking trail and would create
loops linking the hamlets of Inlet and Raquette Lake with Great Camp Sagamore and the Eighth Lake,
Limekiln Lake and Brown Tract Pond Campgrounds. Therefore, the segments of the proposed trail west
of Sagamore Road would be designed and constructed to facilitate mountain bicycle use.
$

Support expansion of the West Canada Lake Wilderness ‐ Support reclassification by the Adirondack
Park Agency of 15, 062 acres from MRPWF to West Canada Lake Wilderness. The area to be included
would be bounded by the proposed Intensive Use Area boundary along Otter Brook Road to the west,
the South Branch Moose River to the north, the former Otter Brook truck trail to the south, and Cedar
River Flow to the east. It would encompass Little Moose Lake and Sly Pond, Little Moose and Manbury
Mountains, and Otter Brook, a designated scenic river. It is likely that existing trails would be
maintained as foot trails, with the possibility of horse trail designation for the former Otter Brook truck
trail and Wilson Ridge Road. Final determinations would be made in the West Canada Lake Wilderness
UMP, which does not need to be submitted at this time.

$

Creation of the Beaver Lake Special Management Area ‐ Include the area south of the South Branch
Moose River and west of the proposed intensive use area boundary along Otter Brook Road, an area of
3,605 acres around Beaver, Squaw and Indian Lakes, in a special management area. Float plane access to
the three lakes would continue, while other motorized uses within the area would be discontinued. The
creation of the special management area would afford a new opportunity for float plane access to a
relatively remote, wild environment for camping, hunting and fishing. The use of the special
management area by float planes would be reviewed periodically, with the goal of ultimately
incorporating it within the West Canada Lake Wilderness.

$

Discontinue public motor vehicle and snowmobile use on Indian Lake Road and the former Otter
Brook truck trail ‐ Install a gate on the north side of the Otter Brook bridge. Convert Indian Lake Road to
a foot, horse and mountain bicycle trail. Convert the former Otter Brook truck trail to a foot or horse
trail. Final trail determinations for the former truck trail would be made in the West Canada Lake
Wilderness UMP. The discontinuance of motor vehicle and snowmobile use would increase protection
for the wild character of the West Canada Lake Wilderness and the adjacent proposed special
management area.

xii
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An Integrated Series of Related Actions
While DEC is responsible for the individual UMPs for the Moose River Plains Wild Forest and the proposed
Moose River Plains Intensive Use Area, the land reclassification recommendations found within the UMPs would
have to be proposed for action separately by the Adirondack Park Agency (APA). Because of the integrated
nature of the UMPs and the land reclassifications, however, DEC and APA, as co‐lead agencies, determined it
was most appropriate to move all proposals forward in the form of a single Draft Generic Environmental Impact
Statement (DGEIS).

Public Response to the Revised Draft UMP
Three public hearings were held for the DGEIS – two inside the Adirondack Park (Indian Lake and Inlet) and one
in Albany. Due to the large size of the UMP and the complex nature of the proposals, the original 45‐day public
comment was extended to 65 days.
Many oral comments were received at the public hearings, and numerous comment letters were sent to both
agencies during the public comment period. Some of the comments received recognized the effort made on
behalf of the Department and APA to address comments that were made in earlier versions of the UMP, such as
the need for a community connector snowmobile trail and the desire to leave as many campsites open as
possible. Some comments were in favor of certain components of the plan, while taking issue with specific
recommendations. A few comments suggested no changes of any kind were necessary in the Moose River
Plains, while several comments supported the Draft UMP in its entirety. A large number of comments were
opposed to any reduction of motorized use in the unit, particularly where it provides access to opportunities for
hunting, fishing, and camping. Also of concern was the loss of campsites before replacement or relocated sites
were opened. The loss of a significant mountain biking opportunity through the proposed expansion of the
West Canada Lake Wilderness was also brought up numerous times.

Revised Proposed Final Unit Management Plan/Final Generic
Environmental Impact Statement – November 2010
After the release of the revised draft MRPWF UMP, the planning team once again organized and reviewed the
many public comments they had received. As with past releases of the UMP, the Department continued
discussions with local governments, interested organizations and individuals about the major topics of concern.
These topics included the closure of roads, the potential loss of campsites, and the effect of a reclassification to
wilderness on public use of the area.
Throughout the discussions with the stakeholders, it became very clear to what extent the public utilizes the
road system within the Moose River Plains for a variety of recreational uses. In particular, the proposed closure
of the Indian Lake Road was viewed as preventing a segment of the public from accessing an area where they
had hunted, fished, and/or camped for many years. Additionally, members of the local mountain biking
community were concerned that the proposed expansion of the West Canada Lake Wilderness and closure of
the Otter Brook Truck Trail would eliminate one of the most important mountain biking segments within the
unit.

Summary of New Management Proposals in the Revised Proposed Final UMP
Based on the public comment received during the comment period and discussions with local communities and
other stakeholders, the Department made some final modifications to the Unit Management Plan:
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•

Retention of a Wild Forest corridor along the former Otter Brook Truck Trail and Wilson Ridge Road –
While still supporting the expansion of the West Canada Lake Wilderness through a reclassification of
the MRPWF, this proposal would retain a 20‐foot wide Wild Forest Corridor that would connect the
southern end of the Otter Brook Road to the Limekiln Lake‐Cedar River Road. This corridor would be
closed to public motorized use, but passive recreation such as mountain biking, hiking, horseback riding
and x‐country skiing would be permitted.

•

Retention of motor vehicle use on a portion of the Indian Lake Road – Instead of closing the entire road
to motorized use, this proposal would retain 3.2 miles as open to motor vehicles, while closing the last
2.3 miles. This would allow the public to drive to a distance approximately ½ mile from Squaw Lake. A
12‐car parking area would be constructed at this location, with a new canoe carry connecting the
parking area to Squaw Lake.

•

Creation of a new Bear Pond‐Benedict Creek Trail ‐ This route will utilize a new stretch of trail from the
Bear Pond Trail to the vicinity of the northern Bear Pond Sportsman’s Club camp. At this point the new
trail will connect to the Bear Pond Road. The addition of this route, when combined with existing trails,
will provide a series of loops of varying lengths for mountain biking and other non‐motorized uses such
as hiking and skiing.

•

Withdrawal of proposed designation of the Beaver Lake Special Management Area ‐ The Department
has determined that addressing the management issues and needs of this area via a separate Special
Management Area Plan is not necessary. Management previously proposed under the Special
Management Area Plans section will be incorporated into the main MRPWF plan.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. Planning Area Overview
The Moose River Plains Wild Forest (MRPWF) is located in the Towns of Webb and Ohio in Herkimer County and
the Towns of Arietta, Inlet, Long Lake, Lake Pleasant and Morehouse in Hamilton County. The unit is bordered by
the West Canada Lakes, Pigeon Lake and Blue Ridge Wilderness Areas, the Wakely Mountain Primitive Area, as
well as the Fulton Chain Wild Forest. Within or adjacent to the MRPWF are four Intensive Use Areas: the
Seventh Lake boat launch, which will be included in this plan, and the Limekiln Lake, Eighth Lake and Brown Tract
Ponds campgrounds. This UMP will not address management of the campgrounds, which are addressed in
individual UMPs, but will address the inter‐relationship between the Wild Forest and Intensive Use Areas.
Additionally, this UMP will address specific management actions for the area along State Route 28 which is
designated as a travel corridor.
The APSLMP area description reads:
“This area lies between Route 28 and the West Canada Lake Wilderness in Hamilton and Herkimer
counties. The scenic ‘plains’ of the Moose and Red Rivers are well‐known areas of interest to the public.
These zones of herb and grass vegetation contrast vividly with the overall forested nature of the park.
Other scenic points of interest include the Moose River Cliffs, Mitchell Ponds, Lost Ponds, Icehouse and
Helldiver Ponds.”
“The area is unique also in that the Department of Environmental Conservation maintains an extensive
road system and provides numerous scattered individual camping sites along this system. This provides a
type of outdoor recreation between that of a developed campground and primitive tent camping. Heavy
use of the road system is made in the winter months by snowmobiles, a use that may not be compatible
with the wintering deer population and which therefore may require reassessment.”
“Hunting, fishing, camping and snowmobiling make this one of the truly four‐season recreational areas
of the park.”
Numerous lakes and streams, including a portion of the traditional Adirondack canoe route from Old Forge to
Saranac Lake, the South Branch of the Moose River, the Cedar River Flow, as well as numerous lakes and ponds,
provide for a variety of water based recreational activities. During winter months snowmobiling is the major
activity in this unit. The Limekiln Lake‐ Cedar River Road (LLCRR) provides a connection between the hamlets of
Inlet and Indian Lake.

B. Unit Geographic Information
The Moose River Plains Wild Forest is located within the following Townships.
Townships
4, 5, 6, 7, 40, 41
3, 4
8

Tract
Totten and Crossfield Purchase
Moose River Tract
John Browns Tract

7.5x15 minute Quads
Wakely Mountain, Raquette
Lake, Eagle Bay, Indian Lake,
West Canada Lake, Honnedaga Lake,
Old Forge
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C. General Location
The Moose River Plains Wild Forest is located in Hamilton and Herkimer Counties. The unit is bounded by the
Blue Ridge, West Canada Lake and Pigeon Lake Wilderness Areas, the Wakely Mountain Primitive Area, as well
as the Fulton Chain Wild Forest. The lands of the Adirondack League Club form a portion of the southwestern
boundary. The hamlets of Inlet, Raquette Lake and Indian Lake are located within or in close proximity to the
unit.

D. Acreage
The Moose River Plains Wild Forest currently contains 82,339 acres classified as wild forest. Should the proposed
reclassifications occur as proposed in this UMP the acreage of the MRPWF would be 64, 517 acres.

E. General Access
Access to this unit is gained via State Route 28 on the west or by the Cedar River Road off State Routes 28/30
from the east. The Moose River Plains unit is unique in that there is an extensive road system throughout the
area. The Department maintains over 40 miles of public motor vehicle roads including the LLCRR which bisects
the unit, allowing one to enter at one access point and exit via another. The two major access points to the unit
are through the gate near the Limekiln Lake Campground near Inlet, and the gate at Cedar River Flow near
Indian Lake. These roads provide access not only to much of this unit, but also to the West Canada Lakes and
Blue Ridge Wilderness Areas. Other parts of the unit are accessible from State Route 28, which borders the unit
from Inlet to Raquette Lake. The entire unit lies within a day’s drive of over 70 million people in the northeast
states and Canada.

F. General History
A brief history of acquisition of lands comprising the Moose River Plains Wild Forest:
Prior to 1885 and the creation of the Forest Preserve, lands in the region would come into State ownership
generally through tax sales and then be resold to interested parties. Following creation of the Forest Preserve,
lands acquired through tax sales remained in State ownership and became part of the Forest Preserve.
1771‐ Joseph Totten and Stephen Crossfield purchase, for King George III of Great Britian, the rights to 1,150,000
acres in the central Adirondacks from the Mohawk Nation.
1779‐ Ownership of the Totten and Crossfield Purchase passes from the Crown of Great Britian to the newly
designated State of New York. State of New York proceeds to dispose of its lands for settlement.
1785‐ NYS creates a “Land Office” with the Governor and other senior officials as members.
1786‐ NYS orders a survey of Military Tract, 666,000 acres, for sale to Revolutionary War soldiers. Not one
soldier accepts any land in the Adirondack Military Tract.
1798‐ John Brown of Rhode Island becomes sole owner of 210,000 acres at Fulton Chain of Lakes and in 1798
gains clear title.
1799‐ John Brown serves as Representative to Congress.
1800‐ Beaver is now extinct in northern New York.
1812‐ Surveyor Robert Fulton surveys chain of eight lakes, Middle Branch of Moose River.
1816‐ Surveyor John Richards notes treeless “Indian Plains” on the South Branch of the Moose River.
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1836‐ The Constable brothers establish the now classic Old Forge to Saranac Lake canoe route through the
Fulton Chain.
1847‐ Formation of Hamilton County.
1851‐ Logging started in and around the future Moose River Plains Wild Forest.
1855‐ Law allows NYS to acquire land at tax sales.
1862‐ Alva Dunning reports killing last Adirondack moose along South Inlet.
1868‐ Fisheries Commission established.
1875‐ Gordias H.P. Gould begins large scale logging of the western Adirondacks.
1875‐ William Wakely constructs Wakely Dam, thus creating the Cedar River Flow.
1879‐ The Adirondack League Club reports the death of two of the remaining four moose held on their property.
1880‐ Sixth Lake Dam is constructed to control water levels.
1883‐ Law prohibits sale of NYS lands in 10 Adirondack counties.
1883‐ NYS allocates $10,000 for land acquisition.
1884‐ A Forestry Commission was appointed to investigate and report a system of forest preservation.
1885‐ A law is passed creating the Forest Preserve.
1888‐ The Antlers Hotel is constructed on Raquette Lake.
1890‐ W.W. Durrant constructs Camp Uncas at Mohegan Lake.
1890‐ William Seward Webb buys Adirondack land for right‐of‐way.
1890‐ NYS Legislature appropriates $25,000 to buy additional forest preserve lands.
1890‐ Forest Commission publishes a map delineating the proposed Adirondack Park Blue Line.
1892‐ Governor Roswell P. Flower signs the Adirondack Park Enabling Act on May 20th.
1893‐ Forest Commission allows for timber sale leases.
1893‐ Forest Commission sells spruce on 17, 500 acres of Forest Preserve lands.
1894‐ The “Forever Wild” amendment is unanimously approved.
1894‐ Article VII, Section 7 of the NYS Constitution protecting the forest preserve as forever wild, November 6th;
effective January 1, 1895.
1895‐ The Fisheries Commission, the Game Commission and Forest Commission were combined into the
Fisheries, Game and Forest Commission.
1895‐ J. Pierpont Morgan purchases Camp Uncas.
1897‐ W.W. Durrant builds Camp Sagamore.
1899‐ The last known Adirondack moose is killed on the Otter Brook, southern Moose River Plains.
1900‐ W.W. Durrant constructs and begins to operate the Raquette Lake Railway.
1902‐ Forest, Fish and Game Commission releases 15 moose at Uncas Station in Raquette Lake.
1903‐ Large fires burn throughout the Adirondacks.
1903‐ NYS Legislature appropriates $500 to restock beaver in the Adirondacks.
1905‐ Six beaver are released in the South Branch of the Moose River.
1908‐ Last mountain lion killed in the Adirondacks near Brown Tract Flow.
1909‐ A paid force of forest rangers is created for the Adirondack region.
1910‐ Beaver population explodes and causes rapid tree loss on forest preserve lands.
1912‐ Adirondack Park is expanded to 4,054,000 acres and now includes private lands.
1919‐ Black River Regulating District created.
1923‐ Northville to Lake Placid Trail is completed.
1931‐ Raquette Lake reservoir was constructed.
1931‐ Golden Beach Campground opens.
1933‐ NYS Route 28 opens as paved road from Old Forge to Blue Mountain Lake.
1935‐ Eighth lake Campground opens.
1946‐ Governor T.E. Dewey halts efforts to construct Higley Dam on the South Branch of the Moose River.
1948‐ The last documented log drive on the South Branch of the Moose River was completed.
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1950‐ The Great Appalachian Wind Storm affects 424,000 acres of the Forest Preserve. Over 33,000 acres of the
MRPWF was affected by this storm.
1955‐ An amendment which would have allowed the creation of the Panther Mountain Dam was defeated. This
dam would have flooded approximately 1500 acres of Forest Preserve in or adjacent to the Moose River
Plains.
1958‐ Brown Tract Campground opens.
1960‐ 15,710 acres of the Limekiln Lake Tract were acquired from the Gould Paper Company.
1963‐ Limekiln Campground opens.
1963‐ 50,970 acres of the Moose River Tract were acquired from the Gould Paper Company.
1964‐ The Adirondack Forest Preserve is registered as a National Historic Landmark.
1972‐ Adirondack Park Agency completes first edition of the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan,
designating the Moose River Plains Wild Forest.
1983‐ Constitutional amendment to allow exchange of Forest Preserve lands for Great Camp Sagamore.
1988‐ State of New York acquires remainder of Township 7 from International Paper.
1990‐ Fulton Chain Wild Forest UMP approved.
1990‐ The Americans with Disabilities Act is passed by Congress.
1995‐ Northeastern US Derechio (in‐line windstorm or micro‐burst) affects 22,000 acres of MRPWF.
2001‐ Consent Decree reached in settlement of Galusha vs. NYSDEC et. al. requires numerous accessibility
projects.
2003‐ The Town of Long Lake drills wells on Forest Preserve lands for municipal water supply.
2006‐ Heavy rains lead to numerous road washouts within the Moose River Plains Wild Forest.
2007‐ Constitutional amendment to allow land exchange with Town of Long Lake for municipal water supply.
2008‐ Camp Uncas listed as a National Historic Landmark.
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A. Natural Resources
1. Physical
a. Geology
Approximately 1.3 billion years ago the Adirondack region was generally flat and covered by sedimentary rock at
depths up to 30 kilometers. Extreme heat and pressure at these depths resulted in a layer of metamorphic
granite gneiss. Massive domal uplifting followed by the erosion of the soft sedimentary layer left the Adirondack
region much higher than the surrounding area. This geologic region, known as the Central Highlands, is part of
the Grenville Province, a large area of bedrock which extends along the Appalachian Mountains from Labrador
to Mexico. (Isachsen, 1991) The arrival of the Pleistocene epoch or “ice age” began approximately 1.6 million
years ago. During this time, climates cooled and large glacial ice sheets covered the region. These sheets
repeatedly advanced across the region and then retreated north. The last glaciation of the region began around
21,750 years ago and is known as the Wisconsian stage. The Laurentide ice sheet, which covered the region with
up to 2 kilometers of ice, retreated around 10,000 years ago. The result of glacial activity is the Adirondack
Mountains we know today. Characteristics of this area include gently curved ridges and valleys, long winding
eskers, numerous lakes and ponds and radial drainage patterns. (Clarke, 1904)

b. Soils
All soils are formed by the chemical and physical breakdown of parent material. However, like most of the
Adirondacks, the soil composition within the MRPWF is vastly different from the bedrock beneath. The soils
within the MRPWF are mostly derived from glacial deposits that have been moved and deposited as glaciers
advanced and retreated. Soils across the planning area vary widely in degree of slope, depth to bedrock,
stoniness and drainage. General meso‐soil maps for the planning area are available from the Adirondack Park
Agency. These depict broad soil associations relative to a particular landscape type. The maps portray soil
associations as patterns of similar soils based on their properties and constituents. These are useful in the
management of large forested areas and watersheds, but are not suitable for planning areas less than 40 acres
in size. For specific projects in small areas, such as placement of trails, parking facilities, camping areas, etc.,
detailed on‐site soil surveys may be required.
Soil names are usually reflective of their dominant characteristics followed by a list of minor components and
limitations. For example, frequently observed soil series in the MRPWF include:
Adams Series
Adams soils are very deep, excessively drained soils formed in glacial‐fluvial or glacio‐lacustrine sand. It is found
throughout the landscape, from nearly level deltas and gently sloping outwash plains to steeper sloping terraces
and very steep eskers. The rate of surface runoff ranges from very slow to very rapid as the slope increases.
Erosion hazard is rated slight but increases with slope and equipment limitations are moderate on steeper
slopes. Permeability is rapid or very rapid and the available water capacity is low.
This makes Adams a droughty soil that is usually low in available nutrients. Reaction ranges from extremely
acidic to moderately acidic throughout the soil profile. Some units of Adams are recognized on the New York
listing of Farmland of Statewide Importance, although it is generally best suited for woodland and wildlife uses.
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Previously disturbed areas which are left idle will support pioneer tree species such as aspen, birch and pine as
well as sweet fern and spirea. Forested areas are dominated by maple, beech, spruce and pine. Adams soils are
commonly found in association with Becket, Croghan and Naumburgh soils. In the MRPWF Unit Adams soils are
the most common soil type in the area referred to as the “Plains” on this unit.
Becket Series
Becket soils are the most abundant soils on the MRPWF. This soil is very deep, well drained and is found on
slopes ranging from 3 to 60 percent. Permeability is moderate in the surface and subsoil, and slow in the firm
substratum. Erosion hazards and equipment limitations are generally slight, but limitations increase with slope.
Reaction is generally strongly acidic. Some units of Becket are recognized on the NY listing of Farmland of
Statewide Importance, although it is generally best suited for woodland and wildlife uses. The 7th Lake Mountain
and Mount Tom areas are examples of areas comprised mostly of Becket soils. Principle tree species found on
Becket soils include sugar maple, yellow birch, eastern white pine, hemlock, balsam fir and white spruce.
Colton Series
The Colton series consists of very deep, excessively drained soils formed in glacialfluvial deposits. They are found
on terraces, kames, eskers and outwash plains. Permeability is moderately rapid to very rapid and the available
water capacity is very low. Slope ranges from 0 to 70 percent. The erosion hazard and equipment limitations are
rated as slight on gentle slopes, but on strongly sloping and steep areas, the erosion hazard is moderate and the
equipment restrictions are severe. Reaction is strongly or very strongly acidic. Vegetation in previously disturbed
areas include birch, pine, bracken fern and blueberries. Forests include sugar maple, white pine, red pine and
white spruce. Colton soils are found in the vicinity of Third Lake Creek and Limekiln Swamp.
Greenwood Series
The Greenwood series consists of very deep, poorly drained soils formed in organic deposits. Greenwood soils
are usually located in depressions with larger areas being on outwash or lake plains. Slope ranges from 0 to 2
percent and permeability is moderate to moderately rapid. Reaction is very strongly acidic to extremely acidic.
Erosion hazard is low due to lack of slope but equipment limitations are high due to surface water. Few trees
except some black spruce and tamarack grow on these soils. Ground cover is blueberries, bog rosemary, laurel,
leatherleaf and sphagnum mosses. Areas around Limekiln Creek and the South Inlet of Raquette Lake are on
Greenwood soils.
Lyman Series
The Lyman series consists of shallow, somewhat excessively drained soils formed in glacial till. They are located
on rocky hills, mountains and high plateaus. Depth to bedrock ranges from 10 to 20 inches. Slopes range from 3
to 80 percent and permeability is moderately rapid. Reaction is very strongly acidic to extremely acidic. Erosion
hazard is rated slight but increases with slope and equipment limitations are moderate on steeper slopes.
Vegetation is mainly white pine, hemlock, red spruce, birch, sugar maple, beech, fir, white ash and basswood.
The upper slopes and summits of Little Moose Mountain and Manbury Mountain are examples of areas with
Lyman series soils.
Naumburgh Series
The Naumburgh series consists of very deep, poorly and somewhat poorly drained soils formed in sandy deltaic
or glaciofluvial deposits. These soils are on low sand plains and terraces on slopes ranging from 0 to 8 percent.
Permeability is rapid. Erosion hazard is low due to slope but equipment limitations are moderate. Reaction is
strongly acid to very strongly acid. Associated vegetation includes grasses, spirea, spruce, fir, pine, hemlock and
some hardwoods such as maple. The areas around Icehouse and Helldiver Ponds are representative of this soil
type.
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Potsdam Series
The Potsdam series consists of very deep, well drained soils on glacial till plains. Slope varies from 3 to 60
percent and erosion hazard is moderate and increases with slope. Permeability is moderate in the layers above
the substratum and slow below. Reaction is strongly acid to extremely acid. Forest vegetation includes sugar
maple, beech, ash, hornbeam, oak, hemlock and white pine. Areas north and west of the Limekiln Lake Intensive
Use Area are on Potsdam soils.
Pillsbury Series
The Pillsbury series consists of very deep, poorly and somewhat poorly drained soils on slopes ranging from 0 to
15 percent. Permeability is moderate and reaction is very strongly acid. Erosion hazard is low due to slope but,
equipment limitations are moderate. Associated tree species include, sugar maple, white pine and red spruce.
The upper portions of the Red River drainage are representative of the Pillsbury soil type.

c. Terrain/Topography
The topography of the MRPWF ranges from the low‐lying river valleys of the Cedar, South Branch of the Moose
and Red Rivers to 3,500 foot high mountain summits. Considered Adirondack Low Mountains, the unit contains a
wide variation in terrain and topography and is truly a transitional zone between the high mountain country to
the east and north and the foothills to the west and south.
Maximum relief, or change in elevation, across the unit is 1,900 feet from atop Little Moose Mountain (3,632'
elevation) to Third Lake Creek (1,732' elevation).
Other topographical points of interest within the unit include Black Bear Mountain, Rocky Mountain and
Manbury Mountain.

d. Water
The MRPWF is drained by the Raquette River on the north, the Hudson River to the east, and the South Branch
of the Moose River, part of the Black River watershed, to the south and west. Most of the unit’s ponds are
located in the South Branch Moose River watershed.
Sixty‐seven ponds and lakes that are numbered on Bureau of Fisheries Biological Survey maps occur within or
border the unit. There are numerous other smaller, unnumbered ponds within the unit, typically impermanent
beaver impoundments. Waters are dispersed throughout the unit and range in size from an unnamed pond of
0.2 acres to Seventh Lake of the Fulton Chain with a surface area of 822 acres. Other prominent waters that
border the unit are Cedar River Flow (658 acres), Limekiln Lake (462 acres) and Eighth Lake of the Fulton Chain
(302 acres).
Ponded waters in or bordering the unit have a total acreage of 3,482 acres. Some of these waters are part of the
MRPWF unit while others are just outside, such as Raquette Lake for which the mean high water line is the
boundary for MRPWF but the lake bottom is part of the Sargent Ponds Wild Forest. The area also contains
hundreds of miles of small coldwater streams and beaver flows. The prominent stream within the unit is the
South Branch of the Moose River. See Appendix 5 for individual pond descriptions.
A 2003 survey found Eurasian milfoil, an aquatic invasive species, present in Sixth and Seventh Lakes. The
importance of this issue to the Adirondack ecosystems has been underscored in the establishment of the
Adirondack Park Invasive Plant Program, a project jointly undertaken by the APA, NYS DOT, The Nature
Conservancy and NYS DEC, and the New York State Invasive Species Task Force.
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The Town of Long Lake previously maintained a reservoir approximately 0.25 miles south of the Sagamore Road
for the Village of Raquette Lake water supply. The 6 acre reservoir was created in 1931 by the construction of a
13 foot concrete dam on Otter Brook, a tributary of Raquette Lake. The water supply was found in violation of
the Environmental Protection Agency’s Surface Water Treatment Rules. The New York State Department of
Health requires adequate chlorine contact time for surface water supplies. These guidelines were not being met
for the Raquette Lake water supply. These requirements forced the Town of Long Lake to look at alternatives to
come into compliance. Possible solutions included in an engineering report prepared for the Town include
drilling wells or construction of a filtration facility on Forest Preserve lands. In 2003, in compliance with the
Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, several wells were drilled on Forest Preserve lands along the Sagamore
Road and in the fall of 2004 the Village began utilizing these wells for their water supply. A new storage and
chlorination building has been constructed adjacent to the Sagamore Road. The Town will continue to maintain
the ability to draw water from the reservoir via existing pipes as a backup water supply and also for use in
emergency situations. In 2007 a Constitutional amendment was passed by the voters which authorized the well
by allowing a land exchange between NYS and the Town of Long Lake. This land exchange will consist of one acre
of Forest Preserve being transferred to the town in exchange for approximately 12 acres being added to the
Forest Preserve. The details of the land exchange are currently being negotiated and will include continued
public use, by foot, of the access road to the reservoir.
Wild, Scenic, and Recreational Rivers
In 1972, State legislation was passed creating a wild, scenic, and recreational rivers system on State and private
lands to protect and maintain certain designated rivers in their free‐flowing condition and natural setting. As
described below, within the MRPWF different portions of the Red River, Otter Brook and South Branch of the
Moose River are classified as scenic rivers under this Wild, Scenic, and Recreational Rivers System Act. Pursuant
to 6 NYCRR §666.6(f), upon the designation of a river in this system and until final boundaries are established,
the provisions of 6 NYCRR Part 666, the regulations implementing the Wild, Scenic and Recreational Rivers
program, are applicable within one‐half mile of each bank of the river. None of the MRPWF portions of these
rivers are known to have a current use which is in conflict with either the Wild, Scenic and Recreational Rivers
Act (ECL Article 15, Title 27) or the implementing regulations. 6 NYCRR Section 666.7 provides that
“management plans will be developed by Department of Environmental Conservation for designated river areas
to recommend specific actions to protect and enhance all river corridor resources.” Management plans for those
segments of designated rivers located within the MRPWF planning area are found Appendix 24.
A scenic river is “a river or section of river that is free of diversions or impoundments except for log dams, with
limited road access and with a river area largely primitive and undeveloped, or that is partially or predominantly
used for agriculture, forest management and other dispersed human activities that do not substantially interfere
with public use and enjoyment of the river and its shore.” (APSLMP, 2001, page 44). Scenic river boundaries
include a one‐quarter to one‐half mile corridor from each bank. The final width of the river corridor will be
determined in this UMP. The following rivers within the MRPWF have been designated as scenic rivers:
South Branch of the Moose River‐ Approximately 18 miles beginning at the outlet of Little Moose Lake to the
western boundary of State land near Rock Dam (ECL §15‐2713 (2)(g));
Otter Brook‐ Approximately 10 miles from the outlet of Lost Ponds to the confluence with
the South Branch of the Moose River. (ECL §15‐2714 (2)(v));
Red River‐ Approximately 9.7 miles from the headwaters of the river to the confluence with the South Branch of
the Moose River. (ECL §15‐2714 (2)(x));
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Cedar river‐ Approximately 10 miles from a point where a road crosses the river one and one‐half miles
upstream of Cedar River Flow to a point where the southerly extension of the northeast State land boundary of
Lot 96, Township 33, Totten and Crossfields Purchase, would intersect the river. (ECL §15‐2714 (2)(g)).

e. Wetlands
The wetlands of this unit possess great ecological, aesthetic, recreational and educational value. Wetlands have
the capacity to receive, store and slowly release rainwater and meltwater and to protect water resources by
stabilizing water flow and minimizing erosion and sedimentation. Many natural and man‐made pollutants are
removed from water entering wetland areas. Also, because they constitute one of the most productive habitats
for fish and wildlife, a greater diversity of plant and animal species are found in association with most wetlands.
For the visitor, expanses of open space provide a visual contrast to the heavily forested setting.
APA Regulated Wetlands GIS data identifies 2,177 wetland polygons in the MRPWF with a total area of 12,448
acres. The largest individual wetland identified is 436.6 acres in size and is located along Benedict Creek. These
wetlands are mostly coniferous, characterized by dense stands of red spruce, black spruce and balsam fir.
A recent mapping project completed by the Adirondack Park Agency identifies four areas in or adjacent to the
unit as “Charismatic Megawetlands”3. These include, Browns Tract Inlet Fen, South Inlet Fen, Silver Stream
Floodplain and Limekiln Swamp.

f. Air/Climate
Climate
The region’s climate, in general terms, is best described as cool and moist. Climatic conditions vary considerably
throughout the unit and are influenced by such factors as slope aspect, elevation, distance and direction from
large water bodies, seasonal temperatures, precipitation, prevailing winds and the location of natural barriers.
Summers tend to be warm with cool nights. Maximum day‐time temperatures seldom exceed 90 degrees F.
Frost can occur any month of the year. Temperatures of ‐40 degrees F are common, often accompanied by high
winds. Annual precipitation is between 40 and 60 inches per year; snowfall ranges from 120‐140 inches per year.
Air Quality
Air quality in the region is good to excellent, rated Class II (moderately well controlled) by federal and state
standards. The region receives weather flowing south from the Arctic Circle that tends to be cleaner than
weather emanating from the west and southwest. Summit visibility is often obscured by haze caused by air
pollutants when a large number of small diameter particles exist in the air. Air quality may be more affected by
particulate matter blown in from outside pollution sources rather than from activities inside the Adirondack
Park. The relative assimilation of outside pollutants, commonly referred to as “acid rain,” is under investigation
and study by staff at the NYS Atmospheric Science Research Station located on Whiteface Mountain and other
researchers. Whiteface’s preeminent feature as a high standing mountain apart from the other High Peaks, in
the face of prevailing winds and a long‐term collection center of weather research data makes it an outstanding
outdoor research laboratory.
3

Charismatic Megawetlands were selected from the Cover Type Wetlands data based on visual clues of large cover type
agglomerations. The extent of polygons comprising each Megawetland complex is intended to be functionally inclusive from
the perspective of wildlife. Many of the Charismatic Megawetlands are made up of lowland boreal habitats, such as
peatlands, which create habitat for many unique-to-NYS species such as Spruce Grouse, Gray Jay, Black-backed
Woodpecker and Three-toed Woodpecker. For more information on Charismatic Megawetlands, including descriptions of
each of the megawetlands shown on the map, refer to the "Wetlands Effects Data and GIS for the Adirondack Park" report
and the "Charismatic Megawetlands" slideshow at http://www.apa.state.ny.us/Research/epa_projects.htm
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In the Adirondack Mountains from 1992 through 1999, sulfates declined in 92 percent of a representative
sample of lakes selected by the Adirondack Lakes Survey Corporation (ALSC). However, nitrates increased in 48
percent of those lakes. The decrease in sulfates is consistent with decreases in sulfur emissions and deposition,
but the increase in nitrates is inconsistent with the stable levels of nitrogen emissions and deposition.
Continued monitoring by collection and analysis of acid deposition will allow the monitoring network to
determine if improvements will continue or begin as a result of reductions of SO2‐ and NO4‐ legislated in the
1990 Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA).
Effects of Acidic Deposition on Forest Systems
At present, the mortality and decline of red spruce at high elevations in the Northeast and observed reductions
in red spruce growth rates in the southern Appalachians are the only cases of significant forest damage in the
United States for which there is strong scientific evidence that acid deposition is a primary cause (National
Science and Technology Council Committee on Environment and Natural Resources, 1998). The following
findings of the National Acid Precipitation Assessment Program (1998) provide a broad overview of the effects of
acidic deposition on the forests of the Adirondacks.
The interaction of acid deposition with natural stress factors has adverse effects on certain forest ecosystems.
These effects include:
• Increased mortality of red spruce in the mountains of the Northeast. This mortality is due in part to
exposure to acid cloud water, which has reduced the cold tolerance of these red spruce resulting in
frequent winter injury and loss of foliage.
• Reduced growth and/or vitality of red spruce across the high‐elevation portion of its range.
• Decreased supplies of certain nutrients in soils to levels at or below those required for healthy growth.
Nitrogen deposition, in addition to sulfur deposition, is now recognized as an important contributor to declining
forest ecosystem health both at low and at higher elevations. Adverse effects occur through direct impacts via
increased foliar susceptibility to winter damage, foliar leaching, leaching of soil nutrients, elevation of soil
aluminum levels and/or creation of nutrient imbalances. Excessive amounts of nitrogen cause negative impacts
on soil chemistry similar to those caused by sulfur deposition in certain sensitive high‐elevation ecosystems.
Sensitive Receptors
High‐elevation spruce‐fir ecosystems in the eastern United States epitomize sensitive soil systems. Base cation
stores are generally very low, and soils are near or past their capacity to retain more sulfur or nitrogen.
Deposited sulfur and nitrogen, therefore, pass directly into soil water, which leaches soil aluminum and minimal
amounts of calcium, magnesium and other base cations out of the root zone. The low availability of these base
cation nutrients coupled with the high levels of aluminum that interfere with roots taking up these nutrients can
result in plants not having sufficient nutrients to maintain good growth and health.
Sugar maple decline has been studied in the eastern United States since the 1950s. One of the recent studies
suggests that the loss of crown vigor and incidence of tree death is related to the low supply of calcium and
magnesium to soil and foliage (Driscoll 2002).
Exposure to acidic clouds and acid deposition has reduced the cold tolerance of red spruce in the Northeast,
resulting in frequent winter injury. Repeated loss of foliage due to winter injury has caused crown deterioration
and contributed to high levels of red spruce mortality in the Adirondack Mountains of New York, the Green
Mountains of Vermont and the White Mountains of New Hampshire. Acid deposition has contributed to a
regional decline in the availability of soil calcium and other base cations in high‐elevation and mid‐elevation
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spruce‐fir forests of New York and New England and the southern Appalachians. The high‐elevation spruce‐fir
forests of the Adirondacks and northern New England are identified together as one of the four areas
nationwide with a sensitive ecosystem and subject to high deposition rates.
Effects of Acidic Deposition on Hydrologic Systems
New York’s Adirondack Park is one of the most sensitive areas in the United States affected by acidic deposition.
The Park consists of over 6,000,000 acres of forest, lakes, streams and mountains interspersed with dozens of
small communities, and a large seasonal population fluctuation. However, due to its geography and geology, it is
one of the most sensitive regions in the United States to acidic deposition and has been impacted to such an
extent that significant native fish populations have been lost and signature high elevation forests have been
damaged.
There are two types of acidification which affect lakes and streams. One is a year‐round condition when a lake is
acidic all year long, referred to as chronically or critically acidic. The other is seasonal or episodic acidification
associated with spring melt and/or rain storm events. A lake is considered insensitive when it is not acidified
during any time of the year. Lakes with acid‐neutralizing capability (ANC) values below 0 μeq/L are considered
to be chronically acidic. Lakes with ANC values between 0 and 50 μeq/L are considered susceptible to episodic
acidification; ANC may decrease below 0 μeq/L during high‐flow conditions in these lakes. Lakes with ANC
values greater than 50 μeq/L are considered relatively insensitive to inputs of acidic deposition (Driscoll et al.
2001). Watersheds which experience episodic acidification are very common in the Adirondack Region. A 1995
EPA Report to Congress estimated that 70% of the target population lakes are at risk of episodic acidification at
least once during the year.
In addition to sensitive lakes, the Adirondack region includes thousands of miles of streams and rivers which are
also sensitive to acidic deposition. While it is difficult to quantify the impact, it is certain is that there are large
numbers of Adirondack brooks that will not support native Adirondack brook trout. Over half of these
Adirondack streams and rivers may be acidic during spring snowmelt, when high aluminum concentrations and
toxic water conditions adversely impact aquatic life.
Permanent Long‐Term Monitoring (LTM) sites in and around this unit
In 1986, the ALSC surveyed a total of twenty waters in this unit (See Appendix 5). One other surveyed pond is on
private lands within the geographical boundary of the unit. Summaries of those ponded waters data can be
found at http://www.adirondacklakessurvey.com (see ALS Pond Information). Since that time, the Adirondack
Long‐Term Monitoring (LTM) program managed by the ALSC, has been sampling chemistry in 52 lakes across the
Park on a monthly basis.

2. Biological
a. Vegetation
The MRPWF occupies the southernmost extent of the transitional zone between the boreal forests to the north
and the mixed forests of the south. Although primarily a mixed forest, in excess of 90%, of the unit does contain
representative pockets of boreal species and ecotypes. Its forests represent a mosaic of plant communities that
correspond to local variations in soil, temperature, moisture and elevation. Past events such as fire, wind and
logging have exerted a strong influence on present day conditions. During the early 1900s, when great fires
swept across most of the Adirondacks, portions of this unit were not exempt from their destructive powers. Fire,
combined with the history of heavy logging activity, introduced adequate sunlight to the forest floor to allow
reproduction of shade intolerant species, such as black cherry, to occur. Many of those larger trees that
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managed to escape being harvested for lumber soon fell victim to natural events. On November 25, 1950, a
severe hurricane laid waste hundreds of thousands of acres of privately‐owned and Forest Preserve lands,
primarily in the Adirondacks. It was estimated that the timber on more than 400,000 acres in the Adirondack
region had been seriously affected, with 75‐100% of the area within being leveled. Over 33,000 acres of forests
within the MRPWF unit were affected. On July 15, 1995, a fast moving thunderstorm of near record proportions
passed through the Adirondacks. Strong winds caused extensive damage to nearly 1,000,000 acres of forest land
in a triangular area bounded roughly by Governeur, Blue Mountain Lake and Lyons Falls. Approximately 22,000
acres of the unit, mostly along the western edge, were affected. Although the results of these similar events may
seem destructive, they provide opportunities for the establishment of species requiring more direct sunlight
than is generally available under the closed canopy of the surrounding forest.
The Master Habitat Data Bank (MHDB) identifies seven notable ecological communities and three Rare,
Threatened or Endangered plant species within the MRPWF unit, including;
Spruce‐fir swamp
A conifer swamp often found in drainage basins which are occasionally flooded by beaver. Major tree species
include red spruce (Picea rubens), balsam fir ( Abies balsamea), white spruce (Picea glauca) and black spruce
(Picea mariana). Characteristic shrubs and herbs include mountain ash (Sorbus americana) and wild raisin
(Viburnum cassinoides), cinnamon fern (Osmunda cinnamomea), mountain wood fern (Dryopteris campyloptera)
and wood sorrel (Oxalis acetosella). An example of this covertype exists in the vicinity of Eighth Lake.
Spruce‐northern hardwood forest
A mixed forest that occurs on lower mountain slopes and upper margins of flats on glacial till. This is one of the
most common forest types in the Adirondacks. Major tree species include red spruce (Picea rubens), sugar maple
(Acer saccharum), beech (Fagus grandifolia) and yellow birch (Betula alleghaniensis). Common shrubs and
ground layer plants include hobblebush (Viburnum lantanoides), Canada yew (Taxus canadensis), wood‐sorrel
(Oxalis acetosella) and common wood fern (Dryopteris intermedia).An example of this covertype exists in the
uplands surrounding Eighth Lake.
Spruce flats
A mixed forest that occurs on moist sites along the borders of swamps and in low flats along lakes and streams.
Soils are strongly podzolized, sandy, and seasonally moist, but not saturated and not peaty. Dominant trees are
red spruce (Picea rubens), black spruce (Picea mariana) mixed with smaller numbers of yellow birch (Betula
alleghaniensis), black cherry (Prunus serotina) and hemlock (Tsuga canadensis). In some locations white spruce
(Picea glauca) replaces red spruce. The shrub layer is sparse or patchy. Characteristic shrubs include Labrador
tea (Ledum groenlandicum), sheep laurel (Kalmia angustifolia) and blueberry (Vaccinium sp.) Typically the
ground cover consists of a luxuriant carpet of mosses and herbs, with an abundance of feather mosses. The area
along the Red River is typical of this covertype.
Maple‐basswood rich mesic forest
A hardwood forest that typically occurs on middle to lower elevation, concave slopes with north or east aspects.
Soils are rich, moist, well‐drained and usually have circumneutral pH. Dominant tree species include sugar maple
(Acer sacchurum), basswood (Tilia americana), and white ash (Fraxinus americana). Tall shrubs include
alternate‐leaved dogwood (Cornus alternifolia) and witch hazel (Hamamelis virginiana). Spring ephemerals are
usually abundant in the ground layer. Characteristic species include false Solomons seal (Smilacina racemosa),
white baneberry (Actaea pachypoda) and troutlily (Erythronium americanum). The Mount Tom area is
characteristic of this covertype.
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Dwarf shrub bog (Helldiver Pond)
An ombrotrophic or weakly minerotrophic peatland dominated by low‐growing shrubs and peat mosses. A dwarf
shrub bog may form a floating mat around a bog lake or along the banks of an oligotrophic stream; it may also
occur as a large or small mat completely filling a basin. Dominant shrubs include leatherleaf (Chamaedaphne
calyculata), sheep laurel (Kalmia angustifolia) and Labrador tea (Rhododendron groenlandicum). Scattered
stunted trees may be present, including black spruce (Picea mariana), tamarack (Larix laricina) and red maple
(Acer rubrum). Characteristic peat mosses that form a nearly complete carpet under the shrubs include
Sphagnum magellanicum, Sphagnum rubellum, and Sphagnum fallax.
Inland poor fen: (Helldiver pond)
A weakly minerotrophic peatland. The dominant species are sphagnum mosses with scattered sedges, shrubs
and stunted trees. Poor fens are fed by waters that are weakly mineralized and have low pH values, generally
between 3.5 and 5.0. Many “kettlehole bogs” are inland poor fens.
Midreach stream (South Branch Moose River)
The aquatic community of a stream that has a well‐defined pattern of alternating pool, riffle and run sections.
Waterfalls and springs may be present. Typical aquatic macrophytes include waterweed (Elodea canadensis) and
linear‐leaved pond weeds such as sago pondweed (Potamogeton pectinatus). The Threatened Farwells water‐
milfoil (Myriophyllum farwellii) is found within this stream on the unit.
Within the MRPWF unit are found three species of plants listed as Threatened or Endangered. The mountain
goldenrod (Solidago simplex var randii) and Farwells water‐milfoil (Myriophyllum farwellii), both Threatened,
and southern twayblade (Listera australis) which is Endangered. A 1995 study conducted by Brian and Eileen
Keelan identified 24 different fern species within a 0.5 mile radius within the MRPWF unit.
Invasive Plant Species
Non‐native, invasive species directly threaten biological diversity and the high quality natural areas in the
Adirondack Park. The Park’s key conservation targets and supporting ecological processes are at risk from
invasive species and the number of communities threatened and the number of invasive species that threaten
them is expected to increase over time. Invasive plant species can alter native plant assemblages, often forming
monospecific stands of very low quality forage for native wildlife and drastically impacting the ecological
functions and services of natural systems. Though not yet predominant across the Park, invasive plants are likely
to spread, undermining the ecological, recreational and economic value of the Park’s natural resources.
Because of the Adirondack Park’s continuous forested nature and isolation from the normal “commerce” found
in other parts of the State, its systems are largely functionally intact. In fact, there is no better opportunity in
the global temperate forested ecosystem to forestall and possibly prevent the alteration of natural habitats by
invasive plant species.
Prevention of non‐native plant invasions, Early Detection/Rapid Response (ED/RR) of existing infestations and
monitoring are primary objectives in a national strategy for invasive plant management and necessitates a well‐
coordinated, area‐wide approach. A unique opportunity exists in the Adirondacks to work proactively and
collaboratively to detect, contain or eradicate infestations of invasive plants before they become well
established and to prevent further importation and distribution of invasive species, thus maintaining a high
quality natural landscape. We share an inherent obligation to minimize or abate existing threats in order to
prevent widespread and costly infestations.
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The mission of the Adirondack Park Invasive Plant Program (APIPP) is to document invasive plant distributions
and to advance measures to protect and restore native ecosystems in the Park through partnerships with
Adirondack residents and institutions. Partner organizations operating under a Memorandum of Understanding
are the Adirondack Nature Conservancy, Department of Environmental Conservation, Adirondack Park Agency,
Department of Transportation and Invasive Plant Council of NYS. The APIPP summarizes known distributions of
invasive plants in the Adirondack Park and provides this information to residents and professionals alike.
Specific products include a geographic database for invasive plant species distribution; a central internet website
for invasive plant species information and distribution maps; a list‐serve discussion group to promote
community organization and communication regarding invasive species issues; and a compendium of
educational materials and best management practices for management.
In March 2010, the Department and the Adirondack Park Agency finalized “The DEC‐APA Interagency Guidelines
for the Control of Terrestrial Invasive Plant Species in the Adirondack Park.” The goal of these guidelines is to
provide protocols for implementing BMPs on Forest Preserve land. The protocols describe what management
practices are allowed and when they can be implemented, who can be authorized to implement the
management practices, and which terrestrial and aquatic invasive species are targeted.
Relationship to State Lands
Because of the intermingled nature of private and public lands and embedded transport vectors, State lands are,
and are likely will continue to be, affected by infestations of invasive species and subsequent degradation of
natural system function. This report is prepared to provide NYS DEC staff with current inventory and
management information on documented invasive plant species infestations that threaten exemplary
communities and conservation targets within the Adirondack Park.
Terrestrial Invasive Plant Inventory
In 1998 the Adirondack Nature Conservancy’s Invasive Plant Project initiated Early Detection/Rapid Response
(ED/RR) surveys along Adirondack Park roadsides. Expert and trained volunteers reported 412 observations of
10 plant species throughout the area surveyed, namely NYS DOT Rights‐of‐Way (ROWs). In 1999 the Invasive
Plant Project was expanded to include surveying back roads and the “backcountry” (undeveloped areas away
from roads) to identify the presence or absence of 15 invasive plant species. Both surveys were conducted
under the auspices of the Invasive Plant Council of New Yorks “Top Twenty List” of non‐native plants likely to
become invasive within New York State. A continuum of ED/RR surveys now exists under the guidance of the
Adirondack Park Invasive Plant Program (APIPP).
Assessments from these initial ED/RR surveys determined that four terrestrial plant species would be targeted
for Control and Management based upon specific criteria such as geophysical setting, abundance and
distribution, multiple transport vectors and the likelihood of human‐influenced disturbance. The four Priority
terrestrial invasive plants species are purple loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria), common reed (Phragmites australis),
Japanese knotweed (Polygonum cuspidatum) and garlic mustard (Alliaria petiolata).
The Adirondack Park is susceptible to further infestation by invasive plant species intentionally or accidentally
introduced to this ecoregion. While many of these species are not currently designated as a priority species by
APIPP, they may become established within or in proximity to a unit and require resources to manage, monitor
and restore the site.
Infestations located in and within proximity to a unit may expand and spread to uninfected areas and threaten
natural resources within a unit; therefore it is critical to identify infestations located both within and in proximity
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to a unit and then assess high risk areas and prioritize Early Detection/Rapid Response (ED/RR) and management
efforts.
Terrestrial invasive plant species documented in, or within proximity to, Moose River Plains Wild Forest include
the following: garlic mustard (Alliaria petiolata), purple loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria), common reed
(Phragmites australis) and Japanese knotweed (Polygonum cuspidatum).
Observances of New Non‐Native Invasive Plant Species
Giant hogweed (Heracleum mantegazzianum), a newly documented invasive species of critical concern, occurs in
Old Forge, NY in proximity to both Moose River Plains Wild Forest and Black River Wild Forest. Giant hogweed is
a federally listed Noxious Weed, a state listed Noxious Weed in Pennsylvania, and listed as a Class A Noxious
Weed in Vermont. The Old Forge infestations represent the only known documentation of this dangerous,
poisonous species within the Adirondack Park.
For Giant hogweed information regarding natural history, ecology, and reproduction, please refer to
www.invasivespecies.gov/profiles/hogweed.shtml.
Terrestrial Actions
Containment and eradication of giant hogweed should be considered a High Priority management action by all
departments and land managers within the Adirondack Park. Once established, it is a very difficult weed to
eradicate. Giant hogweed poses a significant public health hazard. Clear, watery sap in the leaves and stems
contain glucosides called furanocoumarins that act as phototoxins. The phototoxin causes the skin to be
hypersensitive to sunlight and burns and blisters can form when skin is exposed to light after coming in contact
with giant hogweed sap.
Prior to implementing targeted containment and/or eradication controls, terrestrial invasive plant infestations
occurring within the Moose River Plains Wild Forest need to be assessed on a site‐by‐site basis. The geophysical
setting and the presence, or absence, of sensitive native flora within or adjacent to the targeted infestation
often predicts the Best Management Practices (BMPs) and limitations of the control methodology. Infestations
occurring within specific jurisdictional settings may trigger a permitting process, as do most terrestrial
infestations occurring within an aquatic setting. The species itself often dictates whether manual management
controls, e.g. hand‐pulling or cutting, or the judicious, surgical application of herbicides is warranted in order to
best control that specific species in that exacting infestation and setting. No single BMP guarantees invasive
plant containment or eradication. Many infestations require multiple, seasonal control efforts to reduce the
density and biomass at that setting. Adaptive Management protocols suggest that implementation of integrated
control methodologies may provide the best over‐all efficacy at specific infestations. Please refer to the APA Best
Management Practices (Appendix 10).
It is suggested that NYS DEC view all “easy to contain – low abundance” terrestrial infestations within the Moose
River Plains Wild Forest as immediate targets for containment and/or eradication controls. Minimizing the
spread of newly documented and immature infestations before they have the chance to become well‐
established should be considered a priority management action.
Aquatic Invasive Plant Inventory
A variety of monitoring programs collect information directly or indirectly about the distribution of aquatic
invasive plants in the Adirondack Park including the NYS DEC, Darrin Fresh Water Institute, Paul Smiths College
Watershed Institute, lake associations and lake managers. In 2001, the Adirondack Park Invasive Plant Program
(APIPP) compiled existing information about the distribution of aquatic invasive plant species in the Adirondack
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Park and instituted a regional long‐term volunteer monitoring program. APIPP trained volunteers in plant
identification and reporting techniques to monitor Adirondack waters for the presence of aquatic invasive plant
species. APIPP coordinates information exchange among all of the monitoring programs and maintains a
database on the current documented distribution of aquatic invasive plants in the Adirondack Park.
Aquatic invasive plant species documented in the Adirondack Park are Eurasian watermilfoil (Myriophyllum
spicatum), water chestnut (Trapa natans), curlyleaf pondweed (Potamogeton crispus), fanwort (Cabomba
caroliniana), European frog‐bit (Hydrocharus morsus‐ranae) and yellow floating‐heart (Nymphoides peltata).
Species located in the Park that are monitored for potential invasibility include variable‐leaf milfoil
(Myriophyllum heterophyllum), southern naiad (Najas guadalupensis) and brittle naiad (Najas minor). Additional
species of concern in New York State but not yet detected in the Park are Hydrilla (Hydrilla verticillata), water
hyacinth (Eichhornia crassipes) and Brazilian elodea (Egeria densa).
Infestations located within and in proximity to a unit may expand and spread to uninfected areas and threaten
natural resources within a unit; therefore it is critical to identify infestations located both within and in proximity
to a unit to identify high risk areas and prioritize Early Detection/ Rapid Response (ED/RR) and management
efforts.
Moose River Plains Wild Forest has an assemblage of lakes and ponds with public access. Access points range
from hard surface to hand launches. Aquatic invasive plants are primarily spread via human activities, therefore
lakes with public access, and lakes connected to those lakes with public access, are at higher risk of invasion.
While a comprehensive survey for the presence of aquatic invasive plant species has not been completed at
present, APIPP volunteers monitored Raquette Lake, 5th, 6th, and 7th Lakes of the Fulton Chain, Limekiln Lake and
Cedar River Flow. In 2002, the DEC Statewide Lake Assessment Program documented Eurasian watermilfoil in 6th
and 7th Lakes of the Fulton Chain. In 2003, APIPP volunteers documented Eurasian watermilfoil in 5th Lake of the
Fulton Chain. The APIPP Park‐wide volunteer monitoring program aims to maintain a long‐term monitoring
program on these and other lakes. All aquatic invasive species pose a risk of spreading via transport mechanisms
which may include seaplanes, motorized and non‐motorized watercraft such as canoes, kayaks, jet skies, motor
boats, and associated gear and accessories.
For species specific information regarding natural history, ecology, and reproduction, please refer to the Invasive
Plant Atlas of New England program website http://webapps.lib.uconn.edu/ipane/search.cfm.
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b. Wildlife
Wildlife present within the area are typical of those found in the central Adirondack eco‐zone (Appendix 4).
Common large mammals include white‐tailed deer and black bear, and although uncommon, moose are
increasingly present. Typical fur‐bearing species represented in Department harvest data for the area include
beaver, coyote, fisher, otter, pine marten and bobcat. Avian diversity in the unit is representative of northern
hardwood and spruce/fir forested habitats. Breeding Bird Atlas data for the unit from the 2000‐2002 census
(Appendix 4) identified 119 confirmed, probable and possible breeding bird species in the 20 blocks covering the
unit. Although no systematic survey of the unit has been conducted for reptiles and amphibians, a volunteer
based “Herp Atlas” sponsored by the Department through the 1990s identified 23 species occurring on or
adjacent to, the unit. There are no exotic species of concern known to exist within the unit, and nuisance
wildlife issues are largely limited to beaver induced flooding.
Birds
As a result of the unit’s transitional character in terms of climate and vegetation, there is an overlapping of
typically northern, eastern and southern bird species. According to New York State Breeding Bird Atlas data, 120
species of birds are believed to breed within the MRPWF (Appendix 4). Some species thought to occur
occasionally within the unit are not shown in the Bird Atlas data. Birds associated with marshes, ponds, lakes
and streams are numerous and include the common loon, great blue heron, green heron, American bittern, a
variety of ducks, Canada goose and shore birds such as the spotted sandpiper. The most common ducks include
the American black duck, mallard, wood duck, hooded merganser and common merganser. Birds of prey
common to the unit include the barred owl, great horned owl, red‐tailed hawk, sharp‐shinned hawk and
broadwinged hawk. Bald eagles have been reported on the unit but have not been confirmed as nesting within
the unit. The Endangered spruce grouse has been confirmed in the past as nesting within the unit, but these
reports have not been confirmed recently. Songbirds, such as woodpeckers, flycatchers, wrens, thrushes, vireos,
warblers, blackbirds, finches, grosbeaks, and sparrows occupy one or more of the ten habitat types found in the
unit. Bicknell’s thrush, a Species of Special Concern, has been identified by several sources as occurring within
the unit (NYS Breeding Bird Atlas, Lambert et.al., 2002). Bicknell’s Thrush breeding range includes young and
stunted spruce stands and dense stands of balsam fir generally at higher elevations. While found in the High
Peaks Wilderness Area as low as 2,700 ft. (Lake Colden), it is most numerous on higher ridges up to an elevation
of 4,500 ft. Levine (1998) has identified breeding season reports in 27 Adirondack and 14 Catskill mountains. In
2001 New York State created an Adirondack Subalpine Bird Conservation Area to identify habitat where
management action should take into account breeding areas of Bicknell’s thrush and other high elevation
breeding species.
In September of 1997, §11‐2001 of the Environmental Conservation Law of New York was established creating
the New York State Bird Conservation Area Program. The program is designed to safeguard and enhance bird
populations and their habitats on selected state lands and waters.
In November of 2001, New York State designated the Adirondack mountain summits above 2,800 feet in Essex,
Franklin, and Hamilton counties as the Adirondack Subalpine Forest Bird Conservation Area (BCA). Included in
the designation were lands over 2,800 feet elevation in the MRPWF, which include portions of Wakely, Little
Moose and Manbury Mountains. The BCA was nominated because of its diverse species concentration,
individual species concentration and its importance to species at risk, in particular the Bicknell’s Thrush (Special
Concern).
The vision for the Adirondack Subalpine Forest BCA is to “continue to maintain the wilderness quality of the area,
while facilitating recreational opportunities in a manner consistent with conservation of the unique bird species
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present” (NYSDEC, 2001). The Department has developed a Management Guidance Summary to identify
education and research needs and to outline operational management considerations. Considerations specific
to the unit include:
Operation and Management Considerations:
• The BCA is comprised of lands that are within the MRPWF and other lands within the broader
Adirondack Forest Preserve.
• To ensure disturbances are kept to a minimum, trail maintenance and construction activities should be
accomplished outside of the breeding season when possible. If, in accordance with Department policy,
motorized equipment use is necessary, such use shall be minimized during the breeding or nesting
periods.
Education, Outreach and Research Considerations:
• There is a need to identify to the public this distinctive bird community present in subalpine forests over
2,800 feet. The potential impacts of human intrusion need to be portrayed to the public and a “please
stay on the trails” approach may be beneficial. Continue partnerships with the National Audubon
Society, High Peaks Audubon Society, Adirondack Mountain Club and other groups involved in education
and conservation of birds of the Adirondack High Peaks.
• Acid rain deposition may be having an impact on nesting success of songbirds at high elevations by
causing die‐offs of high altitude conifer forests and killing snails and other sources of calcium needed for
egg production. More research is needed on this. The curtailment of sulphur dioxide emissions and the
reduction of acid rain is currently a significant New York State initiative.
• A detailed inventory and standardized monitoring of special concern species is needed for the area. In
particular, all peaks above 2,800 feet should be surveyed for Bicknell’s Thrush.
Mammals
No comprehensive inventory of species is available for the unit; however Appendix 4 lists mammals whose
habitat needs indicate a likelihood that they are present in the MRPWF. Larger mammals known to inhabit the
MRPWF include white‐tailed deer, moose, black bear, coyote, bobcat, raccoon, red fox, gray fox, fisher, marten,
mink, muskrat, striped skunk, river otter, beaver, porcupine and varying hare.
A variety of smaller mammals also reside in the unit. They include bats, shrews, moles and mice, along with the
short‐tailed weasel, long‐tailed weasel, eastern chipmunk and red squirrel.
Most species are distributed relatively evenly throughout the unit, although the populations of weasel, mink,
muskrat, otter and beaver are concentrated near water and the varying hare and red squirrel are mostly
confined to stands of spruce and fir.
As the process of forest succession, set in motion by wind, insects, disease, past logging and forest fires,
continues to alter the composition of forest communities, suitable habitats for those species currently occurring
on the unit may change. Populations of certain species may decline or disappear completely from the unit while
others may increase or become established as these habitat changes occur. Large areas are presently occupied
by young forest stands which became established after disturbance. The current decline in upper‐elevation
stands of spruce and fir, and the widespread dieback of beech, caused by the spread of the beech bark disease,
continually creates openings in the forest canopy of the unit.
The populations of the varying hare at higher elevations may increase as young stands of spruce and fir grow
beneath older stands of white birch and northern hardwoods. On the other hand, the populations of various
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species of birds and mammals which require tree cavities for reproduction should increase as forest stands
mature.
White‐tailed deer are found throughout the MRPWF. Like many Forest Preserve units, deer populations are
likely higher on the periphery of the unit adjacent to managed forest lands than in interior locations. There is
often substantial interest in estimating the number of deer occurring within a given land area. White‐tailed
deer, being highly mobile and well equipped to elude detection, make obtaining accurate estimates difficult in
the absence of highly intensive monitoring. Such levels of monitoring are feasible only in specific circumstances,
typically on small, well defined landscapes. These situations are the exception rather than the rule. In spite of
these realities, there is a benefit in establishing minimum population estimates (MPEs) for various landscapes to
help illustrate relative deer abundance. This can be especially useful in comparing deer abundance from one
area to another.
In much of the Adirondacks, where deer productivity is relatively low, MPEs can be derived by multiplying the
legal buck take estimate by eight. In rough numbers, a minimum population of eight deer (bucks, does and
fawns) is required to produce a sustainable buck take of one annually. On better range with higher productivity,
the multiplier is somewhat lower. The buck take for the seven towns in which the MRPWF is situated has been
fairly consistent over the past five years (1997‐2001) averaging 0.43 per square mile (range 0.38‐ 0.48). Using a
multiplier of eight, the MPE for the area is 3.44 deer per square‐mile or an average of 457 (range 404‐510) total
deer on the 133 square mile unit over the past five years.
Two strong cautions need to be applied to this estimate. First, it represents a minimum. The local deer
population is almost certainly higher, but the degree is unknown. Second, the MPE is only derived for a resident
(late spring, summer, fall) deer population. Deer numbers present during winter may be substantially different
based on migration to established wintering areas on and off the unit. Keeping these factors in mind,
comparisons of relative deer densities in other portions of the Adirondacks or other portions of the state can be
made from similarly derived deer per square mile estimates.
Within the unit there are eight winter deer yards identified by the Department in surveys conducted in the
1970s through the 1980s. A map showing potential deer yard habitat is located at the back of this plan. A deer
yard or deer wintering area is any piece of landscape where deer tend to concentrate during winter. These
areas are usually lowland areas covered by forests of spruce and fir which provide thermal benefits and/or
mobility advantages during periods of cold and deep snow. Dense conifer cover helps to reduce rapid snow
accumulation, provides shelter from winds and limits radiational cooling during the evening. South‐facing slopes
are also used by wintering deer, where lower snow accumulation and favorable sun exposure provide similar
benefits. Better quality deer yards also have adjacent regenerating hardwood components which provide
available woody browse during milder conditions.
In the Adirondacks, deer use the same yarding areas annually, although the precise boundaries change over time
with succession. Deer use within yarding areas will also change annually in response to winter severity. Severe
winter weather virtually confines deer to wintering areas for long periods during which the depletion of available
browse can lead to high deer mortality. Severe decline in the deer population can be traced directly to adverse
winters. The carrying capacity of deer wintering areas limits the carrying capacity of the entire annual range of
the deer population. The maintenance and protection of winter deer yards remains a concern of wildlife
managers, particularly in the Adirondacks, as they fulfill a critical component of the seasonal habitat
requirements of white‐tailed deer.
Although relatively numerous, black bears are seldom encountered in the unit by recreationists. However, bears
are occasionally encountered in some of the adjacent campgrounds. The Limekiln Lake Campground is installing
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metal food lockers at all campsites and campers must read and agree to abide by the “Rules to Prevent Problems
with Bears”. To date, negative bear – camper conflicts have not been identified as a management problem
within the MRPWF. However, if the program at Limekiln Lake is successful it is possible that the displacement of
habituated bears from Limekiln could result in increased conflicts with campers within the MRPWF.
The once‐ extirpated moose population has naturally regained a foothold in the MRPWF. Moose occasionally
have migrated from the north and east into the Adirondack region for decades. Since 1980, they have arrived in
sufficient numbers to have established a scattered resident population, recently estimated to contain 200 or
more individuals. Sightings are commonly reported in the MRPWF and DEC biologists estimate the current
moose population within and adjacent to the unit to be between 15 and 25 animals. Although moose prefer to
feed on species of woody vegetation generally found in forests of earlier successional stages, moose in general
find later‐stage forest habitats more suitable than do white‐tailed deer and may come to occupy the unit in
greater numbers in the future. Experience from Vermont and New Hampshire indicates that the moose
population is expected to increase in the future.
Amphibians and Reptiles
Relatively short summers and the long, cold winters of the MRPWF limit the number of species of reptiles and
amphibians. Three species of turtles, eight species of snakes, eight species of salamanders, one species of toad
and three species of frogs are believed to be residents of the MRPWF (Appendix 4). Species found in marshes or
ponds and along wooded streams include the following: turtles ‐ snapping, painted; snakes ‐ northern water,
redbelly, common garter, eastern ribbon, brown, ringneck; toad ‐ American; salamanders ‐ red‐spotted newt,
spotted, blue‐spotted, spring, two‐lined, mountain dusky and dusky; frogs ‐ bullfrog, green frog, mink frog,
wood frog, leopard frog and gray treefrog.
A few species can be found under logs and leaf litter on the forest floor or in forest openings. These species do
not require moist surroundings to survive: snakes ‐ ringneck, smooth green, milk, common garter; salamanders ‐
redback; and turtle ‐ wood.
Endangered, Threatened, Species of Special Concern and Other Unique Species
The endangered spruce grouse has been previously confirmed as nesting within the unit. Threatened species of
wildlife which may be residents of the MRPWF consist of the pied‐billed grebe and the bald eagle. The New York
State Breeding Bird Atlas shows the pied‐billed grebe as a confirmed breeder in at least one of the 20 blocks
which are wholly or partially contained in the MRPWF. The bald eagle is shown as a possible breeder on the unit
and sightings have been reported on the unit.
Species of Special Concern, as listed in Title 6 New York Code of Rules and Regulations (NYCRR) Part 182, which
may be present in the MRPWF, include the small‐footed bat, common loon, American bittern, osprey, sharp‐
shinned hawk, whip‐poor‐will, Bicknell’s Thrush, wood turtle, blue‐spotted salamander and spotted salamander.
In an extensive project undertaken to determine the status of the common loon in New York, DEC staff surveyed
557 lakes in the northern part of the state during 1984 and 1985. According to the Breeding Bird Atlas, loons
were confirmed breeders in six of the unit’s water bodies.
Typical Adirondack Species
There are a number of wildlife species found in New York State whose habitat requirements include extensive
areas of forest cover relatively undisturbed by human development. Some, like the yellow‐nosed vole and the
northern three‐toed woodpecker, are northern species who find the habitat conditions of the central
Adirondacks similar to the boreal spruce‐fir forests of Canada. Appendix 4 contains lists of species whose range
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in New York is generally confined to the Adirondacks and which may be found within the MRPWF. Appendix 6
contains a listing of common Adirondack Fauna.
Extirpated Species
The elk, timber wolf, cougar, Canada Lynx, golden eagle and wolverine all once inhabited the MRPWF and all
have disappeared from the Adirondacks. The mammals’ disappearance was mostly a result of unregulated
harvest and habitat destruction in the nineteenth century. The last known nesting site for golden eagles was in
the vicinity of Mitchell Ponds Mountain within the MRPWF unit.

c. Fisheries
Aquatic communities in the Adirondacks are a result of geological and human influences. Prior to human
influences relatively simple fish communities were common. Human‐caused changes in habitat and introduction
of fishes have altered those natural communities.
Geological History
The Fishes of the Adirondack Park, a DEC publication (August 1980) by Dr. Carl George of Union College, provides
a summary of geological events which influenced the colonization of the Adirondack ecological zone by fishes. A
limited number of cold tolerant, vagile, lacustrine species closely followed the retreat of the glacier. Such
species presumably had access to most Adirondack waters. About 13,000 B.P. (before present), glacial Lake
Albany, with a surface elevation averaging 350' above sea level, provided a colonizing route for Atlantean and
eastern boreal species to Lake George and Lake Champlain. Barriers above that elevation would have excluded
those species from interior portions of the Adirondacks.
By about 12,300 B.P., the Ontario lobe of the glacier had retreated sufficiently to allow species associated with
the Mississippi drainage access to fringes of the Adirondacks via the Mohawk Valley and the St. Lawrence
drainage including Lake Champlain. Lake Albany had apparently drained prior to that, as barriers had formed on
the Lake George outlet.
The sequence of colonization routes to surrounding areas, combined with Adirondack topography, resulted in
highly variable fish communities within the Adirondacks. In general, waters low in the watersheds would have
the most diverse communities. The number of species present would have decreased progressing towards
headwater, higher elevation sections. Chance and variability in habitat would have complicated the trends.
Consequently, a diversity of fish communities, from no fish to monocultures to numerous species, occurred in
various Adirondack waters.
Topography
Watershed morphometry is likely to have severely limited the diversity of fishes in the Adirondack upland. The
MRPWF includes first and second order streams and fish diversity is normally low in such headwater portions of
watersheds (Hynes 1972).
Brook trout have the extreme agility necessary to have naturally colonized the MRPWF waters and therefore,
were probably particularly abundant in the unit.
Human Influences
Impacts of Fish Introduction
“... the one outstanding reason why so many of the lakes, ponds and streams of this and other Adirondack areas
are now unfit for the native species is that small‐mouthed bass, perch, northern pike and other species of non‐
native warmwater fishes have been introduced” (1932 Biological Survey of the Upper Hudson Watershed). The
decline in brook trout associated with the introduction of other fishes is a result of both predation and
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competition for food. Brook trout feed primarily on invertebrates. Many other fishes, including white sucker,
longnose sucker, redbreast sunfish, pumpkinseed, brown bullhead, yellow perch and the cyprinids (minnows,
shiners and dace) also feed primarily on invertebrates (Scott and Crossman 1973). In low fertility waters such as
Adirondack ponds, competition for such forage can be intense.
In addition to competing with brook trout for food, many fishes prey directly on brook trout. Northern pike,
largemouth bass, smallmouth bass and rock bass are highly piscivorus. Species which may feed on eggs and/or
fry include yellow perch, brown bullhead, pumpkinseed, creek chub, common shiner, white sucker and longnose
sucker (Scott and Crossman 1973). The relative importance of competition versus predation in the decline of
brook trout is not known for individual waters, but the result is the same regardless of the mechanism.
Competition and predation by introduced species has greatly reduced the abundance of brook trout sustained
by natural reproduction. Only about 40 (10%) of the traditional brook trout ponds in public ownership in the
Adirondack Park now support viable, self‐sustaining brook trout populations, and they are subject to
reproductive failure as other fishes become established.
Fish Community Changes
A variety of non‐native species were distributed into the Adirondack uplands via stocking efforts described by
George (1980) as "nearly maniacal". He notes that many species were " ... almost endlessly dumped upon the
Adirondack upland." Non‐native species were introduced and the ranges of native species, which previously had
limited distributions, were extended. The result has been a homogenization of fish communities. Certain native
species, notably brook trout and round whitefish, have declined due to the introduction of other fishes. Other
natives, brown bullhead and creek chubs for example, are presently much more abundant than ever historically,
having been spread to many waters where they were previously absent. Consequently, fish populations in the
majority of waters in today’s Adirondack wilderness areas have been substantially altered by the activities of
mankind. Indeed, of the 1,123 Adirondack ecological zone waters surveyed by the Adirondack Lakes Survey
Corporation (ALSC), 65% contained non‐native species.
Habitat Changes
Natural reproduction by brook trout is also very sensitive to impacts from sedimentation caused, for example, by
extensive logging, fires and other human activities. Due to their reproductive behavior, brook trout are among
the most susceptible of all Adirondack fish fauna to the impacts of sedimentation. Brook trout spawn in the fall,
burying their eggs in gravel. Flow must be maintained through the gravel around the eggs until hatching the
following spring. Sand or fine sediments restrict flow around eggs resulting in an inadequate supply of oxygen.
“Streams that were once natural trout streams may have become unfit for trout through lack of shade and the
drying up of the fountain head during a part of the season, caused by lumbering operations” (Report of the
Commissioners of Fisheries, Game and Forests, 1896). The long incubation period, the lack of care subsequent to
egg deposition and burying of the eggs contribute to the brook trouts susceptibility to sedimentation. Most
other Adirondack fishes are spring spawners, yielding short incubation periods and do not bury their eggs.
Various strategies further minimize vulnerability to sediments, such as eggs suspended from vegetation (e.g.
yellow perch, northern pike, and certain minnow species) and fanning the nest during incubation (e.g. bullhead,
pumpkinseed, smallmouth bass and largemouth bass). In general, the species less susceptible to sedimentation
have thrived during the recent history of the Adirondacks.
Acid Precipitation
The phenomenon of acid ion deposition, popularly known as acid rain, has had minor impacts on the fisheries
resources of the area. The MRPWF is located on the periphery of a highly acidified zone of waters on the
western edge of the Adirondacks. The pH ranges from near 4.4 to 7.6 on the 32 area ponds from which
chemistry data has been collected. Although 36 waters have never had water chemistry surveys, the majority of
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these are smaller unnamed ponds. Unit waters with pH levels below 5.0 are Cellar Pond, Fox Pond, Indian Lake,
Sly Pond and Trout Pond. Cellar Pond and Fox Pond are naturally acidic bog ponds that appear to be historically
fishless. Indian Lake was an historical brook trout water that acidified in the late 1960s. Sly Pond and Trout
Pond historically have been stocked with brook trout, but have not produced fisheries. Trout Pond, High Rock
Pond and Unnamed Pond B‐P792 were experimentally limed by Cornell University in 1983. Icehouse Pond is
part of DECs liming program and was most recently limed in 1996. The brook trout population in Icehouse Pond
would likely vanish if periodic liming efforts ceased. Trout Pond and P792 quickly reacidified after they were
limed. High Rock Pond has maintained a pH above 5.0 since the liming. Renewed brook trout stocking in High
Rock Pond since 2001 is reportedly successful. The pH level of Squaw Lake is marginal and this lake may need to
be limed in the future to preserve its brook trout population. Long term monitoring of water conditions in Indian
Lake and Limekiln Lake by the Adirondack Lake Survey Corporation indicates their pH levels are gradually
improving, although their acid buffering capacity remains low. This trend has been attributed to continuing
improvements in air quality with regard to sulfate levels.
In summary, of the 13 known Adirondack brook fisheries in the MRPWF, two are maintained by past or ongoing
liming efforts. Four additional historical brook trout waters have been negatively impacted or lost due to high
acid levels, but there are signs of gradually improving water quality that may permit future fish reintroductions
(Squaw Lake, Sly Pond, Trout Pond and Indian Lake).
Brook Trout
Currently, there are 13 waters in the unit that support brook trout fisheries. Historically, there were at least 10
other waters that likely supported brook trout: Sixth, Seventh and Eighth Lakes of the Fulton Chain, Beaver Lake,
Indian Lake, Limekiln Lake, Mohegan Lake, Lower Mitchell Pond and Upper Mitchell Pond. Non‐native species
introduction are responsible for the decline of brook trout in most of these waters, except for Indian Lake which
acidified. Additionally, Cedar River Flow and Wakely Pond are now stocked with brown trout, in addition to
brook trout, in an effort to reduce the abundance of non‐native golden shiner. Past management actions such
as reclamation, liming and stocking have restored brook trout populations to Bug Lake, Eagles Nest Lake,
Icehouse Pond and two of the Lost Ponds. Past reclamation efforts on Limekiln Lake, Beaver Lake, Helldiver
Pond, Fawn Lake and the Mitchell Ponds were not successful in eliminating competitive species. There are only
two unit waters where brook trout appear to have a self‐sustaining population: Lost Pond (B‐P887) and Raquette
Lake Reservoir.
Reports of poor brook trout fishing in 2004, and a spring 2005 report from Rome Hatchery staff fishing in Lost
Ponds (B‐P878 and P879), who caught large creek chubs (native‐but‐widely‐introduced), prompted survey work .
Regional fisheries staff visiting the pond noted the barrier dam had breached and observed numerous minnows
in the shallows of both ponds. Netting efforts showed creek chub and northern redbelly dace are now abundant
in the Lost Ponds. The barrier dam breach was fixed during the summer of 2005. However, these historic brook
trout ponds now need to be reclaimed to eliminate competitive minnow species.
In summary, it is likely that over 50% of unit waters historically supported brook trout populations. That
number is now reduced to 29% of unit waters and without past reclamation and liming efforts would have
declined to 12%. Only 3% of unit waters have self‐sustaining trout populations. Within the five year scope of
this plan, no liming projects appear necessary, although reclamation is proposed for the Lost Ponds (B‐P878 and
P879). This project is necessary to meet the goal of maintaining roughly 30% of unit waters capable of
supporting brook trout. Unit waters that appear to be possible to reclaim or lime in the future to sustain brook
trout are: Bug Lake, Eagles Nest Lake, High Rock Pond, Icehouse Pond and Squaw Lake. If non‐native species
accrue to any of these waters to the detriment of brook trout or if liming appears necessary (Icehouse and High
Rock), then the Schedule of Implementation and pond narratives in this UMP will be amended prior to any
management action.
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Lake Trout
Besides brook trout, lake trout are the only other native salmonid in the Adirondacks. The overall status of this
long‐lived coldwater species appears to be stable or improving within the unit. Currently, lake trout are present
in Bug Lake, Sixth, Seventh and Eighth Lakes of the Fulton Chain and Mohegan Lake. Lake trout were historically
present in Limekiln Lake, but several efforts to restore that species since yellow perch were established in the
lake in 1959 have failed. Both Bug Lake and Mohegan Lake have restored populations of lake trout due to
stocking efforts made in the last decade. Lake trout populations in the Fulton Chain of Lakes appear to be
increasing in abundance, most likely due to the gradual decline in DDT levels since the 1950s. That decline has
spurred increasingly successful natural reproduction and has permitted DEC to reduce overall stocking levels for
this species.
Other Salmonids
Brown trout and rainbow trout are popular, but non‐native, trout species historically associated with Adirondack
waters. Brown trout are currently stocked in Beaver Lake, Cedar River Flow, Wakely Pond, Helldiver Pond and
the Mitchell Ponds. All of these waters have large numbers of non‐native competitive minnow species and
marginal or declining brook trout fisheries. Brown trout are stocked in these situations in an attempt to reduce
the number of minnows and retain the trout fishing heritage for the water. Rainbow trout are stocked only in
Seventh and Eighth Lake of the Fulton Chain and have long been a popular fishery.
Kokanee salmon, actually the landlocked form of the sockeye salmon from the Pacific coast, have been stocked
historically in Bug Lake and the Mitchell Ponds. Kokanee are a planktivorous species that rarely reach 12 inches
in size in Adirondack waters. They are prized for their fighting qualities, but serve a dual function as an excellent
forage species for lake trout and larger brook trout. Few kokanee salmon have been stocked in recent years,
however, and the kokanee salmon rearing program in New York State officially ended in 2003 due to difficulties
in obtaining eggs. There are angler reports that kokanee are still present in small numbers in Bug Lake and the
Mitchell Ponds, most likely due to natural reproduction. It is likely that these populations will gradually
diminish.
Splake are a hybrid cross between lake trout and brook trout that have proven to be more successful in some
lakes than either parent species. Limekiln Lake in the MRPWF is one of the success stories for this hybrid. Both
lake trout and brook trout have failed to establish despite repeated stocking in Limekiln Lake. Splake, however,
have done very well and are the dominant salmonid species in the lake. Historically, splake have also been
stocked in Seventh Lake and in the Mitchell Ponds. Declining hatchery inventories for splake and successful
stocking of other salmonids prompted the cancellation of these latter policies.
Round Whitefish
Round whitefish are a native Adirondack species now classified as Endangered within New York State.
Historically, this species was present in Limekiln Lake and Bug Lake. Non‐native species introductions greatly
reduced or eliminated them from both lakes prior to reclamation efforts by DEC. The reclamation effort in
Limekiln Lake was a failure and it is doubtful that round whitefish could survive and compete with that water’s
current fish community. A 1974 reclamation of Bug Lake was successful in eliminating yellow perch, but round
whitefish were not reintroduced after the project.
A round whitefish restoration program is now being undertaken by the DEC Bureau of Fisheries. The effort will
attempt to establish brood stock waters for the species and then gather eggs and adult fish for transfer to other
waters. Since Limekiln Lake and Bug Lake are both historical round whitefish waters, this plan recommends that
the species be reintroduced into both lakes. A few round whitefish fry were stocked in Eighth Lake in 2005.
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Round whitefish fingerlings were stocked in Bug Lake and Eagles Nest Lake in May 2008. Further stockings may
occur in Bug Lake which is judged to have favorable conditions for reestablishment of round whitefish.
Summer Sucker
Summer sucker may be a separate species of sucker distinct from white sucker that is endemic, being found only
in the Adirondacks. A review of historic records indicates that summer suckers were present in 13 lakes in five
Adirondack watersheds (author, date). Currently they have been confirmed to be present in three lakes, but less
definitive information indicates they are present in an additional three waters. Two of the confirmed waters,
Little Moose Lake and Squaw Lake, are located in the Moose River Plains Wild Forest. Regardless of whether
summer suckers are a strain of white sucker or a separate species, they are a part of the biological diversity that
makes the Adirondacks unique and therefore deserve protection to ensure their continued viability.
Habitat for the Little Moose and Squaw Lake populations is well protected by the watersheds being in state
ownership. The most significant remaining threats are acidification and the potential introduction of additional
non‐native fishes. Our knowledge of the former is based on decades old data: water chemistry appeared to be
fine for Little Moose Lake, but in Squaw Lake pH and acid neutralizing capacity (ANC) were marginal. Liming
should be considered if water chemistry significantly degrades.
Concerning non‐native fish, remoteness and regulations provide some protection: anglers are unlikely to carry
bait fish the distance required to access these waters; Squaw Lake is already on the list of waters where the use
of fish as bait is prohibited; and a regulation change proposal has been submitted to add the newly acquired
Little Moose Lake to the baitfish prohibited list. Dispersal of non‐native fishes into these lakes from adjacent
portions of the watershed may be a threat to Little Moose Lake ‐ we lack information on barriers to fish
dispersion in that system. A natural barrier is reportedly present downstream of Squaw Lake.
Warmwater Species
The primary warmwater gamefish species within the unit is the smallmouth bass. Lower Brown Tract Pond has
the dubious honor of being the first place smallmouth bass were introduced into Adirondack waters by Seth
Green in the late nineteenth century. Today, smallmouth bass are present in the Fulton Chain lakes, Mohegan
Lake and Lower Brown Tract Pond. This species provides summertime, inshore angling opportunities in the
largest lakes of the unit. Largemouth bass, a close cousin, are found only in Lower Brown Tract Pond, but
appear to be increasing in abundance there in recent years.
Other popular warmwater gamefish species, namely northern pike, walleye and chain pickerel, have not been
reported within unit waters. DEC Fisheries has no plans to introduce these species to any unit water to avoid
further impacts on the native trout and minnow fauna. However, northern pike have become established in the
Fulton Chain lakes below the Sixth Lake Dam. It may only be a matter of time before the species is unwittingly
transferred to the upper chain lakes. The impact of northern pike predation on lake trout in Seventh and Eighth
Lakes is likely to be negative and could result in elimination of naturally produced lakers.
Warmwater panfish species in some unit waters are yellow perch, brown bullhead, pumpkinseed and rock bass.
All are found in the Fulton Chain lakes and in Lower Brown Tract Pond. Yellow perch are also found in Limekiln
Lake in great abundance and Mohegan Lake. Rock bass and yellow perch are both non‐native species to the
Adirondacks and Fisheries has no plans to introduce these species to other waters. Yellow perch, in particular,
have proven to be fatal introductions to most brook trout waters.
Other Native Species
Longnose sucker were once common in many Adirondack waters but are becoming increasingly scarce. As yet,
however, the species is not classified as Endangered, Threatened or of Special Concern in New York state.
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Longnose sucker were last reported in Seventh and Eighth Lakes of the Fulton Chain in 1954 and in Mohegan
Lake in 1933. There are no other unit waters where this species has been captured.
Redside dace are an uncommon Adirondack species. George (1980) regards them as being introduced to upland
Adirondack waters from the Mohawk River drainage. Redside dace are easily confused with several native
Adirondack minnow species. This species was reported in 1960 as being present in Lost Pond East and Lost Pond
West in the MRPWF. However, a 1963 survey in the same waters reported blacknose dace, not redside. It
seems likely the redsides were misidentified by field staff. The Lost Ponds were reclaimed in 1965. No survey
since the reclamation has captured redside dace, but have noted northern redbelly dace, another species easily
misidentified as a redside dace. Since redside dace are not native to the MRPWF area and it is doubtful whether
they were truly present in the Lost Ponds, this plan does not propose restoring the species to any unit waters.
Streams
Stocked portions of the South Branch of the Moose River, Otter Brook, Red River, Sumner Stream and Benedict
Brook all received CROTS (Catch Rate Oriented Trout Stocking) surveys in the late 1990s. These surveys revealed
that area waters are generally sterile with very low insect productivity and limited fish communities. Stocked
trout are generally harvested quickly by anglers at the available roadside stocking points. Few trout survive
beyond their first year of stocking. It is likely that most of the unit’s streams are prone to springtime acid pulses
during snowmelt. Such pulses have been documented for Bear Creek and Winslow Brook which drain to
Seventh Lake. The CROTS surveys resulted in cancellation of trout stocking for all unit streams except the South
Branch of the Moose River, Sumner Brook and Otter Brook. The latter two waters have higher pH levels and
some wild brook trout. The wild brook trout in these streams are small, rarely reaching eight inches in total
length. Stillwater sections of the South Branch of the Moose River which could not be surveyed reportedly
support brook trout during the summer months.

3. Visual/Scenic Resources
Much of the aesthetic appeal to this unit is associated with water bodies. Diverse aquatic scenery is found
throughout the unit, from the panoramic views found on the Cedar River Flow to the picturesque spruce‐fir
reflections found on Helldiver Pond. Several mountains found throughout the unit also offer opportunities to
view the surrounding landscape. Little Moose Manbury, Black Bear and Rocky Mountains and, although not
located on the unit, the fire tower on Wakely Mountain, all offer exceptional views of the unit. The cliffs behind
campsite 68 and the Rock Dam offer other unique geological features to be found on the unit. A scenic pull‐off is
provided along Route 28 overlooking Seventh Lake.
Special Management Areas
The Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan (APSLMP) identifies the South Inlet of Raquette Lake, Rock Dam and
the Moose River Plains as Special Management Areas within this unit. The APSLMP provides “Guidelines for
Management and Use” of these areas on page 50. Generally, management of Special Management Areas will be
no less restrictive than management of the major land classification in which they lay, interpretive signing will be
encouraged where appropriate and where overuse or destruction of unique and fragile resources is a threat,
special measures will be taken to protect their integrity.
Other Natural Areas
Sand Beaches‐ Buck Hollow and Sand Beach Island on Seventh Lake north of the boat launch.
Islands‐ Islands occur on Seventh and Eighth Lakes. Most notable are Sand Beach Island and Goff Island on
Seventh lake.
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Cliffs/Overlooks‐ Mitchell Ponds Mountain and north of Silver Run Stream.
State Route 28 is classified as a travel corridor in the APSLMP. The corridor consists of the strip of land
constituting the roadbed and right‐of‐way for a highway as well as those State lands immediately adjacent to
and visible from these facilities.

4. Critical Habitat
Several areas within this unit have been identified as important wildlife habitats. These include:
Bicknell’s Thrush ‐Upper elevation stands of young and stunted spruce and dense stands of balsam fir. These
cover types exist on Wakely, Little Moose and Manbury Mountains.
Deer wintering areas ‐ There are eight identified deer wintering areas on the MRPWF unit.
Common loon ‐ Bug Lake, Beaver Lake, Squaw Lake, Indian Lake, Little Moose Lake, Sixth Lake, Seventh Lake,
Wakely pond, Mitchell Ponds, and Cedar River Flow.
Pied‐billed grebe‐ Suitable habitat exists on the Cedar River Flow.

B. ManMade Facilities
A listing of man‐made facilities can be found in Appendix 2.

C. Past Influences
1. Cultural
The MRPWF unit has been an important part of the cultural heritage of New York State. The area has a pristine
beauty due to its deep forests, abundant lakes, streams and the assortment of fish, wildlife and plant
communities that abound within its borders. Although use in some portions of the MRPWF is relatively high, the
area in general, and especially those areas not directly adjacent to roads, allows visitors an opportunity for
tranquility and solitude equal to or exceeding those of many wilderness areas. This quality provides the unique
opportunity for visitors to better appreciate the delicate ecological balance of life. There are several locations
throughout the unit where remains of old buildings can be found, the most notable being the old camp at
Kenwells located along Otter Brook. There are remains of old camps at Beaver Lake and Mitchell Ponds as well.
Military Road‐ A road was developed in the early 1800's that ran from the site of Sir William Johnson’s lodge,
Fish House (Fulton County), northwest to St. Lawrence County. In 1812 the Legislature authorized the extension
of a portion of this road from Wells to Russell, 82 miles to the northwest. A portion of this road passed through
what is now the MRPWF. Old maps indicate the road passed to the south of Little Moose Lake, Lake Kora and
Sagamore Lake, and likely followed what is today Sagamore Road.

2. Archeological and Historical
The term ‘cultural resources’ encompasses a number of categories of human‐created resources including
structures, archaeological sites and related resources. The Department is required by the New York State
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Historic Preservation Act (SHPA) (PRHPL Article 14) and State Environmental Quality Review Act (ECL Article 8) to
include such resources in the range of environmental values that are managed on public lands. The Adirondack
Forest Preserve was listed as a National Historic Landmark by the National Park Service in 1963, a designation
resulting in automatic listing in the State and National Registers of Historic Places. This management unit adjoins
Great Camps Sagamore and Uncas, which are addressed in Section V.B. of this document.
In general, the number of standing structures within the Forest Preserve is limited due to the requirements of
the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Often those that remain are structures that relate to the
Department’s land management activities such as fire towers, ranger cabins and related resources.
Archaeological sites are, simply put, any location where materials, such as artifacts and ecofacts, or
modifications to the landscape reveal evidence of past human activity. This includes a wide range of resources
ranging from precontact Native American camps and villages to Euroamerican homesteads and industrial sites.
Such sites can be entirely subsurface or can contain above ground remains such as foundation walls or
earthwork features.
The Department arranged for the archaeological site inventories maintained by the New York State Museum and
the Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation to be searched in order to identify known
archaeological resources that might be located within or near the unit. The two inventories overlap to an extent
but do not entirely duplicate one another. The purpose of this effort was to identify any known sites that might
be affected by actions proposed within the unit and to assist in understanding and characterizing past human
use and occupation of the unit.
The quality of the site inventory information varies a great deal. Very few systematic archaeological surveys have
been undertaken in New York State and especially in the Adirondack region. Therefore all current inventories
must be considered incomplete. Even fewer sites have been investigated to any degree that would permit their
significance to be evaluated. Many reported site locations result from 19th century antiquarian information,
artifact collector reports that have not been field verified. Often very little is known about the age, function or
size of these sites. This means that reported site locations can be unreliable or be polygons that encompass a
large area. Should systematic archaeological inventory be undertaken at some point in the future, it is very likely
that additional resources will be identified. Table 1 shows the results of site file checks for this unit as well as
areas immediately adjacent to the MRPWF.
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Table 1: Archeological Site Survey Data for MRP Wild Forest and Adjacent Units.
Quad

SHPO/NYSM

Site Name

Description

Raquette Lake

A04107.000206

Pine Knot Point Site,
Adirondack Museum
Accession No. 66‐
100.19a‐c
HAA 104‐1

Collection retrieved from W.W.
Durrant property at Camp Pine Knot
on April 1, 1891. Artifacts recovered
include 3 projectile points that
came from Camp Pine Knot; 3
pieces of stone all having points, 1
black and 2 gray. Reported by
Hartgen Archeological Associates.

Raquette Lake

A04107.000266

Camp Pine Knot
Farm Site

Occupation period 1877‐1960s. One
outbuilding, 2 foundations, 1 rubble
pile (maybe spring house). Artifacts
recovered include cut and wire
nails, brick, red earthenware, vessel
and flat glass and coal. Reported by
Edward V. Curtin.

Seventh Lake

7450

Seventh Lake

Late Archaic, Transitional, Middle
Woodland and Late Woodland.
Reported by Foster Disinger.

D. Public Use
1. Land Resources
Current use levels for the unit are relatively high in comparison to other wild forest units that are less accessible.
Most use of the MRPWF tends to be concentrated along the road corridors and the associated campsites.
Recreational use of the MRPWF unit is difficult to measure and an accurate estimate of overall use of the area is
unknown. Many access points throughout the unit do not have registration boxes. Although current regulations
require all entering through the Cedar River or Limekiln Lake entrances to register, an unknown percentage of
users do not register. Registration data for the years 1999‐2001 is incomplete. The previous Forest Ranger
provided yearly summary reports of register sheets; however, during the transition period between rangers
assigned to the unit the register data was not kept up‐to‐date. Table 2 shows registration numbers for the years
1993‐2002. Although these numbers reflect data collected at only two locations on the unit they do show
possible trends in overall user numbers.
Levels of Use
The Department monitors trail use by voluntary registration. There are currently thirteen register booths that
sample public use within the planning area. Most of these facilities are located adjacent to marked hiking trails
including Rocky Mountain, Wakely Mountain, Black Bear Mountain (Uncas Road), Bug Lake Trail, Seventh Lake
Boat Launch, Old Dam Nature Trail, Brown’s Tract Canoe Carry, Seventh‐Eighth Lake Canoe Carry, Otter Brook
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Truck trail, Indian River and the Northville‐Lake Placid trails. Two additional registers, one at the Limekiln gate
and one at the Cedar River gate, sample use at the main entrance points to the interior of the unit along the
LLCRR. Each entrance also has a separate register for paddlers planning to navigate the South Branch of the
Moose River across the Adirondack League Club. As part of a settlement agreement reached in 2000, paddlers
are required to sign‐in on a specific register sheet prior to accessing the river. Confusion over the purpose of this
sheet combined with it being located at the same registration kiosk as the general MRPWF registers has lead to
persons entering the area using the river specific register sheets instead of the general register sheets.
Therefore, there is no accurate way to ascertain from the collected sheets how many parties actually accessed
the river. This issue will need to be addressed under the proposed management section of this plan. One
additional register is located on the Cedar River Flow.
Trail Registry data is the best source of use information currently available. Registers provide valuable
information about use in the area, although signing is voluntary and participation is sometimes a concern.
Certain groups of users who are believed to register less frequently than others include day‐users, frequent
users of the same site, hunters and anglers. This information is also limited to sampling the public that pass by
these registers on specific DEC trails. Voluntary trail register compliance percentages can vary depending on
register location, time of visit, entry hour, length of stay and group size. The accuracy of the data have been
tested in other areas in the Adirondacks and register data have been determined to be very representative of
the actual number of users. While there is no reliable estimate on the percentage of visitors who do not sign the
register sheets in the MRPWF, registers are useful at showing trends and estimating relative use.
In 2003, a research study was conducted for the adjoining West Canada Lake Wilderness. A combination of trail
counters, trail register analysis and interviews were conducted at various locations. Two of these locations were
in or accessed through the MRPWF. Information was gathered for the Otter Brook Truck Trail and Indian Lake.
At these locations register compliance rates were significantly different with the Indian Lake trailhead having a
78.8% compliance and the Otter Brook Truck Trail having a 44% compliance. A follow up user survey was mailed
to some of the people interviewed.
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Table 2: User Registration Figures for Cedar River and Limekiln Lake Entrances
YEAR

NUMBER OF VEHICLES

NUMBER OF PEOPLE

1993

8,362

21,266

1994

7,889

21,291

1995

7,683

19,511

1996

7,316

17,796

1997

8,485

21,239

1998

8,507

20,324

519

1,018

2000 Cedar River Gate (2)

1,074

2,524

2000 Limekiln Gate (3)

1,184

2,491

2001 Cedar River Gate (4)

991

2,204

2001 Limekiln Gate (5)

714

1,415

2002 Cedar River Gate (6)

1,120

2,730

2002 Limekiln Gate (7)

2,005

5,099

1999 (1)

(1) Limekiln Gate 10/21/99‐12/31/99
(2) 5/27/00‐8/17/00
(3) 6/23/00‐8/11/00
(4) 8/23/01‐12/31/01
(5) 10/7/01‐12/31/01
(6) 5/01/02‐5/31/02 and 7/5/02‐9/30/02
(7) 7/7/02‐9/22/02 and 11/1/02‐11/30/02
The following table illustrates trailhead register data for the past three years for several registers on the unit.
Table 3: ‐ Trailhead Registration Data.
Trailhead
NPT @ LLCRR
Rocky Mountain

2005 user days

2006 user days

2007 user days

57*

356

417
12,116

Black Bear Mt. Rt 28

4046

Black Bear Mt.

1956

Uncas Trail (8th Lake

1690

Cedar River Flow

4,255
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In some years there is a lack of complete data due to some missing pages. A recently developed Standard
Operating Procedure outlining responsibilities of DEC Forest Rangers and Foresters in Region 5 related to trail
register data should help to improve collection, retention, and reliability of public use data (Appendix 20).
Proposals to obtain use data for DEC trails and facilities for which there are currently no registers will be
discussed later in this document in the Management Recommendations section.
Periods of Use and Distribution Patterns
Use within the MRPWF at any particular time can be quite variable depending upon time of day, day of the week
or season of the year. Hunters and trappers utilize the area in the late fall and early winter coinciding with the
respective seasons. There is often a drop in hunting use associated with the opening of the southern zone big
gSame season. Trout fishing in two‐story lakes typically peaks in intensity in May, June and July when trout can
still be found in the cool water near the surface. Activity declines in the summer due to formation of a
thermocline which causes fish to move to deeper water. The decline of trout fishing activity which occurs as the
summer progresses coincides with an increase in use levels associated with the summer camping season. Winter
use of the unit is dominated by snowmobiling, with highest use levels occurring on weekends and holidays.
Weather can have a dramatic effect on the use during a particular day or weekend. In the past, the majority of
recreational activity tended to be heaviest on the weekends and holidays, however, inclement weather or in the
case of snowmobiling, a lack of sufficient snow, can impact use levels.

2. Types of Use
a. Camping
Camping is the most popular recreational activity within this unit. The Department maintains over 170 drive‐to
tent sites along the unit’s roads. There are six lean‐tos located on the Adirondack Canoe Route on Seventh and
Eighth Lakes, and several designated sites along Seventh Lake. Illegal camping also occurs along parts of the
shoreline of these two lakes at undesignated sites which do not meet separation distance requirements. The ten
designated campsites at Wakely Dam on Cedar River Flow are the most popular sites on the unit. There are
several designated sites within the interior of the unit, however they receive little use. Three adjacent DEC
campgrounds, Limekiln Lake, Eighth Lake and Brown Tract Ponds, provide developed camping facilities with
many of the users of these campgrounds also using the MRPWF.
Due to the unique camping opportunities found within the MRPWF, patterns of use and of social values have
developed that are unlike other wild forest areas. Many existing sites are located in close proximity to each
other and have allowed for the development of close associations between camping groups. Many users who
come to MRPWF to camp tend to camp close together with other unaffiliated groups year after year. Many users
plan their annual vacations around this opportunity for camping in the MRPWF. During the big game hunting
season there are a majority of older hunters who began using the area by backpacking and setting up small
camps, who then progressed to wall tents and RVs. These late season users prefer camping close to their hunting
locations over camping at a campground and driving to their hunting locations daily.
Since the opening of the MRPWF to public use in the early 1960s, the type of camping in the area has evolved
with improvements to the road system. Early camping was limited to tents and pick‐up trucks with slide‐in
campers. This was due to concerns of vehicles towing trailers becoming stuck on the poor quality road system. In
the late 1960s, the Department began allowing motor homes up to 22 feet in length to enter the area. As the
road system improved and was deemed suitable, trailers were allowed access to the area around 1980. Many
campers, whether in tents, RVs or motor homes continue to enjoy camping in the MRPWF.
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In 2002, a detailed campsite assessment was completed for all designated sites on the unit. The data collected
from this assessment will be used as a baseline for monitoring the impacts associated with campsites and to help
with future management decisions. Reassessment will be done prior to the first revision to the UMP.

b. Mountain Biking
Although biking on Forest Preserve lands generally occurs on open motor vehicle roads and trails, numerous
trails and old roads throughout the unit are suitable for bicycles. 6NYCRR § 196.7(e) provides that the use of
mountain bicycles is permitted on roads and trails in wild forest lands where such use is not specifically
prohibited. Currently no roads or trails are closed to mountain bike use on the unit. The Inlet Area Chamber of
Commerce promotes mountain biking, including trails on the MRPWF, through a map showing area trails.
Current trail register data does not differentiate between specific uses, thus user numbers for mountain biking
cannot be derived from them. Observations by forestry staff and Forest Rangers can verify that mountain biking
does occur on the unit, but cannot indicate levels of use. The three adjacent DEC campgrounds certainly
contribute to some use of the MRPWF for biking. Known popular mountain bike trails include public and
administrative roads throughout the unit, the Seventh‐Eighth Lakes Loop trail to Mohegan Lake and to Sagamore
Road, the Uncas Road from Brown Tract Road through the Eighth Lake Campground to Route 28, as well as
several snowmobile trails. Currently there are no known areas of unacceptable resource impacts resulting from
mountain bike use.

c. Snowmobiling
Snowmobiling is the most popular winter activity in the MRPWF. Though the Department has not obtained
detailed information about the amount and distribution of snowmobile use in the unit, a general description is
possible. The sport of snowmobiling has evolved from the 1970s, when most riders used informal trail systems
for local exploration on light machines, to the present, when riders cover long distances on larger, heavier
machines over a system of designated, groomed trails. In keeping with general trends, use within the MRPWF
has evolved from local travel on a trail system featuring several loops and spur trails ending at lakes and ponds
to a high level of travel on the LLCRR – the main connector between Inlet and Indian Lake ‐‐ and a much lower
level of use on local loops and spurs.
The results of occasional use surveys conducted in the early 1990s illustrate the high use levels on the LLCRR.
During the 1990‐1991 season, the Forest Ranger for the unit installed an electronic counter on the road. Because
there were data collection problems, reliable information was obtained only for brief, sporadic periods. For the
95 days from December 7, 1990 to February 10, 1991 and from February 23, 1991 to March 13, 1991, the
counter recorded over 6,000 machines, an average of 63 per day. It is likely that the daily count was significantly
higher on weekends, and varied according to snow conditions and weather. Over the four days from February 23
to 26, 1991 (Saturday through Tuesday) approximately 850 snowmobiles were counted, an average of 212 per
day. Again, undoubtedly the daily average was much higher on the weekend days. In February of 2004, an APA
staff member conducted a six hour count along the main trail and recorded a total of 830 machines. This count
occurred on the second weekend of Presidents Week Holiday, a time when highest use would be expected. An
additional count was conducted by Agency staff during January 2008. Snowmobiles were counted at both the
Limekiln end and the Cedar River end of the unit. Occurrences were tallied by time of day and direction of travel.
A total of 654 snowmobiles were counted on this day. Due to the location of the staff conducting the count all
sleds passing one of the locations had to either pass the other or return past the initial count location. Thus the
actual number of individual sleds using the area on that day was 327. The peak travel time was from late
morning to early afternoon with a lesser peak during the late afternoon. During February of 2008, DEC installed
infrared trail counters on both the LLCRR and the Cedar River snowmobile trail. During Presidents week vacation
the LLCRR saw use numbers as high as 475 events for a single day while the Cedar River trail saw a maximum of
206 events on its highest use day.
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Until 1997, Hamilton County held a snowmobile easement across the lands leased by the Little Moose Lake Club.
When this easement expired, the existing trail on the Otter Brook Truck Trail was no longer maintained. It
currently receives little use. Several other existing trails receive minimal use because they have not been cleared
of brush and fallen trees, and bridges have not been maintained. For example, the Sly Pond Trail is still accessible
from the Otter Brook Road, but because the bridge over the South Branch of the Moose River is gone, riders
who take the trail must return by the same route.
The Town of Indian Lake maintains a parking area for snowmobilers where winter plowing ends on Cedar River
Road, approximately 4.5 miles east of the Cedar River gate. The Town provided the data for Table 3, which
illustrates the use and direct economic impact of the Town parking area for 1992‐1993 through 2003‐2004.
Table 4: Numbers of Snowmobiles and Revenue by Year for the Town of Indian Lake Snowmobile Parking
Area, Cedar River Road.
Year

Number of Snowmobiles

Revenue

1992‐1993

607

$3,035

1993‐1994

716

$3,580

1994‐1995

433

$2,165

1995‐1996

2,289

$11,445

1996‐1997

1,695

$8,475

1997‐1998

4,479

$22,395

1998‐1999

3,589

$17,945

1999‐2000

2,647

$13,235

2000‐2001

3,794

$18,970

2001‐2002

4,546

$22,730

2002‐2003

4,754

$23,770

2003‐2004

2,7144

$27,140

2004‐2005

1,940

$20,380

2005‐2006

1,459

$14,590

2006‐2007

934

$9,340

4

For the 2003-2004 season, the parking fee was increased from $5 to $10 per snowmobile. Town staff noticed a significant
increase in the use of parking areas in the hamlet of Indian Lake. It may be that, instead of paying the fee to park in the
Cedar River Road parking area, many riders parked in the hamlet for free and rode the trail from the hamlet to Cedar River
Road at Wakely Dam.
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It is likely that most of those who park in the Town parking area intend to snowmobile into the MRPWF. It also is
likely that the variation in the annual numbers of those who pay to park in the Cedar River Road parking area
generally reflects the pattern of annual change in the level of snowmobile use in the MRPWF originating from
the Cedar River entrance. However, it would not be appropriate to interpret the variation in parking numbers as
having a direct relation to snowmobile use in the MRPWF. It is not known how many of those who use the
parking area ride snowmobiles to Indian Lake on the trail that leaves Cedar River Road at Wakely Dam, or how
many ride from Indian Lake into the unit, bypassing the parking area. Town residents are not required to pay to
use the parking area, and the numbers of residents who use it are not tallied. It would be difficult to separate
the effects of variations in local and regional winter weather from trends in the popularity of the area for
snowmobiling. While recent parking information cannot easily be interpreted to show a clear trend in use, these
figures should continue to be monitored. A use survey using electronic counters could be designed to allow
more accurate figures of the use of the MRPWF to be extrapolated from annual parking area use numbers. The
Towns of Inlet and Webb utilize a trail permit system to fund the maintenance and grooming of trails on private
and Town‐owned lands. A permit allows a snowmobile to be ridden on trails in both towns. Table 4 summarizes
permit sales for the Inlet‐Webb trail system for the past several years. A review of the annual permit sales
numbers can give a general picture of overall trends in snowmobile use in the area. However, for a number of
reasons, it is not possible to draw useful conclusions from permit numbers about the use of the trails in the
MRPWF. The sole snowmobile entry point into the unit from the west is in the town of Inlet. Because there is no
parking area serving the western entrance to the unit, as there is on the east side, those who enter onto the
LLCRR from the west are likely to have ridden from the Inlet trail system. Therefore, there may be some
correlation between the variation in annual permit sale numbers and the pattern of change in annual
snowmobiling use levels within the MRPWF originating from the west. However, the degree of correlation,
which is probably not high, has not been determined. The trail systems maintained by the Towns outside Forest
Preserve lands are extensive, and no permit is required for the use of Forest Preserve trails. Therefore, it is not
possible to link permit sales directly to the use of the trails in the unit. In addition, there is no way of knowing
how many days during the season that a permit holder rides the trail system. Nor is it known what proportion of
people who purchase permits from Inlet enter the unit as compared to those who buy them from Webb.
Because both Towns sell permits bought at a discount before winter begins, most permits are sold before winter
weather conditions are known. For instance, of the 1,772 full‐season permits sold by Inlet during the 2003‐2004
season, 1,278 were pre‐season permits. It is possible that a year with good permit sales could be characterized
by poor weather conditions and relatively low levels of actual riding. Accurate use figures for the MRPWF may
only be obtained through periodic surveys of actual trail use.
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Table 5: Permit Sales for the Inlet‐Webb Snowmobile Trail System
Year

Inlet Permit Sales5

Webb Permit Sales6

Total Permit Sales

1997‐1998

1,902

9,230

11,132

1998‐1999

1,750

8,416

10,171

1999‐2000

1,886

9,427

11,119

2000‐2001

1,297

12,614

13,911

2001‐2002

2,507

12,616

15,141

2002‐2003

2,433

Not Available

‐‐

2003‐2004

2,260

13,359

15,612

2004‐2005

1,847

10,821

12,668

2005‐2006

1,816

10,799

12,615

2006‐2007

1,760

10,060

11,820

2007‐2008

1,870

10,710

12,580

d. Motorized Access
The road system on the MRPWF unit is a result of the logging history of the unit. The two largest acquisitions
comprising this unit were from Gould Paper and International Paper Companies. In 1963, prior to the acquisition
of Goulds lands in the Moose River Tract, Gould gifted the State an easement, “for purpose of better promoting
fish and wildlife conservation practice on adjacent lands,” across 26.2 miles of roads. The intent was to ensure
future access for hunters and anglers across these roads as well as the ability to do maintenance. This gift was
received under what was then codified as Section 361 of the Environmental Conservation Law. The unit’s roads
also provide access to the West Canada Lake Wilderness and portions of the Blue Ridge Wilderness. Currently
there are 37.95 miles of roads open for public motor vehicle use on the unit. There are an additional 3.22 miles
of Department administrative roads.
Prior to the 1988 International Paper Company acquisition, an easement was deeded to Hamilton County for
approximately 4.1 miles of the Limekiln Lake‐Cedar River Road. This easement consists of two different sections
of the road separated by a section of DEC road not subject to the easement. The easement consists of a 50 foot
wide ROW and the right to maintain it.
Generally the roads are open for public use just prior to Memorial Day. Current regulations require vehicles
entering the area after October 1 to be equipped with either 4‐wheel drive or have tire chains available.
Motorcycles, motorized bicycles and general public use by ATVs are prohibited within the area by regulation.
The opening of public roads to ATV use is governed by Vehicle and Traffic Law §2403 and §2405. Vehicle and
Traffic Law §2405(1) provides in part that a State agency may open roads under its jurisdiction to ATVs by rule or
regulation where it determines that it “is otherwise impossible for ATVs to gain access to areas or trails adjacent
to the highway.” This provision contains similar requirements for municipalities which open public highways to
5

Total permit numbers include approximately 350 to 650 weekly (seven-day) permits per year.
Total permit numbers include an undetermined number of weekly permits per year.

6
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ATVs. Recent cases interpreting the statute’s municipal requirements have clarified that a municipality opening
a public highway to ATV traffic must make a specific finding that the purpose of opening the road is to provide
ATVs with access to areas or trails adjacent to the highway which are otherwise impossible to access. See,
Santagate v. Franklin County, Supreme Court, Franklin County, Index No. 99‐2; and Brown v. Pitcairn, Supreme
Court, St. Lawrence County, Index No. 114295 (August 19, 2003). As there are no areas or trails adjacent to the
roads which are legally open for ATV use the criteria in V&T §2405 cannot be met.
As part of the Consent Decree reached in settlement of Galusha v. NYS DEC et al. (ADA Consent Decree), the
Rock Dam Road, Otter Brook Road, Indian Lake Road and Limekiln Lake‐Cedar River Road were ordered opened
to people with qualifying disabilities who have obtained a permit from the Department pursuant to
Commissioner Policy 3 (CP‐3). As these roads are open to public motor vehicle use, a permit is not necessary for
their use to access Department programs. In some cases, the opening of a road under CP‐3 can allow the use of
ATVs to access programs, however as the above roads are currently opened to public motor vehicle use and
therefore qualify as public highways, they are subject to the Vehicle and Traffic Law. Therefore, the roads will
remain open for public car and truck traffic only. This plan proposes the closure of the Indian Lake Road to all
motorized uses, including CP‐3 use. In compliance with the terms of the Consent Decree, substitution mileage
was identified and approved by parties to the lawsuit.
The following roads are utilized to reach private lands or use reservations within the unit:
•
•

•

The Lake Kora Road‐ This 1.6 mile road provides access to the privately owned Kamp Kill Kare on Lake
Kora. The road is gated at the intersection with the Sagamore Road, but is open for public non‐
motorized use to access adjoining State lands.
Mohegan Lake Road‐ This road provides access to private lands at Camp Uncas, the Bear Pond
Sportsmans Club and an additional small private inholding. The Mohegan Lake Road begins at the
intersection of Sagamore Road and the Lake Kora Road. At approximately 1.4 miles the road forks with
the east fork continuing another 0.4 miles to the privately owned Camp Uncas on the eastern shore of
Mohegan Lake. The west fork, which is gated, continues around the western shore of Mohegan Lake to
the use reservation of the Bear Pond Sportsmens Club. This portion of the road is also referred to as the
“Old Carnahan Road”. The legal ROW for the Bear Pond Sportsmens Club was confirmed in a 1967
Supreme Court decision. It was determined that their legal ROW began on State Route 28, near the
Eighth Lake Campground, followed a part of the Uncas Road and then followed the Old Carnahan Road.
An agreement between the Department and the Club has resulted in the Club being issued annual TRPs
for access to their Club on the Mohegan Lake Road. This was done after an inspection of the legal ROW,
and the work needed to make it usable, revealed that significant environmental impacts would result
from such work. The Club’s use reservation expires in 2022.
Sagamore Road‐ The town highway stops at the old Camp Sagamore boundary line just west of the
bridge over the outlet of Sagamore Lake. From that point the road is considered a Forest Preserve road
for 0.75 miles subject to private rights‐of‐way. A maintenance agreement between the Department and
the in‐holders provides for yearly maintenance of this road. An additional spur off of the Sagamore Road
leads to Camp Sagamore via an old bridge over the outlet of Sagamore Lake. This spur also serves as the
boundary between MRPWF and the Blue Ridge Wilderness.

e. Hiking
Limited amounts of hiking occur on this unit. The absence of unique destinations such as mountains with open
summits or waterfalls curtails the number of desirable hikes. The Northville‐Placid Trail passes through a portion
of the unit and receives moderate use. Data collected at the trail register where the Northville‐Placid Trail enters
the LLCRR showed that, from May 9, 2002 to December 23, 2002, 508 hikers registered. The trail to the fire
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tower on the summit of Wakely Mountain originates on the MRPWF unit although the summit and the tower are
on the adjoining Wakely Mountain Primitive Area. Hiking trails to the summit of Black Bear Mountain originate
from the Rocky Mountain Trailhead, the Uncas Road or from the Eighth Lake Campground. These trails, along
with the Rocky Mountain Trail, are very popular with the many tourists who visit the area. For those seeking a
short hike, the Cathedral Pines Trail offers a short walk into a towering stand of white pine between Route 28
and Seventh Lake. The numerous old roads and snowmobile trails throughout the unit do provide excellent
hiking opportunities for those seeking to merely enjoy the wild forest setting.

f. Floatplane and Motorboat Use
6NYCRR§196.5(a)(6) prohibits the use of motor boats within the MRPWF on the following water bodies: Beaver
Lake, Helldiver Pond, Icehouse Pond, Indian Lake, Lost Ponds, Mitchell Ponds and Squaw Lake. Cedar River Flow
and Eighth Lake receive some motor boat use; however, it is generally limited to small fishing boats. Raquette
Lake and Seventh Lake receive higher uses of larger motor boats as both are served by public and private boat
launches.
The use of floatplanes to reach interior lakes and ponds has historically occurred throughout this unit. During the
early spring trout season prior to the opening of the roads, floatplanes are traditionally used to reach Beaver
Lake, Squaw Lake, and Indian Lake.

g. Horseback Riding
Horseback riding has become increasingly popular on this unit. Many old roads are utilized by equestrians. Horse
use is allowed on all roads and snowmobile trails and on specific hiking trails posted open for horse use. In 1989
five old roads were signed as horse trails in order to help users identify open routes. Those roads included; Lost
Ponds, Mitchell Ponds, Beaver Lake, Sly Pond and the Sly Pond Loop Trail.

h. Cross Country Skiing/Snowshoeing
Most skiing and snowshoeing occurs on the portions of the unit which are accessible from plowed roads. Some
back country use does occur but is relatively light due to limited access. The Town of Inlet maintains a ski trail
system on their lands which is connected to a series of trails around the Limekiln Campground. The Town also
grooms the trails within the Limekiln Lake Campground Intensive Use Area. The area around Black Bear
Mountain also has several designated ski trails. Previously, access was available across private lands to the
southern end of these trails but in recent years has been restricted by private land owners. Current access is
through the Eighth Lake Campground.

i. Northern Forest Canoe Trail
The NFCT is a 740 mile long canoe route which runs from Old Forge across the Adirondacks to the Saranac River,
to Lake Champlain then across Vermont, New Hampshire and Maine. The portion of the route from Fifth Lake to
Raquette Lake is within the MRPWF unit. Many paddlers spend their first night on the route in the vicinity of
Seventh or Eighth lakes. This use accounts for a large part of the camping that occurs along the shorelines of
these two waterbodies. Observations by the local Forest Ranger indicate that use of the canoe route has
continued to increase and much of this use is in the form of larger organized groups.

j. Swimming
The area just north of the Seventh Lake boat launch known as Buck Hollow has been used by many local
residents for swimming for many years. The area offers a sandy beach easily accessible from the boat launch
parking area or Route 28.
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k. Use Restrictions
Sagamore hunting/trapping exclusion zone ‐ In 1975, the State purchased all of the former Camp Sagamore
estate of more than 1,500 acres except for eight acres encompassing the main buildings. The property had long
been posted against hunting and trapping and the caretaker had maintained a small tame deer herd by a
program of regular feeding. Soon after acquisition, the Department heard proposals to continue to manage the
area as a wildlife refuge. Department Wildlife Biologists reviewed the proposals and concluded that there were
no rare species or critical habitats within the former Camp Sagamore property requiring protection beyond that
afforded by existing laws and regulations. They recommended that deer feeding be discontinued and hunting in
the vicinity of the Camp Sagamore buildings be suspended up to five years to protect the tame deer herd until
they had dispersed.
A major issue raised by Camp Sagamore representatives was the concern that the proximity of hunters bearing
firearms, especially during the big game season, could deter people from visiting Camp Sagamore and
participating in its educational and recreational programs. The Department decided that the protection of the
economic viability of the organization engaged in the preservation of Camp Sagamore warranted the
establishment of a safety zone around the building complex. In 1976, 6NYCRR section 95.1 was adopted,
prohibiting hunting and trapping within a described area of approximately 100 acres around the Camp Sagamore
property (Appendix 21).
Raquette Lake Reservoir ‐ Due to its former use as a public water supply, public fishing on this small reservoir
was restricted. In 2005, the Town of Long Lake completed drilling of wells near the reservoir for use as a water
supply for the Town of Raquette Lake. Consequently, the Raquette Lake Reservoir is now available for anglers.

l. Special Events
Wakely Dam Ultra‐Runners Event‐ This annual foot race uses a 32.6 mile section of the N‐P Trail from Piseco to
Wakely Dam.
New York State Muzzle‐Loaders Rendevous‐ The New York State Muzzle‐Loaders Association holds its annual
primitive rendevous and black powder hunt in the MRPWF. This event, held under a TRP from the Department,
draws approximately 50‐70 campers. All participants must have camps and clothing of a primitive nature. A
visitors day, open to the public, is held during the week drawing up to 300 guests.
Black Fly Challenge Mountain Bike Race‐ The Adirondack Mountain Bike Association holds a yearly mountain
bike race from Indian Lake to Inlet across the LLCRR. This race is held under a TRP from the Department.
Adirondack Canoe Classic ‐ This event is held annually on the first weekend after Labor Day. The route begins on
First Lake of the Fulton Chain in Old Forge and ends in Saranac Lake. The route traverses portions of the MRPWF
on Fifth, Sixth, Seventh and Eighth Lakes of the Fulton Chain, as well as Brown’s Tract Inlet.
Other Uses/Benefits
Other recreational activities that occur in the MRPWF include commercial recreation by guides and outfitters,
photography, snowshoeing and nature appreciation. In some cases the method of access, for example, in the
case of all‐terrain bicycling and snowmobiling, can also be a form of recreation. Geocaching is a new type of
recreation that has developed within the last several years. This pastime involves the placing of a “cache,”
usually a small plastic container housing a log book, somewhere in the outdoors. GPS coordinates for the cache
are then posted on a website and participants use handheld GPS units to locate the cache. Once they find the
cache, they sign the log book. A couple of locations have been reported for the MRPWF. DEC does not
encourage the placement of physical geocaches on Forest Preserve lands and Forest Rangers have removed
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some of them in the past. Virtual geocaches are caches which do not involve the container or its contents;
instead, the coordinates lead the participant to a location which is notable for scenic or other qualities. DEC does
not prohibit geocaching on State lands at this time. DEC requests however, that all geocaches be labeled and will
continue to work with the geocaching community to ensure that problems do not arise. Appropriate guidelines
will be developed by DEC if necessary.
In addition to recreation, the natural resources within the MRPWF provide many societal benefits. A few
examples include watershed protection, scientific research opportunities, preservation of biological diversity and
open space values.

m. Projected Use
It is clear that we have limited capabilities to project wild forest use. A handful of studies are in agreement that
use will increase, but they do not agree on the projected rates of increase. All studies have predicted the steady,
slow to modest increases seen in the last 20 to 40 years. The greatest difficulty in projecting future wild forest
use is due to the limited current and past use information, as past use is the basis for estimating future use
(Hendee and Dawson 2002). These limitations are true for all wildlands, including the MRPWF.
In general, the demand for recreation will grow as human populations increase. Regional, national and
international economic and political factors may affect the choices people make about what recreational
activities to pursue. For instance, economic recession and increases in international tension could influence
people in large northeastern cities to refrain from long‐distance travel and pursue more local recreational
activities, such as hiking and camping. Other factors, such as the aging of the American population, may lead to
higher demand for more accessible recreation and lower demand for activities requiring physical exertion, such
as back country hiking and camping. The following table, based on the National Survey on Recreation and the
Environment, illustrates national recreation trends for certain activities from the past 20 years. These national
trends, combined with the publishing of UMPs and the Department’s increasing use of the internet to provide
information and promotion of the Adirondacks in general as a tourist destination, will likely result in a steady
increase in use of the MRPWF.

Table 6: Millions and Percentage Change of Persons 16 Years or Older Participating at Least Once in 12 Months
in Certain Outdoor Recreational Activities in the United States, 1982‐83, 1994‐95 and 2000. (NSRE)
Activity

Number in
Millions 1982‐
83

Number in
Millions 1994‐
95

Percent Change
from
1982‐83

Number in
Millions in 2000

Percent Change
from
1994‐95

Hiking

24.7

47.8

+93.5%

69.7

+45.8

Backpacking

8.8

15.2

+ 72.7%

22.8

+ 50.0%

Primitive
Camping

17.7

28.0

+ 58.2%

31.5

+ 10.3%

Horseback Riding

15.9

14.3

‐ 10.1%

21.1

+ 47.5%

Snowmobiling

5.3

7.1

+ 34.0%

10.5

+ 47.9%

Cross Country
Skiing

5.3

6.5

+22.6%

7.9

+0.215
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Although past use data for the MRPWF is generally lacking at this time, some projections of future use may be
made utilizing what data is available combined with management actions that will be proposed as part of this
plan as well as those proposed for other units in the Park. Enough data is available for the two major
recreational uses of this unit, snowmobiling and camping, to project likely future use levels. An analysis of each
use and projections for future use are presented below.
Snowmobiling
Future levels of snowmobile use in the MRPWF generally will be determined by factors such as winter weather,
the influence of general economic trends on the availability of leisure time and income for recreation and the
success of local tourism marketing efforts. The use of the LLCRR as a major connecting trail between the
communities of Inlet and Indian Lake is expected to remain high. The use of the proposed, Seventh Lake
Mountain ‐ Sargent Ponds Trail between the LLCRR and Raquette Lake Village is expected to become high after it
is constructed. The proposals to close a number of spur trails in the unit reflect the expectation that the trend
toward long‐distance travel on groomed trails connecting communities, and away from local excursions on
ungroomed trails, will continue. However, because some snowmobilers seek opportunities to ride off the
corridor trails to destinations where they can picnic or enjoy the scenery, it is proposed that some spur and loop
trails remain open. The replacement of bridges and an increase in the level of maintenance on these trails is
likely to result in increased use levels. But undoubtedly, the numbers of people riding spur and loop trails will
remain significantly lower than the numbers traveling the LLCRR. Periodic use surveys using electronic counters
would provide reliable information about use trends.
Although no comprehensive inventory of snowmobile use exists for this unit, inferences can be made from the
data provided in Section II. D. 1. Tables 3 and 4. These tables illustrate the number of snowmobile permit sales
for the Towns of Webb and Inlet whose trail system is directly linked to the trail system on the western edge of
the MRPWF, as well as parking permits sold by the Town of Indian Lake for the snowmobile parking area on the
Cedar River Road on the eastern end of the unit. Although these two data sets are not directly derived from use
on this unit, the assumption can be made that the relationship of use on surrounding private lands and those
same uses of the MRPWF is linear.
Projected Impacts of increased snowmobile use on the MRPWF‐ An increase in use of the existing trail system
within the MRPWF will have little or no impact on the trail itself. However, an increase in use will have a likely
impact on air quality, noise pollution and possibly disturbance of wildlife. The impacts to air quality from
snowmobile emissions may actually be reduced as the snowmobile industry moves towards the use of 4‐stroke
engines. Commercially available 4‐stroke snowmobiles are significantly cleaner than 2‐stroke sleds. Compared to
previously tested 2‐strokes, these 4‐stroke sleds emit 98‐95 % less HC, 85 % less CO, and 90‐96 % less PM (Lela
and White, 2002)
Camping
There are 170 existing campsites along the road system within the unit. The national trends indicated in Table 5
show a continued increase in the number of persons participating in primitive camping, a trend which is likely to
continue. Thus, any reduction of sites below current use levels may result in an increase in “user defined” sites
in areas which are currently not used for camping.
The Need for Inventorying and Monitoring
The projections for future snowmobiling and camping use of the MRPWF unit are based on available current use
data and proposed management actions which will affect those uses. Information about current conditions and
trends aids in the selection of limits of acceptable change. It also permits the effectiveness of management
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programs to be assessed and suggests places where changes in management are needed (Hammitt and Cole,
1987). With this in mind, the development of a method to monitor future use and conditions must be pursued.

3. Wildlife
a. Game Species
The MRPWF provides an opportunity for a variety of wildlife related recreational opportunities. These include
hunting, trapping, bird watching and wildlife photography. A number of mammals and birds may be hunted or
trapped during seasons set annually by the Department. These species are identified in the Environmental
Conservation Law (ECL), Section 11‐0903 and 11‐0908. The Department has the authority to set hunting and
trapping season dates and bag limits by regulation for all game species. The unit is located within Wildlife
Management Unit (WMU) 5H. Wildlife related usage has historically centered around big game hunting,
primarily for deer, although bear hunting, small game hunting and fur‐bearer trapping are also prominent. One
of the most popular hunting periods in the unit is during the early season for black bear. During the regular big
game season, the pursuit of Adirondack white‐tailed deer draws hunters from throughout the east. Numerous
hunters establish camps, under permit, for the duration of the season.
Deer and bear harvests for the unit can be extrapolated from town data and estimated based on the percentage
of the total town area occupied by the Moose River Plains unit. The seven towns in which the unit is located –
Arietta, Inlet, Lake Pleasant, Long Lake, Morehouse, Ohio and Webb – occupy 1,967 square miles, while the unit
covers approximately 133 square miles, or 7% of the total. The table below shows the estimated deer and bear
takes for the unit over the past 5 years:
Table 7: Estimated Deer and Bear Take for Moose River Plains Wild Forest; 1997‐2007
Year

Deer Harvest

Bear Harvest

1997

53

4

1998

51

4

1999

60

5

2000

61

13

2001

50

6

2002

64

9

2003

51

12

2004

56

4

2005

62

3

2006

69

4

2007

74

4

Fur‐bearer harvest can be estimated for the unit to illustrate the presence of several species. Trapping effort is
known to vary somewhat annually in response to weather conditions and pelt prices, particularly in areas with
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low resident human densities. In other word, trappers will not travel as far when prices are low. Thus, the
estimates below cannot be used for population trend purposes, but rather for indication of presence.
Table 8: Estimated Fur‐bearer Take For Moose River Plains 1997‐2007
Year

Beaver

Bobcat

Coyote

Fisher

Otter

1996‐1997

40

1

3

5

7

1997‐1998

49

1

4

11

4

1998‐1999

37

0

1

6

3

1999‐2000

33

1

2

6

3

2000‐2001

22

0

1

2

2

2001‐2002

39

1

3

11

5

2002‐2003

16

0

1

4

4

2003‐2004

31

1

3

8

6

2004‐2005

32

1

2

12

6

2005‐2006

49

1

2

4

8

2006‐2007

39

1

1

6

4

Some human uses do have the potential to affect wildlife resources on the unit, particularly relative to portions
critical to deer survival in the winter. Some guidelines for use regulation in proximity to the identified deer
wintering yards are found in Section III. B.2.

b. Non Game Species
Little is known on the potential impact of recreational activities within the MRPWF on non‐game species. More
research is necessary. Some species, such as the red‐shouldered hawk, nest in areas near large coniferous and
mixed forest wetlands. Osprey nest in the tops of dead trees and snags close to shallow water in which the bird
forages. These sites are not very desirable for camping, resulting in less chance for conflicts. At least one
species may be affected due to human interaction:
Common Loon: Common loons nest along shorelines of lakes and ponds. Their nests are often very near the
water line, and are susceptible to disturbance from the land or from the water. Nests along shore are more
susceptible to human disturbance where trails follow the shore of a lake (Titus, 1978). Shoreline use by
campers, particularly on islands, has the potential to lead to the loss of nest site availability. Human disturbance,
including paddling activity, can result in nest abandonment or direct injury to adult or juvenile birds.
Additionally, fledgling mortality can occur if chicks are chased by boats. Water bodies with greater boating
access will have higher levels of disturbance.
Loons are a long‐lived species and a predator near the top of the food chain. They have great public appeal,
signifying remote, wild areas to many people. Numerous natural and anthropogenic factors can impact the
breeding population of loons. Natural predation of eggs and chicks is common and has been observed and
documented on several occasions within the Park. Airborne contaminants, including acid rain, can cause the
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bioaccumulation of mercury, a neurotoxin, and a decreased food supply, which can potentially lead to decreased
reproductive success. The death of adult loons due to lead toxicity from the ingestion of lead fishing tackle
accidentally lost by anglers is a concern and has recently been documented in New York State. A new law
passed in 2002 bans retail sales of lead fishing sinkers weighing one‐half ounce or less. This action is expected to
limit the availability of lead sinkers and promote production and sale of non‐lead alternatives.
The effects of direct human impacts, such as disturbance or shoreline use, on breeding loons within this unit
have not been determined, but are presumed to be low due to the minimal number of MRPWF shoreline
improvements and facilities. Management efforts will concentrate on protecting loon nesting areas and habitat.

4. Fisheries
A limited amount of quantitative information about the numbers of anglers who visit the waters of the MRPWF
is available. However, fishing is known to be a popular activity in selected waters. Angling‐related expenditures
contribute to the economy of the area and have probably remained stable or increased in the last decade.
Tourism and outdoor recreation are a major portion of the area’s economy. It is known that floatplane
operators take anglers into Squaw Lake, Indian Lake and Beaver Lake prior to Memorial Day. Similarly, a horse
drawn cart operator brings sportsmen into the Lost Ponds. Such relatively expensive and unconventional
methods for gaining angling access are an indication of the popularity of angling in this unit.
Fishing pressure is generally higher on better quality trout waters in the unit, although ease of access is a
contributing factor. An angler catch card survey done in 1996 generated 62 responses out of 300 cards
distributed to Inlet area businesses. These cards provided catch effort data from 129 anglers who fished a total
of 311 hours on area waters. They caught a total of 291 salmonids or roughly one fish per hour. About 56% of
the angling effort occurred in June, 25% in July and 20% in August. This pattern differs from most Adirondack
trout waters which experience peak use in May, primarily because Moose River Plains roads are typically closed
until Memorial Day. There appears to be very little fishing done in autumn in the MRPWF. The most popular
waters in the angler survey were the Lost Ponds (25%), Icehouse Pond (20%), Cedar River Flow (18%), Otter
Brook (15%) and Sumner Stream (13%). Most anglers rated the fishing experience in these waters as good to
average with the exception of Cedar River Flow which most ranked as poor. Stream angling effort generally
peaked right after stocking in June and many comments written on the catch cards requested continuation or an
increase in stocking efforts in area waters.
Warmwater fishing effort generally peaks in July and August and is centered on the peripheral, large waters of
the unit which contain largemouth or smallmouth bass, such as Seventh Lake, Eighth Lake and Mohegan Lake.
The only unit waters open to ice fishing are Limekiln Lake, Seventh Lake and Sixth Lake. Past annual reports
from retired area ranger Gary Lee indicate that Limekiln Lake is most heavily and successfully fished in the winter
with splake the preferred target species.
The use or possession of baitfish is prohibited in Bug Lake, Eagle Nest Lake, High Rock Pond, Icehouse Pond, the
Lost Ponds, the Mitchell Ponds, Squaw Lake and Unnamed Pond B‐P851.

5. Water Resources
Due to the abundance of water bodies on the unit, much recreational use revolves around water related
activities. 6 NYCRR §196.5(a)(6) prohibits the use of mechanically propelled vessels on the following waters:
Beaver Lake, Helldiver Pond, Icehouse Pond, Indian Lake, Lost Ponds, Lower Brown Tract Pond, Mitchell Ponds
and Squaw Lake. This does not restrict the use of float planes. The Adirondack Canoe Route crosses the unit on
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the way from Inlet to Raquette Lake. A public boat launch on Seventh Lake provides access for trailered boats as
well as hand launched boats. The Eighth Lake campground provides for public water access to Eighth Lake. The
Cedar River Flow on the eastern edge of the unit receives relatively high use by anglers and campers. The Flow
also provides water access to portions of the West Canada Lake Wilderness Area.
In 2000, a lawsuit between the Adirondack League Club and the Sierra Club resulted in a settlement agreement
that opened the South Branch of the Moose River across League Club lands for canoeing and kayaking. The
access to begin this trip is at either Otter Brook or Rock Dam, both located on the MRPWF. All paddlers are
required to meet the conditions set forth in the settlement agreement (Appendix 12).
Little Moose Lake, which was subject to a use reservation, is available for public use. The lake can be accessed
via foot over the Northville‐Placid Trail or the Wilson Ridge Road. Little Moose Lake supports a good brook trout
fishery.
Impoundments
There are seven water bodies located within the unit which are considered impoundments:
Cedar River Flow‐ The flow is impounded by a 190 foot long, 15 foot high concrete dam. The spillway elevation
of the dam is 2,101 feet.
Raquette Lake Reservoir‐ Constructed by the Town of Long Lake; elevation approximately 1,860 feet. DEC is
responsible for the maintenance of this structure as it is a State owned facility.
Sixth and Seventh Lakes‐ The dam located on Sixth Lake is owned and controlled by the Hudson River‐Black River
Regulating District. Spillway elevation 1,786 feet.
Limekiln Lake‐ Located at the outlet of Limekiln Lake. An additional unmaintained fish barrier dam also exists
below the outlet.
Mohegan Lake‐ Known as the Durrant Dam, located on the outlet of Mohegan Lake.
Raquette Lake‐ Controlled by a privately owned dam on the north end of the lake.
Little Moose Lake‐ An unmaintained two foot high earthen dam across the outlet. This dam may have been used
to increase water flow for floating logs down the South Branch of the Moose River.
Wakely Pond‐ A three foot high earthen dam, the Cedar River Road, at the outlet.

E. Recreational Opportunities for Persons with Disabilities
The Federal Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) along with the Architectural Barriers Act of 1968 (ABA)
and the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, have important implications for the management of all public lands, including
the Moose River Plains Wild Forest. A detailed explanation of the ADA and its influence on management actions
is provided under Section III. B. 2. f of this UMP.
In 1997, DEC adopted policy CP‐3, Motor Vehicle Access to State Lands under Jurisdiction of the Department of
Environmental Conservation for People with Disabilities. This policy establishes guidelines for issuing Temporary
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Revocable Permits allowing qualified people with disabilities to use motor vehicles to gain access to designated
routes on certain state lands.
On July 5, 2001, an Order on Consent was signed in the case of Galusha et al. v. New York, State Department of
Environmental Conservation et al., a case pending in the United States District Court for the Northern District of
New York. Among other things, the Order on Consent required the Department to support through the UMP
amendment process, motor vehicle used for persons with disabilities holding permits under Commissioner Policy
CP‐3, subject to closure for seasonal conditions in DEC’s discretion, certain routes in the Moose River Plains Wild
Forest leading to Helldiver Pond, Icehouse Pond, Lost Ponds, Beaver Lake, and Squaw Lake. The Consent Decree
also required the Department to keep open for such access, pending final approval through the UMP process,
the Rock Dam, Otterbrook, Indian Lake, and Limekiln Lake‐Cedar River roads in the Moose River Plains Wild
Forest. The purpose of the opening of these roads was to provide persons with disabilities with access to
Department recreational programs. The Order on Consent also authorized substitutions for such roads through
the UMP process where necessary, provided the substitution roads provided access to the same recreational
programs and totaled the same mileage.
Eight campsites along these routes were modified in 2006 to meet accessibility guidelines. Wheelchair accessible
trails were constructed to Helldiver and Icehouse Ponds. Additionally, Mitchell Ponds Road and Gould Road are
open under CP‐3 to provide access to Department programs.

F. Relationship between Public and Private Land
1. Land Ownership Patterns and Tax Base
Hamilton County is the third largest county in the State, the least populated, and one of the two counties
located entirely within the Adirondack Park. The overall population density is three people per square mile, but
this small population is clustered in a few hamlets. The area accommodates a much larger seasonal population
of both tourists and residents of camps or summer homes. From a regional perspective there are relatively few
people living on private property within the planning area boundary, particularly when the nearby large
metropolitan cities of Albany, Schenectady, and Utica are considered.
A direct economic benefit is the amount of land and school taxes paid to local governments for Forest Preserve
lands. This is especially significant because State lands do not require the same infrastructure, government
goods and services demanded by the private sector. Although the State does pay full taxes on the assessed
value of Forest Preserve Lands pursuant to Real Property Tax Law §532(a), there may nonetheless be some
impact on the local taxpayers. If the land were privately held and “improved,” property taxes could increase,
adding to the tax base. However, unimproved State land does not generate the public service costs (e.g. public
schools, water and sewer, and road maintenance) that improved private land does.
Much of the MRPWF unit is bordered by other Forest Preserve units. These include Blue Ridge Wilderness Area,
Pigeon Lake Wilderness Area, West Canada Lake Wilderness Area and the Sargent Ponds Wild Forest. Though
future management of these areas is not an issue for the MRPWF Unit Management Plan, the inter‐relationship
between the units must be considered. Some recreational trails begin on the MRPWF and lead onto adjoining
units. An example is the West Mountain Trail which enters the Pigeon Lake Wilderness after crossing a portion
of the MRPWF.
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2. State Administered Land Use Controls
State‐administered environmental and land use controls, including the regulations of the Adirondack Park
Agency, the Freshwater Wetlands Act and the Wild, Scenic, and Recreational Rivers Act, require protection of
and setback of development from important environmental resources thus protecting open space. Within the
planning area, and not subject to this UMP, are privately‐owned lands, most of which are classified as “Resource
Management” and “Rural Use” by the Adirondack Park Agency. Around the Hamlets of Inlet, Eagle Bay and
Raquette Lake, the private lands are also zoned “Low Intensity Use”, “Moderate Intensity Use” and “Hamlet”.
These zones and the uses allowed within them are defined in the Adirondack Land Use and Development Plan.
As is implied by the fact that the unit abuts private lands in several different zones, there is a wide variety of
activity that could be taking place on adjacent private lands.

3. Impact of State Ownership on Adjacent Private Lands
The economic base of the general area that includes the MRPWF is influenced to a large degree by tourism,
outdoor recreation and forestry. The early settlers were attracted to the area by its natural beauty and
abundant fish and wildlife resources. Some individuals capitalized on these natural assets by providing services
to the tourists who followed. Besides its many intrinsic values, the Adirondack Forest Preserve is an important
economic asset for the region. Both indirectly, as a powerful attraction to tourists and a positive influence on
private land values, and directly in terms of property tax payments to local governments, the Forest Preserve
makes substantial contributions to the local economy. While some Forest Preserve visitors spend all their time
on public land, most are day users who consider a Forest Preserve outing just one of many reasons to take a trip
to the Adirondacks. They may combine a walk on a trail with visits to local shops and restaurants and an
overnight stay at an inn or motel. Others are drawn to the area simply to enjoy the scenery of Forest Preserve
lands and waters. Though these visitors may never set foot on a trail, the contribution that they make to the
local economy is partly due to the existence of the Forest Preserve.
Government is the leading source of employment in Hamilton County with much of the employment highly
seasonal and directly dependent on tourism and recreation, particularly in the summer months. Various local
businesses such as motels, gas stations, restaurants, food stores, establishments which sell and rent goods or
services benefit from the influx of hikers, campers, hunters, anglers and other recreationists attracted by nearby
State lands and waters. This business has been an important part of the local economy ever since and is
dependent, in part, on nearby undeveloped State lands.

4. Land Resources
To date there have been few economic studies on the impact of State ownership as it affects adjacent private
lands or local communities. In some cases, property values of private land next to State holdings are increased
by advertising the many benefits of Forest Preserve lands (Kay, 1985). Landowners seeking privacy and solitude
have protection from adjacent private development. State lands also provide the unique opportunity of having a
backyard with no maintenance costs or taxes and direct access to various recreational experiences.
While studies have been conducted regarding the economic impact of snowmobiling in New York State, data
regarding economic impact solely in the Adirondack Park are not available. It should be recognized that other
recreational pursuits on the Forest Preserve also contribute to local economies in the Adirondack Park (Draft
Comprehensive Snowmobile Plan, 2003). A recent study by Holmes & Associates and SUNY‐Plattsburgh (Holmes
and Associates, 1999) noted the significant lack of research concerning the economic contribution of tourism to
the economy of the Adirondack Park. The focus of the study was “the views and observations of small business
owners” in the central and western Adirondacks. Among the major findings of the study was the following: After
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sightseeing, the activities viewed as making the largest contribution to the areas tourism economy included
snowmobiling, canoeing and kayaking, hiking, cross‐country skiing, downhill skiing and observing birds and
animals, in that order. A majority of respondents view those six recreation activities as “very important” to their
local economies. Activities identified by business operators with the most economic potential included
snowmobiling and cross‐country skiing. A closer look at subregions within the Adirondacks shows substantial
geographic variation in perceived economic opportunities. For example, business operators in the Speculator
areas view cross‐country skiing as having the greatest potential. The preference for winter recreation activities
reflects in part the business operators’ preference for an expanded winter tourist season and highlights winter
activities that appear to be locally underdeveloped. Nonetheless, the support of expanded snowmobiling and
cross‐country skiing point to the importance of a central and western Adirondack initiative to plan, develop and
promote those opportunities. While viewing scenery was recognized as the most important tourism related
activity, snowmobiling was selected as the next most important activity, economically. Canoeing and kayaking
were listed as third in importance among the activities listed, with cross‐country skiing viewed as equal in
economic value to hiking.
Attractions such as the summits of Rocky and Wakely Mountains, the Northville‐Lake Placid trail, and adjacent
DEC campgrounds draw numbers of people into the area. Public purchase of local goods and services generates
recreation dollars whose multiplier effect is felt throughout the surrounding area.

5. Wildlife
The pursuit of wildlife provides substantial economic income to the state and local communities throughout
New York. The expenditures of sportsmen who hunt or trap are important to NY’s economy. Expenditures for
licenses, equipment, firearms, ammunition, gasoline, lodging, meals and a variety of other purposes infuse
money into the local economy. The value of the meat or hides obtained further adds to the value. Besides the
value for hunting and trapping, wildlife attracts people for a variety of other uses, such as hiking, bird watching,
photography. People pursuing these activities infuse considerably additional money into the State and local
economy.

6. Fisheries
Quantitative estimates of angler use and its economic impact on the MRPWF are not available. Angling‐related
expenditures contribute to the economy of the area and have likely remained stable or increased in the last
decade

7. Water Resources
The abundance of readily accessible lakes and ponds in the unit contributes to and helps maintain a stable
tourism economy for the area. This water resource attracts various recreational activities along with providing
water access to both private and MRPWF lands.
In the winter, some frozen water bodies are utilized as travel corridors to connect snowmobile trails and for the
purpose of accessing temporary ice shanties used for ice fishing. In addition, selected water bodies can provide
landing and drop off locations for float plane pilots in the area.

8. Relationship of Adjacent Private Lands to State Holdings
The lands of the Adirondack League Club form a majority of the southwest boundary of the unit. These lands are
primarily managed for timber production and for the recreational use of the clubs members. The Rock Dam Road
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has been used in the past, under TRP, by the Adirondack League Club to reach portions of their lands for timber
harvesting. The most significant impact along this boundary is the potential for Forest Preserve users to trespass
onto private lands. This generally occurs during the big‐game hunting season.
The opening of Camp Sagamore to public use has also impacted the MRPWF unit. Visitors to the camp often use
trails adjacent to Camp Sagamore or through their visit acquire information on the surrounding Forest Preserve
and the recreational opportunities available.
Private lands near or adjacent to this unit have the potential to both compliment and complicate DEC
management. All of the private lands adjacent to this unit have the potential to be developed. Development of
these properties could contribute to additional user demands on the unit. Like many regions of the Adirondack
Park, this area could face a rapid rise in development, residential and commercial, by those seeking to live in or
near wild forest lands or by those who wish to utilize its attraction for recreationists for profit.
The Town of Long Lake has maintained a reservoir on the unit to supply water to the Village of Raquette Lake.
Facilities in conjunction with the reservoir include a chlorinator building, underground pipe lines and an access
road. This reservoir has been replaced with a well system located along the access road to the reservoir.
There are several Great Camps located adjacent to, or in the general vicinity of, the MRPWF Unit. These include:
Camp Uncas, Camp Sagamore, Camp Pine Knot, Echo Camp and Kill Kare. Camp Sagamore and Camp Uncas are
both listed as National Historic Landmarks.

9. Historic Great Camps Special Management Area
The Department proposes to establish an Historic Great Camps Special Management Area (HGCSMA) consisting
of Forest Preserve lands located in the immediate vicinity of the historic properties at Great Camp Sagamore and
Great Camp Uncas. The HGCSMA will be administered to promote traditional public recreational access in the
wild forest and wilderness areas adjacent to these camps in a manner which recognizes the unique setting of the
two camps, their history, their contribution to tourism and educational and cultural programs in the region, and
their support for protection of adjacent Forest Preserve resources. Additionally, the creation of the HGCSMA will
provide a mechanism of ensuring that programmatic activities of the Great Camps are consistent with public use
of the surrounding Forest Preserve. Day to day administration of the HGCSMA will include partnerships with the
two camps, utilizing such tools as Adopt‐a‐Natural‐Resource Agreements and Memoranda of Understanding (See
Appendix15).

G. Relationship between MRPWF and Adjacent State and Municipal
Lands
The MRPWF unit boundary adjoins two Wild Forest Areas, three Wilderness Areas, one Primitive Area, three
campgrounds and one boat launch. The Town of Inlet’s Fern Park, a municipal recreation area, also adjoins the
unit. Several ski and bicycle trails originating on Town lands are connected to trails within the MRPWF.

1. State Lands under the Jurisdiction of DEC
Sargent Ponds Wild Forest (45,300 acres)
This unit borders the MRPWF along the shore of Raquette Lake. The mean high water mark is the boundary
between the units and the bed of the lake is part of Sargent Ponds. The APSLMP describes the unit as follows:
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“Known to many canoeists, hunters and fishermen, this wild forest area offers intimate sightings of
Adirondack wildlife and bog plants. The trail to Sargent Ponds courses through stands of old growth
forest. Many of the picturesque tall pines along the Marion River may be glimpsed from the highway.”
Fulton Chain Wild Forest (15,158 acres)
The two units share a relatively short border along the southwest boundary of the MRPWF. The boundary is
Third Lake Creek. The APSLMP describes the unit as follows:
“This unit has a high recreational potential due to its location within short driving distance of the
populated Mohawk Valley. Uses include hiking, camping, canoeing, hunting, fishing, horse‐back riding,
cross country skiing, snowmobiling and sight‐seeing, the latter drawing many visitors to the Rondaxe Mt.
Fire Tower during the fall foliage season.”
West Canada Lake Wilderness (156,695 acres)
The boundary between the MRPWF and the WCLWA extends from the southeast corner of the Adirondack
League Club lands along the South Branch of the Moose River, the Indian River to Indian Lake then northeasterly
to the Cedar River Flow. The Indian Lake Road and the Otter Brook Truck Trail form a majority of the boundary.
Access to much of the northern portion of the West Canada Lake Wilderness is from the road system on the
MRPWF. The APSLMP describes the unit as follows:
“The terrain ranges from swamp flats and rolling hills to steep mountains such as Snowy. Water drains
from the area into three basins: the Hudson,the Mohawk and the Black. Among the areas chief attributes
are its numerous ponds, lakes and streams, most of which support a brook trout population. The forest
cover consists chiefly of mixed hardwood‐softwood types with large diameter trees of both types on the
more fertile soils. There is also considerable acreage in spruce‐balsam swamp and beaver meadow.”
Blue Ridge Wilderness Area (45,736 acres)
The boundary between the two units follows the South Inlet of Raquette Lake to the Sagamore Road then heads
southeasterly before turning northeast towards the Wakely Mountain Primitive Area. The boundary then follows
the Wakely Mountain Trail and several old roads to the Cedar River Road. The APSLMP describes the unit as
follows:
“The area is dominated by Blue Ridge, a height of land ranging from 2,700 to 3,497 feet in elevation and
running in a general east‐west direction for a distance of more than six miles. On the lower north slopes
of the ridge there are a number of attractive little trout ponds with foot trails leading to them from Route
28. The forest cover is typical mixed hardwood‐softwood types with the higher elevations predominantly
covered with spruce and balsam. Most of the old growth spruce and hemlock suffered heavy damage in
the 1950 blow down, which affects the character of the area even to this day.”
Pigeon Lake Wilderness Area (50,100 acres)
The MRPWF‐PLWA boundary runs from Sucker Brook Bay on Raquette Lake southwesterly to the Brown Tract
Campground following an old roadway. From the campground, the Uncas road forms the boundary until private
lands are reached. The APSLMP describes the unit as follows:
“The terrain consists of low, rolling hills, with the exception of West Mountain near the eastern
boundary. There are many brook trout ponds and streams and a considerable expanse of swampland
along the courses of Sucker Brook and Beaver Brook. The forest cover runs to mature or near‐mature
mixed softwoods and hardwoods, with some dense spruce‐balsam types near the summit of West
Mountain and in the swampland.”
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Wakely Mountain Primitive Area (120 acres)
The WMPA and the MRPWF share a short boundary formed by the Wakely Mountain foot trail. Access to the
foot trail leading to the fire tower on the summit is located on the MRPWF along the Cedar River Road.

Intensive Use Lands
Limekiln Lake Campground
This 271 campsite facility is located near the western entrance of the MRPWF. Much of the intensive use area is
surrounded by part of the MRPWF. The campground offers boat, canoe and kayak opportunities on Limekiln
Lake as well as a nature trail which is located on both Intensive Use lands and Wild Forest.
Eighth Lake Campground
This 126 campsite facility is located between Seventh and Eighth Lakes of the Fulton Chain of Lakes just north of
the hamlet of Inlet. The campground provides access to Seventh and Eighth Lakes for canoeing and kayaking as
well as access to numerous foot and bicycle trails on the MRPWF.

Brown Tract Campground
This 90 campsite facility is located on Lower Brown Tract Pond nestled between the MRPWF and the PLWA.

2. State Lands under the Jurisdiction of DEC and DOT
NYS DOT Travel Corridor
This land category is unique in that several State agencies are involved in its administration. A travel corridor is
defined as: “...that strip of land constituting the roadbed and right‐of‐way for state and interstate highways in
the Adirondack Park, and those NYS lands immediately adjacent to and visible from these facilities.” (APSLMP,
2001, page 46)
NYS Route 28
The 10.5 mile section of this highway from near Eagle Bay to the South Inlet of Raquette Lake passes through
this unit. The Seventh Lake Boat Launch is located adjacent to a portion of this highway.

3. Other Lands under the Jurisdiction of DOT
In 1986, a 6.41 acre parcel was transferred from DEC to DOT along the Sagamore Road. This parcel was to be
used for a highway maintenance center. The 6.41 acres transferred were deducted from the Land Bank
specifically created for highways within the Park.

4. State Lands under the jurisdiction of HRBRRD
The Hudson River‐Black River Regulating District (HRBRRD) has jurisdiction over the dam on Sixth Lake.

5. Town Lands
The Town of Inlet owns and maintains a public recreational park, Fern Park, on Town lands adjoining the unit.
Many of the trails in this facility connect with trails on the MRPWF. Opportunities exist for hiking, mountain
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biking, skiing and snowmobiling. Appendix 15 contains a map of the Fern Park and adjoining State land trail
system.

H. Capacity to Withstand Use
Carrying Capacity Concepts
The Moose River Plains Wild Forest, like any other natural area in the Forest Preserve, cannot withstand ever‐
increasing, unlimited visitor use without suffering the eventual loss of its essential, natural character. This much
is intuitive. What is not intuitive, however, is how much use and of what type the whole area ‐ or any particular
site or area within it ‐ can withstand before the impacts of such use cause serious degradation of the very
resource being sought after and used. Therefore, a wildland manager’s most important and challenging
responsibility is to work to ensure a natural area’s carrying capacity is not exceeded while concurrently providing
for visitor use and benefit.
The term carrying capacity has its roots in range and wildlife sciences. As defined in the range sciences, carrying
capacity means “the maximum number of animals that can be grazed on a land unit for a specific period of time
without inducing damage to the vegetation or related resources” (Arthur Carhart National Wilderness Training
Center, 1994). This concept, in decades past, was modified to address recreational uses as well. However in its
application to recreational use, it has been shown to be significantly flawed when the outcome sought has been
the maximum number of people who should visit and recreate in an area such as the Moose River Plains Wild
Forest. Much research has shown that the derivation of such a number is not useful.
Essentially, this is because the relationship between the amount of use and the resultant amount of impact is
not linear (Krumpe and Stokes, 1993). For many types of activities, for instance, most of the impact occurs with
only low levels of use. In the case of trail erosion, once soil starts to wash away additional foot travel does not
cause the impact upon the trail to increase proportionately. It has been discovered that visitor behavior, site
resistance and resiliency and type of use may actually be more important in determining the amount of impact
than the amount of use, although the total amount of use is certainly still a factor (Hammit and Cole, 1987).
This makes the manager’s job much more involved than simply counting, redirecting, and perhaps restricting the
number of visitors in an area. Influencing visitor behavior can require a well‐planned, multi‐faceted educational
program. Determining site resistance and resiliency always requires research, which often includes time,
legwork and experimentation. Shaping the types of use impacting an area can call not only for education,
research and development of facilities, but also for the formulation and enforcement of a set of regulations
which some users are likely to regard as objectionable.
Nevertheless, the shortcomings of a simple carrying capacity approach have become so apparent that the basic
question has changed from the old one of, “How many is too many?” to the new, more realistic “How much
change is acceptable?” The DEC embraces this change in approach while recognizing the tasks it calls for in
developing the best foundation for management actions. Professionally‐informed judgments must be made
such that carrying capacity is given definition in terms of resource and social conditions that are deemed
acceptable. These conditions must be compared with the on‐the‐ground conditions; certain projections must be
made; and management policies and actions must be drafted and enacted with an aim toward maintaining or
restoring the conditions desired.
This shift in managers’ central focus ‐ away from trying to determine how many visitors an area can
accommodate to trying to determine what changes are occurring in the area and whether or not they are
acceptable ‐ is as critical to a wild forest area like the Moose River Plains Wild Forest as it is to a wilderness. All
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such areas are State Forest Preserve units which must be protected, as per the state Constitution, as “forever
wild forest lands.” Furthermore, the APSLMP dictates in the very definition of wild forest areas that their
“essentially wild character” be retained.
The magnitude of the challenge here is made evident by other statements and acknowledgments found in the
APSLMP concerning wild forest areas. The 1972 APSLMP claim that “[m]any of these areas are under‐utilized”
remains seemingly true, and from this determination and the determination that these areas “are generally less
fragile, ecologically” comes a directive that “these areas should accommodate much of the future use of the
Adirondack Forest Preserve.”
Clearly a delicate balancing act is called for, and yet just as clearly, the Department’s management focus must
remain on protecting the resource. “[F]uture use” is not quantified in the above directive, but it is generally
quantified and characterized in the definition of wild forest as only “a somewhat higher degree of human use”
when compared to wilderness. And whereas certain “types of outdoor recreation... should be encouraged,” they
must fall “[w]ithin constitutional constraints... without destroying the wild forest character or natural resource
quality” of the area.
A central objective of this plan is to lay out a strategy for achieving such a balance in the MRPWF. This strategy
reflects important guidelines and principles, and has directed the development of the management proposals
which are detailed in Section VIII.
Planning Approach
The approach to the development of a unit management plan for the MRPWF involves a combination of two
generally accepted wilderness planning methods: (1) the goal‐achievement framework; and (2) the Limits of
Acceptable Change (LAC) model employed by the U.S. Forest Service and other agencies.
Goal‐Achievement Framework
In wild forest areas, the Department is mandated by law to implement actions designed to realize the intent of
the wild forest guidelines of the APSLMP. The goal‐achievement framework will be used to organize this
management plan to direct the process of determining appropriate management actions through the careful
development of goals and objectives. Goals are general descriptions of management direction reflecting legal
mandates and general conditions to be achieved or maintained in the MRPWF area. Objectives are statements
of more specific conditions whose achievement will be necessary to assure progress toward the attainment of
the established goals. In each category of management activity included in Section IV and Section V of this plan,
the current management situation is assessed and assumptions about future trends and conditions are
discussed. Proposed management objectives describing conditions to be achieved are presented and individual
actions to meet the objectives are proposed. However, this approach does not identify specific thresholds of
unacceptable impact on particular resources or give managers or the public clear guidance as to when a
particular restrictive management action is warranted. For these issues, the LAC process will be used.
Limits of Acceptable Change (LAC) Process
The Limits of Acceptable Change (LAC) process employs carrying capacity concepts to prescribe not the total
number of people who can visit an area but the desired resource and social conditions that should be
maintained regardless of use. Establishing and maintaining acceptable conditions depends on explicit
management objectives which draw on managerial experience, research, inventory data, assessments,
projections and public input. When devised in this manner, objectives founded in the LAC process dictate how
much change will be allowed, as well as how management will respond to changes. Indicators, measurable
variables that reflect conditions, are chosen and standards, representing the bounds of acceptable conditions,
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are set, so management efforts can address unacceptable changes. A particular standard may be chosen to act
as a boundary which allows for management action before conditions deteriorate to the point of
unacceptability. The monitoring of resource and social conditions is critical. The LAC process relies on monitoring
to provide systematic and periodic feedback to managers concerning specific conditions related to a range of
impact sources, from visitor use to the atmospheric deposition of pollutants.
A number of management issues on the MRPWF could be addressed by the LAC process. Such issues may be
categorized as conflicts between public use and resource protection, conflicts between users and conflicts
between outside influences and the objectives for natural resource or social conditions within the unit. For
instance, two goals of management are protecting natural conditions and providing public recreational access.
Yet the promotion of recreational use could have unacceptable impacts to natural resources, such as the soils
and vegetation in a popular camping area. The LAC process could be used to determine the thresholds of
acceptable soil and vegetation impacts and what management actions would be taken to protect resources from
camping use. LAC does not work in every situation. For example, managers do not need a process to help them
determine how much illegal ATV use is acceptable; because existing wild forest guidelines and regulations
strictly limit public motor vehicle use, all illegal motor vehicle use is unacceptable.
The LAC process involves 10 steps:
Step 1: Define Goals and Desired Conditions
Step 2: Identify Issues, Concerns and Threats
Step 3: Define and Describe Acceptable Conditions
Step 4: Select Indicators for Resource and Social Conditions
Step 5: Inventory Existing Resource and Social Conditions
Step 6: Specify Standards for Resource and Social Indicators for Each Opportunity Class
Step 7: Identify Alternative Opportunity Class Allocations
Step 8: Identify Management Actions for Each Alternative
Step 9: Evaluate and Select a Preferred Alternative
Step 10: Implement Actions and Monitor Conditions
The application of the LAC process will require a substantial commitment of staff time and public involvement.
The full implementation of LAC for each unit will occur over a period of years. Of the 10 steps of the LAC process,
this plan implements steps 1, 2 and 3, which apply to all the resources and conditions of the unit. The application
of steps 4, 5 and 6 to selected issues is proposed for the next five years.
As a part of step two of LAC, this UMP identifies significant management issues affecting the MRPWF. From the
list in Section III‐F, issues suitable for the application of the LAC process will be selected. For these issues, the
Department will implement the four major components of the LAC process:
•
•
•
•

The identification of acceptable resource and social conditions represented by measurable indicators;
An analysis of the relationship between existing conditions and those desired;
Determinations of the necessary management actions needed to achieve and preserve desired
conditions; and,
A monitoring program to see if objectives are being met over time.

Though LAC will not be fully implemented, this plan provides substantial resource inventory information, sets
goals founded on law, policy and the characteristics of the area, identifies management issues and lays out an
extensive system of proposed objectives and actions designed to meet management goals. Ultimately a
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monitoring system will be put in place, and management actions will be revised and refined over time in
response to the results of periodic evaluation to assure that desired conditions will be attained or maintained.
Impacts of Public Use
A systematic assessment of the impacts of public use within the MRPWF has not been conducted. There are a
few locations within the MRPWF that the amount of use or character of use is such that resource impacts are
evident. These areas include Wakely Dam, Wakely Mountain Trail and some of the roadside campsites. These
impacts do not necessarily suggest that the carrying capacity of these areas has been exceeded. However, the
impacts do point to the need for specific management actions to correct the problems.
While additional information is needed about overall public use of the MRPWF and the impacts of use on the
areas physical and biological resources, as well as its social impacts, the planning team considered the best
available information. For ease of organization, the capacity of the MRPWF to withstand use is divided into three
broad categories: physical, biological and social. For each category, the definition of capacity will be followed by
the known current situation within the MRPWF. The management objectives and proposed management actions
to deal with existing or potential future problems are presented in Section IV of this plan.
Physical capacity‐ May include indicators that measure visitor impacts to physical resources (e.g. soil erosion on
trails, campsites and access sites) and changes to environmental conditions (e.g. air and water quality).
Biological capacity‐ May include indicators that measure visitor impacts to biological resources (e.g. vegetation
loss at campsites or waterfront access sites) and changes in the ecosystem (e.g. diversity and distribution of
plant and animal species).
Social capacity‐ May include indicators that measure visitor impacts on other visitors (e.g. conflicts between user
groups), the effectiveness of managerial conditions (e.g. noncompliant visitor behavior) and interactions with
the area’s physical or biological capacity ( e.g. noise on trails, campsites and access sites).

1. Physical
The physical capacity of a land area to withstand recreational use is the level of use beyond which the
characteristics of the areas soils, water and wetland resources and topography undergo substantial unnatural
changes. The capacity of a particular site is related to slope, soil type, ground and surface water characteristics,
the type of vegetation that occupies the site and the types or amount of recreational activity to which the site is
subjected. In some cases physical impacts observed within the area are due to erosion brought on by inadequate
or infrequent maintenance or poor layout and design, rather than actual use. In other instances impacts may be
caused by illegal uses of the area.
As indicated by register information and observations by DEC staff, public use of the MRPWF is relatively high.
This is especially true for snowmobile use and camping. Most snowmobiling within the unit occurs on motor
vehicle roads thus limiting any physical impacts to the roadbed. Campsites throughout the unit show the most
signs of physical impacts through loss of vegetation, damage to trees and occurrences of littering. The loss of
vegetation on these sites, or the appearance there of, may be a result of the sites’ construction. Many of these
sites, when originally built, where hardened with gravel, the result of which may be that vegetation cannot be
established on the site. In some instances, vegetation loss from the site is evident and is usually the result of
foraging for firewood.
Campfires have historically been associated with the camping experience and many people value the presence
of a fire as an important part of their recreational experience. While some users now carry portable backpacking
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stoves, eliminating the need for fire for cooking, the fire remains an important social focus. Existing Department
regulations allow for fires for the purpose of “cooking, warmth or smudge” on most public forest lands in the
State (6 NYCRR § 190.1 [a]). Within the MRPWF, there are some problems associated with fire such as improper
location, damaged trees, partially burned garbage, and melted or broken glass. Physical impacts associated with
fire within the MRPWF unit generally occur at designated campsites. Although fire sites are quite small, firewood
gathering in popular areas can cause impacts. This activity increases the area of disturbance around campsites.
Excessive firewood gathering can lead to the cutting of live and dead standing trees once all available on‐ground
sources are consumed. Pulling off limbs results in visual impacts for other users.
Air quality in the region including the MRPWF is largely a product of forces and activities originating outside the
unit. The air quality impacts resulting from the building of campfires by visitors are limited and localized. Smoke
from campfires is not known to have significant ecological effects. The effects of exhaust emissions from
snowmobile use within this unit have not been comprehensively studied or documented.
Impacted Areas
A physical inspection of parts of the MRPWF identified areas where man made impacts to the natural
environment have been observed. Some of these impacted areas, and proposed management actions to address
them, are further described in Section IV.
Wakely Dam Campsites‐ This area currently has ten designated campsites within a very small area. The area also
receives heavy day‐use. Physical impacts observed include loss of vegetation, some soil compaction and litter.
Other Campsites‐ Many of the existing campsites throughout the unit show some physical impacts. Generally in
the form of loss of vegetation, both on and off the site, tree cutting and litter. A detailed campsite inventory
completed in 2002 as part of this plan will provide a baseline for monitoring these impacts in the future. This
inventory can be found in Appendix 8.
Wakely Mountain Trail‐ This popular foot trail ascends several steep pitches approaching the summit of Wakely
Mountain. In several locations soil erosion is evident. This is likely the result of poor trail location, shallow soils
and lack of maintenance. Future trail stabilization work is necessary to protect this resource from further
damage and to ensure a safer trail surface.
Snowmobile Trails
Snowmobiling is likely the greatest use of the entire MRPWF. The lack of registers prevents an accurate estimate
of actual snowmobile use within the unit. A cushion of ice and snow tends to prevent soil impacts when the trail
is covered, with land resource impacts generally minor. Minor trail surface disturbance occurs during the early
and late portions of the season when the ground is not completely covered with ice and snow. Some new
maintenance problems have developed in recent years. The decking on snowmobile bridges receives excessive
wear from the increasing use of carbide studs and runners on some snowmobiles. This new problem along with
the increase in size and weight of snowmobiles has led to a modified bridge design. Research concerning the
environmental effects of snowmobiles was reviewed by DEC staff with results and conclusions compiled in the
DEC/OPRHP Snowmobile Plan for the Adirondack Park /FEIS of 2006 (2006 Snowmobile Plan). See:
http://www.dec.ny.gov/outdoor/27707.html.
Water Resources
Impacts relating to shoreline use, such as camping, have been shown to have little effect on the water quality of
the adjacent water body (Werner, Leonard and Crevelling, 1985). Of more concern are the social issues and
impacts to the biological component of this natural resource.
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Erosion of portions of the shoreline of State land can be the result of wave action and water level changes. Wave
action is created both naturally and by motor boats, with some hull configurations creating larger waves than
others. High lake levels can also be a contributing factor to erosion.

2. Biological
The biological capacity of a land area to withstand recreational use is the level of use beyond which the
characteristics of the areas plant and animal communities and ecological processes sustain substantial unnatural
change. A review of available information indicates that the level of use within the unit does not appear to be
exceeding the capacity of the biological resources to withstand use.
Plant life
Impacts from public use to area vegetation include illegal tree cutting, removal of brush and loss of vegetation
due to expansion of campsites. Additional impacts to this resource involve tree cutting allowed by easement or
road and utility line maintenance (under TRP) or tree removal associated with trail maintenance, rehabilitation
and development. Another potential impact is the introduction of invasive species into the unit.
Wildlife
The impact of public use on most wildlife species within the MRPWF is unknown, but there is likely minimal
impact with the possible exception of the most heavily used areas. These heavily used areas represent only a
small portion of the MRPWF so the overall impact is expected to be minimal.
Non‐Game Species
Common Loon: Common loons nest along shorelines of lakes and ponds. Their nests are often very near the
water line, and are susceptible to disturbance from the land or from the water. Nests along shore are more
susceptible to human disturbance where trails follow the shore of a lake (Titus, 1978). Shoreline use by
campers, particularly on islands, has the potential to lead to the loss of nest site availability. Human disturbance,
including paddling activity, can result in nest abandonment or direct injury to adult or juvenile birds.
Additionally, fledgling mortality can occur if chicks are chased by boats. Water bodies with greater boating
access will have higher levels of disturbance.
Loons are a long‐lived species and a predator near the top of the food chain. They have great public appeal,
signifying remote, wild areas to many people. Numerous natural and anthropogenic factors can impact the
breeding population of loons. Natural predation of eggs and chicks is common and has been observed and
documented on several occasions within the Park. Airborne contaminants, including acid rain, can cause the
bioaccumulation of mercury, a neurotoxin, and a decreased food supply, which can potentially lead to decreased
reproductive success. The death of adult loons due to lead toxicity from the ingestion of lead fishing tackle
accidentally lost by anglers is a concern and has recently been documented in New York State. A new law
passed in 2002 bans retail sales of lead fishing sinkers weighing one‐half ounce or less. This action is expected to
limit the availability of lead sinkers and promote production and sale of non‐lead alternatives.
The effects of direct human impacts, such as disturbance or shoreline use, on breeding loons within this unit
have not been determined, but are presumed to be low due to the minimal number of MRPWF shoreline
improvements and facilities. Management efforts will concentrate on protecting loon nesting areas and habitat.
Game Species
Impacts appear to be minimal for the handful of game species monitored. The Bureau of Wildlife monitors
populations of game species partly by compiling and analyzing harvest statistics, thereby quantifying the effects
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of consumptive wildlife use. Harvest statistics are compiled by town, county and wildlife management unit. It
can be assumed that because of the heavily forested condition of the State lands and inaccessibility of some
areas, fewer deer per square mile are harvested on MRPWF than on the surrounding private lands. The narrow
range of variation in annual harvest numbers, along with regular season regulations of bucks only, demonstrate
little impact on the reproductive capacity of a deer population. Overall, deer populations within the unit are
capable of withstanding current and anticipated levels of consumptive use.
An analysis of black bear harvest figures, along with a study of the age composition of harvested bears indicates
that hunting has little impact on the reproductive capacity of the bear population. Under existing regulations,
the unit’s bear population is capable of withstanding current and anticipated levels of consumptive use.
While detrimental impacts to game populations over a large area are unlikely, Wildlife Biologists continually
monitor harvests with special attention to otter, bobcat, fisher and marten. These species can be susceptible to
over‐harvest to a degree directly related to market demand for their pelts and ease of access. The Bureau of
Wildlife monitors furbearer harvest by requiring trappers to tag the pelts of beaver, bobcat, fisher, marten and
otter. Specific regulations are changed when necessary to protect furbearer populations.
Other Impacts
Water fluctuations can have a significant impact on nesting loons, marsh birds and waterfowl in general with
furbearers such as muskrats and beaver also affected. Numerous studies have been conducted to assess the
effects of marine engine pollution on the aquatic environment. The basic conclusion from this research indicated
that outboard and inboard motors are not polluters of any major significance in larger waterbodies. Outboard
motor manufacturers were required to decrease overall emissions by 2006. New four‐stroke motors meet these
EPA requirements and emit significantly less pollution than conventional two‐stroke motors. The effect of
snowmobiles on deer wintering areas or other area wildlife has been researched in the past and is still under
investigation. In the Adirondacks, deer use the same yarding areas annually, although the precise boundaries
change over time with succession. Deer use within yarding areas will also change annually in response to winter
severity. The maintenance and protection of winter deer yards remains a concern of wildlife managers,
particularly in the Adirondacks, as they fulfill a critical component of the seasonal habitat requirements of white‐
tailed deer.
Fisheries
DEC angling regulations are designed to conserve fish populations in individual waters by preventing over‐
exploitation. Angling regulations effectively control impacts of angler use. DEC monitors the effectiveness of
angling regulations, stocking policies and other management activities by conducting periodic biological and
chemical surveys. Based on analysis of biological survey results, angling regulations may be changed as
necessary to protect the fish populations of the Moose River Plains Wild Forest. Statewide angling and special
angling regulations provide the protection necessary to sustain or enhance natural reproduction where it occurs.
In addition to angling regulations, factors at work in the unit which serve to limit use include the relative
remoteness of some ponds and streams from roads, the seasonal nature of angling in coldwater ponds and
seasonal road closures. Because angler use of back country streams in the unit is believed to be light, the brook
trout populations which they support can sustain anticipated harvest levels without damaging their capacity to
maintain themselves naturally. The few warmwater game fish species found in the unit also have proven their
ability to maintain themselves under existing regulations without the need for stocking.
When necessary, populations of coldwater gamefishes are maintained or augmented by DECs annual stocking
program. Most warmwater species, such as smallmouth bass, largemouth bass, and panfishes, are maintained
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by natural reproduction; however, stocking is sometimes used to introduce those fishes to waters where they do
not exist. This plan proposes stocking largemouth bass into unnamed pond B‐P825 if a future survey indicates
biological, chemical and physical conditions are appropriate for such an introduction (see pond narratives in
Appendix 5).

3. Social
The social capacity of a land area to withstand recreational use is the level of use beyond which the likelihood
that a visitor will achieve his or her expectations for a recreational experience is significantly hampered. Social
capacity is strongly influenced by an area’s land classification, which in turn determines the management
objectives for the area and the degree of recreational development possible. While solitude may be managed for
in some locations, it is not as important a component of the recreational experience in wild forest areas as it is in
wilderness. Social conflicts mainly occur due to recreationists seeking different experiences. A source of tension
can derive from different ideas of what constitutes a camping experience; some visitors anticipate spending a
quiet evening observing their natural surroundings, while others look forward to a party atmosphere.
User satisfaction from recreating is a function of both perception and expectation with the presence, number
and behavior of others encountered having a direct influence on the quality of the experience. Compatibility
between uses usually involves how quiet or noisy an activity is, whether it is consumptive or non‐consumptive,
whether it involves individuals or groups and whether it is a traditional or newly introduced activity. A few
recreationists feel that other users degrade the quality of their own experiences. Particularly controversial in this
respect are motorized recreational activities to which people involved in non‐motorized activities often object.
Sound related impacts can cover a large area but are generally temporary in nature with little or no physical
effect on the environment. Loud noise could impact area wildlife or alter the experience of a person seeking to
escape the sounds of civilization. For other users, particularly those using motor vehicles such as snowmobiles,
the sound is an expected normal part of the overall recreational experience.
According to available information and the low level of reports of user conflict, the current level of public use
within the MRPWF is not believed to be exceeding the social capacity of the area to withstand use.

I. Education, Interpretation and Research
Current educational efforts on this unit are limited to information provided by the Forest Ranger and Assistant
Rangers as well as at the kiosks at the Limekiln and Cedar River gates. A brochure covering a portion of the unit
is also available for public distribution.
Research activities on the MRPWF unit are conducted under Temporary Revocable Permits from the
Department. Research projects have included TRPs for: geological research, collection of plant specimens,
effects of acidic deposition on fish and water quality, water chemistry, nitrogen cycling, sphagnum moss studies
and stream monitoring.
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A. Past and Present Management
The administration of Forest Preserve land is the responsibility of the Division of Lands and Forests. The
responsibility for the enforcement of DEC rules and regulations lies with the Office of Public Protection. The
Division of Operations conducts construction, maintenance and rehabilitation projects. The Bureau of Recreation
within the Division of Operations operates and manages the public campgrounds adjacent to the unit. The
Division of Fish, Wildlife and Marine Resources manages the State’s fish and wildlife resources.

1. Land Management
The State acquired an original tract of 9,000 acres in the heart of what is now the MRPWF before 1900. In 1948
the Conservation Department issued a permit allowing Gould Paper Company to use an existing wagon road
known as the Kenwell Road to haul timber across State lands and to maintain a gate at the end of the road near
Limekiln Lake to prevent public access. The Department acquired 15,710 acres surrounding Limekiln Lake from
Gould in 1960, then another Gould parcel encompassing Lost Ponds and containing approximately 1,803 acres in
1962. An individual owner sold the State a parcel of 356 acres including Beaver Lake in 1963. The majority of
what is now the MRPWF and the northern part of the West Canada Lake Wilderness was added to the Forest
Preserve in 1963 when Gould Paper Company sold the State a tract of 50,970 acres stretching from Horn Lake on
the west to Manbury Mountain on the east. Major subsequent additions included 602 acres surrounding Wakely
Dam and the north end of Cedar River Flow from Finch, Pruyn and Company in 1964 and two large parcels
acquired from International Paper Company: the 1,120‐acre Cellar Mountain parcel in 1986 and a tract of 9,925
acres south of Wakely Mountain in 1988. The larger parcel was acquired subject to a 1987 easement conveyed
by IP to Hamilton County for the maintenance of the four miles of Cedar River Road which crossed the parcel.
Appendix 25 contains an acquisition map.
A small parcel was acquired in 1981 along Route 28. This acquisition included access to the shore of Fourth Lake.
However, there is no potential to develop any water access at this location. Appendix 15 contains a deed and
sketch map for this parcel.
After this major acquisition, the Department took an active approach to the management of the area then
referred to as the “Moose River Recreation Area,” a name which reflected the intent behind the purchase. From
the beginning, the Department pursued the development of an extensive road system to provide public access
to the remote interior for hunting, trapping, fishing and camping. An early Department report indicated that
there were about 178 miles of primary gravel roads and an equal extent of secondary and winter roads
throughout the former Gould lands. However none of the roads was suitable for public motor vehicle use
without significant improvement. Minutes to a meeting of Department staff on December 9, 1963 included an
estimated cost of $25,000 for the annual maintenance of 50 miles of roads and bridges. Starting in 1964, Division
of Fish and Wildlife staff used heavy equipment to improve roads initially identified for public use. When the
area first was opened to the public on October 23, 1964, the road connecting the Limekiln and Cedar River
entrances had just been cleared by bulldozer, but remained difficult to traverse. In addition to the LLCR Road,
the Rock Dam Road, Otter Brook Road and Sly Pond Loop were open to public use by permit for a total of about
30 miles. Fifty‐six parking areas were established along the road system. At the entrance gates, cars were
assigned parking areas and travel was allowed only to and from those areas. The public were required to have
four‐wheel drive vehicles or tire chains. Pickups with slip‐on campers were permitted from the start, but
because the roads were not yet suitable, trailers were not permitted.
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In a road plan adopted in 1965, roads to be designated were divided into three categories. Twenty‐two miles
would be first priority roads, open to all traffic; 30.5 miles would be second priority roads open only to four‐
wheel drive vehicles; and 7.5 miles would be administrative roads restricted to use by Department staff for
crossing private property. In the first years after the area was opened to the public, access remained difficult
because of the effects of weather on road conditions. In the summer of 1965, work needed to make the roads
passable delayed opening until July 1. In order to minimize fire danger and facilitate the disposal of trash, the
public was allowed to camp only in areas adjacent to the roads and for a maximum of 3 days. Trash receptacles
eventually were provided at most campsites and Department staff collected trash twice a week through the
1970s. The trash was deposited at a dump site south of the LLCR Road east of Helldiver Pond.
The road crew worked steadily year by year to improve the roads with the intention of ultimately allowing them
to be traveled safely by cars. After the extensive logging by Gould, especially after the 1950 Blowdown, much of
the area was occupied by thick low vegetation, the tops of harvested and wind‐thrown trees. Foot travel was
difficult. To allow hunters to more easily travel through more remote areas in search of game, Fish and Wildlife
staff used a bulldozer to clear and extend logging roads and skid trails to serve as foot trails, starting in the late
1960s. Trails cleared in this way include routes to Mitchell Ponds, Bear Pond, Lost Ponds, Cellar Pond, Beaver
Lake, Sly Pond and Squaw Lake, as well as those along Benedict Creek and Butter Brook. A number of routes
cleared at that time are now within the West Canada Lake Wilderness, including the trails to Horn Lake and Falls
Pond. Many of the cleared routes extended beyond the trails currently marked and maintained. A map prepared
by Jack Harnish, a member of the crew that did the trail clearing work, is on file with the Department.
The minutes of the December 9, 1963 Department staff meeting mentioned above included in the list of
recommendations for the operation of the area that the Department should “establish several small camping
areas to include table, fireplace and latrine throughout the area adjacent to the roads where parties can park
and camp”. By 1965 the Department began constructing campsites and installing fireplaces, picnic tables and
privies, which were built in a field just west of the Cedar River entrance. At each suitable location along the road
system, a bulldozer was used to make a short access driveway and level an area where a car or pickup truck
could park and camp. A number of campsites were created at former log landings. Many of the areas originally
intended as roadside parking areas later were converted to campsites. Campsite construction was completed by
the late 1960s.
Because of the importance of the Plains as a deer wintering area, the Department’s game management staff
began studying the area in 1931. Hunting and fishing advocates such as the Adirondack Conservation Council
supported the acquisition of the Plains and the development of its roads, trails and campsites for hunting and
fishing access. In 1965 and 1966 with federal Pittman‐Robertson Act funding, 30 log landings were graded for
hunter parking access and 30,000 trees were planted in the Plains area as an experiment intended to provide
winter deer shelter.
In 1965 housing was constructed for the Limekiln and Cedar River gatekeepers. The possibility of a use fee was
discussed, but no fee was charged during the early years. During the 1976 season the Department charged a fee
of $1.50 or $2.00 per car. A subsequent assessment determined that most of the revenue generated by the fee
was offset by the costs of staffing and administration. The fee was discontinued the following year.
Work to clear hunter access trails by bulldozer continued for a few years. However, after repeated incidents of
public motor vehicle travel on these trails, 16 barriers were installed in 1970, and motor vehicles no longer were
used to maintain the trails. Also in 1970, the original road plan was changed to close 22.5 miles of the original
30.5 miles of secondary roads to the public and retain them as administrative roads. The other 8 miles,
consisting of the beginning of the Otter Brook truck trail and the road to the Indian River, were upgraded to
primary roads and the gate at the Otter Brook bridge was removed.
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As work progressed over the years and the condition of the road system improved, the Department relaxed
restrictions on the types of vehicles the public could drive. In the late 1960s the Department decided to allow
motorhomes up to 22 feet long to travel the roads through big game hunting season, as long as they had tire
chains. It was thought that they were less likely to get stuck than vehicles towing camping trailers, which the
Department continued to prohibit. However, pressure to allow trailers began early and continued to grow. After
Department staff conducted an assessment of the roads and determined that they had been sufficiently
improved, they decided to allow trailers beginning around 1980.
For several years after the Department first erected wood signs in the MRPWF, they were repeatedly damaged
by black bears. To prevent further destruction, metal signs were installed in 1975.
A detailed Department map prepared in 1977 shows 222 campsite and parking area locations along the road
system. The map provides an inventory of the structures at each site, showing the prevalence of fireplaces,
picnic tables and privies at the time. Twenty sites were closed in 1980 after the reclassification of the
southwestern portion of the area to wilderness, when the road to the Indian River was gated at Indian Lake. The
campsites were not given numbers on the ground until the 1980s. A number of original sites that had fallen into
disuse were bypassed when the numbers were assigned, so that in 2008 there are 170 numbered sites. In 2006
sites 7, 34, 66, 73, 90, 119a, 130 , and site 1 at Cedar River Flow were modified and designated as accessible
sites.
In recent years, maintenance activities have focused on keeping the road system in passable condition, replacing
inadequate culverts and trail maintenance. In 2001, four gravel pits were reclaimed and replanted.
In 1996 an engineering evaluation was completed for the public motor vehicle roads in the unit. The report
focused on 8 major and 12 minor culvert problem areas and made recommendations for replacing existing
culverts with new structures of sufficient capacity to handle a design storm of 100‐year occurrence probability
with a snowmelt allowance. Between 2000 and 2005, 11 of the 12 minor sites, with the exception of site 10B,
were addressed and site 5A of the major sites is the only one complete. The report and an updated status can be
found in Appendix 22.
In 1974, jurisdiction over approximately one acre of State land was transferred from the Hudson River‐Black
River Regulating District to the Department for use as a canoe access site on Sixth Lake. In 1986, the Department
transferred jurisdiction of 6.41 acres of State land along Sagamore Road to DOT. This parcel encompasses an old
sand pit and was transferred so that DOT could relocate their maintenance facility from an area immediately
adjacent to State Route 28 to a more screened location. DEC reserved the right to use gravel from this site, as
long as it did not interfere with the DOT facility. Currently DOT does not use the site, but may use it at some time
in the future.

2. Public Use
When the Moose River Recreation Area was first opened to the public, use levels were relatively high. During big
game hunting season in 1964, 2,021 vehicles with 5,764 passengers signed in. Though the area originally was
purchased and developed for use by hunters, trappers and anglers, the first 10‐day report filed after the 1965
opening on July 1 indicated that 75 percent of visitors were campers and sight‐seers. In 1966, 7,809 people
signed in as anglers and 23,408 camper‐days were recorded during big game hunting season, about 6,000 of
which were recorded for campsites beyond the Otter Brook bridge. Big game hunters were very successful in the
early years, harvesting 373 deer and 15 bear in 1966 and a high of 404 deer in 1968. Deer harvest levels declined
sharply after 1969, with 77 harvested in 1970 and 11 in 1971. Since the 1970s the number of deer taken by
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hunters has increased and in recent years harvest numbers have nearly returned to the levels recorded in the
1960s. The MRPWF remains popular with hunters, trappers and anglers.
Early management included the adoption of a number of regulations in 1972. These regulations, which still
apply to public use of the area, require visitors to register at the Cedar River and Limekiln entrances, require the
use of tire chains after October 1 except on 4‐wheel drive vehicles, prohibit snowmobile operation during the big
game hunting season and prohibit the use of motorcycles and motorized bicycles. Current conditions may
warrant the elimination of the registration requirement and the prohibition against motorcycle use.

3. Wildlife Management
The Moose River Plains has a rich history of pioneering winter white‐tailed deer research. The Plains was known
to be a major deer wintering area prior to 1900, and long term studies of winter deer survival by the
Conservation Department, which would become the Department of Environmental Conservation, commenced in
1931. Moose River Plains deer studies provided a wealth of important information related to winter range
capacities for deer, impacts of artificial feeding on natural landscapes, northern deer reproductive rates and the
effects of winter severity on deer populations. A controversial study conducted in February of 1964 involved
collection of 50 deer from the Plains by Conservation Department Biologists. While the results of the 1964
collection added significantly to knowledge about Adirondack deer, the basis for the study was not well
understood by North Country residents. Unfortunately, this impaired Department relations with local sporting
interests. Nonetheless, the deer studies, which continued annually through the 1960s, contributed much to our
current understanding of deer biology on northern ranges.
Hunting and Trapping Regulations
Regulations controlling season dates, method of taking and bag limits for wildlife have been the principal wildlife
management techniques applied to unit lands. Early regulations were written consistent for all of northern New
York, the equivalent of today’s Northern Zone. In the past, DEC subdivided the State into numerous Deer
Management Units (DMU) for big game and Wildlife Management Units (WMU) for small game and furbearers.
Each unit was defined according to its distinctive ecological and social characteristics. In an effort to make
hunting and trapping regulations more user‐friendly and easier to understand, a single set of management units
is now used for all species. Boundaries were adjusted when necessary and a new alpha‐numeric identification
system was created. Decisions concerning wildlife management are ordinarily based upon these management
units which are typically larger than individual Forest Preserve units. The MRPWF occupies a portion of the
larger forest stands and landforms within WMU 5H, the number indicating the wildlife region generally
responsible for that unit.
Waterfowl season parameters are largely established by Federal authority, but states have some flexibility for
season modifications within the Federal framework.
Nuisance Wildlife Policy
The Bureau of Wildlife investigates nuisance wildlife complaints on a case‐by‐case basis. The DEC does not
actively control nuisance wildlife except when the behavior of wildlife is deemed to threaten the lives of visitors.
No major conflicts between visitors of the MRPWF and resident wildlife have been reported. Beaver activity
occasionally floods trails or roads in the unit.
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Surveys and Inventories
Over the years, both game and non‐game species of wildlife and significant wildlife habitats have been the
subjects of various surveys and inventories.7 Maps showing the locations of significant wildlife habitats have
been created and are continually updated by DECs Wildlife Resources Unit. Significant habitats within the unit
are described in the Section II‐ A ‐ 4 ‐ Critical Habitat.
Annual flights through the Adirondacks to inventory active osprey nests and to determine nesting success are
conducted by the Bureau of Wildlife. Eagle and peregrine falcon nests and deer wintering areas are monitored
annually. Periodically, DEC and private agencies have surveyed common loon populations in the State. DEC’s
last loon survey was completed in 1985. The Breeding Bird Atlas Project was conducted from 1980 to 1985 and
censussed breeding birds statewide. The Atlas 2000 project is currently repeating the survey to learn how
breeding bird distribution has changed. As mentioned elsewhere, harvest figures are collected annually for a
variety of game species.
Species Restoration
A number of wildlife species once native to the Adirondacks were extirpated either directly or indirectly as a
result of human activities. In recent years, recognizing the desirability of at least partially restoring the
composition of wildlife species originally present in the Adirondacks, DEC and others have launched projects to
reintroduce the peregrine falcon, bald eagle and Canada lynx.
DEC began an effort to reintroduce the peregrine falcon to the Adirondacks in 1981 by implementing a method
of artificially rearing and releasing young birds to the wild called "hacking." Between 1983 and 1985, 55 bald
eagles also hacked within the Adirondack region. The peregrine and bald eagle restorations have been very
successful statewide, but no nesting activity by either species has been discovered within the unit since the end
of the hacking program.
The State University of New York College of Environmental Science and Forestry, through the Adirondack
Wildlife program, conducted an experimental project to reintroduce the Canada lynx to the Adirondack High
Peaks region. Lynx were first released in 1989; a total of 83 animals were released by the spring of 1991. The
restoration is considered to be a failure, as a lynx population has not been re‐established in the Adirondacks.
Invasive/Exotic Wildlife
A Non‐indigenous Aquatic Species Comprehensive Management Plan prepared by the Department in 1993
identifies strategies to eliminate or reduce environmental, public health and safety risks associated with non‐
indigenous aquatic species, particularly zebra mussels.
Other Fauna/Public Health Concerns
Wildlife occasionally can impact the health or enjoyment of outdoor recreationists. In some cases, area waters
are treated with Bti to help reduce the numbers of black flies. This activity falls within the scope of Article 15 of
the Environmental Conservation Law and an aquatic pesticide application permit and TRP are required under
NYCRR Part 329. The more common potential health concerns include:

7

The New York Natural Heritage Program is a cooperative effort between the Nature Conservancy and DEC to
inventory and manage the occurrence of rare plants, animals and exemplary natural communities in New York State. It
is closely related in scope and purpose to DECs Significant Habitat Program. Natural Heritage and Significant Habitats
jointly issue reports and maps assessing resource conditions.
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Chronic Wasting Disease (CWD) in White‐tailed Deer ‐ Chronic Wasting Disease (CWD) is a rare, fatal,
neurological disease found in members of the deer family (cervids). It is a transmissible disease that slowly
attacks the brain of infected deer and elk, causing the animals to progressively become emaciated, display
abnormal behavior and invariably results in the death of the infected animal. Chronic Wasting Disease has been
known to occur in wild deer and elk in the western U.S. for decades and its discovery in wild deer in Wisconsin in
2002 generated unprecedented attention from wildlife managers, hunters and others interested in deer. Chronic
Wasting Disease poses a significant threat to the deer and elk of North America and, if unchecked, could
dramatically alter the future management of wild deer and elk. However, there is no evidence that CWD is
linked to disease in humans or domestic livestock other than deer and elk.
In 2005, the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) received confirmation of
CWD from two captive white‐tailed deer herds in Oneida County and subsequently detected the disease in two
wild deer from this area. Until recently, New York was the only state in the northeast with a confirmed CWD
case in wild deer. However, CWD was recently detected in a wild deer in West Virginia.
The NYSDEC has established a containment area around the CWD‐positive samples and will continue to monitor
the wild deer herd in New York State. More information on CWD, New York’s response to this disease, the latest
results from ongoing sampling efforts and current CWD regulations are available on the NYSDEC website:
http://www.dec.ny.gov/animals/33220.html
Giardiasis ‐ This intestinal illness sometimes called “beaver fever” is caused by a microscopic parasite called
Giardia lamblia. Even though many animals other than man can act as hosts, including the beaver, improper
disposal of human excrement is one of the primary reasons for the increased numbers of this parasite in the
interior.
Lyme disease ‐ This infection is caused by the bite of a deer tick carrying a bacterium and often infects deer, field
mice, humans and household pets.
West Nile Virus ‐ A relatively new viral disease that is carried by birds and can be transmitted to humans, in
particular, through mosquito bites. It is often fatal to some species of birds, such as crows, but in most species it
is not fatal. It can be fatal in humans, especially in those with compromised immune systems. The use of insect
repellant will help reduce exposure.
Rabies ‐ Rabies is a viral infection that affects the nervous system of all mammals, including humans. It is usually
transmitted by the bite of an infected animal to another. Like other viral infections, it does not respond to
antibiotics and is almost always fatal once the symptoms appear. Major carriers of rabies include raccoons,
skunks, bats and fox species but all mammals can be potential carriers

4. Fisheries Management
Fisheries management in the MRPWF has emphasized brook trout; however, brown trout, rainbow trout, splake,
kokanee salmon, landlocked Atlantic salmon and lake trout have been stocked in some unit waters. Squaw
Lake, the Lost Ponds, Eagles Nest Lake, Icehouse Pond, High Rock Pond and Raquette Lake Reservoir have been
managed solely for brook trout. Brown trout have been stocked, sometimes in conjunction with brook trout, in
Beaver Lake, Cedar River Flow, Helldiver Pond, Wakely Pond and the Mitchell Ponds. Rainbow trout and
landlocked salmon provide popular fisheries in Seventh and Eighth Lakes. Splake are stocked in Limekiln Lake
and were formerly stocked in the Mitchell Ponds. Kokanee salmon may still be present in Bug Lake and the
Mitchell Ponds but will not be stocked in the future. Lake trout are stocked in Seventh Lake, Eighth Lake, Bug
Lake and Mohegan Lake.
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Past fisheries management actions in the Moose River Plains include reclamations of Limekiln Lake, Fawn Lake,
Bug Lake, Eagles Nest Lake, Beaver Lake, Lower and Upper Mitchell Ponds, Icehouse Pond,and East and West
Lost Pond. Icehouse Pond is limed periodically by DEC to maintain adequate pH levels, while High Rock Pond,
Trout Pond and unnamed pond B‐P792 were experimentally limed once by Cornell University in the early 1980s.
A fish barrier dam on the outlet of the Lost Ponds is inspected annually and maintained as necessary by DEC.
This barrier was last rebuilt in 2005.
Moose River Plains Wild Forest waters generally are subject to statewide angling regulations. A number of the
larger border waters are managed under special fishing regulations and provide for angler use throughout the
year.
Historical biological data are available for most named waters in the unit excluding 33, small unnamed waters.
Appendix 5 presents pond‐specific survey and management data for MRPWF waters.

B. Management Guidelines
1. Guiding Documents
This Unit Management Plan has been developed within the guidelines set forth by Article XIV, Section 1 of the
New York State Constitution, Article 9 of the Environmental Conservation Law, Parts 190‐199 of Title 6 NYCRR of
the State of New York, the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan and established Department policy.
Article XIV, Section 1 of the New York State Constitution provides in part that, “The lands of the State, now
owned or hereafter acquired, constituting the Forest Preserve as now fixed by law, shall be forever kept as wild
forest lands. They shall not be leased, sold or exchanged, or be taken by any corporation, public or private, nor
shall the timber thereon be sold, removed or destroyed.”
The APSLMP provides guidance for the use and management of lands which it classifies as “wild forest” by
establishing basic guidelines.
DEC policy has been developed for the public use and administration of Forest Preserve lands. Select policies
relevant to the management of this unit include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Administrative Use of Motor Vehicles and Aircraft in the Forest Preserve (CP‐17).
Motor Vehicle Access to State Lands under the Jurisdiction of DEC for People with Disabilities (CP‐3).
Standards and Procedures for Boundary Line Maintenance (NR‐91‐2; NR‐95‐1).
Tree Cutting on Forest Preserve Land (O&D #84‐06).
Cutting and Removal of Trees in the Forest Preserve (LF‐91‐2).
The Administration of Conservation Easements (NR‐90‐1).
Acquisition of Conservation Easements (NR‐86‐3).
Division Regulatory Policy (LF‐90‐2).
Adopt‐A‐Natural Resource (ONR‐1).
Policies and Procedures Manual Title 8400 ‐ Public Land Management.
Adirondack Subalpine Forest Bird Conservation Area‐ Management Guidance.
Forest Preserve Roads (CP‐38).
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The Department also maintains policy to provide guidelines for the design, location, siting, size, classification,
construction, maintenance, reconstruction and/or rehabilitation of dams, fireplaces, fire rings, foot bridges, foot
trails, primitive camping sites, road barriers, sanitary facilities and trailheads. Other guidelines used in the
administration of Forest Preserve lands are provided through Attorney General Opinions, Department policy
memos and Regional operating procedures.
The recommendations presented in this Unit Management Plan are subject to the requirements of the State
Environmental Quality and Review Act of 1975. All proposed management activities will be reviewed and
significant environmental impacts and alternatives will be assessed.

Guidance and Clarification Documents
•
•

Guidelines for Motor Vehicle Use Proposals in Wild Forest UMPs Memorandum ‐ 7/25/2001
Management Guidance ‐ Snowmobile Trail Siting, Construction and Maintenance on Forest Preserve
Lands in the Adirondack Park, November 2009 (Appendix 1)

SEQRA
The recommendations presented in this unit management plan are subject to the requirements of the State
Environmental Quality and Review Act of 1975. All proposed management activities will be reviewed and
significant environmental impacts and alternatives will be assessed.
State of New York Snowmobile Trail Plan
The Statewide Snowmobile Plan was completed by OPRHP in October, 1989. The overall goals of the plan are to
provide a statewide snowmobile trail system while protecting the environment and properly addressing the
concerns of the non‐snowmobiling public. The Statewide Snowmobile Plan provided a trail classification system
and conceptual corridor trail system. While the Adirondacks were included within the Statewide Snowmobile
Plan, the classification and standards for snowmobile trails on Forest Preserve lands in the Adirondacks were
refined in the Snowmobile Plan for the Adirondack Park/ FEIS of 2006 (2006 Snowmobile Plan) and subsequently
in the Management Guidance. The 2006 Snowmobile Plan/ FEIS includes the identification of a conceptual
system of community connections, balanced with interior trail re‐designations for non‐motorized use only, and
other possible mitigative actions. New and reconfigured trails contemplated for State lands pursuant to the
Management Guidance will require specific authorization in an approved UMP for each individual location.
The Biodiversity Act
The Biodiversity Act of 1993 mandates that DEC identify, manage and conserve plants, animals and ecological
communities that are rare in New York State, and that are located on State‐owned lands under the jurisdiction
of the Department. The Act also establishes the New York Natural Heritage Program to identify, locate, rank and
maintain records on the status of rare plants, animals and ecological communities, for the purpose of conserving
and managing the States biological diversity.
Historic Preservation
The New York State Historic Preservation Act of 1980 (SHPA, Article 14 of Parks, Recreation and Historic
Preservation Law) and its implementing regulations (9 NYCRR 426, 427 and 428) created the State Register of
Historic Places and recognizes the National Register of Historic Places. The statute further obligates State
agencies to act as stewards of historic properties (buildings, structures, objects and archaeological sites) they
own and requires that agencies identify, evaluate and mitigate impacts to historic properties that might be
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affected by actions they undertake, fund or permit. The Department is also specifically charged with providing
historic sites and services within the Adirondack Park in ECL Articles 9 and 41.
The historic and archaeological sites located within the MRPWF, as well as additional unrecorded sites that may
exist on the property, are protected by the provisions of the New York State Historic Preservation Act, Article 9
of Environmental Conservation Law, 6 NYCRR Section 190.8 (g) and Section 233 of Education Law. Unauthorized
excavation and removal of materials from any of these sites is prohibited by Article 9 of Environmental
Conservation Law and Section 233 of Education Law. In some cases additional protection may be afforded these
resources by the federal Archaeological Resources Protection Act (ARPA).

2. Application of Guidelines and Standards
All projects will be developed in accordance with the above mentioned laws, rules, regulations and policies and
will incorporate the use of Best Management Practices, including but not limited to such considerations as:

a. Construction Projects
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Locating improvements to minimize necessary cut and fill;
Locating improvements away from streams, wetlands and unstable slopes;
Use of proper drainage devices such as water bars and broad‐based dips;
Using stream crossings with low, stable banks, firm stream bottom and gentle approach slopes;
Constructing stream crossings at right angles to the stream;
Limiting stream crossing construction to periods of low or normal flow;
Avoiding areas where habitats of Threatened and Endangered species are known to exist;
Using natural materials to blend the structure into the natural surroundings.

Lean‐tos:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Locating lean‐tos to minimize necessary cut and fill;
Locating lean‐tos to minimize tree cutting;
Locating lean‐tos away from streams, wetlands and unstable slopes;
Use of drainage structures on trails leading to lean‐to sites, to prevent water flowing into site;
Locating lean‐tos on flat, stable, well‐drained sites;
Limiting construction to periods of low or normal rainfall.

Parking Lots:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Locating parking lots to minimize necessary cut and fill;
Locating parking lots away from streams, wetlands and unstable slopes wherever possible;
Locating parking lots on flat, stable, well‐drained sites;
Locating parking lots in areas that require a minimum amount of tree cutting;
Limiting construction to periods of low or normal rainfall;
Limiting the size of the parking lot to the minimum necessary to address the intended use.

Trails:
•
•
•
•
•

Locating trails to minimize necessary cut and fill;
Wherever possible, lay out trails on existing old roads or clear or partially cleared areas;
Locating trails away from streams, wetlands and unstable slopes wherever possible;
Use of proper drainage devices such as water bars and broad‐based dips;
Locating trails to minimize grade;
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•
•
•
•
•

Using stream crossings with low, stable banks, firm stream bottom and gentle approach slopes;
Constructing stream crossings at right angles to the stream;
Limiting stream crossing construction to periods of low or normal flow;
Using stream bank stabilizing structures made of natural materials such as rock or wooden timbers;
Using natural materials to blend the structure into the natural surroundings.

Bridges:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Minimizing channel changes and the amount of cut or fill needed;
Limiting construction activities in the water to periods of low or normal flow;
Minimizing the use of equipment in the stream;
Installing bridges at right angles to the stream channel;
Constructing bridges to blend into the natural surroundings;
Using stream bank stabilizing structures made of natural materials such as rock or wooden timbers;
Stabilizing bridge approaches with aggregate or other suitable material;
Using soil stabilization practices on exposed soil around bridges immediately after construction;
Designing, constructing and maintaining bridges to avoid disrupting the migration or movement of fish
and other aquatic life;

Mountain Bike Trails:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Look for and identify control points (e.g. wetlands, rocks, outcrops, scenic vistas);
Avoid sensitive areas, wetlands and wherever water collects. Keep trails below 2,500 feet;
Use existing roadways where possible to create easier routes
Utilize existing trails to create single track routes;
Clear new trails to a maximum width of 4 feet to establish a single track route;
Keep tread width less than 18" along a rolling grade;
Remove vegetation at the root level, not at ground level;
Keep routes close to the contour and avoid fall lines where water is likely to flow downhill;
On side slopes, following the contour, cut full benches to construct the tread. Out sloping in this manner
helps to remove water from the trail. Vegetate back slopes;
Build flow into the trail with open and flowing designs with broad sweeping turns;
Streams should be crossed at 90 degree angles preferably across rock or gravel;
Bridges may be used where steep banks prevent normal stream crossings;
Do not construct skid berms or extensive banked turns that may accelerate erosion;
Avoid acute, sharp angle turns;
Allow short changes in grade to avoid obstacles;
Design grade dips to break up long, straight linear sections, and to help divert runoff from the tread;
Monitor and inspect all trails annually. Address water problems immediately.

b. Pond Reclamation
All pond reclamation projects will be undertaken in compliance with the Programmatic Environmental Impact
Statement on Fish Species Management Activities of the Department of Environmental Conservation, Division of
Fish and Wildlife, dated June 1980 and the Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement on Undesirable Fish
Removal by the Use of Pesticides Under Permit Issued by the Department of Environmental Conservation, Division
of Lands and Forests, Bureau of Pesticides Management, dated March 1981.
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c. Liming
All liming projects will be in compliance with the Final Generic Environmental Impact Statement on the New York
State Department of Environmental Conservation Program of Liming Selected Acidified Waters, dated October
1990, as well as the Division of Fish, Wildlife and Marine Resource’s liming policy.

d. Fish Stocking
All fish stocking projects will be in compliance with the Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement on Fish
Species Management Activities of the Department of Environmental Conservation, dated December 1979.

e. Protection of Deer‐Wintering Areas
Research on wildlife responses to winter recreation (e.g., cross‐country skiing, foot travel, and snowmobiling) is
limited. Studies conducted on mule deer (Freddy et al., 1986) and elk (Cassirer et al., 1992) suggest that these
species can be disturbed by these activities. However, when planning the location of recreational trails, general
guidelines for protecting deer wintering areas can be followed which should reduce the potential for
disturbance.
Maintenance and protection of deer‐wintering areas are important in maintaining deer in the northern portions
of their range. Activities which substantially diminish the quality or characteristics of the site should be avoided,
but this does not mean human use is always detrimental. Forest stewardship activities, pass‐through trails, and
other uses can be compatible with a deer yard if carefully considered. The most important characteristic of an
Adirondack deer yard is the habitat configuration making up a “core” and travel corridors to and from the core.
The core is typically an area of dense conifer cover used by deer in severe conditions. Travel corridors are dense
but narrow components which allow access to food resources in milder conditions. Through trails used by
snowmobiles can also be acceptable, particularly if the traffic is not prone to stopping or leaving the trail
footprint. Various research conducted in the 1970s indicated that snowmobile use in deer wintering areas could
be both detrimental and beneficial to deer depending on the circumstances. High levels of snowmobile use can
increase the energy demands of deer within the yard due to increased movement, but the packed surface of a
snowmobile trail is often also used by deer to access other portions of the yarding area. Snowmobile trails can
create access for free‐roaming dogs. Coyotes can also use the hardpacked trail. Today’s snowmobiles are less
capable of off trail use than the smaller lighter machines of 20 years ago, and trail networks allowing through
traffic are far better developed than in the past. It should also be noted that a study in Wisconsin showed cross‐
county skiers frightened deer more than snowmobiles. (Marchinton R.L. and Hirth DH, Chapter 6 Behavior in
Halls LK 1984) Some general guidelines follow.
Deer Yard Protection in the Adirondacks
•
•
•

Maintain a minimum 100 foot forested buffer on either side of streams to protect winter habitat and
travel corridors between core yard components.
Avoid placement of heavily used ski trails through core segments of deer yards to reduce disturbance
associated with skiers stopping to observe deer.
Trails should not traverse core segments of deer yards in densely populated areas such as hamlets,
villages, or along roadsides developed with human habitation because they provide access for free
roaming dogs.

The Department’s Northern Zone deer biologists do not presently feel that snowmobile activity has a significant
adverse impact on deer populations. Care should be used in the planning of snowmobile trails in, or adjacent to,
deer wintering areas. Increased human activity within the core of a yarding area can result in an increased
energy demand to deer present in the immediate vicinity of the trail. During portions of the day when use is
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limited however, the same trail may also provide a firm, packed surface readily used by deer for travel between
yard components during periods of deep snow.

f. Application of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), along with the Architectural Barriers Act of 1968 (ABA) and the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973; Title V, Section 504, have had a profound effect on the manner by which people with
disabilities are afforded equality in their recreational pursuits. The ADA is a comprehensive law prohibiting
discrimination against people with disabilities in employment practices, use of public transportation, use of
telecommunication facilities and use of public accommodations. Title II of the ADA requires, in part, that
reasonable modifications must be made to the services and programs of public entities, so that when those
services and programs are viewed in their entirety, they are readily accessible to and usable by people with
disabilities. This must be done unless such modification would result in a fundamental alteration in the nature of
the service, program or activity or an undue financial or administrative burden.
Consistent with ADA requirements, the Department incorporates accessibility for people with disabilities into
the planning, construction and alteration of recreational facilities and assets supporting them. This UMP
incorporates an inventory of all the recreational facilities or assets supporting the programs and services
available on the unit, and an assessment of the programs, services and facilities on the unit to determine the
level of accessibility provided. In conducting this assessment, DEC employs guidelines which ensure that
programs are accessible, including buildings, facilities, and vehicles, in terms of architecture and design,
transportation and communication to individuals with disabilities. A federal agency known as the Access Board
has issued the ADA Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG) for this purpose.
An assessment was conducted, in the development of this UMP, to determine appropriate accessibility
enhancements which may include developing new or upgrading of existing facilities or assets. The Department
is not required to make each of its existing facilities and assets accessible so long as the Department’s programs,
taken as a whole, are accessible. New facilities, assets and accessibility improvements to existing facilities or
assets proposed in this UMP are identified in the Proposed Management Actions section.
For copies of any of the above mentioned laws or guidelines relating to accessibility, contact Carole Fraser, DEC
Universal Access Program Coordinator at 518‐402‐9428 or cafraser@gw.dec.state.ny.us.

3. Deed Restrictions
There are two use and occupancy reservations on the MRPWF unit; Bear Pond Sportsmen Club Inc.‐ A 10 acre
and a 1 acre reservation in Lot 4, Township 5, T&C Purchase, along with a right‐of‐way for ingress and egress.
This reservation expires March 26, 2022. The Town of Long Lake has maintained a reservoir for municipal water
supply, approximately 0.25 miles south of the Sagamore Road, since the 1930s This reservoir is pursuant to
Article XIV, Section 2 of the New York State Constitution which states “The legislature may by general laws
provide for the use of not exceeding three per centum of such lands for the construction and maintenance of
reservoirs for municipal water supply, and for the canals of the state. Such reservoirs shall be constructed,
owned and controlled by the state, but such work shall not be undertaken until after the boundaries and high
flow lines thereof shall have been accurately surveyed and fixed, and after public notice, hearing and
determination that such lands are required for such public use. The expense of any such improvements shall be
apportioned on the public and private property and municipalities benefitted to the extent of the benefits
received. Any such reservoir shall always be operated by the state and the legislature shall provide for a charge
upon the property and municipalities benefitted for a reasonable return to the state upon the value of the rights
and property of the state used and the services of the state rendered, which shall be fixed for terms of not
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exceeding ten years and be re‐adjustable at the end of any term. Unsanitary conditions shall not be created or
continued by any such public works.”
Camp Uncas, on Mohegan Lake, has a deeded right to use a spring located on adjacent Forest
Preserve lands for a water supply. This spring was used until wells were drilled on the private lands in the mid
1990s. The cistern and pipes used for the spring are still located on State lands.
Great Camp Sagamore, Camp Uncas, Kamp Kill Kare and a small inholding along the Mohegan Lake Road all have
deeded rights for access as well as for providing power and phone service across State land.

4. Deed Provisions
Finch, Pruyn and Company conveyed a 594 acre parcel, now within the MRPWF, as a gift to the State for forestry
purposes. In 1956, the State took title to the 594‐acre parcel in Township 3 encompassing lands north of Sixth
Lake. The deed includes the provision that the lands are given "for forestry purposes, in accordance with the
provisions of Subdivision 7 of Section 50 of the Conservation Law of the State of New York." This law, now §9‐
0105(6) of the ECL, provides that the Department has the authority to: "Receive and accept, in the name of the
people of the State, by gift, devise, or otherwise, the fee or other interest or estate therein of lands or timber or
both, for general conservation purposes, including but not limited to watershed protection, forest management,
production of timber or other forest products, silviculture, forest and outdoor recreation and kindred purposes."
In 2001, Finch Pruyn and Company sued the Department for the return of certain parcels within the Adirondack
Park given by the company for forestry purposes in 1955, 1956 and 1962. The 1956 gift mentioned in the
petition included the parcel within the MRPWF. The company contended that the Department had violated the
deed conditions by not actively managing the lands for forestry purposes which included, according to the
company’s interpretation, the harvesting of timber. The company further alleged that the lands had been
improperly designated as Forest Preserve lands, on which the harvesting of timber is not permitted.
In 2002, the New York State Supreme Court ruled in agreement with the Department’s assertions that the gift
lands were classified in the APSLMP when it was adopted in 1972, and that the statute of limitations for
challenging the applicability of that document to the management of the gift lands had long ago expired. The
court also found that no language in the 1955 and 1956 deeds indicated that those lands were not intended to
be added to the Forest Preserve, and no language in any of the deeds suggested that the State’s ownership of
the lands would terminate automatically upon the violation of deed provisions. All lands within the MRPWF will
continue to be managed as Forest Preserve lands in accordance with the wild forest guidelines of the APSLMP.

C. Administration and Management Principles
1. Administration
Administration of the MRPWF is shared by several programs in the Department. Within the context of the
MRPWF, Department programs fill the following functions:
•

The Division of Lands and Forests acquires and maintains land for public use, manages the Forest
Preserve lands, promotes responsible use of public lands and provides educational information
regarding the use of the Forest Preserve.
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•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

The Division of Fish, Wildlife and Marine Resources protects and manages fish and wildlife species,
provides for public use and enjoyment of natural resources, stocks freshwater fish, licences fishing,
hunting and trapping, protects and restores habitat and provides public fishing, hunting and trapping
access.
The Natural Heritage Program enables and enhances conservation of New Yorks Threatened and
Endangered plants, animals and significant ecosystems. Field inventories, scientific analyses, and expert
interpretation result in the most comprehensive database on New Yorks distinctive biodiversity which
provides quality information for natural resources planning, protection and management.
The Division of Water protects water quality in lakes and rivers by monitoring water bodies and
controlling surface runoff.
The Division of Air Resources regulates, permits and monitors sources of air pollution, forecasts ozone
and stagnation events, educates the public about reducing air pollution and researches atmospheric
dynamics, pollution and emission sources.
The Division of Operations designs, builds and maintains Department facilities and infrastructure,
operates Department Campgrounds and day‐use facilities.
The Division of Public Affairs and Education is the public communications wing of the Department. The
Division communicates with the public, promotes citizen participation in the UMP process, produces,
edits and designs Department publications.
The Division of Law Enforcement is responsible for enforcing all of New Yorks Environmental
Conservation Laws relating to hunting, fishing, trapping, license requirements, Endangered species,
possession, transportation and sale of fish and wildlife, trespass and damage to property by hunters and
anglers.
The Division of Forest Protection and Fire Management is responsible for the preservation, protection
and enhancement of the State’s forest resources, and the safety and well‐being of the public using those
resources. Forest Rangers are the stewards of the Forest Preserve, the primary public contact for the
MRPWF and are responsible for fire control and search and rescue functions. In 1980, state law
designated Forest Rangers as Peace Officers with all powers to enforce all State laws and regulations
with emphasis on Article 9 of the Environmental Conservation Law and Part 190 of the Department’s
Regulations.

D. Management Issues, Needs and Desires
Several issues are of concern for the Department and the public in the development of this plan. Information
has been obtained from the public by way of an Open House, held on January 9, 2001 at Indian Lake, by mail,
and by email. The following list of issues, needs and desires were received from the public and DEC staff. Some
of the issues, needs and desires have not resulted in Proposed Management Actions being developed. Where
this has occurred, a justification for the exclusion is provided.
•

•
•
•
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Projects required in the ADA Consent Decree. These projects will involve the rehabilitation of several
administrative roads to be open to holders of CP‐3 permits for motor vehicle use. Projects will also involve
the construction of accessible fishing areas and accessible canoe launches, road maintenance and
improvement of campsites to meet accessibility guidelines.
Non‐compliance with the separation distance requirements set forth in the APSLMP for primitive tent sites.
This is an issue along Seventh and Eighth Lakes as well as along the roads in the MRPWF.
Parking needs; provide for safe, adequate parking at trail heads which currently do not have parking or
where parking is unsafe.
Allow floatplane use of Little Moose Lake when it becomes available for public use.
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Replacement of the bridge over the South Branch of the Moose River is desirable to a variety of user groups.
Relocation of a portion of the Northville‐Placid Trail off of roads.
Through a Park wide campaign for “quiet waters” many comments were received both for and against
designating Eighth Lake of the Fulton Chain and South Inlet of Raquette Lake as motorless waters.
Many comments were received concerning the Department’s lack of maintenance on the unit’s roads and
trails. Many people expressed a concern for building new facilities, when they feel the existing facilities are
not being properly maintained.
Creation of a new snowmobile trail from the LLCRR to the Seventh‐Eighth Lake trail. This trail would provide
a connection to Raquette Lake. Both pro and con arguments have been made by the public.
Potential for overuse: Concerns over increasing numbers of users and the potential impacts they may have
on the resources and the conflicts which may arise between different user groups.
Lack of accurate user data: As identified in most Department UMPs there is no coordinated attempt to
collect reliable data on recreational use in the unit.
There are numerous tax parcels in Township 40 of the Totten and Crossfields Purchase that are claimed to
be owned by both the State of New York and by private parties. Many of these parcels lie within the
MRPWF. Title to many of these parcels of land has been in dispute since shortly after the State acquired title
in the 1800s and early 1900s. Title often hinges on the question of whether the predecessors in the chain of
title of the current occupants acquired prescriptive rights to the land prior to the date when the State
acquired title. There is no easy resolution to these title disputes. Private citizens, who have often had camps
on such lands for many years, are willing to neither concede that the State has title nor move off the land.
The Department, on the other hand, is prohibited by Article XIV, Section 1 of the New York State
Constitution (the “Forever Wild Clause”) from leasing, selling or exchanging land which it believes to be
Forest Preserve, without a Constitutional amendment. The issue of land ownership in Township 40 should
be addressed through the development of a comprehensive strategy. This UMP does not recommend a
solution to this issue other than to note that this is a difficult, significant issue requiring resolution.
The current gates and signage on the Uncas and Kamp Kill Kare Roads are confusing as to the public’s right to
use those roads for non‐motorized uses.

E. Public Participation
Effective public participation and involvement is important to the development of unit management plans. The
exchange of information and perspectives between DEC staff and the public increases the understanding of
resource management, unit management issues and concerns and improves decision making. A number of
formal and informal activities are undertaken to inform the public, and more importantly allow citizens the
opportunity to provide input on the development of the unit management plan. These include press releases,
letters to interested parties, postings on the DEC web site and open houses.
Public Notification
Public participation for the MRPWF UMP began with the development of an extensive mailing list. On October
20, 2000, a package of information about the management unit and the planning process, along with an
invitation to a public meeting and a request for comments, was mailed to more than 150 individuals,
organizations and government agencies on the DEC‐UMP mailing list. Magazines such as The Adirondack
Explorer have facilitated public participation in planning through numerous articles about planning issues. In
addition, the Hamilton County News has published articles describing the planning process and MRPWF open
house public meeting.
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UMP Open House Session
This method of citizen participation allows an opportunity for the public to get together with DEC staff and share
their thoughts, ideas, hopes and desires about the future management of a particular unit. They are helpful to
identify the issues, alternatives and topics to be considered and to keep the public informed and involved
throughout the planning process. On January 9, 2001 an open house for the MRPWF was held at the Indian Lake
Central School in the Village of Indian Lake. The meeting involved split sessions that enabled informal discussions
between public and DEC staff, along with a slide presentation on the UMP initiative and the MRPWF. A list of
issues and potential facilities was posted on wall flip charts for the public to examine and comment on. More
than 70 citizens attended and the DEC heard oral statements from several different speakers. Detailed notes
taken during the meeting were summarized for the team’s reference. Additionally, numerous written
statements were received from individuals and organizations. An additional, less formal open house was held on
January 13, 2001, in conjunction with a Town of Inlet meeting. Approximately 30 people attended and
comments were given by approximately ten attendees.
Statewide Open Houses
DEC hosted a series of UMP open houses in January, 2001, to gather public input on a number of Unit
Management Plans under development. Sessions were held in Cheektowaga, Rochester, Syracuse, Greenvale,
New York City, New Paltz and Guilderland to provide the opportunity to keep informed about this planning
initiative to citizens who do not live close enough to attend the meetings in the Adirondacks. Approximately 518
people attended and the DEC heard oral statements from 132 speakers. Additional written statements were
received.
Web Site
Information on planning efforts is available online at the DEC website. The website address is:
http://www.dec.ny.gov/lands/4979.html. The site contains information regarding UMP progress and additional
opportunities for public input. The website includes descriptions of many of the State land units the Department
is planning for, some draft and final plans, a listing of staff responsible for accepting comments for each UMP
and office and e‐mail addresses for each UMP planner. A copy of the Comprehensive Snowmobile Plan for the
Adirondack Park and GEIS, as well as the Management Guidance: Snowmobile Trail Siting, Construction and
Maintenance on Forest Preserve Lands in the Adirondack Park, can be found on DEC’s website.
Document Repository
Due to its proximity to the planning area, a document repository for the MRPWF will be established at the
Northville and Indian Lake DEC offices. Materials such as a copy of the draft UMP may be reviewed at the
repository but not removed from the site.
Public Meeting for the Draft Plan
To further refine the future management for MRPWF, this draft UMP was subject to a public meeting and
comment period. On March 30, 2006 a public meeting was held at the Inlet Town Hall. More than 90 citizens
attended the meeting and the DEC heard oral statements from numerous speakers. An additional meeting was
held in Albany on in April of 2006. The meeting was attended by approximately 15 people. All written and verbal
comments were reviewed and considered. (See DEC comment and response section in Appendix 19.)
Public Input and Comment Update
Following the release of the Draft UMP and public meeting on March 30, 2006, public comments were received
by the Department. Some input was of a form letter type, responding to numerous issues as either in favor of or
opposed to proposals in the draft UMP. Other individual letters were more specific comments detailing existing
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uses and needs within the MRPWF. In addition to the oral comments at the public meeting, written comments
consisted of more than 5000 e‐mails, letters, faxes and post cards. To receive input on proposed changes to the
snowmobile trail network proposed in an addendum, released August 18, 2006, additional comments on the
addendum and the draft UMP were accepted until September 22, 2006. An additional 200 written comments
were received on the addendum. In some cases, public participation resulted in the proposal of new facilities or
alterations to previously proposed actions.
Decision Making Process
All comments and issues were reviewed, keeping in mind the scope of the document, compatibility with various
laws, DEC’s statutory responsibility for the care, custody, and control of these lands and the purpose and
significance of Article XIV of the Constitution.
Public comment provided valuable information to guide the decision making process used in developing this
plan. While all suggestions were considered, the degree to which they could be satisfied varies. It is important to
understand that decisions guiding future recreation opportunities within the MRPWF will not be made using a
voting process. Decisions must consider physical, administrative or economic constraints, existing laws and
policies and a determination of what is best to protect the natural resources while providing appropriate
opportunities for public recreation and use. Any decision on an issue often has negative impacts or causes
hardship for some people. However, to ignore issues that need to be addressed would be irresponsible.
Ultimately, many decisions regarding recreation on public lands are decisions of judgement based upon what is a
reasonable, sensible and responsible course of action while taking steps to minimize, when possible, any
hardship the decisions may cause upon others. In a few instances, proposals identified in the Draft and
proposed Final UMP were removed or revised based upon public input or new information.
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The APSLMP requires an assessment of physical, biological and social carrying capacity of the area with
particular attention to portions of the area threatened by overuse in light of its resource limitations and its
classification under the APSLMP. This section of the plan breaks down the various resources of the unit into the
following categories: bio‐physical resources, land protection, man‐made facilities, and public use and access.
Each category is further broken down into component units where the present conditions are assessed,
management objectives developed and management actions proposed. All recommended actions are
consistent with the APSLMP and the management guidelines and principles outlined above, and are based on
information gathered during the inventory process, through public input and in consultation with the Planning
Team. Some of the management proposals in this plan are made based on the assumption that proposed
reclassifications of portions of the MRPWF will occur. Should these proposed reclassifications not occur these
actions will need to be revised.
More detailed information for proposed management actions at the Seventh Lake Boat Launch, Historic Great
Camps Special Management Area and the proposed Moose River Plains Intensive Use Area can be found in
Section V.

A. BioPhysical Resources
1. Water
Present Situation and Assumptions:
Water quality studies have been conducted by the ALSC, researching the effects of acid deposition, and the
Bureau of Fisheries routinely conducts biological surveys of area waters. No studies have been conducted to
determine the effects of recreation use on water quality. As focal points for visitation, streams, springs, lakes,
ponds and wetlands are on the receiving end of more human disturbance than upland forest areas. Visitors
must be advised that the water is not considered potable and must be properly treated before consumption.
Those portions of the South Branch of the Moose River, the Red River, Cedar River and Otter Brook located
within the MRPWF are designated as “Scenic Rivers” under the New York State Wild, Scenic and Recreational
Rivers Act. See ECL 15‐2713 (2)(g), 15‐2714(2)(x), (ECL §15‐2714 (2)(g)) and 15‐2714(2)(v), respectively.
Objectives:
• Seek to achieve and maintain high water quality within the MRPWF unit.
• Reduce the potential for pathogenic contamination from all water sources.
• Reduce or eliminate aquatic invasive plant species found within the unit.
Management Actions:
• Aquatic and riparian habitats will be maintained and/or improved. Any new use which could prove
damage to the character of riparian vegetation will be monitored.
• Train DEC staff working within the unit to identify and document the location of key invasive plant
species.
• Management of identified populations of invasive plant species should be undertaken when
appropriate. These actions may be carried out by NYSDEC personnel or by members of APIPP or other
volunteers under supervision of NYSDEC through an Adopt a Natural Resource Agreement.
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•
•
•

Biological survey work will be incorporated in all future water related planning activities.
Advise adjoining landowners on the use of Best Management Practices to protect water quality.
Advise the public through DEC information and education programs to treat all water prior to
consumptive use.

2. Soil
Present Situation and Assumptions:
Broad soil types accurate to an area about 40 acres in size were delineated on aerial photographs by the Natural
Resource Conservation Service. Little information has been documented on wide‐spread soil loss and
deposition.
Objective:
•

Keep soil erosion and compaction caused by recreational use within acceptable limits that closely
approximate the natural erosion process.

Management Actions:
• Inventory, map and monitor soil conditions affected by recreational use.
• Relocate or rehabilitate any trail, designated campsite or lean‐to which is causing significant soil erosion.
• Continue to restrict motor vehicle use during the spring breakup and during periods of excessively wet
weather.
• Target trail and road maintenance to heavily eroded trails and roads; develop a priority list based on
resource need rather than on user convenience.
• Request voluntary compliance with seasonal closures of trails during periods of wet weather; usually
from April 1 ‐ May 15, or at appropriate times set by the area manager.

3. Vegetation
Present Situation and Assumptions:
Much of the MRPWF’s vegetated landscape has been altered by wind, fire, insects and disease, pre‐Forest
Preserve logging, and recreational use. Despite these influences, the unit has several unique ecosystems
requiring special attention. These areas include small portions of old growth forest, wetland communities and
potentially some areas not yet identified through the unit management planning process. Vegetation on some
severely disturbed sites, old gravel pits for example, is not sufficient for natural re‐vegetation. Four of these sites
were planted with conifer seedlings in 2001. Plant inventories and ecological mapping are on‐going; however,
not all areas have been inventoried.
A number of invasive exotic plant species, both terrestrial and aquatic, have become established in the
Adirondack Park. Under the supervision of the Adirondack Park Invasive Plant Program, numerous volunteers are
involved in a program of monitoring and removing invasive plants from the Adirondack environment. The extent
of exotic, non‐native species introductions that compete with indigenous vegetation is not known, however, a
2005 inventory conducted by the SCA AmeriCorps identified terrestrial invasive species at the following locations
in the MRPWF:
•
•
•
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Garlic mustard ‐ Campsites 130AA, 123, 124, 50, 116, 101, Loop Rd. near intersection with bear
Pond Trail, Lost Ponds Rd. near gate.
Shrub honeysuckle ‐ Campsites 69, 73 and 72.
Wild parsnip ‐ Campsite 63.
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Objectives:
• Allow natural processes to play out their roles to ensure that the succession of plant communities is not
altered by human impacts.
• Preserve and protect known locations of Threatened and Endangered species.
• Continue and enhance programs to identify and map Threatened and Endangered species.
• Assist natural forces in restoring natural plant associations and communities where they have been
severely altered by human activity.
• Reduce or eliminate terrestrial invasive plant species found within the unit.
• Support scientific research projects on the MRPWF through the issuance of TRPs.
Management Actions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All vegetation protection and restoration programs will emphasize information and education as the
primary means to reduce impacts and slow unnatural change.
Continue botanical surveys to produce a more complete inventory of Threatened and Endangered
species.
Ecological inventorying and mapping will be correlated with recreation, and fish and wildlife project
plans to prevent unintended and undesirable impacts to Threatened and Endangered species.
Minimum impact techniques will be used to revegetate sites where concentrated use has destroyed
natural vegetation. Native seedlings, trees, shrubs and grasses will be planted to accelerate return to
natural conditions when necessary.
Vegetation at primitive tent sites will be monitored in conjunction with the campsite monitoring
program described in the section on campsites.
Train DEC staff working within the unit to identify and document the location of key invasive plant
species.
Control known infestations of invasive species using BMPs found in Appendix 10.
A comprehensive inventory of the presence and extent of invasive plants in the unit should be
undertaken.
Management of identified populations of invasive plant species should be undertaken. These actions
may be carried out by NYSDEC personnel or by members of APIPP or other volunteers under supervision
of NYSDEC through an Adopt a Natural Resource Agreement.

4. Wildlife
Present Situation and Assumptions:
A number of changes have occurred over the past several decades that have impacted a variety of wildlife
species within the MRPWF. Habitat changes have resulted from pre‐Forest Preserve logging, wildfires, acid
precipitation, recreational use, natural plant succession, protection of the forest and wildlife species through
legislation, attempted reintroduction of extirpated species of wildlife and immigration of extirpated species back
into the area.
One of the original factors attracting visitors to the Adirondacks was the vast array of hunting, fishing and
trapping opportunities. The APSLMP indicates that these uses are legitimate and compatible with Forest
Preserve concepts. DEC policy encourages these activities as part of a larger Forest Preserve experience, not just
a quest for game (Doig, 1976).
Habitat areas heavily used by wildlife are often also choice locations for human trails and campsites (Hendee and
others, 1990). Bears often scrounge for food and garbage where people habitually camp. While negative
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human/bear encounters in this unit are minimal, the concentration of camping in distinct locations poses the
potential for this to be a problem in the future. Domestic pets, mainly dogs, may also harass and stress wildlife.
Objectives:
•
•
•
•

Re‐establish self‐sustaining wildlife populations of species that are Endangered, Threatened or of Special
Concern in habitats where their existence will be compatible with other elements of the ecosystem and
human use of the area.
Monitor and afford extra protection, where warranted, to species which are Endangered, Threatened or
of Special Concern that are currently using the MRPWF.
To perpetuate, support and expand a variety of wildlife recreational opportunities, including sustainable
hunting and trapping and wildlife observation and photography as desirable uses of wildlife resources.
Provide information, advice and assistance to individuals, groups, organizations and agencies interested
in wildlife whose activities and actions may affect, or are affected by, the wildlife resources or the users
of wildlife.

Management Actions:
•
•
•

•
•

•

Monitor the occurrence of Endangered or Threatened species on the unit.
Support traditional use of the unit’s wildlife resources, particularly activities designed to perpetuate
hunting and trapping programs and education efforts.
Active management of wildlife populations will be accomplished primarily through hunting and trapping
regulations developed by DEC Bureau of Wildlife for individual or aggregate Wildlife Management Units.
Continued input from Citizen Advisory Committees will be considered in determining desirable levels of
wildlife.
Continue pelt sealing of species to determine level of harvest, guarding against over harvest for species
especially vulnerable to trapping, such as the marten and fisher.
Promote education efforts stressing multiple‐use and hunting seasons that are concurrent with other
anticipated uses of the area. Advise visitors of the fact that there is hunting in the area so that they may
dress and act accordingly during the hunting season.
Advise visitors to the area that the potential for conflict with wildlife exists and suggest means of
avoiding conflicts through a combination of on‐site signage, printed Department media and direct
contact with Department staff.

5. Fisheries
Present Situation and Assumptions:
Fisheries management in the MRPWF has emphasized brook trout; however, brown trout, rainbow trout, splake,
kokanee salmon, landlocked Atlantic salmon and lake trout have been stocked in some unit waters. Squaw
Lake, the Lost Ponds, Eagles Nest Lake, Icehouse Pond, High Rock Pond and Raquette Lake Reservoir have been
managed solely for brook trout. Brown trout have been stocked, sometimes in conjunction with brook trout, in
Beaver Lake, Cedar River Flow, Helldiver Pond, Wakely Pond, and the Mitchell Ponds. Rainbow trout and
landlocked salmon provide popular fisheries in Seventh and Eighth Lakes. Splake are stocked in Limekiln Lake
and were formerly stocked in the Mitchell Ponds. Kokanee salmon may still be present in Bug Lake and were
formerly stocked in the Mitchell Ponds. Lake trout are stocked in Seventh Lake, Eighth Lake, Bug Lake and
Mohegan Lake.
Historical biological data are available for most named waters in the unit excluding 33, small unnamed waters.
Appendix 5 presents pond‐specific survey and management data for MRPWF waters.
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Ponds in the MRPWF did not escape the massive fish introductions caused by humans, as is typical throughout
much of the Adirondacks. Non‐native fish species are present in most waters on the unit.
Both the round whitefish and self‐sustaining populations of brook trout were historically much more abundant
in the Adirondacks than presently (George 1980). Lost Pond and the Raquette Lake Reservoir are the only two
waters that have self‐sustaining populations of brook trout.
Objectives:
•
•
•

Perpetuate and enhance a diverse, high quality fishing experience in accordance with sound biological
management practices.
Maintain the diversity of coldwater and warmwater fish populations in the unit.
Encourage and promote angler use of the waters in the unit through routine fish management practices
including hotlines, correspondence and contact with the public by Department staff.

Management Actions:
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Conduct biological surveys of waters within the unit as required.
Manage Cedar River Flow, Eagles Nest Lake, High Rock Pond, Icehouse Pond, Indian Lake, the Lost
Ponds, Raquette Lake Reservoir, Squaw Lake, Unnamed Pond B‐P851 and Wakely Pond as Adirondack
brook trout ponds. Although Indian Lake is currently fishless, it was an historic trout fishery. Chemical
monitoring suggests pH conditions are beginning to improve in Indian Lake and trout stocking may be
resumed if that trend continues.
Manage Mohegan Lake and Sixth Lake, Seventh Lake and Eighth Lake of the Fulton Chain as two‐story
lakes. Management recommendations for Seventh Lake will appear in a separate report based on
survey data collected in summer 2003.
Manage Bug Lake, Limekiln Lake, the Mitchell Ponds, Beaver Lake and Helldiver Pond as coldwater lakes.
Reclaim East Lost Pond and West Lost Pond. Restock with brook trout.
Reclaim Bug Lake, Eagles Nest Lake, Icehouse Pond, East Lost Pond, West Lost Pond, and Squaw Lake
upon establishment of additional fish. Reclamation of these waters does not appear necessary within
the five year scope of this plan. However, should conditions change to the detriment of native species,
this plan’s Schedule of Implementation and specific pond narratives would be amended to specify the
necessary action.
Lime Icehouse Pond if water chemistry surveys show the need.
Maintain the fish barrier dam on Lost Ponds.
Reintroduce round whitefish in Eighth Lake, Eagles Nest Lake, Bug Lake and Limekiln Lake as part of the
recovery plan for this Endangered Species.
Monitor the population status of round whitefish stocked in Eighth Lake.

B. Land Protection
1. Open Space/Acquisition
Present Situation and Assumptions:
Protecting and managing open space land is a key part of the mission of DEC. This philosophy is based not just
on the number of citizens who wish to participate in outdoor activities, but also on the value of the resources
themselves to present and future generations.
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The overall framework for land protection in New York State is identified in the State Open Space Conservation
Plan, 2006. The plan is prepared by OPRHP and the DEC, in consultation with nine Regional Advisory
Committees appointed by county governments and the State, representing the spectrum of open space
advocates, natural resource and recreation professionals, local government, and concerned citizens. This plan
ensures that the State of New York conserves its cherished open space resources as a critical part of efforts to
improve the economy and the quality of life in New York communities. Priority projects identified in the plan are
eligible for land acquisition funding from the State’s Environmental Protection Fund established by ECL Article
54. Projects which are not identified as priority projects in the plan may also be funded under certain conditions,
as set forth in ECL § 54‐0303(5).
In particular, the priority project, entitled, “Recreational Trail Linkages and Networks,” ensures that the State can
protect key trail linkages in the Adirondacks. This priority project states:
“Long distance trail linkages and networks, (including water routes) for a variety of motorized and
non‐motorized recreational uses (such as hiking, skiing, biking, snowmobiling, canoeing, and other
appropriate uses) are important as a way for local communities to benefit from neighboring State
lands. The State has an obligation to adequately maintain and police such trails and to protect
adjacent private landowners from illegal trespass, poaching, and other nuisances resulting from the
inappropriate use of such trails. An Adirondack region‐wide process is underway that will result in a
plan that identifies new or existing trails that need to be protected or established through the use of
easement, fee title acquisition and other conservation tools from willing sellers. (It is not the intent of
this project to achieve broader acquisition.) The result of this exercise will be a regional plan for long‐
distance trails that ensures protection for land‐owners as well as the trail system and a permanence
for the trail.”
The existing Cedar River Snowmobile Trail crosses private lands without the benefit of a formal easement
agreement. A permanent easement is currently being considered which would secure the future of this trail.
Certain areas within the MRPWF will be given a higher priority for protection when acquisition by the State is
being contemplated. These areas include:
•
•
•
•

Private in‐holdings surrounded by State lands.
Private properties that create significant accessibility limitations to State land.
Property that allows for the solving of management problems (i.e. linking to an existing trail system)
Areas containing wild, scenic or recreational rivers.

Management Actions:
•
•

Continue to identify and evaluate land protection opportunities as they arise.
Pursue acquisition of parcels identified in the Open Space Plan from willing sellers.

2. Boundary Lines
Present Situation and Assumptions:
Aside from public roads and riparian boundaries, the unit has approximately 36 miles of boundary lines. Twelve
miles have been maintained in the past five years while an additional eight miles require maintenance. There are
approximately six miles of boundary which need to be surveyed. This mileage of boundary line does not include
boundaries on lands in Township 40 where ownership is disputed.
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Objectives:
•
•

Locate and post all boundary lines on a scheduled basis.
Physically identify APSLMP unit designations on the ground for administrative and public use.

Management Actions:
•

•
•

Physically inspect the boundary to determine resurvey and maintenance needs; assign a priority to each.
Undertake maintenance activity to ensure all boundaries are identified and marked within the five‐year
implementation of this plan. Brush, paint, and sign all boundary lines at least once every seven years.
Mark boundaries where they cross any trail, road, or stream. Monitor boundaries for unauthorized
activities, such as illegal motor vehicle use, encroachment from private lands and timber trespass.
Sign unit boundaries with boundary signs identifying the land classification of the unit. Sign trailheads,
trails and other entrances to the MRPWF with specific signage identifying the unit’s designation, so that
both DEC personnel and the public know individual unit designations.
Survey approximately six miles of boundary where required.

3. Fire Management
Present Situation and Assumptions:
DEC is required by law (Article 9 ECL) to suppress all human‐caused and natural fires. Fire activity within the
MRPWF unit has been historically low, with a few exceptions during the early 1900s. The predominantly
hardwood forests combined with abundant annual precipitation lessens the likelihood of major fires. Short term
droughts can increase the potential for fires.
Objective:
•

Adequately protect the unit from wildland fires.

Management Actions:
•

•

Fire prevention activities will consist of public education by the integration of fire safety awareness
information disseminated through brochures and signing at an informational kiosk.
Use restrictions may be imposed on Forest Preserve lands during periods of high fire danger.

4. Administration
Present Situation and Assumptions:
All DEC programs within the unit are funded by the State's general fund, Environmental Protection Fund, and
Bond Acts. Fish and Wildlife functions are also supported by the Conservation Fund, a dedicated fund generated
by the sale of hunting, fishing and trapping licenses.
Historically, the management of Forest Preserve lands by DEC has been divided along the lines separating
program divisions. The individual responsibilities of the Divisions of Lands and Forests; Operations; Fish, Wildlife
and Marine Resources; and Forest Rangers have been only loosely coordinated. In addition, the jurisdiction of
the staff within each division has been delineated generally by county lines rather than the boundaries of Forest
Preserve management units. Making the Forest Preserve unit the focus of management and improving
coordination among program divisions would benefit the public by giving them a single contact for information
about the unit and making the unit more identifiable as an entity with a consistent recreational atmosphere. The
changes would benefit the Department by allowing staff to work more cooperatively and consistently in meeting
Forest Preserve management goals.
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The interaction between the Department and APA is governed by a Memorandum of Understanding. The various
divisions of the Department have attended to the procedures laid out in the MOU in an uncoordinated manner.
Better coordination could improve efficiency in meeting management goals within and between the two
agencies.
Objectives:
•
•
•

Make the MRPWF a focus of Department management.
To provide better coordination and communication between DEC Divisions, volunteers and local
municipalities for the maintenance of existing trails and improvements.
Improve the management of the MRPWF through better coordination among Department program
divisions and between the Department and APA.

Management Action:
•

Designate a unit manager for the MRPWF who would coordinate all management activities to make the
management of the unit as efficient and consistent as possible, and to facilitate communication with the
public about the management of the unit. The unit manager would be appointed by the appropriate
Regional Director. Staff from all DEC program divisions with Forest Preserve management
responsibilities would keep the unit manager informed about planned activities, natural resource
conditions, and anything else that would have a bearing on Forest Preserve management or public
communication.

For each unit under his or her jurisdiction, the unit manager would be responsible for:
• Overseeing the preparation, periodic update and revision, amendment, and implementation of Unit
Management Plans;
• Coordinating the preparation of budget requests;
• Assuring that the management activities of all DEC divisions comply with applicable laws, regulations,
policies, the APSLMP and unit management plans;
• Coordinating trailhead management and all Department signage within the unit;
• Fostering communication about management activities within DEC, between DEC and APA, and between
DEC and the public;
• Continue the Assistant Forest Ranger program on the unit; and
• Appoint a management team as another measure to advance the cause of coordinating the
management of the MRPWF. The management team would be appointed by the Regional Director. The
activities of the team would be overseen by the unit manager.
For each unit, the unit management team typically would be composed of:
• The unit manager;
• One Forester;
• Staff from the Office of Public Protection to include at least one Forest Ranger, and if appropriate, an
Environmental Conservation Officer;
• One fisheries Biologist;
• One wildlife Biologist;
• One Operations Supervisor; and
• One representative of the Bureau of Real Property.
The unit management team will be responsible for:
• Preparing, periodically updating and revising, amending and implementing the unit management plan;
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•
•
•

Monitoring resource conditions and public use, and assessing the effectiveness of the unit management
plan in addressing resource and public use needs;
Preparing budget requests for the unit; and
Communicating regularly with each other, their program divisions, the unit manager, and the public.

5. Use Reservations
Present Situation and Assumptions:
Use reservations occur where someone other than the land owner has a deeded right to use or occupy a piece of
property for a certain period of time. The following are known use reservations on lands comprising the MRPWF:
Bear Pond Sportsmens Club ‐ When the State acquired the lands of the Bear Pond Sportsmens Club in 1987, the
Club reserved the use and occupancy of two parcels for a period of 35 years, to expire in 2022. Currently, there
is one camp building located on each parcel. The removal of the structures will need to be addressed following
expiration of the occupancy.
Little Moose Lake Club‐ The Little Moose lake Club held a use and occupancy reservation on approximately 500
acres in Township 7, T&C Purchase along with a right‐of‐way for ingress and egress which expired on December
31, 2006. The camp structure remains on the site.
Private Springs and Reservoirs ‐ A cistern and shed are located on MRPWF land in Lot 62, Township 3, Moose
River Tract, near the Limekiln entrance. It has been reported that this facility supplies water to residences on
adjoining private lands. The 4.08 acre gate house property was acquired by appropriation in 1964 (Liber 130,
page 332) excepting the rights of others in the spring and pipeline on this property. The legal status of the
existing facilities needs to be clarified.
Fawn Lake‐ A right of way exists for access to private lands near Fawn Lake.
Objectives:
•
•

Comply with guidelines set forth in the APSLMP.
Comply with provisions of Article XIV, Section 1 of the NYS Constitution.

Management Actions:
•
•

Develop a work plan for the removal of the Little Moose Lake Club structures and rehabilitation of the
site.
The removal of the Bear Pond Sportsmens Club structures will need to be addressed following expiration
of the occupancy.

6. Encroachments
Present Situation and Assumptions:
Encroachments include both unauthorized occupancy of MRPWF lands and unresolved issues related to the use
of roads across State lands. Many of these may be inadvertent encroachments and may only be partly located
on State land. In most situations, the issue can be resolved by the relocation of the use onto private land. Some
forms of trespass are of a temporary nature including storage of vehicles or logs along road shoulders, plowing
of snow from adjacent private land driveways or dock storage. Where these occur they will be addressed by
enforcement of existing regulations when discovered or through the promulgation of new regulations. Some
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occupancies are no longer an issue since the adjoining landowner removed the structure8 or the State
abandoned claim to title of the underlying land.
Contested Title in Township 40 ‐ The issue of title disputes in Township 40 continues to be one of the most
difficult to resolve issues in the MRPWF. Any resolution of this issue is beyond the scope of this management
plan.
Efforts to resolve this issue have included numerous court cases, and recent efforts for a Constitutional
amendment9. A concurrent resolution of the Senate and the Assembly passed in 2008, which proposed that
section 1 of article 14 of the constitution would be amended by adding a new closing paragraph to read as
follows:
“Notwithstanding the foregoing, the legislature may authorize, according to such terms as it shall
determine, the settlement of title disputes in township forty, Totten and Crossfield's Purchase in the
town of Long Lake, Hamilton county, between the state and private parties, provided, however, that
prior to and as a condition for the settlement of such title disputes by the state, the town of Long Lake
shall convey to the state for incorporation into the forest preserve land located within the
Adirondack Park that the legislature shall determine is at least equal in value to the lands subject to
such settlement.”
The concurrent resolution did not, however, secure second passage by the legislature so the measure is now
dead.
Raquette Lake Railroad ‐A survey was completed in 2006 for a portion of the bounds of the Raquette Lake
Railway adjacent to State owned lands in Township 40 and 41, T&C Purchase, Town of Long Lake and Township
5, T&C Purchase, Town of Inlet, Hamilton County. The survey revealed numerous occupancies on State lands.
Appendix 13 contains a table illustrating encroachments along the Raquette Lake Railroad that were observed in
the summer of 2005.
Use of roads across State Land ‐ Documented road easements are identified in Appendix 2. In some cases
private access rights need to be clarified. One example is the use of a short section of LLCRR for access to a
private parcel (Tax Map #68.000‐1‐8) near Fawn Lake during the closed season10.
Boundary line maintenance efforts and discussions with area forest rangers revealed occupancies in the MRPWF
area. Miscellaneous trespass files that involved MRPWF lands were reviewed to determine current status. More
specific locations within the MRPWF where questions exist regarding title to the land or occupancies are
believed to occur on State lands include:

8

A recent case (State of New York v. John E. Moore and George T. Moore - Index No. 81361) was decided in 2001 when
the State filed suit following the construction of a garage on disputed lands. In this case, the State’s claim to title was upheld
on both the initial suit and upon an appeal. The pilings from that portion of the land between the road and the lake and the
garage on the south side of NYS Route 28 were removed and the surface of the State Land was restored, including plantings
of native tree species.
9
Forest Preserve land, under Article XIV, Section 1 of the New York State Constitution, may not be alienated without a
constitutional amendment.
10
State lands acquired in 1976 (Hamilton 6C) excluded the portion of Great Lot 50, Township 3 Moose River tract
southerly of the Limekiln Lake Road and reserved an easement of ingress and egress over the gravel road from the gatehouse
property to lands in Lot 61.
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Table 9 ‐ Trespass problems to be addressed
TOWN

LOCATION

Long Lake

T&C purchase, Township 4011
numerous tax parcels

Inlet

Long Lake
Inlet
Inlet

Inlet

FILE,
SURVEY
MAP #
numerous
files

DESCRIPTION

various improvements
and structures, tree
cutting
Raquette Lake Railroad ROW
survey map various improvements,
numerous tax parcels
#11917
sheds, debris, etc.
See Appendix 13
T&C purchase, Township 5 & Township 40
survey map Old Raquette Lake
Tax Map #61.000‐1‐1
#11917
Landfill 12
Lot 5, Township 3, Moose River Tract
survey map Driveway on State Land
#3640
Lot 3, Township 3, Moose River tract
survey map trail, wood boardwalk,
Used for access to several private parcels, Tax #3771
bridge, spring box and
Map #68.012‐3‐1 through 68.012‐3‐15
piping
John Brown’s Tract, Twp 8, parcel K
Ham 5‐477 small reservoir and
Originally used to supply water to adjacent survey map section of water pipe13
private parcel.
#3866

Riparian Rights ‐ The owner of land that abuts the shore of a body of water has a right of access to and egress
from that water body. That right includes structures that facilitate access, such as docks, even if commercial in
nature, as long as it is a valid exercise of riparian rights and does not impede the public’s right of navigation. The
support structure of a dock or boathouse may rest on the bed of the water body or pilings driven to support the
structure. Riparian landowners or others do not have the right to build elaborate deck docks or other non‐
riparian structures, anchor a floating swim platform separated from shore, or buoy an exclusive swimming area
where the underlying land is Forest Preserve.
Objectives:
•
•
•
•

Identify and categorize all known issues of trespass, title questions and occupancies within the unit.
Seek information from landowners about their legal right to use roads that cross Forest Preserve for
access to their property.
Identify and document encroachments.
Pursue enforcement of all documented trespasses within the MRPWF.

11

Title to approximately 220 parcels of land totaling slightly more than 1,000 acres in Township 40, Hamilton County, is
claimed by both the State and private parties. The underwater power cables and phone lines on the Forest Preserve bed of
Raquette Lake are outside the boundaries of this unit and will be discussed in the Sargent Ponds Wild Forest UMP.
12
In 1986 the Long Lake town dump site on Dillon Road in the hamlet of Raquette Lake was closed. In 1988, the town
hauled gravel to the site closing the landfill, with guidance provided by staff from the Hamilton County Soil and Water
Conservation District. While the majority of the landfill was located within the 99' wide strip of private land consisting of the
old railroad bed, a small portion of the old landfill site is within the Moose River Plains WF.
13
In 1980 about one-half of the 4,000 feet of water pipe was removed. According to Department records, the concrete dam
is a low, unobtrusive structure, located on rock ledge. It creates a minor catch basin type of impoundment and presents no
downstream hazard. The dam and remaining pipe will be left in place to erode away in time.
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Management Actions:
•
•
•
•
•

Monitor boundaries for unauthorized activities, such as illegal motor vehicle access, encroachments and
timber trespass.
Research the issue of rights of all inholders to access private lands over MRPWF. Clarify maintenance
issues and allowed uses where landowners have proven legal rights.
Address encroachments along the Raquette Lake Railroad/ Dillon Road.
Document all potential MRPWF trespass problems as they are discovered. Establish list of all discovered
occupancies and attempt to resolve on a case by case basis. All coordination will be through the area
manager.
Refer occupancies which cannot be resolved by DEC staff to the Attorney General’s office for
appropriate action.

7. Nonconforming Uses
Present Situation and Assumptions:
According to the APSLMP, a nonconforming use is “a structure, improvement or human use or activity existing,
constructed or conducted on or in relation to land within a given classification that does not comply with the
guidelines for such classification specified in the master plan.” The APSLMP further provides that all
nonconforming uses must be removed, and no new nonconforming uses may be permitted.
Individual nonconforming structures and improvements related to public use such as the lean‐to cluster at
Raquette Lake, primitive tent sites less than 1/4 mile apart, and metal signs and posts are addressed in the
proposed facility section for each respective facility. In the case of conforming small scale water supply facilities
within the borders of the MRPWF, such as the reservoirs for the Eight Lake and Brown Tract campgrounds are
facilities, their use and required level of maintenance would be more appropriately addressed within a
designated intensive use area. See Section IV.D.8 for reclassification proposals.
Boat launches are non‐conforming structures on small waters in wild forest areas and existing locations where
trailered launching occurs must be closed. Fishing and waterway access sites are defined in the APSLMP, page
17 to include: “a site for fishing or other water access with attendant parking which does not contain a ramp for
or otherwise permit the launching of trailered boats.” Some trailered launching does occur within the MRPWF
on the Cedar River Flow at the water access site. The proposal to prevent trailered boat launching at this
location is discussed in Section IV. D. 6.
There are some nonconforming structures and improvements within the MRPWF that involve private structures
such as the Malcom Blue Monument and Sagamore Road gates.
Malcom Blue Memorial ‐ On September 11, 1946, a memorial plaque was erected on a large white pine tree
near Seventh Lake as a tribute to Malcom Blue. Blue was a WWII navigator who was shot down and killed in
France on June 2, 1944. He was a resident of the Town of Poland and his family had a camp on Golden Beach in
Raquette Lake. Blue’s father, Ernest Blue, was New York State’s Senior District Forest Ranger. The dedication
ceremony was attended by Governor Thomas E. Dewey. The large white pine on which the plaque was located
was felled by a lightning strike. In 1994 the DEC Operations staff constructed a small stone monument and
moved the plaque to within the pine grove known as Cathedral Pines.
Kamp Kill Kare and Camp Uncas Gates ‐ Currently, there are two privately owned gates at the intersection of the
Sagamore, Mohegan Lake and Kamp Kill Kare Roads. These gates are privately owned and are not under permit
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from the Department. The gate on the Mohegan Lake Road consists of a wooden pole gate. The road to Kamp
Kill Kare has an electronically operated gate, a small structure which houses a battery backup for the gate, a
delivery drop box and a keypad for operating the gate. Some structures are within the BRW, and some in the
MRPWF. Although these gates are meant to restrict only unauthorized motor vehicle access, their presence as
private gates projects a sense that the public is restricted from going beyond them for any purpose. Though
nonconforming, these structures may remain if the landowners have legal rights to maintain them.
Objective:
•

Remove all nonconforming uses from the MRPWF as soon as possible, consistent with all applicable
laws, regulations and policies.

Management Actions:
•

•
•

Contact any family members to determine if the Malcom Blue Memorial can be moved to an alternative
location not on Forest Preserve. Until then this structure will be allowed to remain until maintenance or
rehabilitation is necessary, at which time the plaque will be relocated to either non Forest Preserve
lands or a location near the trailhead along Route 28.
Determine the legal status of the structures near the intersection of the roads to Camp Uncas and Kamp
Kill Kare. Work with the landowners to remove nonconforming structures that may not be legally
maintained.
Work with the owners of Camp Uncas and Kamp Kill Kare to replace the gates at the beginnings of
Mohegan Lake and Lake Kora Roads with Department gates. Provide an acceptable means of access
through the gates for interior landowners and their guests.

8. Cultural/Historical/Archaeological Resources
Present Conditions:
The cultural, historical, and archaeological resources on Forest Preserve lands reveal an important link between
people and natural resources in this area long ago. Resource inventory efforts will lead to more inclusive
discussions with local citizens and other interested parties in managing area natural resources. In addition to
table 1 in Section II‐C‐2, additional historical sites may exist in or adjacent to the MRPWF. The New York State
Archaeological Inventory indicates that archaeological resources may be present in the MRPWF. According to an
evaluation of archaeological sensitivity for prehistoric Native American sites, there is a mixed probability of the
existence of prehistoric cultural material within the study area. This rating is based on the physiographic
characteristics of the unit. Areas in the vicinity of lakes, streams and swamps in the study area would suggest a
higher than average probability of prehistoric occupation or use. These would have been potential food and
water sources for prehistoric people who may have inhabited the area. Areas of steep slope would suggest a
low probability of prehistoric occupation or use, except in exposed rock faces which could have functioned as
rock shelters.
The historic and archaeological sites located within the MRPWF, as well as additional unrecorded sites that may
exist on the property, are protected by the provisions of the New York State Historic Preservation Act (SHPA ‐
Article 14 PRHPL), Article 9 of the Environmental Conservation Law, 6 NYCRR Section 190.8 (g) and Section 233
of the Education Law. No actions that would negatively impact these resources are proposed in this Unit
Management Plan. Should any such actions be proposed in the future they will be reviewed in accordance with
the requirements of SHPA. Unauthorized excavation and removal of materials from any of these sites is
prohibited by Article 9 of Environmental Conservation Law and Section 233 of Education Law. In some cases
additional protection may be afforded these resources by the federal Archaeological Resources Protection Act
(ARPA).
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Objectives:
•
•
•

Identify all known cultural, historical or archaeological resources.
Promote to the extent practicable, appropriate sites within the MRPWF.
Coordinate all activities affecting these resources through the regional office to the State Museum and
the NYS Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation.

Management Actions:
•
•

Locate and inventory historical structures or archaeological sites as they are found within the MRPWF.
The archaeological sites located on this land unit as well as additional unrecorded sites that may exist on
the property may be made available for appropriate research. Any future archaeological research to be
conducted on the property will be accomplished under the auspices of all appropriate permits. Research
permits will be issued only after consultation with the New York State Museum and the Office of Parks,
Recreation and Historic Preservation. Extensive excavations are not contemplated as part of any
research program in order to assure that the sites are available to future researchers who are likely to
have more advanced tools and techniques as well as more fully developed research questions.

C. ManMade Facilities
Many different types of structures are found on MRPWF lands such as pit privies, foot and snowmobile bridges,
trail register boxes and bulletin boards and kiosks. See Appendix 2 for a detailed list of the existing man‐made
structures and improvements within the MRPWF. To create a Forest Preserve look when installing new
structures or rehabilitating old ones, it is useful and desirable to have consistent design standards for all Forest
Preserve facilities. Since no formal Forest Preserve design standards exist at this time, existing DEC documents
such as the "Interior Use Manual," “Draft ADA Accessibility Standards for Outdoor Recreational Facilities” and
the "Adirondack Lean‐to Plan" will be used when designing new structures or rehabilitating old ones. If no
specific guidance is available for a structure, it will be designed to incorporate the use of natural materials such
as round wood, wood shingles and native stone. The appearance of Forest Preserve structures will be made to
conform to the natural environment through the use of colors such as subdued greens, browns and other earth
tones.
Impacts associated with area facilities are discussed in Section II‐H‐Capacity to Withstand Use. This section of
the plan will identify specific structures and improvements that need to be maintained, closed or constructed.
The applicability of ADA and ADAAG, either adopted or proposed, to facility rehabilitation, removal and
development is discussed in Section III‐B‐2, Section IV‐D, and Section V. Encroachments or occupancy
information can be found in Section IV‐B.
During the summer of 2002, two seasonal employees were utilized to conduct a facilities inventory on the unit.
The first priority of this inventory was to conduct an assessment of all designated campsites on the unit.
Appendix 8 contains a summary of that assessment. Additionally, all man‐made facilities were to be inventoried
and mapped. Detailed trail logs for this unit were not completed as part of this inventory, but will be completed
as part of this plan.
Stewardship of Area Facilities through Partnerships with Local Communities
In 2010 the Department and local communities partnered through a Temporary Revocable Permit (TRP) to open
roads within the MRPWF. The Department was faced with a reduction of resources which hampered it from
completing the necessary work required to open the road system. This partnership proved to be beneficial and
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the main roads remained open to the public for access. The Department will continue to work with the
communities and all interests to develop a long term plan for stewardship of the facilities within the MRPWF.
Future stewardship activities undertaken by the County or Towns will be done under either an AANR or TRP.
This effort may include maintenance of roads, campsites, trails, and other public use facilities.
General Objectives:
• Construct, maintain and manage all structures and improvements in conformance with the APSLMP.
• Remove any nonconforming uses.
• Develop a complete inventory of all structures and improvements and identify maintenance needs in
accordance with the Department’s Maintenance Management System (MMS).
• Establish a program of continual monitoring of the unit’s conforming structures and improvements
through the implementation of the MMS.
• Design all structures and improvements in accordance with a unified system developed for all Forest
Preserve lands.
• Support the retention and long‐term development of facility construction and maintenance expertise
among Department staff.
• Supplement Department staff resources by encouraging volunteer assistance in the construction and
maintenance of facilities. Enter into long‐term volunteer maintenance agreements under the terms of
the Adopt‐A‐Natural‐Resource Policy.
General Management Actions:
• Prepare a project work plan for each construction or major maintenance project.
• Consult the Adirondack Park Agency in accordance with the current DEC‐APA Memorandum of
Understanding.
• Comply with the requirements of all applicable laws, regulations and policies.
• Use the Limits of Acceptable Change (LAC) system to monitor and address environmental impacts
related to the existence of structures and improvements in the unit.
• Develop a long‐term partnership with the communities and other interests for the stewardship of
MRPWF.

1. Roads/Motor Vehicle Use
The planning team considered whether public use of existing roads should be maintained as is, reduced,
expanded, eliminated or limited to other means of travel. Some significant changes to existing motor vehicle
access will occur as a result of the reclassifications proposed in this UMP. In addition, other changes will include
the closure of several short road segments and the designation of Mitchell Ponds and Gould Roads for use by
persons with disabilities under CP‐3 permit from the Department.
A wide variety of roads can be found within the planning area, ranging from heavily traveled highway corridors
like NYS Route 28 to lightly used private access roads. These facilities will be described separately with their own
set of objectives and management actions under the categories: public highways, open DEC motor vehicle roads,
CP‐3 roads, private roads, closed roads and State truck trails.

Public Highways
Present Conditions:
There are approximately 24 miles of public highway frontage adjacent to MRPWF lands. The majority of road
frontage occurs along State and county roads, with additional mileage along town roads. These roads provide
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access to some portions of the MRPWF and provide views into the wild forest, as well as (in two instances) into
adjacent wilderness areas on the other sides of the roads: the Pigeon Lake Wilderness from Uncas Road; and the
Blue Ridge Wilderness from Sagamore Road. Portions of NYS Route 28 and the State lands immediately adjacent
to and visible from this highway are designated by the APSLMP as a travel corridor. These State lands are the
most visible to the traveling public and provide Adirondack Park visitors with a variety of aesthetic settings and
occasional scenic vistas. Some of these roads are parts of a system of officially designated scenic byways marked
with distinctive icons on brown and yellow signs. For example, NYS Route 28 is the Adirondack Trail Scenic
Byway. In addition, these travel corridors which are owned and/or managed by the NYS Department of
Transportation occasionally accommodate sections of snowmobile routes on public lands not designated as
Forest Preserve.
The portion of the LLCRR located in Township 7, Totten and Crossfields Purchase, with the exception of the
segment in the so‐called Gospel and Literature Lot, is subject to a 50 foot wide easement conveyed to Hamilton
County on December 15, 1987. This easement includes approximately 4.1 miles of the LLCRR.
ATV use on public highways that are open to motor vehicles
A particular section of road that is part of a county highway, would have to be specifically designated for ATV
use by the town under Vehicle and Traffic Law §2405(1) for it to be legal to drive ATVs on that road.
Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

Preserve the park‐like atmosphere on MRPWF lands adjacent to travel corridors and scenic byways by
managing State lands outside the right‐of‐way in compliance with APSLMP travel corridor guidelines.
Identify areas that provide potential scenic or recreational pull‐offs.
Improve recreational access to MRPWF lands from scenic byways, when necessary.
Require a TRP for all highway work other than normal routine maintenance14, where the highway abuts
or crosses MRPWF land and the municipality does not own fee title to the land underlying the highway.
Work jointly with APA and DOT to develop a comprehensive signing plan and assist with travel corridor
unit management planning efforts.

Management Actions:
•

•
•

Conduct a roadside scenic assessment. Many sections of public road frontage restrict public shoulder
parking or access due to the presence of guard rails, steep ditches, rock ledges and other terrain
constraints. The documentation of these constraints will be inventoried as part of a scenic roadside
assessment.
Locate trailheads and parking areas to have the minimum effect on the surrounding environment, and
wherever feasible and necessary, to be screened from view of scenic highways.
Coordinate with DOT and local municipalities to enable winter plowing of parking areas for winter based
recreational activities.

14

Activities such as cleaning ditches, replacing culverts, surfacing or resurfacing, and other work necessary to
repair and maintain an existing roadway is considered normal routine maintenance.
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Open DEC Motor Vehicle Roads/ATV Use
Present Conditions:
Motor vehicle use in and of itself, except for snowmobiling, is not a program offered by the Department.
However, use of motor vehicles by the public is authorized on designated roads to provide access for hunting,
trapping, fishing, camping or other permitted recreational purposes.
When NYS purchased the majority of the lands comprising the MRPWF from the Gould Paper Company, 26.2
miles of the existing road system was gifted by separate deed to the State for “purposes of fish and wildlife
management”. These roads included the Otter Brook Truck trail from near the intersection of the Otter Brook
Road easterly to the IP boundary; the Indian Lake Road (aka Indian River Road) from the Otter Brook Road
intersection westerly to the Adirondack League Club boundary; the Falls Pond Outlet Road; and, the portion of
the LLCRR from the Morehouse‐Arietta line easterly to Silver Run. Following State acquisition, many of these
routes were bulldozed in order to provide hunting access trails. Illegal motor vehicle use on these trails led to
many of them being gated around 1970.
Current management of the road system consists of raking, grading, replacement of culverts and responding to
frequent washouts caused by heavy rains. An engineering evaluation conducted in 1996 surveyed twenty known
problem areas. Between 2000 and 2005, eleven of those sites identified were addressed through the
replacement of culverts as specified in the 1996 evaluation (Appendix 22). Nine sites, one minor and eight major
sites, as identified in the 1996 report remain to be addressed. The one‐time funding of these drainage
improvement projects needs to be protected by sufficient annual funding for road maintenance.
There are several locations where illegal motor vehicle use is occurring on the unit. These areas consist of
portions of old gravel mines which have not been blocked off and sand banks adjacent to the road. Two of these
locations are in the vicinity of the Red River Bridge and one is near the bridge over the South Branch of the
Moose River.
The APSLMP contains several specific provisions on the public use of motor vehicles and all‐terrain vehicles in
units classified as wild forest. The APSLMP also provides, in guideline 2 under the heading “Motor vehicles,
motorized equipment and aircraft” on page 35, that in wild forest areas motor vehicle use by the general public
is limited to existing public roads and Department roads that are designated by the Department as being open to
the general public. Guideline 4 under the heading “Basic guidelines” for wild forest areas, on page 33 of the
APSLMP, indicates that public use of motor vehicles “will not be encouraged” and there will not be any “material
increase in the mileage of roads and snowmobile trails open to motorized use by the public in wild forest areas
that conformed to the master plan at the time of its original adoption in 1972.” Future proposals that would
increase the mileage of roads open to public motor vehicle use have to be considered in light of this provision.
Pursuant to 6 NYCRR §196.1(b)(3), public motor vehicle use in the Forest Preserve is only permitted on roads
that are specifically marked by the Department for motorized use. Currently there are a total of 61.45 miles of
roads on the unit. Of these, 42.0 miles are currently open to public motor vehicle use. 6 NYCRR §196.3 provides
regulations for the operation of motor vehicles on the LLCRR.
Prior to the adoption of the APSLMP, there were approximately 44.6 miles of roads used by the public across
lands that were to become the Moose River Plains River Wild Forest. Implementation of this UMP will result in a
total of 29.7 miles of open roads across Forest Preserve lands, resulting in a net loss of 14.9 miles from 1972
MRPWF mileage. The decrease in mileage is primarily the result of a land classification change that occurred in
1980 (6.3 miles) and from proposed reclassifications and management proposals in this plan (6.25 miles).
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The following table shows a comparison of road mileage in 1972, 2008 and after final adoption of this UMP, as it
is currently proposed. The road mileage shown as open in 1972 was compiled from regional staff and various
other sources, and is not based on any documented inventory from that time.
Table 10: Comparison of 1972, 2008 and Post UMP Road Mileage
Open in 1972

Open in 2008

Open if UMP adopted
as proposed

Miles of open roads

44.015

38.9

36.2416

% change from 1972

‐‐‐

‐11.6

‐17.6

Additional mileage will come from the proposed closure of several short, dead‐end roads.( Appendix 2 contains a
list of motor vehicle roads on the MRPWF.) The following roads are proposed to be closed either through this
UMP or as a result of proposed reclassification:
Indian Lake Road‐ 2.3 miles from the vicinity of approximately one‐half mile east of the Squaw Lake Trail to its
gated end near Indian Lake and the wilderness boundary there. The proposal to close the entire Indian Lake
Road was scaled back following public comment received on the 2010 Revised Draft UMP.
Otter Brook Truck Trail‐ 4.05 miles from the intersection with the Otter Brook Road easterly along the WCLWA
boundary to where the old road crossed Otter Brook. The first .75 miles are currently open to public motor
vehicle use while the remaining 3.3 miles have been gated since 1980. This area is proposed to be reclassified
and become part of the WCLWA.
Sly Pond Road‐ .25 miles from the LLCRR south to the former bridge crossing over the South Branch of the
Moose River. This road is being closed to preserve and enhance the scenic qualities of the river.
Gould Road‐ 2.1 miles (0.6 miles currently usable) from the intersection with the LLCRR northwesterly around
Wakely Pond. This road is being closed to prevent illegal motor vehicle use into the adjoining BRWA and to
protect the character of Wakely Pond. The first one‐half mile of the road will remain open as a CP‐3 route to
provide access to an accessible campsite.
Wakely Mountain Road‐ 1.0 miles from the trail head parking area northwesterly to the old camp location. This
road is part of the foot trail to Wakely Mountain and is in very poor condition. The first 0.1 miles to the parking
area will remain open.
Cellar Pond Road‐ 0.2 miles from the LLCRR northerly to the old camp location. This road is proposed to become
a foot trail to Wakely Mountain and is impassable by motor vehicle.
Payne Brook Road‐ 0.2 miles from the LLCRR northerly to the washed out culvert. This road is in poor condition
and does not provide access to any facility.

15
16
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Wakely Dam Bridge and campsite access road‐ 0.1 miles. Motor vehicle access will be stopped on the west side
of the bridge in order to provide more primitive type camping on the east side of the Cedar River Flow and due
to safety concerns with larger vehicles crossing the bridge, inadequate guide rails and pedestrian traffic.
ATV Use
All‐terrain vehicle (ATV) riding is not a recreational program offered to the public by the Department but is
instead one of many means of accessing such recreational programs as camping, hunting, and fishing. ATVs are
only allowed to operate on public highways that are designated and posted for ATV use by the State or local
government having management authority over such highways; on public land where specifically designated and
signed for ATV use by the government entity having management authority over such lands; and on private land
where the operator has permission from the owner or lessee.
The Vehicle and Traffic Law (V&TL) §2405(1) sets forth the requirements which municipalities and State agencies
must follow in order to open highways to ATVs. In summary, the APSLMP provides that in Wild Forest units ATVs
are not allowed on trails or in areas without trails and are allowed only on roads that are open to the public, but
the V&TL provision prohibits the use of ATVs on such roads except for the limited purpose of providing access to
areas or trails adjacent to the roads which are legally open to ATVs and which cannot otherwise be accessed
(such as where private lands are open to ATV traffic and are interspersed with State Wild Forest lands, and
access to the private land can occur only by allowing ATVs to cross, or travel a short distance on, a State road).
Consistent with the Vehicle and Traffic Law and APSLMP requirement, there are presently no roads, trails or
areas designated for this activity within the MRPWF.
The Department evaluated each road currently open for motor vehicle use to determine its suitability for ATV
use. None of the 42.0 miles of open roads was considered suitable for future ATV use. The decision was made
because the road sections do not provide access to adjacent trails or areas which are open to ATVs (as required
by V&TL § 2404(1)); are dead ends; and because the threat of illegal use on adjacent lands and subsequent
resource degradation.
Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

Allow motorized use of selected roads to improve and enhance access to recreational opportunities
consistent with APSLMP requirements.
Provide for adequate maintenance of all open roads to provide motorized access and use in a manner
that minimizes environmental impacts and is compatible with the character of wild forest lands.
Minimize impacts to wilderness of motor vehicle use along wilderness area boundaries.
Prevent illegal motor vehicle use.
Develop cooperative arrangements with local municipalities to help maintain area roads.

Management Actions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continue to replace known problem culverts as identified in the 1996 engineering evaluation.
Continue to annually maintain all open Department roads.
Close the Gould Road (2.1 miles) at the intersection with the Cedar River Road to public motor vehicle
use. The road will be closed by gating to allow continued administrative and CP‐3 access.
Close the Wakely Dam Bridge to motor vehicle use by installing a gate on the west side of the bridge.
The bridge will continue to be used as part of the Cedar River snowmobile trail.
Close the Wakely Mountain Road (1.0 miles) beyond the parking area to motor vehicle use by placing
boulders at the edge of the existing parking area.
Close the Cellar Pond Road to motor vehicle use by placing boulders near the intersection with the
LLCRR.
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•
•
•
•
•

Close the Payne Brook Road to motor vehicle use by placing boulders at the intersection with the LLCRR.
Close the Sly Pond Road to motor vehicle use by placing boulders near the LLCRR intersection.
Close the Indian Lake Road from a point approximately one‐half mile east of the Squaw Lake Trail.
Request that Hamilton County maintain their 4.1 miles of the LLCRR.
Place rock barriers along road shoulders to prevent illegal motor vehicle use in areas adjacent to roads at
the following locations; Rock Dam Road just south of the intersection with the LLCRR, LLCRR near the
intersection of the Loop Road east of the Red River Bridge, and Otter Brook Road just north of the bridge
over the South Branch of the Moose River.

CP‐3 Roads (Open for use by people with mobility impairments under TRP)
Present Conditions:
Opportunities to provide motorized access on old roads solely by persons with qualifying disabilities were
proposed as part of the ADA Consent Decree. Programs to be accessed include fishing, hunting and camping.

Private Roads
Present Conditions:
A few inholdings exist within the unit that are completely surrounded by Wild Forest classified lands or utilize
MRPWF lands for access. Three roads within the MRPWF provide private landowners access to their property.
The Sagamore Road has been maintained through an MOU with Sagamore Institute, Camp Uncas and Kamp Kill
Kare. The road is currently gated at the intersection of the Sagamore, Mohegan Lake and Lake Kora Roads. Public
motor vehicle access is not permitted beyond the gates, but non‐motorized access is permissible. Following the
implementation of management actions proposed in this plan, the MOU will likely need to be revised.
Additionally, a portion of the Mohegan Lake Road as well as the Bear Pond Road is used to reach the Bear Pond
Sportsmen’s Club. This club has a use reservation that will expire in 2022.
The State acquired approximately one mile of the Dillon Road (Raquette Lake Railroad) between Raquette Lake
and the Uncas Road. The acquisition is subject to an easement for a recreational trail as well as access to other
parcels along the road.
This motor vehicle access over NYS lands is by legal easement or has been allowed by the Department. Use of
these roads is limited and maintenance is provided for in easements. Any change in the present width or route
is not allowed.
Objectives:
•
•

Clarify private land access rights that involve crossings of MRPWF.
Clarify DEC administrative motor vehicle access rights over private lands.

Management Action:
•

Research legal access rights in all cases where private landowners are using MRPWF lands to access their
property.

Closed Roads
There are numerous old logging and woods roads throughout the MRPWF. These roads are a remnant of the
area’s history as commercial forest lands prior to the States acquisition. Some of these old roads are utilized and
maintained as snowmobile trails. At these locations, the old roads will not be maintained to road standards, but
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will be maintained according to the trail classification. Vegetation will be allowed to grow into the old road bed
up to the allowed trail width.
Management Action:
•

Close and barricade old roads where necessary to prevent motor vehicle use by the public.

State truck Trails
The APSLMP defines a State Truck Trail as “an improved way maintained by the Department of Environmental
Conservation for the principal purpose of facilitating administration of state lands or of allowing access for
firefighting equipment and not normally open for public use of motorized vehicles.”
State Truck Trails are used by Department personnel where necessary to reach, maintain or construct permitted
structures and improvements, for appropriate law enforcement and for general supervision of public use and
research. Department personnel using these roads must comply with Commissioner Policy CP‐17,
“Recordkeeping and Reporting of Administrative Use of Motor Vehicles and Aircraft in the Forest Preserve.”
Administrative roads may also be designated for use under Commissioner Policy CP‐3, “ Motor Vehicle Access to
State Lands Under the Jurisdiction of the Department of Environmental Conservation for People with Disabilities.”
The following roads are considered State Truck trails within the MRPWF; Beaver Lake Road, Mitchell Ponds
Road, Lost Ponds Road, Sagamore Road, and Raquette Lake Reservoir Road.
Management Action:
•

Allow DEC administrative motor vehicle use when required to manage public use, to conduct emergency
operations and to accomplish essential maintenance, construction and resource protection activities
that cannot be accomplished reasonably by other means.

Alternatives Discussion for Motorized Use
As discussed previously, the APSLMP allows only very limited public use of motor vehicles on wild forest units
within the Adirondack Park. Under the heading “Roads, jeep trails and state truck trails” on page 36 of the
APSLMP, Guideline 4 provides that “no new roads will be constructed in wild forest areas nor will new state truck
trails be constructed unless such construction is absolutely essential to the protection or administration of an
area, no feasible alternative exists and no deterioration of the wild forest character or natural resource quality of
the area will result.”
The APSLMP does distinguish between the different types of motor vehicles and their uses. This is important
from a management perspective because the environmental and social impacts associated with each different
type of motor vehicle use can vary greatly. Realizing this, it becomes more apparent that managers need to pay
special attention to the specific type of motorized use being proposed or allowed in an area.
The following environmental, social and economic impacts were identified for the motor vehicle use issue:
Pollution of surface waters related to road maintenance activities and motor vehicle use
Road maintenance activities and increased motor vehicle use could cause sediment to be deposited in streams,
ponds and wetlands. The threat of surface water sedimentation related to construction and maintenance
activities can be minimized through the use of Best Management Practices (BMPs) for water quality. These
practices include the installation of sediment control measures such as filter fabric, hay bales and silt fences.
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Oils, gasoline and other petroleum based products could also enter surface and groundwater and could affect
the health and safety of visitors and fish and wildlife.
Negative effects on fish and wildlife populations related to road maintenance activities and motor vehicle use
Sedimentation related to road run‐off could reduce the quality of fish spawning habitat. To minimize these
impacts, sedimentation will be contained and work in sensitive areas will be scheduled so as not to coincide with
spawning seasons. Wildlife populations will not be significantly affected by the physical existence of roads, but
the passage of users could disturb the breeding activity of certain birds. It is believed that the noise of
motorized vehicles will have a relatively minor impact because wildlife tend to grow accustomed to the
repetition of innocuous sounds. Visual contact with people would be more likely to cause a disturbance to
wildlife.
The operation of motor vehicles on open roads may lead to instances of collision with wildlife. However,
because of the limited number of open roads, relatively low frequency of use and low speeds at which they
would be traveling, wildlife mortality due to motor vehicle collisions will be very rare.
The removal of vegetation related to road maintenance activities and motor vehicle use
Routine road maintenance will require that woody and herbaceous vegetation be removed from within the
width of the existing road. Chainsaws and other mechanized hand held equipment may be used; the use of
herbicides is not anticipated. Wetland plants could be affected by vegetation management activities. However,
mitigation measures will minimize the impacts of vegetation management on protected native plants.
An increase in the need for law enforcement, fire protection and search and rescue services
Providing motor vehicle access could lead to moderate increases in problems of trespass across private lands,
fires and lost persons, which might lead to increased demands on State and local services. The incidence of
these potential problems could be kept within reasonable limits through proper signing, education and
identification of boundary lines.
An increase in the visual impacts related to road improvements and motor vehicle use
Visual impacts will result from the use of motor vehicles. The clearing of vegetation from within the width of
roads will be necessary. Increased use and the concentrations of visitors on certain roads could cause damage
to the physical resource, especially if roads are not properly maintained. Vegetation will be retained when
possible and will only be removed to the minimum width necessary to protect the natural character of the area,
provide adequate sight distances on curves and to maintain drainage structures.
The creation of safety hazards
Allowing public motor vehicle use could lead to a number of safety hazards for different user groups. Some
danger of motor vehicle collisions will exist wherever trails utilize or cross open roads. The risk of conflict
between different user groups will be reduced by properly identifying all roads and their designated uses.
Barriers will be used when necessary to limit motor vehicles and ATVs from illegally accessing trails and to
prohibit them from illegally crossing snowmobile bridges.
An increase in noise levels in areas surrounding open roads and related facilities
The use of motor vehicles will cause increases in noise levels in the lands adjacent to open roads. The level of
sound emitted by an individual motor vehicle constructed to meet modern noise emission standards is relatively
low, and the frequency at which these vehicles will pass a given point is estimated to be relatively low. The
sound of vehicles on open roads will affect the sense of solitude available to visitors in the lands surrounding
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those roads, most significantly in wilderness areas near where the roads exist along a boundary. However,
because motor vehicle use will only occur on a limited number of short open roads and traffic is anticipated to
be light, it is believed that relatively few people will be present to be affected by the noise. In addition, the
policy of removing the minimum amount of vegetation necessary will also help confine motor vehicle noise.
The following management alternatives were identified regarding public motorized access:
Alternative 1 ‐ No Motor Vehicle use at all. This alternative would close all open roads and leave closed the
roads that are currently closed. While this limits impacts related to motor vehicle use, it does not consider the
enhancement of recreational opportunities for mobility impaired users. Furthermore, the APSLMP and DEC
regulations allow for public use of motor vehicles on open roads in wild forest units. For these reasons, this
alternative will not be supported by this UMP.
Alternative 2 ‐ Allow ATV use on all roads open to motor vehicle use. This would allow the public to use ATVs
on all DEC roads to the exclusion of other public motor vehicle traffic. Allowing ATVs to travel down these roads
could encourage illegal use and subsequent resource degradation. The posting of open DEC roads for ATV use
only would exclude a vast majority of the public from reaching the interior of the unit. Also, opening the roads
to ATVs would not comply with VTL §2405(1), which prohibits opening a public highway to ATVs unless the
purpose is to provide ATVs with access to adjacent trails or areas which they otherwise could not access.
Considering these factors, this is not an appropriate or recommended management action and will not be
supported by this UMP.
Alternative 3 ‐ Open more motor vehicle roads. This alternative would propose a greater degree of motor
vehicle use by opening up additional roads to enhance public access into the area. DEC could rehabilitate and
open to the public for motor vehicle use numerous old roads throughout the unit. Some of these roads could be
opened for ATV use under CP‐3, but would require significant amounts of rehabilitation and annual
maintenance. Considering APSLMP guidelines limiting the potential extent of new motor vehicle roads or uses
and the possible impacts on the wild forest character and adjoining wilderness areas, this alternative will not be
supported by this UMP.
Alternative 4 ‐ Allow limited motor vehicle use. This preferred alternative balances road closures with
continued public motor vehicle access on some currently open roads. This alternative would allow the
maintenance of selected, existing DEC roads. Roads such as the Gould Road, Wakely Mountain Road, Cellar
Pond Road, Payne Brook Road and Sly Pond Road that are either not suitable for motor vehicle use or provide
only limited access to the general public would be closed. In situations where roads form the boundary with
adjoining wilderness areas consideration should be given to closing the road. The Indian Lake Road falls into this
category and a determination was made that closing the road to motor vehicles would lead to a substantial
increase in acreage of lands having true wilderness character. The decision to close this road comes at an
expense to users who have traditionally utilized this part of the unit. The loss of motor vehicle access will limit
the use of the area to fewer people. However, in this instance the opportunity to protect and enhance true
wilderness character surpass the loss of access. Existing public motor vehicle roads in areas reclassified to
wilderness or primitive would be closed under the APSLMP guidelines for management of lands with those
classifications. Short access roads to accessible facilities, limited to permit holders on the two proposed CP‐3
routes, and proposed accessible parking lots will be developed to enhance program access into MRPWF.
Considering all of the available options, this alternative appears to be the best and will be supported by this
UMP.
No Action Alternative ‐ This alternative would leave roads in their current state as either closed, open or
partially closed due to maintenance condition. By maintaining the status quo, opportunities for the mobility
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impaired would not be enhanced. Lack of maintenance on existing roads would result in further washouts,
eventually rendering the roads impassable to vehicles. Considering these factors, this is not an appropriate or
recommended management action and will not be supported by this UMP.

2. Parking Areas
Present Situation and Assumptions:
The Department provides two types of parking facilities: parking areas and pull‐offs. Parking areas are designed
and designated for parking with signs and established perimeters. The perimeter can be guard rails, boulders or
natural features. Pull‐offs are areas where the public can safely pull off the road to park, stand or allow other
traffic to pass. These areas are wide spots on the road or just off the road shoulder. Pull‐offs are not formally
designated or signed and are generally only suitable for one to a few vehicles.
The current parking situation throughout this unit is adequate to accommodate current use levels. However,
improvements to existing parking areas can be made which will ensure the protection of the resource and the
quality of the visitor experience. The development of new facilities or improvements to existing facilities for
persons with disabilities will require the need for additional parking. There are several locations at which
roadside parking currently occurs and numerous campsites which are utilized for parking by day users. In
locations where roadside parking occurs, parking facilities should be provided to alleviate safety concerns.
Once the proposed new snowmobile trail is constructed, additional parking for snowmobilers may be needed.
There are several existing locations that may be utilized Eighth Lake Campground, Seventh Lake boat launch and
the DOT pull off near South Inlet. Other possible alternatives will need to be explored in the future.
All newly constructed and rehabilitated existing parking areas will include one accessible parking spot. Parking
areas in conjunction with CP‐3 projects are addressed in the Access for Persons with Disabilities portion of this
section.
The parking area for the Seventh Lake Boat Launch is often utilized by people who swim at the beach at Buck
Hollow. On busy weekends this leads to parking along State Route 28. As this use conflicts with existing
regulations, separate parking along Route 28 will be explored. Parking also occurs along the shoulder of Route 28
in various locations. This use is currently not an issue but should be continually monitored for future problems.
Parking for uses other than boat launching at this site is illegal:
59.1 (g) No person shall moor, dock, beach, leave, abandon or park any boat, auto trailer, float, raft or vehicle of
any type for more than 24 hours at any boat‐launching site or fishing‐access site from which boats may be
launched, and no vehicle except one used in loading and unloading or launching a boat shall be left parked
within such area at any time.
Until either the regulation is modified or a new parking area is constructed for day use, no proposed
improvements for the Buck Hollow area will be constructed.
A new parking area will need to be constructed at the proposed new end point of the Indian Lake Road. This
parking area will serve those going to Squaw and Indian Lakes as well as users accessing the WCLWA. It is
estimated a minimum of 12 parking spaces will be required.
Objectives:
•
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•
•
•
•

Develop partnerships with local governments to maintain and snowplow roadside trailhead parking
facilities. The plowing of snow from area trail heads will depend upon the trail head type, adjacent
road classification, and public use needs.
Design trailheads and parking areas to reflect allowed uses and capacity of the resource to withstand
use. Consider space requirements for larger vehicles with trailers where appropriate.
Ensure all new or expanded parking lots have accessible spaces, pursuant to ADA and ADAAG
guidelines.
Indirectly manage interior use by balancing parking lot size to interior use visitor capacities.

Management actions:

Cathedral Pines Trailhead:
Present Situation and Assumptions:
Currently the only existing parking at this trailhead consists of two informal pull‐offs along the shoulder of Route
28.
Management Actions:
•
•

Through a cooperative effort with NYSDOT construct a 3‐car parking area, with one space accessible,
adjacent to Route 28 at the Cathedral Pines trail head. The plan for this parking area should be included
in the reconstruction design for Route 28.
A 5‐car parking area, with two accessible spaces, was constructed adjacent to the existing gate at the
trail head to Icehouse Pond in 2009.

West Mountain Trailhead:
Present Situation and Assumptions:
The current parking area at this trail head consists of space for 2 cars in an old gravel pit along the Uncas Road,
approximately 400 feet north of the trail head.
Management Action:
•

Improve the existing parking area through resurfacing/re‐grading the existing parking area to provide
parking for 3 vehicles with one space being accessible.

Sucker Brook Bay Trailhead:
Present Situation and Assumptions:
Parking currently occurs at an informal pull‐off near Brown’s Tract Pond where the trail intersects the Uncas
Road. A four car parking area will be constructed off from the Uncas Road to provide parking for this trail.
Management Actions:
•
•

Develop a new four car parking area along the Uncas Road for the Sucker Brook Bay trailhead.
Install a new trail register/guideboard at the parking area.
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Indian Lake Road
Present Situation and Assumptions:
As the terminus of the Indian Lake Road will be moved east 2.3 miles, a new parking area will be necessary to
serve this area.
Management Actions:
•
•

Construct a new 12‐car parking area approximately one‐half mile west of the Squaw Lake Trail.
Monitor for use to determine if capacity is adequate.

Wakely Dam/Cedar River Flow:
Present Situation and Assumptions:
A four car parking area located adjacent to the old caretaker’s cabin is the only designated parking area in this
location. Campers utilizing the designated sites park on or near their site. Boaters tend to park wherever they
find room in the open grassy areas. A new 10 car parking area will be constructed to accommodate public use of
the flow. A site restoration plan which will enhance the wild forest character of the area and improve the
integrity of the scenic river corridor will be developed, in consultation with APA, and implemented for this area.
Management Actions:
• Construct a new 10 car parking area for users of the Cedar River Flow.
• Develop a site restoration plan to revegetate areas unused for parking.

Seventh‐Eighth Lake Loop Trail:
Present Situation and Assumptions:
The existing 6‐car parking area across from the Eighth Lake Campground is adequate in size but needs
resurfacing. The parking area is currently plowed during the winter months by the Town of Inlet.
Management Actions:
•

Improve the existing parking area across from Eighth Lake campground by resurfacing and grading.

Rocky Mt./ Black Bear Mt. Trailhead:
Present Situation and Assumptions:
This parking area utilizes a portion of old State Route 28, which was realigned in 1964. The NYSDOT formally
abandoned maintenance of this section of highway to the Town of Inlet. The current area used for parking can
accommodate approximately 20 cars. From this parking area access is gained to foot trails leading to Rocky Mt.
and Black Bear Mt. On busy summer and fall weekends it is not uncommon for the parking lot to be at capacity
as these are both relatively easy summits to reach and are popular with many visitors to the area. This parking
area, due to its location and the types of visitors using it, provides an excellent opportunity to provide
information to the public on not only this unit but on all of the Forest Preserve as well as the local area.
Management Actions:
•
•
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Provide an informational kiosk adjacent to the parking area.
Work with the Town of Inlet to provide winter snow removal to a portion of the parking area for skiers
and snowshoers.
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Sagamore Lake:
Present Situation and Assumptions:
This undesignated parking area consists of a level grassy area on the east side of the road to Sagamore Lake.
Though it appears to have been constructed before the land was acquired by the State, it is not signed. It is
occasionally mowed by Sagamore staff and used for parking. The area is approximately 60 feet long and 25 feet
deep and can accommodate six cars. Most parking currently occurs in a small area at the beginning of the Lake
Trail at the end of the road. The limited space leads to blocking of the bridge and the trail. Designation of this
parking area will help alleviate the congestion near the bridge.
Management Actions:
•
•
•

Improve the existing parking area on the road to Sagamore Lake by graveling and leveling.
Provide adequate signage identifying the parking area.
Restrict parking, through the posting of signs, at the locations near the bridge and trail head.

Sagamore Road Parking Area:
Present Situation and Assumptions:
This parking area serves a number of different Forest Preserve destinations as well as providing some parking for
Great Camp Sagamore, a national historic site, which is open to the public. The current parking area has a
capacity of approximately 50 cars. On busy summer weekends the area can be full, with most, if not all, users
going to Camp Sagamore. As this parking area is located on the Forest Preserve and is intended for those users,
it is important that Camp Sagamore’s use does not infringe on the projected need for parking for Forest Preserve
users. Projected use levels for both the MRPWF and the BRW will require approximately 24 parking spaces in the
vicinity of Camp Sagamore. Six of these spaces will be provided for at the parking area along the spur road
leading to Sagamore Lake. The remaining 18 spaces will be in this larger parking area. The rest of the area is
available for use by Sagamore visitors. The use of the large parking area by Sagamore tour and special event
participants is permitted to help maintain the historic atmosphere of the Sagamore grounds. Continual
automobile traffic to and from Sagamore’s interior parking area, which is reserved for residents, would disrupt
walking tours and intrude on the camp’s visual and sound environment. The level and timing of the use of the
large parking area by Sagamore guests has not significantly interfered with public use.
Management Actions:
•
•

Monitor parking to determine if use by Camp Sagamore visitors is impacting Forest Preserve users’
ability to have ample parking facilities.
If monitoring shows a need to regulate parking in this area, work with Camp Sagamore to resolve this
issue.

Gould Road Parking Area
Present Situation and Assumptions:
Currently the Gould Road is open for public motor vehicle use. Users of this area generally park along the Cedar
River Road or at various openings along the Gould Road. Most use of this area occurs during the big game
hunting season. As this plan is proposing the closure of the Gould Road to motor vehicle use, except for motor
vehicle access along the first half‐mile for people with disabilities under permit, parking will need to be provided.
The proposed location for the parking area, at the intersection of the Gould Road and the Cedar River Road, is
approximately 150 feet from the intersection along the Gould Road. Construction closer to the Cedar River Road
is not possible due to wetlands. Projected use levels for both Wakely Pond and the surrounding area indicate
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that a 4‐car parking area at this location would be sufficient. Eight trees will need to be removed for construction
of this parking area; 1‐ 5” aspen, 1‐ 4” red maple, 1‐ 5” red maple, 1‐ 3” yellow birch, 1‐ 5” yellow birch, 1‐ 3”
balsam fir, 1‐ 4” red spruce and 1‐ 5” red spruce.
Management Action:
•

Construct a 4‐car parking area at the intersection of the Gould Road and the Cedar River Road, including
one accessible parking space.

Black Bear Mountain Trail (Uncas Road)
Present Situation and Assumptions:
The existing trailhead parking for this trail can accommodate only two to three cars, and on busy days there will
be up to 12‐15 cars parked along the Uncas Road. During the fall of 2009 the private landowner, whose property
the trail crosses for approximately ten feet, requested the Department move the trail off of their property. As
the trail follows the old Uncas Road, which may have a right for public travel, additional investigation will be
needed to determine if the trail has to be moved. Whether or not the trail is relocated, new additional parking
for this trail is needed. A new location was located approximately 800 feet east of the current trail head. A new
8‐car parking area will be constructed at this location. Should the existing trail remain at its current location, a
new connector trail may be constructed to avoid road walking to get to the trail. If the old trail is relocated the
new connector trail will also be designated as a snowmobile trail.
Management Actions:
•
•

Construct a new 8‐car parking area approximately 800 feet east of the existing trail head.
Construct a connector trail between the new parking area and the existing trail.

The following discussion of the Wakely Mountain trailhead is included in the BRW and WMPA UMP as this
trail and its use affects those areas as well as the MRPWF.

Wakely Mountain Trailhead:
The Wakely Mountain trailhead is located 11.8 miles down Cedar River Road from Route 28; 0.3 miles before the
Cedar River entrance to the MRPWF. The trailhead is within the MRPWF. A DEC access road leads 150 feet to a
parking area about 100 feet long by 70 feet wide. It can accommodate from 15 to 20 cars, depending on the
discipline of the visitors. On a sign post beside Cedar River Road there is a standard guideboard with the words,
“Trail To Wakely Mt. Observatory, 3,744 Ft. Elev., 3.0 miles.” A sign hanging from the guideboard with the words,
“Parking Area” and an arrow, directs visitors to the trailhead. There is a standard trail register on the edge of the
parking area. At present, there is no barrier preventing motor vehicles from proceeding beyond the parking area
along the road that forms the 1st mile of the trail.
The parking area should be designed to accommodate in all seasons the variety of uses considered appropriate
within the capacity of the area to withstand use. Compared with other fire tower trails, the trail to Wakely
Mountain is lightly used. On summer weekend days seldom more than 15 parties climb to the summit. The
publication of fire tower books is likely to increase use levels. Maximum use levels are not likely to exceed 20
parties per day during the next five years. The summit area is considered to be able to withstand the expected
continuation of relatively low use levels. Though vegetation is lacking and bare soil is exposed in the core area
between the tower and observer cabin, the area is level and soil erosion is minimal. The area of bare soil does
not appear to be expanding. With the installation of needed erosion‐control structures, the existing trail also
would be capable of withstanding projected use. Needed parking capacity would be somewhat less than 20,
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since not all the cars belonging to those hiking to the summit would occupy the parking area at one time.
Because peak use levels would be likely to occur only on relatively few days during the year, on most days
parking capacity would well exceed use levels. The construction of the Cellar Pond route to the summit likely
would result in a substantial reduction in the use of the existing trail. Parking demand would fall accordingly.
The parking area would be useful for other visitors to the area. The Gould Road will be open for mountain biking
and horseback riding. However, because of the limited length of the road, the absence of scenic destinations and
the many other parking options for bikers and equestrians exploring the trails in the MRPWF, parking demand is
expected to be low. The parking area also is used during the big game season for hunting access. However, the
number of people hiking to the summit of Wakely Mountain declines significantly as big game season advances,
so additional parking capacity is not required. The parking area is not used in winter because Cedar River Road is
not plowed beyond a snowmobile parking area located more than 4 miles northeast of the trailhead.
After the relocation of the NP Trail, it is expected that the use of the NP Trail would be largely limited to
through‐hikers. Many of those would be through‐hikers who would camp and park in the Wakely Dam area.
Therefore, the demand for parking in the Wakely Mountain parking area likely would not exceed 3 or 4 cars at a
time.
It is expected that the present capacity of the Wakely Mountain parking area is larger than would be required on
most days during the year, though it could approach capacity on peak summer weekends. It is likely that a
smaller parking area would be sufficient after the construction of the Cellar Pond route. Parking capacity needs
should be reassessed once all management proposals affecting the area have been implemented and new use
patterns have become established.
Management Actions:
•
•
•
•

Maintain the Wakely Mountain trailhead as a Class I trailhead. Replace the existing standard trail register
with a Storey register. Include a map and messages in the display area including regulations and
recommendations from the Leave No Trace program.
Maintain the existing 20‐car capacity of the Wakely Mountain trailhead parking area.
Install a sign approximately 1.5' x 2' with the wording, “Wakely Mountain Trailhead” in 2"‐3" letters with
a directional arrow, printed on both sides, on the existing sign post on Cedar River Road. Relocate the
existing guideboard to the beginning of the trail near the new Storey register.
Reassess parking capacity needs after all management proposals affecting the area have been
implemented and new use patterns have become established.

No Action Alternative ‐ The “no action” alternative would prevent necessary improvements to existing lots and
construction of new parking facilities where a need is clearly demonstrated and anticipated public use is
expected. Establishing properly sized parking facilities with the edges outlined with rock will help limit the
number of people entering an area at specific locations, thereby lowering potential use at any given time.
Proper siting and construction can reduce environmental impacts and help mitigate impacts to adjacent
landowners.

3. Trails
Present Situation and Assumptions:
Many of the existing trails on the MRPWF utilize former woods roads once used for logging purposes. The
extensive system of old roads on the unit could provide for future expansion of the existing trail network. An
inventory of existing trails is found in Appendix 2; however a detailed trail log showing specific problem areas
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and documenting trail maintenance needs has not yet been completed. Several sections of the existing trail
network cross wetlands and streams. Though excessive slope is not a problem for most trails, the trail ascending
the steep flank of Wakely Mountain to the summit follows the fall line and is subject to soil erosion. In general,
few trail‐hardening or drainage improvements have been installed on the trails in the unit. Maintenance has
consisted mostly of blowdown removal, brushing and trail marking.
Though bridging or trail‐hardening structures should not be provided at every wet spot, permitting a trail to pass
unimproved through extensive wetlands or across streams with unstable banks can lead to unacceptable
impacts to vegetation, soils, aquatic habitats and natural visual character. On existing trails, significant wet areas
should be avoided through trail relocation, where feasible. Where terrain restrictions prevent relocation,
appropriate types of bridging or trail hardening should be installed where necessary to protect natural
resources. When determining the location of a new trail, a route should be chosen that will minimize long‐term
environmental impacts and maintenance needs. To get to interior destinations, anglers and hunters are inclined
to establish foot paths that follow old roads. However, old roads often follow streams or run along the toes of
slopes where the water table is high and numerous springs flow across the road surface, especially in spring and
fall. The amount of bridging or drainage work necessary to convert such roads to official trails can be excessive.
Trail management involves not just the trail itself, but also the corridor it occupies. Trails are not self‐sustaining.
Once developed, all trails must receive a degree of maintenance; otherwise non‐maintained trails will
deteriorate and cause resource problems. The degree of maintenance a trail receives varies greatly depending
on the designated use of that trail. Snowmobile and ski trails may require pruning of branches to a greater
height to accommodate the snow pack. Horse trails also require greater pruning heights as riders are generally
6‐8 feet or more above ground level. Maintenance of all trails should be conducted in a manner that is adequate
for the desired use and has minimal impact on the character of the trail.
DEC faces a backlog of unmet trail maintenance and reconstruction on some of the unit's trails and relies on
volunteers and trail contractors to close the gap. User groups, clubs, and other organizations raise resources,
financial and otherwise, for trail work. Contributions come in terms of labor, materials, and planning assistance.
The use of volunteers and contractors, though effective, has associated costs and other limitations. For
example, DEC personnel must devote time to planning and coordination, training, supervision and logistical
support of volunteers. Currently there are two Adopt‐A‐Natural‐Resource Stewardship Agreements for trail
maintenance on the unit. The first is with the Central Adirondack Trail Blazers. Permitted maintenance activities
include: blowdown removal, brushing, cleaning of culverts, repairing water bars, replacing broken bridge
planking and replacing signs. The second agreement is with the Inlet Barnstormers Snowmobile Club. This
agreement allows for the same trail maintenance as above, but also allows for grooming of snowmobile trails
pulling drags not exceeding 6 feet in width. Two additional TRPs allow for snowmobile trail grooming by the
Towns of Inlet and Indian Lake.
The concept of multiple‐use trails will be promoted on the MRPWF. Many of the unit’s existing trails utilize old
woods roads, remnants of the logging history of the area. These old roads are suitable to withstand a variety of
different uses. Any trail showing evidence of erosion or degradation should be assessed to determine if the
trail’s location is in the best place. Recent reports have shown that in many areas, trail problems are not the
result of any one particular type of use, but rather from poor design and layout.
User‐ created trails exist in many locations throughout the unit. Many of these trails are used to access areas for
hunting and fishing, while others may provide access to DEC trails from the vicinity of private residences.
Although the use of these trails is permissible, their maintenance, or construction of new trails, is illegal. A
comprehensive inventory of these trails has not yet been completed.
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General Trail Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

Provide visitors with a trail system that offers a range of recreational opportunities in a manner that
keeps physical and visual trail and resource impacts to a minimum.
Maintain trails to appropriate standards.
Minimize the mileage of hiking trails, where practical, that utilizes open motor vehicle roads.
Identify need for trail relocations and/or need for new trails.
Provide a unified system of trail signage and markers on Forest Preserve lands.

General Trail Management Actions:
•
•

•
•

•

Trail construction, relocation, or reconstruction activities will not be undertaken in the absence of an
approved trail project plan.
Trail maintenance will include removal of downed trees, ditching, clearing of brush, water bar
construction and cleaning, bridge repairs and reconstruction in accordance with annual work plans and
availability of funds. Bridge repair and construction will occur only in cases where public safety and/or
resource protection is jeopardized.
The Adirondack Park Agency will be consulted in any trail management activities in wetlands and in
areas adjacent to wetlands to determine if an Agency wetlands permit is required.
Trail sections vulnerable to excessive damage which cannot be relocated will be designated and closed
during wet seasons. Postings will be done at trail heads and through the media. Voluntary compliance
will be the first strategy employed; mandatory regulation and enforcement will be the actions of last
resort.
Conduct a detailed trail log identifying problem areas for all trails.

Snowmobile Trails
Present Situation and Assumptions:
The DEC system of snowmobile trails has been used by the NYS Office of Parks, Recreation, and Historic
Preservation (OPRHP) to identify a snowmobile trail corridor system within the unit as part of OPRHP’s statewide
snowmobile trail network. OPRHP’s snowmobile trail classification plays a major role in the amount of funding
available for grooming and trail maintenance. Trails designed by OPRHP as snowmobile “corridor” or
“secondary” trails are eligible for OPRHP funding to support maintenance and grooming. Unfunded snowmobile
trails may be kept clear to their allowed width only where cutting of trees or other woody growth over 3" DBH is
not necessary. DEC, as per the Management Guidance (Appendix 1), however, utilizes a different trail
classification system and standards than that of OPRHP.
Class II (Community Connector Trails) ‐ Snowmobile trails or trail segments that serve to connect communities
and provide the main travel routes for snowmobiles within a unit are Community Connector Trails. These trails
are located in the periphery of Wild Forest or other Forest Preserve areas. They are always located as close as
possible to motorized travel corridors, given safety, terrain and environmental constraints, and only rarely are
any segments of them located further than one mile away from the nearest of these corridors. They are not
duplicated or paralleled by other snowmobile trails. Some can be short, linking communities to longer Class II
trails that connect two or more other communities.
Class I (Secondary Snowmobile Trails) ‐ All other snowmobile trails that are not Community Connector Trails are
Secondary Snowmobile Trails. These trails are located in the periphery of Wild Forest and other Forest Preserve
areas where snowmobile trails are designated.17 They may be spur trails (perhaps leading to population areas
17

Snowmobile trails may also be located in some Primitive areas and in Wilderness areas within 500 feet of the Wilderness
boundary.
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and services such as repair shops, service stations, restaurants and lodging), short loop trails or longer
recreational trails. If directly connected to Class II trails, new and rerouted Class I trails are always located as
close as possible to ‐ and no farther than one mile from ‐ motorized travel corridors, although some ‐ with high
recreational value ‐ may be located beyond one mile and may approach a remote interior area.
Snowmobile Use on Roads: Designated snowmobile routes can exist on Forest Preserve roads such as the LLCRR
in the Moose River Plains. DEC management of all such roads for motor vehicle use, including snowmobiles, is
guided by the Department’s “CP‐38 Forest Preserve Roads” policy.
Most of the MRPWF trails were developed in the 1960s when snowmobiles were narrower in width and capable
of traversing more rugged terrain. Today's machines are generally heavier and wider and are much more
dependent on a groomed trail surface than were sleds of a decade or more ago. Touring sleds designed for
travel on trails can be 48 inches in width and exceed 500 pounds. The larger size and weight of today's machines
cause them to get stuck more easily once off the groomed surface. This is especially difficult for older family
members and child operators. In addition, the type of grooming equipment has changed over the years. The
size of machinery has varied from home‐made equipment, such as a snowmobile dragging bed springs, to larger
twin‐tracked units with a hydraulically controlled groomer. Some modern day groomers may exceed twenty five
feet in length and 6,000 pounds in weight.
Many of the existing snowmobile trails within the MRPWF are un‐groomed, single track trails that lead to lakes
or ponds. Several trails on the unit have received minimal use in recent years due to un‐groomed conditions,
which make it nearly impossible for modern snowmobiles to operate on. Concerns over water crossings, rough
existing trail conditions and aesthetics have prompted an identification of existing problems and solutions for
the snowmobile trails within the MRPWF.
A Park‐wide Perspective to Snowmobile Planning
Until recently snowmobile trail planning and development was accomplished through individual unit
management plans on a unit by unit basis. Throughout the development of the UMP for the MRPWF, the need
to consider a broader approach to snowmobile trail planning became evident. When the Adirondack Park
snowmobile trail network is viewed in its entirety, it becomes obvious that there are numerous gaps in the trail
network. These gaps isolate individual towns and villages and without connections to other regions may limit
opportunities for riding to local trails. In other cases ice crossings, necessitated by the lack of ground routes,
adversely affects when adjoining trails may be used. These situations not only limit for some communities the
opportunity to take advantage of the economic benefits of snowmobiling but also tend to focus more intensive
use of areas with a more developed snowmobile trail network.
Developing a better park‐wide network will not only improve snowmobiling opportunities throughout the Park,
but will offer opportunities to enhance areas within the interior by reducing impacts associated with
snowmobile use. Interior trail closures should focus on dead‐end trails, those requiring ice crossings, trails that
are redundant and those that are in proximity to either wilderness boundaries or areas of the unit that are
relatively primitive in character. Although the balance of new long distance connections versus interior back
country opportunities may not achieve the desires of all snowmobilers, it is consistent with the direction of
snowmobiling on the forest preserve, where the emphasis is on providing trail connections that cross the forest
preserve in lieu of trails that utilize the forest preserve as a destination for riding. These concepts are outlined in
the 2006 Snowmobile Plan and the Management Guidance.
Due to the mosaic of lands classified as wilderness and wild forest throughout the Park, some proposed
snowmobile trails may require a proposal for reclassification of some forest preserve lands. Where feasible, new
connecting routes should follow public highway corridors or be as peripheral to the unit as possible. The overall
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goal of this approach is to focus motor vehicle use in or near travel corridors while making interior portions of
the unit more primitive in character.
Trail Closures
The following trails and roads within the MRPWF are proposed to be closed for snowmobiling. Trails which are
to be closed for snowmobiling will have their snowmobile trail markers removed. If a trail is to be retained for
other uses, new trail markers will be installed and the trail will be allowed to “grow in” to the appropriate
maintained width for the designated use of the trail.
a.
b.

c.
d.
e.
f.

g.
h.
I.

j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.

Fawn Lake Trail (aka Sump Trail)‐ 1.88 miles‐This trail dead‐ends at Limekiln Lake requiring an ice
crossing. The trail will continue to be maintained as a foot/bicycle trail.
Bear Pond Trail‐ 2.20 miles‐ this is a dead‐end trail and doesn’t provide access to any significant
destination. A portion of the trail may be maintained for foot and bike use if a new trail is constructed
connecting the LLCRR to the Bear Pond Road.
Benedict Creek Trail ‐1.27 miles ‐ This trail is almost indiscernible in places and receives little or no use.
Due to its numerous wet areas, this trail will not be maintained for any use.
Lost Ponds Trail – 2.93 miles ‐ A dead‐end trail which receives little or no use. The trail will continue to
be maintained for foot and bicycle use.
Butter Brook Trail ‐ 3.25 miles ‐ The trail is within an area proposed to be reclassified to Wilderness. This
trail will not be maintained for any other uses.
7th‐8th Lake Loop ‐ 4.88 miles ‐ Two sections of this loop will be retained as snowmobile trails. From
Seventh Lake to the intersection with the proposed new trail (1.4 miles) and from Eighth Lake to the
intersection with the new trail paralleling Route 28 (0.1 miles).
Otter Brook Truck Trail‐ 8.90 miles‐ This trail is within an area proposed to be reclassified to Wilderness.
This old road will continue to be maintained as a foot trail.
Rock Dam Trail‐1.43 miles‐ This trail is seldom used. The trail will continue to be maintained as a foot
and bicycle trail.
Limekiln Loop ‐2.16 miles The portion of this trail leading from the Limekiln Lake Campground to private
lands near Beaver Dam Pond will be closed as it is a dead‐end trail and could potentially lead to trespass
on private lands. The 0.5 mile portion of this trail connecting the campground roads and the F.X. Matts
Trail will remain open. The trail will continue to be maintained for foot, bicycle and ski use.
Lost Ponds Road ‐ 0.3 miles‐ This is a short dead‐end road and receives no use. This road will remain
open as a motor vehicle road.
Ice House Pond Trail ‐ 0.34 miles‐ This trail is not used. The trail will be maintained as an accessible trail
in order to provide access to the pond.
Sly Pond Trail ‐ 5.31 miles‐ This trail is within an area proposed to be reclassified to Wilderness. This trail
will be maintained as a foot trail.
Sly Pond loop Trail ‐2.7 miles‐ This trail is within an area proposed to be reclassified to Wilderness. This
trail will be maintained as a foot trail.
Beaver Lake Trail ‐ 2.0 miles‐ This trail is within an area proposed to be managed with very limited
motorized uses. This trail will be maintained as a foot trail.
Indian Lake Road ‐ 5.26 miles‐ This road is in an area proposed to be managed with very limited
motorized use. This road will be maintained as a foot trail.
Sly Pond Road ‐ 0.25 miles‐ The road dead‐ends at the river and will be closed to all motor vehicle use.
This trail will be maintained as a foot and bicycle trail.
Beaver Lake Road‐.25 miles‐ This is a dead‐end road. The road will remain open for motor vehicle use.
Squaw Lake Trail ‐ 0.5 miles ‐This trail is within an area proposed to be managed with very limited
motorized uses. This trail will be maintained as a foot trail.
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s.
t.

Indian Lake Trail ‐ 0.1 miles‐ This trail is within an area proposed to be managed with very limited
motorized uses. This trail will be maintained as a foot trail.
Helldiver Pond Road ‐ .35 miles‐ From LLCRR to dead‐end.

Total miles – 46.39
Existing Interior Trails and Trail Designations
The Mitchell Ponds Trail ‐ This trail provides a 1.7 mile connection from the LLCRR to the Mitchell Ponds Road.
There are three bridges along the trail that will need to be replaced. The current bridges are approximately 4
feet in width and in poor condition. All three bridges will be replaced by 8 foot wide wooden bridges. This trail
will be maintained as a Class I trail.
Seventh‐Eighth Lake Trail ‐ This trail forms a loop between the Seventh Lake boat launch and the Eighth Lake
Campground. Two sections of the trail will be retained as part of the new community connector trail. The section
between Eighth Lake and the Bear Pond Road/Mohegan Lake will be maintained for foot, ski and biking use. This
trail will be maintained as a Class II trail.
Bug Lake Trail ‐ Provides a connection between the Eighth Lake Campground and the Uncas Road. This trail was
formerly a road providing access to Mohegan Lake. A short section of this trail, near the intersection with the
Uncas Road, may need to be relocated to avoid crossing a strip of private land. If so, a new section of trail would
lead to the Uncas Road approximately 800 feet east of the current intersection. This trail will be maintained as a
Class I trail.
Mike Norris Trail ‐ This trail connects the Bug Lake Trail to the Brown’s Tract Carry Trail. This trail will be
maintained as a Class I trail.
Brown’s Tract Carry Trail ‐ Connects the north end of Eighth Lake to the Raquette lake Railroad Trail. This trail
will be maintained as a Class I trail.
F.X. Matts Trail ‐ Connects the Limekiln Lake Campground to the Town of Inlet Trail system and to Town trails on
private lands north and east if the Limekiln Lake Road. This trail will be maintained as a Class I trail.
Upper and Lower Trails ‐ Connects the LLCRR to the Town of Inlet trail system. The Upper trail will be maintained
as a Class II trail and the Lower Trail as Class I.
Dillon Road connector ‐ This trail connects the Uncas Road to the Dillon Road (Raquette Lake Railroad). The trail
is only several hundred feet in length and is groomed by the Town of Long Lake. This trail will be maintained as a
Class II trail.
Cedar River Trail
The Cedar River Trail provides the only non‐road connection from the MRPWF to the trail network in the vicinity
of Indian Lake village. The trail begins at the bridge over the Cedar River located at Wakely Dam then parallels
the river onto private lands to the north. The APA land use map shows a portion of the trail going through a part
of the West Canada Lake Wilderness. It is not clear if this is a mapping error or the trail was rerouted after the
classification of these lands in 1990. The existing trail, where it crosses Wilderness, follows an old road which
would have been the obvious route for the trail. The reclassification of this area that would place the entire trail
in wild forest will be proposed in this plan.
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The Cedar River Trail is located within the Cedar River scenic river corridor. New motorized trails within scenic
river corridors are regulated under Environmental Conservation Law Article 15, Title 27, Part 666; Regulation for
Administration and Management of the Wild, Scenic and Recreational Rivers System in New York State Excepting
Private Land in the Adirondack Park. The history of when use of this trail first began is unclear and likely
undocumented. The earliest documentation associated with this trail is a lease agreement between the Town of
Indian Lake and Finch Pruyn to use the portion across the Finch Pruyn property. The use of the trail under this
agreement began in 1977. The southerly portion of the trail is located on State lands which formerly belonged to
International Paper Company. When IP sold the lands to the State in 1987 they first granted Hamilton County an
easement for the snowmobile trail through December of 1997. At least a portion of the IP section of the trail
follows an old road which was used for forest management and also for access to leased camps. Use of this trail
prior to these agreements was likely occurring through verbal approval of the landowners or possibly occurring
unquestioned by the landowners. Department staff, as well as local residents who used this area in the early
1970s, both indicate that this trail, as well as others on both properties, have been used for snowmobiling by the
public since the Moose River Plains Wild Forest opened to snowmobiling in the 1960s.
The trail is approximately 2.3 miles in length, running from Cedar River Flow to private land along the east side
of the Cedar River. With the exception of the northern most one‐half mile, where the trail comes within 20 feet
of the river, the trail stays approximately 500 feet from the river. Topography and vegetation keep the trail fairly
well screened from the river itself. The classification of these lands in 1990 acknowledged the need to retain this
important snowmobile trail connection. The result of that acknowledgment was the designation of a narrow
strip of forest preserve on the east side of the river as wild forest. The classification documents make no
mention of the scenic river corridor.
The following alternatives examine possible management actions for this trail and the implications of those
actions on the Cedar River and surrounding forest preserve lands. This alternatives analysis makes the following
assumptions.
•
•
•
•

The 1977 lease agreement between the Town of Indian Lake and Finch Pruyn is the earliest documented
evidence of use of this route for snowmobiling.
Snowmobile use of this route occurred prior to any formal agreements and likely did so since prior to
1970.
The 1990 classification of these lands identified this route as an important snowmobile trail connection
that the classification of the area needed to accommodate.
The link provided by this trail is an integral part of the Adirondack Park snowmobile trail network.

No Action Alternative ‐ Leaving the existing trail in its present location is not a viable alternative. The APSLMP
states that when motorized use is permitted within the one‐quarter mile river corridor that use should be kept
generally a minimum of 500 feet from the river bank. As the northern one‐half mile section of trail approaches
to within 20 feet of the river bank, this alternative would not be consistent with APSLMP guidelines. Additionally,
the portion of trail on private lands may need to be relocated to meet Park Agency regulations. If the private
land portion is relocated it will necessitate a relocation of a portion of the State land section in order to connect
the two segments. For this reason this alternative will not be supported.
Alternative 1 ‐ Relocate the Entire Trail Outside of the River Corridor ‐ Relocating the existing trail outside of the
river corridor would require abandoning an existing route which is mostly on old roads and the establishment of
a new trail through an area where no trail or old road exist. This would potentially mean extensive tree cutting
to create the trail corridor. When these lands were originally classified in 1990, the trail was the chosen
boundary between MRPWF and the WCLWA, so moving the trail any further to the east would require the
reclassification of lands that are currently wilderness to a wild forest classification. A review of maps and ortho‐
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photos indicate that topography becomes less conducive to trail construction east of the present trail location.
Additionally, more mileage of trail than currently exists would be required to provide the same connection. For
these reasons this alternative is not considered a viable choice.
Alternative 2‐ Close the Trail to Snowmobiling ‐ Closing the entire trail to snowmobiling would for the most part
create a major break in the existing trail network. If this trail were to be closed, the only possible connection
from MRPWF to the north and east would need to utilize the Cedar River Road. As this is a plowed road with
numerous year‐round residences there would be a great potential for conflicts with residence and also safety
issues. Additionally, as plowed roads lose their snow cover before trails and unplowed roads, relying on this
route would considerably shorten the snowmobile season in this area. For these reasons this alternative will not
be supported.
Alternative 3‐ Retain the Existing Route With Some Relocations (Preferred Alternative) ‐ This alternative would
retain the existing route from Wakely Dam to a point approximately one‐half mile south of the State boundary.
This is the location where the existing route deviates from the classification boundary and approaches the river.
There is a possibility that at the time of classification the trail followed what is currently the boundary but was
relocated by the Town to avoid side hill issues. If this is the case, the trail will be relocated back to its original
location. Although the existing route is within the one‐quarter mile river corridor, a majority of the trail meets
the 500 foot APSLMP guideline for river corridors and is well screened from the river itself by vegetation and
topography. A relocation of the northern end of the trail would bring the trail into APSLMP compliance as well as
further the intentions of the river regulations. This trail will be maintained as a Class II trail.
New Snowmobile Trail Proposals
In March 2006, the Department of Environmental Conservation released the Draft Moose River Plains Wild
Forest unit management plan (UMP) for public comment. A large number of public comments on the Draft UMP
related to the closure of existing snowmobile trails. Others expressed the need for new snowmobile trail
connections, such as a link between the Limekiln Lake‐Cedar River Road and Raquette Lake. Some public input
recommended that the Sly Pond Trail be closed since it is not suitable for snowmobiling and is seldom used.
Several comments supported the use of snowmobile trails for other recreational activities. The largest number
of comments pertaining to trails other than snowmobile trails suggested the need for a hiking and mountain
biking trail that would connect existing trails in the vicinity of NYS Route 28 to roads and trails in the interior of
the unit. In September of 2006 DEC released an addendum to the draft plan that included a proposed
snowmobile trail from the LLCRR to the Seventh‐Eighth Lake Trail. This route would have provided a land based
connection between Raquette Lake and Indian Lake. Following additional discussions with the snowmobiling
community, local officials and environmentalists, on the future management of the MRPWF several new
proposals were developed. One of those proposals looked at the need for a snowmobile connection outside of
the MRPWF unit. The result was a decision to include a proposal for a land based snowmobile connection to the
north beyond the MRPWF unit which would connect into the trail system in the Sargent Ponds Wild Forest. This
route will provide a trail connection between Indian Lake and points east, to Long Lake and points north.
Without this connector the only possible alternative requires going through Inlet, to the Uncas Road. This
requires traveling along plowed roads, which may be bare pavement at times. The map included in the
alternatives discussion which follows shows the proposed connector trail and how it relates to adjoining units.
As indicated on the map, a portion of this trail would need to pass through part of the Blue Ridge Wilderness.
The trail would be located within 500 feet of the Route 28 travel corridor and would therefore be compliant with
APSLMP guidelines. The northern end of this route would require the construction of a new trail through part of
the Sargent Ponds Wild Forest.
The planning team assessed several alternative trail routes that would connect the Limekiln Lake‐Cedar River
Road and Raquette Lake and then Raquette Lake to the Sargent Ponds Wild Forest. Due to the complexity and
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number of alternatives explored, the analysis is broken down into two parts. The first part addresses the trail
from the LLCRR to the Seventh‐Eighth Lake Loop Trail. The second part addresses the trail connecting to both
Raquette Lake and Sargent Ponds. Criteria to help guide decision making to locate the best possible route
included: locating the trail near the unit periphery; minimizing impacts on nearby private lands; avoiding areas
which are more primitive in character; minimizing highway crossings; Avoiding plowed roads and water bodies;
avoiding the Historic Great Camps Special Management Area (HGCSMA); minimizing the amount of new trail
construction; minimizing the potential for impacts on soils, wetlands, rare species and significant habitats such
as deer wintering yards; creating a trail that would be attractive and suitable for use as a hiking and biking trail
as well as a snowmobile trail; and following existing trails and former roads to the greatest extent possible.
To assist in the comparison of alternative trail routes, staff from the Adirondack Ecological Center of the SUNY
College of Environmental Science and Forestry developed several maps, which are included in the following
alternatives discussion, identifying various alternative trail routes and their relationships to known wetlands and
potential deer wintering areas. They generated a table presenting the total length of each alternative route that
passed through these sensitive areas. Because the records of the Natural Heritage Program include no
occurrences of rare plant and animal species or other significant habitats, none is indicated on the map. In
addition, they developed a map showing the community connections that would be facilitated by the preferred
alternative. The preferred alternatives were selected after a review of the maps and extensive field
reconnaissance by regional staff. Due to the numerous possible configurations for the entire trail, the
alternatives are presented for two separate sections of the entire route. The first section is from the LLCRR to
the Seventh‐Eighth Lake trail and the second section is from the Seventh‐Eighth Lake Trail to the Sagamore Road
and to the South Inlet bridge.
Limekiln Lake‐Cedar River Road to Seventh‐Eighth Lake Trail
No Action Alternative ‐ Keeping only the trail system proposed in the Draft Moose River Plains Wild Forest UMP
would fail to address important concerns raised by the public during the public comment period. This alternative
would prevent the development of a new land‐based trail connection between the Limekiln Lake Cedar River
Road, the Hamlet of Raquette Lake and the snowmobile trail network that exists to the north. For this reason
this alternative will not be supported.
Alternative 1 ‐ Seventh Lake Mountain along boundary ‐ Department policy requires snowmobile trails to avoid
slopes exceeding 20 percent. Although this alternative would be desirable since it is the closest route to the
periphery of the unit, minimum slopes on the best potential trail segments in the vicinity of Seventh Lake
Mountain would range from 25 to 40 percent. Additionally, the terrain has many rock outcrops and ledges,
preventing side hill construction to overcome the steep slopes. As these terrain constraints would prevent this
alternative from meeting established snowmobile trail design guidelines, this alternative is not considered
feasible and will not be supported.
Alternative 2 ‐ Bear Pond Trail and South Side of Red River Valley ‐ The route would leave the existing Bear Pond
Trail and travel northeast to an old road located in a notch above Bear Pond. The old road then continues
northeastward to a point on the Seventh‐Eighth Lake Loop Trail. Many stream crossings are encountered along
this route with some streams following the road bed for substantial distances. Though the route skirts the large
area of potential deer wintering habitat along the Red River, it crosses several wetland areas. It is likely that
extensive bridge construction would be needed in order to provide a suitable year‐round trail. Additionally, this
route would be located within the river corridor area of the Red River, which has been designated scenic under
the Wild, Scenic and Recreational River System Act. High construction costs, along with the significant impacts to
the area’s wild forest character that would result from the large amount of necessary trail improvements would
make this alternative less desirable than the proposed route. Therefore, this alternative will not be supported.
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Alternative 3 ‐ Bear Pond Trail via Bear Pond Road ‐ This route would utilize more existing roads and require the
least amount of new trail construction. It would traverse less potential deer wintering habitat than most other
alternatives. However, topography near Bear Pond would necessitate the crossing of wetlands that might need
extensive bridging, especially for use as a year‐round trail. Wetlands also would have to be crossed on the old
woods road leading from Bear Pond to the Bear Pond Road. This alternative would require the use of portions of
roads in use by private inholders. The Bear Pond Road accesses the two camps of the Bear Pond Sportsman’s
Club, which are reserved for the club’s use until 2022. The road also passes through the proposed HGCSMA,
which is intended to support non‐motorized recreational programs associated with Great Camps Sagamore and
Uncas. Because this alternative could impact sensitive areas and nearby private lands and would not provide a
trail suitable for summer recreational use, it will not be supported.
Alternative 4 ‐ Bear Pond Trail Through Northern Notch ‐ Similar to Alternative 3, this route would begin on the
existing Bear Pond Trail and skirt the northwest side of Bear Pond. From Bear Pond an old woods road would be
used along with a combination of skid roads and new trail to reach a road running through the most northerly
notch between mountains along the same route as alternative 6. The route would continue northerly along the
old road to an intersection about 0.2 miles east of the Seventh‐Eighth Lake Loop Trail. Here a new trail would be
constructed to make the connection to the existing trail. Though this route would avoid the impacts to private
lands and the HGCSMA that alternative 3 would have, it would have the same problems with wetland crossings
in the area of Bear Pond. Therefore, it will not be supported.
Alternative 5 ‐ Bear Pond Trail via Bear Pond Road and Winter Road ‐ This route is similar to Alternative 3 except
an old road is utilized to avoid the HGCSMA. Although the route would avoid the HGCSMA, the increased
elevation of the road on the north aspect of the mountain overlooking Mohegan Lake would increase the noise
levels impacting private lands. These impacts combined with the same wetlands impacts found in alternatives 3
and 4 make this alternative unsupportable.
Alternative 6 ‐ Bear Pond Trail via Benedict Creek Headwaters ‐ This route would leave the existing Bear Pond
Trail approximately one‐half mile southwest of Bear Pond. It would then travel northerly for 0.25 miles on an old
woods road. The next 1.1 miles would be new trail construction to connect to another old woods road, which
climbs along a ridge approximately 0.25 miles northwest of Bear Pond. Grades do not exceed fifteen percent.
Beginning at the height of the ground the road parallels the upper reaches of Benedict Creek. Crossing the creek
the road travels approximately another 0.1 miles northeast. From this point approximately 0.6 miles of new trail
would need to be constructed to connect to the old woods road that runs through the northern notch. Much of
this new segment would utilize old skid roads. The road through the notch runs northwest for approximately 0.7
miles. From this point a 0.2‐mile connection to the Seventh‐Eighth Lake Loop Trail would need to be
constructed. The connection would include a bridge over the stream just east of the trail.
This route involves less total distance of wetland and potential deer wintering area crossings than most other
alternatives. It would create a wild forest snowmobile trail connection between Indian Lake and Raquette Lake,
along with a new route connecting Raquette Lake and Inlet that avoids plowed roads and water crossings.
Because it would extensively utilize existing trails and roads with relatively firm surfaces, this route appears to
have the best potential for use by hikers and bikers during the warm seasons. However, the goal is to locate new
trails as close to the periphery as possible and no further than two miles from a motor vehicle road. This route
would be greater than two miles from the nearest motor vehicle road and therefore will not be supported as a
preferred alternative.
Alternative 7 ‐ Foot Trail Connection ‐ This alternative was investigated in an attempt to avoid a bridge required
to connect alternative 6 to the Seventh‐Eighth Lake Loop Trail. It would follow the route of alternative 6, but
would depart from it to follow an old woods road parallel to and east of the existing Seventh‐Eighth Lake Loop
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Trail, then connect to the foot trail between Bear Pond Road and the Seventh‐Eighth Lake Loop Trail. Although
the topography is suitable, the area traversed by the route consists of extensive spruce‐fir wetlands that would
not be suitable for a year‐round trail. For this reason this alternative will not be supported.
Alternative 8 ‐ North Side of Red River Valley ‐ This alternative would leave LLCR Road in the vicinity of the Fawn
Lake Trail and travel parallel to and north of the Red River in a northeasterly direction to the existing Seventh‐
Eighth Lake Loop Trail. As there are no old woods roads through this area to follow, the entire 4‐mile length of
this route would consist of new trail construction, which could include a substantial amount of tree cutting.
Although the topography is generally suitable for a snowmobile trail, it crosses a greater distance of wetlands
and potential deer wintering habitat than most other alternatives. Much of the area appears poorly drained and
would likely make a poor year‐round trail. For these reasons this alternative will not be supported.
Alternative 9 ‐ Seventh Lake Road, North Shore of Seventh Lake ‐ This alternative would proceed northward
from LLCR Road onto existing trails crossing private lands, cross Route 28 and follow Seventh Lake Road to Forest
Preserve lands. It would continue eastward along an unmarked foot path on the north shore of Seventh Lake
providing a connection to the existing Bug Lake Trail. This route would require snowmobiles to travel on a
plowed town highway shared by motor vehicles, then proceed approximately a mile along a narrow private road
to Forest Preserve land. The road passes in close proximity to numerous private camps. Because there does not
appear to be an easement for public motor vehicle or snowmobile use on this road, the landowners would have
to grant permission for its use as a public snowmobile trail. Camp owners have expressed opposition to public
motor vehicle use of the road and would be likely to have strong objections to public snowmobile use. Because
of the strong likelihood of opposition by landowners at the end of Seventh Lake Road and the potential conflict
between snowmobiles and motor vehicles on the road, this route will not be proposed.
Alternative 10 ‐ Limekiln Lake Road, Inlet Hamlet, Uncas Road ‐ This in an existing route consisting of designated
town highways and trails. It proceeds westward along LLCR Road to Limekiln Lake Road, turns off westward on
an existing trail across private lands to Gilbert Road, turns onto South Shore Road and heads into the hamlet of
Inlet. The route then proceeds westward along Route 28, with three crossings of the state highway, to Northstar
Loop Road, then heads eastward on Uncas Road to the hamlet of Raquette Lake. Limekiln Lake Road, Gilbert
Road, South Shore Road and Northstar Loop Road are plowed. The west end of Uncas Road is plowed for
approximately 5 miles to Lower Browns Tract Pond. Snowmobilers traveling between Indian Lake and Raquette
Lake would travel 4 or 5 miles more than the preferred route. Because this route involves several miles of
plowed roads and requires three crossings of a State highway, it will not be proposed.
Alternative 11‐ LLCRR to Seventh‐Eighth Lake Loop and new trail via south side of Seventh Lake Mountain
(Preferred Alternative) ‐ This alternative would begin on the LLCRR approximately 2.3 miles east of the Limekiln
gate. The route would follow old woods roads through a notch on the east shoulder of Seventh Lake Mountain.
The first 1.3 mile section is on what appears to be an old bulldozed road cut across the slope. Grades never
exceed 10‐15%. The next 1.1 miles would require new trail construction along the northwest side of several
ponds. A 1.3 mile section of old road connects this section to the Seventh‐Eighth Lake loop Trail. The route
would then follow the existing trail going toward Seventh Lake. There are several places where trail work will be
required to fix the existing trail. One major washout and several locations where water has gotten onto the trail
and runs along its length will need to be addressed. Approximately 500 feet east of route 28 the route will head
northeast parallel to Route 28. This section will be approximately 1.6 miles and will connect to the 8th lake end of
the loop about .2 miles east of Route 28. The existing trail and bridge over Seventh Lake Inlet will be utilized. The
existing bridge will need to be replaced with a new bridge. From here, the route will connect to the proposed
new trail heading towards Sagamore Road. As this route is the most suitable route closest to the periphery of
the unit, it will be supported as the preferred alternative. This trail will be maintained as a Class II trail.
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Alternative 12‐ LLCRR to Seventh‐Eighth lake Loop and existing trail via south side of Seventh Lake Mountain ‐
This alternative would follow the same route to the Seventh‐Eighth Lake Loop Trail. Then it would follow the
existing trail 4.3 miles to the Eighth Lake end. As this alternative does not move the trail closer to the periphery,
it will not be supported in this plan.
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Seventh‐Eighth Lake Trail to South Inlet Bridge
The preferred alternative selected above would provide a suitable trail connection from the LLCRR to Raquette
Lake via the trail system west of Eighth Lake. However, relying on this route as part of a long distance connection
between Moose River Plains and Sargent Ponds would require several crossings of a major highway and
requiring all snowmobile traffic to use the plowed Sagamore Road. The following alternatives explore possible
routes that would avoid these conditions to the greatest extent possible. Although the Sagamore road would still
be utilized by traffic going to and from Raquette Lake, through traffic would utilize a route on the east side of
Route 28.
Alternative 1‐ North Side of Hill Crossing Seventh Lake Inlet ‐ This alternative would begin from the Seventh‐
Eighth Lake Trail and cross the Seventh Lake Inlet just below a small pond. The route would then follow along the
northerly side of a ridge to the Sagamore Road. This location would provide a sound buffer between the trail and
the HGCSMA. The route would require an extensive side hill traverse for the first 1.75 miles. Field visits to this
area have not found a suitable route that would avoid slopes in excess of 20% grade. The trail would then need
to utilize the road for approximately one mile to join the proposed trail to the South Inlet Bridge. An additional
1.5 miles of road riding would be required to reach Raquette Lake. Due to the extreme slopes and number of
miles required on plowed roads this alternative will not be supported.
Alternative 2‐ North Side of Hill Around East End of Pond ‐ This alternative is similar to alternative 1, with the
exception of the first 0.5 mile. This variation would go east of a small pond which is the beginning of Seventh
Lake Inlet, thus avoiding that crossing. For the same reasons as alternative 1, this alternative will not be
supported.
Alternative 3‐ Southeasterly Side of Hill ‐ This alternative offers the most direct route from the Seventh‐Eighth
Lake Trail to the Sagamore Road. Similar to alternatives 1 and 2, this route would require utilizing a plowed road
as part of the trail. Additionally, this route could potentially cause noise issues with Great Camp Sagamore as it is
less than one mile away from the route. For these reasons this alternative will not be supported.
Alternative 4‐ Southeasterly Side of Hill Utilizing Old Roads ‐ This alternative follows the same route as
alternative 3 for approximately half of its distance. The route would then head easterly and tie into old logging
roads following them to the Sagamore Road. Although the use of old roads is desirable, their proximity to the
HGCSMA raises concerns with noise. This route would also require the use of plowed roads as part of the trail.
For these reasons this alternative will not be supported.
Alternative 5‐ Eastern Route ‐ this alternative would be the closest to the HGCSMA boundary. The route would
utilize old woods roads, the same as alternative 4, for approximately half its distance. For the same reasons as
alternative 4, this alternative will not be supported.
Alternative 6‐ Lowland Route ‐ This alternative would follow a valley north of routes one and two. This route
would require extensive trail construction in both wetlands and potential deer yard habitat. A reconnaissance of
the area did not find any suitable routes through this area. For these reasons this alternative will not be
supported.
Alternative 7 ‐ East of Reservoir Hill ‐ This alternative would began near the intersection of the Seventh‐Eighth
Lake Trail and Route 28. The trail would head generally northeast taking the most direct route towards the
Sagamore Road. As this route would require extensive trail construction in wetlands and potential deer yard
habitat, it will not be supported.
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Alternative 8 ‐ Parallel to Route 28 (Preferred Alternative) ‐ This route would begin at the intersection of the
Seventh‐Eighth Lake Trail and Route 28 near Eighth Lake. The trail would follow the access road to the reservoir
for the Eighth Lake Campground and then continue along the top of a ridge paralleling Route 28. At the north
end of the ridge, the trail would run between two smaller ridges to a point fairly close to Route 28. From here it
would turn easterly towards Sagamore Road. A field visit through this area in March 2008 concluded that
construction of a snowmobile trail through this area was feasible. The terrain is gentle enough to permit changes
in elevation without the need to have excessive slopes. Although the site visit occurred with snow on the
ground, a review of soil maps and photos indicates the trail route would also be suitable for warm weather uses.
Additional field work will be required to identify the best route for the trail. The trail would need to cross either
above or below the Raquette Lake Reservoir to reach the Sagamore Road. APA wetlands maps indicate a large
wetland complex above the reservoir which would make crossing there less desirable than below the reservoir.
Another possibility would be to construct a single lane bridge utilizing the abutment of the dam itself. The span
is approximately 20‐24 feet and the addition of the bridge would not significantly alter the character of the area.
This possibility will need further review. If the dam abutments cannot be utilized there are several possible
bridge locations just downstream of the dam. Once the outlet of the reservoir is crossed, the trail will continue
to Sagamore Road and may need to run parallel to the road for a short distance in order to cross the road in
alignment with the proposed trail north of the road.
This alternative requires only minimal trail construction in either wetlands or potential deer yard habitat, is more
peripheral to the unit than any other alternative, does not impact adjoining private lands and appears to be
suitable for other recreational uses. Additionally, this alternative will provide a direct through route ‐ avoiding
plowed roads, ice crossings and highway crossings ‐ to trails north of this unit. For these reasons this alternative
will be supported as the preferred alternative. This trail will be maintained as a Class II trail.
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Sagamore Road North to South Inlet Bridge
As part of the above alternatives, a new trail would need to be constructed from Sagamore Road north to the
vicinity of South Inlet. This trail would utilize an old “Blowdown Road” from Sagamore Road to Route 28. From
there it would parallel Route 28 to South Inlet. The area around South Inlet has extensive wetlands bordering
the highway on both sides of the bridge. Several hundred feet of the new snowmobile trail would need to be
constructed within wetlands, either with a major structure or with extensive fill. This section of the route will
require a cooperative effort with NYSDOT to provide a wide enough shoulder to accommodate snowmobiles and
to incorporate a lane into the new bridge design over South Inlet. DOT is currently planning a bridge
replacement and road reconstruction project at this location which could accommodate the needed changes.
DEC staff walked this route in 2006 and found it suitable for a snowmobile trail. No other alternative routes exist
to provide this connection.
South Inlet Bridge to Sargent Ponds Wild Forest
To make the trail connection to the Sargent Ponds Wild Forest a segment of trail will need to be located within
the Blue Ridge Wilderness Area. Starting at the South Inlet Bridge, a route parallel to the south side of Route 28
would need to be constructed. Although the north side of the road is classified as wild forest, and therefore
more preferable to the south side, numerous wetlands would make trail construction impossible. It is likely a
trail could be located within 500 feet of the highway, which is allowable in wilderness under APSLMP guidelines.
The trail would then go onto private lands and cross the Marion River on the existing private bridge. It will then
tie into the existing trail system on the Sargent Ponds Wild Forest. This trail will be maintained as a Class II trail.
Trail Construction
Before any portion of trail is constructed, a detailed Snowmobile Trail Work Plan will be developed as per the
Management Guidance. Development of such work plans will occur in consultation with the APA , and as per
the DEC/APA MOU, notice of such consultations will be published in the Environmental Notice Bulletin (ENB).
The final layout will utilize existing roads, trails and natural openings to the greatest extent possible. Wetland
permits will be obtained from APA if required. It is possible that soil and grade conditions would make the trail
suitable for the use of bicycles during the summer and fall months. The location of the proposed route would
lend itself to the creation of a number of bicycle trail loops of various lengths, accessible from the hamlets of
Inlet and Raquette Lake, the Limekiln Lake, Eighth Lake and Browns Tract Pond Campgrounds and Great Camp
Sagamore. The potential value of the proposed trail as a key component in a regional bicycle trail system will
govern final route selection and bridge construction decisions. Trail construction will conform to current
snowmobile trail policy standards, as well as the standards for mountain bicycle trails provided in Appendix 11.
Projected Use and Potential Impacts of the Preferred Alternative
The ability to establish and maintain suitable snowmobile trail links between area communities is an important
goal. It is possible that snowmobile use levels would increase with the preferred alternatives due to the
additional option of snowmobile riding between communities on wild forest lands without traveling on plowed
roads, crossing frozen water bodies or using trails over private lands whose use requires the purchase of a town
snowmobile trail permit. The ability to ride greater distances and access more of the Park‐wide trail network
may also lead to increased use over current levels. However, it is difficult to predict how large the increases
would be. Section 2. D. c provides snowmobile use counts taken over the past several years. These counts
indicate that the existing corridor trail through the MRPWF has been used by up to 800 or more snowmobiles on
peak days. Typically weekends and holiday weeks are when the heaviest use occurs. Based on the information
provided in Table 6, which illustrates national outdoor recreation trends, and supported by Tables 4 and 5, which
shows mostly increasing sales of snowmobile permits for the Town of Inlet and parking permits for the Town of
Indian Lake, snowmobile use of the trail system within the MRPWF will likely continue to increase. Potentially,
the proposed new trail could receive similar use numbers. A discussion on potential impacts associated with
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snowmobile use can be found in Appendix E of the 2006 Snowmobile Plan
(http://www.dec.ny.gov/outdoor/27707.html )
Any increase in use due to the construction of new routes is offset by the closure of existing trails within the
interior of the unit. Not only is the mileage of proposed trail closures much greater than the mileage proposed to
be constructed, but with regard to the general effects on wild forest character, the beneficial effects resulting
from the removal of interior trails are likely to exceed the negative impacts caused by the construction of
peripheral trails.
Some tree cutting and the removal of other vegetation will be necessary for the construction of proposed trails.
Bench cutting may be required in some locations in order to overcome topography. These cuts will be minimized
to the greatest extent possible but may be necessary to locate the trail closer to the periphery. Other possible
adverse impacts may include temporary disturbance to streams and wetlands, such as increased soil erosion and
siltation and stream bottom disturbance. There may be minor noise impacts during construction. Potential
environmental impacts will be minimized through the application of best management practices during route
selection and trail construction.
Monitoring will be important to ensure that environmental degradation of the trail is minimized. If degradation
were to occur, the Department would take appropriate mitigation actions, including increased maintenance
activities, education and other management actions. The Department would work with local snowmobile clubs
and the towns to monitor use and to coordinate maintenance activities through the use of temporary revocable
permits or Adopt‐a‐Natural‐Resource Stewardship Agreements.
Following the completion of construction of the new Community Connector Trail, the Department would request
that the Town of Long Lake no longer designate the Sagamore Road as a snowmobile trail south of the new trail
crossing, which would alleviate some safety concerns with motor vehicles. If the Town does not wish to close the
trail, then the Department would request that it be removed from trail maps and not promoted.
Snowmobile Trail Grooming
Snowmobile trail grooming within the MRPWF is done under TRP agreements with the Towns of Inlet and Indian
Lake as well as under an AANR with the Inlet Barnstormers Snowmobile Club. The Town of Indian Lake grooms
the LLCRR from the Cedar River entrance to the intersection of the Butter Brook Trail and the Cedar River Trail.
This grooming is with a tracked groomer and drag. The Town of Inlet grooms the LLCRR from the Limekiln
entrance to the Butter Brook Trail intersection, the Rock Dam Road, the Otter Brook Road, the Indian Lake Road
to Falls Pond Outlet, FX Matts Trail and the Upper and Lower Trails. Grooming is by tracked groomers with drags.
The Inlet Barnstormers groom the Mike Norris Trail, Browns Tract Trail, Bug Lake Trail, Fawn Lake Trail and
Mitchell Ponds Trail. Grooming is done with snowmobiles and drags not exceeding 6 feet in width. The Town of
Long Lake grooms the Dillon Road with a tracked groomer, though snowmobile use and maintenance is reserved
to the private landowner. Future grooming will be dependent upon trail class designation, with Class II trails
being groomed with either snowmobiles and drags or tracked groomers and Class I trails being groomed with
snowmobiles and drags only.
Discussion of “No Material Increase”
The APSLMP requires that there be no “material increase in the mileage of roads and snowmobile trails open to
motorized use by the public in wild forest areas that conformed to the master plan at the time of its original
adoption in 1972". Further, the APSLMP states that “the mileage of snowmobile trails lost in the designation of
wilderness, primitive and canoe areas may be replaced in wild forest areas with existing roads or abandoned
wood roads as a basis of such new snowmobile trail construction, except in rare circumstances requiring the
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cutting of new trails;” and that “wherever feasible such replacement mileage should be located in the general
area as where mileage is lost due to wilderness, primitive or canoe classification.”
The mileage of snowmobile trails in the Moose River Plains Wild Forest shown in the draft UMP was based on a
GPS survey of all known existing snowmobile trails on Adirondack Forest Preserve lands. This survey was
conducted by DEC in the winter of 2001. The revised mileage shown in this UMP shows that prior to the
adoption of the APSLMP, there were approximately 88.85 miles of trails and roads open to snowmobiling across
lands that were to become the Moose River Plains Wild Forest. Since 1972, a total of 2.85 miles of new trails
were opened, for a total of 91.7 miles of roads and trails open for snowmobiling.
While the material increase provision applies to all wild forest areas on a Park‐wide basis, efforts are made
during the planning process for each unit to close unsuitable snowmobile trails to help compensate for new
snowmobile trail mileage necessary for trail relocations or new community connector links where they may be
determined to be possible and desirable. In order to determine what contribution proposals of this UMP would
make to a “material increase” or decrease in trail mileage, it was necessary to document historic mileage in the
unit and compare that mileage to the total mileage proposed in this plan. Implementation of all the proposed
snowmobile trail changes in this UMP will result in the closure of 45.66 miles of existing trails and roads open to
snowmobiling and the creation of approximately 12.74 miles of new trails. These actions will result in a net loss
of 32.92 miles of trails and roads open for snowmobiles from what existed in 1972.
In March of 2008 the Adirondack Park Agency adopted a resolution which found that existing DEC policy, which
places a cap on the total snowmobile trail mileage on all wild forest units at 848.88 miles, consistent with the
APSLMP. The resolution also outlined the format in which snowmobile trail mileage should be presented in
future unit management plans. This table is presented below.
For the purposes of APSLMP guidelines and compliance, the mileage of roads and snowmobile trails placed into
intensive use as a result of reclassifications to create the MRPCA, will still be considered wild forest mileage. It
will not be available for reallocation to other wild forest areas or other portions of the MRPWF. If a road or trail
within the MRPCA be permanently closed at some point in the future, then the mileage may be reallocated.

This Unit Management Plan
Base Snowmobile Trail Mileage:
Proposed Closure Mileage:
Proposed New Trail Mileage:

91.30
45.66
12.74

Table 11: Park‐wide Trail Mileage:
1972 Mileage

Estimated Existing
Mileage in All
Wild Forest Units

Proposed Net Gain/(Loss) of
Mileage in MRPWF

New Total
Estimated Mileage
in All Wild Forest
Units

Total Allowable
Wild Forest
Mileage *
*Mileage beyond which
would be considered a
“material increase”

740

803.63

(32.92)

770.71

848.88
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Snowmobile Trail Objectives:
•
•
•

Provide for snowmobiling opportunities on the unit that are consistent with the APSLMP, the Wild,
Scenic and Recreational Rivers Act, and Department Policies and Guidelines and are compatible with the
resource protection objectives for the unit.
Provide for a variety of snowmobiling opportunities throughout the unit, including trails which connect
neighboring communities and trails to unique or scenic destinations.
Provide snowmobile trail connections to the Park‐wide trail network where necessary.

Snowmobile Trail Management Actions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conduct an assessment and compile a detailed trail log identifying problem areas for all snowmobile
trails in the unit.
Prioritize maintenance concerns and develop a strategy to address such concerns.
Maintain or upgrade all snowmobile trails to current snowmobile trail standards. This will include
replacing existing bridges with new wider bridges.
Close the roads and trails listed above to snowmobiling.
Relocate the northern one‐half mile of the Cedar River Trail to a location that is at least 500 feet from
the river and follows the classification boundary as closely as possible.
Reclassify the area on the south end of the trail from wilderness to wild forest placing the trail entirely in
wild forest.
Construct the proposed snowmobile trail connector as proposed in the selected preferred alternatives.
Construct a new snowmobile trail from Sagamore Road north to South Inlet as described above, once
approval for the entire route is finalized.
Work with NYSDOT to accommodate snowmobiles across wetlands and the bridge at South Inlet.

Impacts and Management Alternatives for All Proposed Snowmobile Trail Additions:
Several options were considered in determining a preferred management strategy for this area:
No Action Alternative ‐ The “No Action” alternative, in some cases, forgoes the recreational opportunity and
economic benefits of snowmobile‐based tourism. Taking no action would also allow trails to remain in use that
are not as environmentally sound as the proposed trails. Trails will have to be closed when individual private
landowners withdraw permission. This would force snowmobilers to ride along road shoulders on plowed roads.
Another concern involves illegal road riding. When the shoulder gets rough, some snowmobilers ride the
highway instead of the groomed trail, an activity which occurs mostly late at night. In addition, the no‐action
alternative would not provide for adequate community connections. Therefore, this alternative will not be
supported by this UMP.
Alternative 2 ‐ Relocate snowmobile trails to private lands. Efforts will be made to encourage corridor
snowmobile trail systems on private lands or road corridors whenever possible. However, there is still need for
secondary and local trails that connect to necessary support services such as gas, food, lodging, maintenance
and trailheads. It should also be noted that snowmobiling provides persons with disabilities with a means of
accessing State lands during periods of snowcover. While this alternative may be possible it would require
significant new trail construction along with permission from numerous landowners. Since snowmobile trails are
usually not easements but yearly agreements with the landowner, the trail system would always be subject to
closure if any individual landowner withdrew permission. Therefore, this alternative will not be supported by
this UMP.
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Proposal discussion
The ability to develop and maintain suitable trail links between area communities is important. The preferred
alternative is to officially designate and construct some new trails and to relocate portions of existing
snowmobile trails. See specific trail information in the previous section. By avoiding private land crossings where
the landowners do not want snowmobiles and road shoulder riding where unsafe, both the trail and enhanced
access to State lands will be secured for the future. While these new snowmobile trails will result in the creation
of new snowmobile trail mileage, this would be more than offset by the removal of snowmobile designation on
unsuitable trails and trail segments. Moving trails out of the more remote portions of the unit while designating
new peripheral community connector trails will enhance both snowmobiling opportunities and the wild forest
character of the unit as a whole. Therefore, this alternative will be supported by this UMP.
Projected Use and Potential Impacts of the Preferred Alternative
The Management Guidance creates a new class of snowmobile trail (Class II) to establish and improve
community connections. The other new class of snowmobile trail (Class I) is intended to preserve a more
traditional type of Adirondack snowmobiling experience. Identification of trail class for individual snowmobile
trails through this UMP will enhance the Department’s ability to manage and monitor snowmobile use while
helping to reduce impacts. With the development of the new, Seventh Lake Mountain ‐ Sargent Ponds (Class II)
Trail, there will be some shifting of the highest snowmobile use to this trail in an area more peripheral to the
unit. Between Inlet and Raquette Lake this trail will have no spur trails or other snowmobile trails connected to
it, so while monitoring snowmobile use on it will be important, it should not be too difficult to accomplish.
Use of tracked groomers will be restricted to the Community Connector (Class II) routes in the MRPWF, while
grooming of Secondary (Class I) Trails will be restricted to snowmobiles and drags, only, as part of allowing these
trails to acquire a less developed and maintained character. Some existing snowmobile trails (generally
extending toward more interior areas of the unit), will be re‐designated for non‐motorized use or abandoned as
trails altogether. Consequently, the wilder, more remote areas of the MRPWF will be less impacted by motorized
traffic. There will be lower noise levels, lower exhaust emission levels, decreased impacts on wildlife and
reduced user conflicts between users participating in motorized and non‐motorized forms of recreation in the
area. These actions will serve to ensure available, wintertime recreational opportunities in the area are not
dominated by snowmobile use to the exclusion or near exclusion of passive recreational uses.
All snowmobile trails, regardless of class, will be carefully sited, constructed and maintained to preserve the
most essential characteristics of foot trails and to serve, where appropriate, hiking, mountain biking and other
non‐motorized recreational pursuits in spring, summer and fall. By utilizing some sections of old logging roads
and portions of some existing routes currently in use, the actual amount of new trail construction and associated
tree cutting required for development of the major new trail in the unit ‐ the Seventh Lake Mountain ‐ Sargent
Ponds Trail ‐ will be minimized. Since most of the existing route connecting Inlet and Indian Lake Village is either
on Forest Preserve road or on private, easement lands, tree cutting in the Forest Preserve for minor widening of
existing trail segments to meet Class II trail standards on that route will be very minimal.
Snowmobile use in the MRPWF is anticipated to remain generally the same or to rise a little after
implementation of the UMP. Use of the new, Seventh Lake Mountain ‐ Sargent Ponds Trail is expected to be
high after its construction, but largely as a result of existing use in the area being redirected. This may change in
the future, after a safer, land‐based community connection is also established with Long Lake Village, so future
use will be worthy of attention.
Enhancing snowmobiling safety is an important focus of this UMP and the recently adopted Management
Guidance, which precludes designation of State trails leading across lakes when alternative, land‐based trails are
available. Much effort has been devoted to determining a feasible route for the proposed, new Community
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Connector Trail that will link the three communities of Inlet, Raquette Lake Village and Long Lake Village without
any need for snowmobilers to risk crossing the ice of Raquette Lake in the MRPWF. The Department recognizes
that it is long‐distance riders who are least likely to be fully or adequately knowledgeable about critical local
conditions. The Department also recognizes, however, that frozen lakes can provide an enjoyable experience for
snowmobilers, along with important access to other Department programs such as ice fishing, so carefully
selected opportunities for access will be preserved.
Another method of enhancing snowmobiling safety is to regulate trail speed. There is currently no statewide
speed limit for the operation of snowmobiles on public highways or public trails in New York State. While the
2006 Snowmobile Plan does not recommend imposing a Forest Preserve‐wide speed limit, the MRPWF UMP
supports the promulgation of a snowmobile trail speed limit regulation where conditions warrant it. The UMP
proposes the promulgation of a regulation for speed not to exceed 25 mph on snowmobile trails and Forest
Preserve roads in MRPWF. This would be consistent with efforts from adjoining towns that have established
similar local speed limits on sections of trails on private lands. This new regulation, combined with increased
enforcement, would help establish snowmobiling as a safer family activity.
Economic impacts have also been considered in the development of this portion of the UMP. Many Adirondack
businesses depend on winter business to sufficiently supplement income generated during the warmer months.
Through the establishment of a well maintained land‐based trail system, given adequate snowfall the
snowmobile season may begin earlier and end later, thus helping to boost the local business economies. In the
case of the Seventh Lake Mountain ‐ Sargent Ponds Trail, by constructing it for multiple recreational uses and
siting it entirely (or almost so) on State land with links to other trails and routes also designated for mountain
biking and hiking, the year‐round recreational opportunities should result in additional economic benefit for the
area.
While the 2006 Snowmobile Plan includes the goal of using private lands as much as possible, little of this is
accomplishable in this area. The option of using private lands and/or other routes very close to State Route 28 in
Inlet was determined to be unavailable due to the numerous private landowners along the highway who would
have to be involved cooperatively and the very challenging, steep terrain existing on the State lands that would
have to be traversed. The particular route selected by the Department ‐ away from private lands while still very
much in the periphery of the unit ‐ should serve to minimize impacts on both State lands and private landowners
of the area.
Developing the Seventh Lake Mountain ‐ Sargent Ponds Trail will also create an opportunity for reducing the
impacts of snowmobiling on State lands and private landowners along the northern boundary of the unit with
the Pigeon Lake Wilderness ‐ on Uncas Road between Inlet and Raquette Lake. This opportunity will be
explored. While very little of the snowmobile route there is actually DEC snowmobile trail (most of it is a town
road), it is heavily used by snowmobilers and will, after considerable effort and State funding is expended to
construct the alternate, Seventh Lake Mountain ‐ Sargent Ponds Trail to Raquette Lake south of Route 28,
appear to be parallel and largely redundant routes. However, these routes do in fact serve to connect different
communities. The Seventh Lake Mountain‐Sargent Ponds Trail provides a connection between Indian Lake to
the east and Long Lake to the north. While the Uncas Road provides a connection from the Old Forge‐Big Moose
area to trails heading north. Following construction of the Seventh Lake Mountain‐Sargent Ponds Trail, use of
this route would be expected to increase as there would then be the ability to ride longer distances. The existing
and potential increase in use along the Uncas Road will have greater impacts on the private landowners along
the road as well as to the adjoining Pigeon Lake Wilderness. Impacts of this use to private landowners on Uncas
Road typically include those related to late‐night and high‐speed travel, as well as exhaust emissions. Impacts to
State lands include effects of noise and emissions in the wilderness immediately north of the road. An
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opportunity may exist to construct a new route from Inlet to Raquette Lake that would reduce the amount of
snowmobile traffic on the Uncas Road. This new route would utilize the existing Mike Norris and Brown Tract
Carry trails and would connect to Route 28 outside of Inlet by the designation of a new route. The new trail
section follows an old trail that may have been opened for snowmobiles in the past. A 1980 inventory of
snowmobile trails for the unit listed a trail as Inlet‐Eighth Lake Trail and the mileage listed was approximately the
same as this route. A former Forest Ranger for the area confirmed this route was open and that old markers may
still be found along the route. The Department will consult with local governments and landowners, to
thoroughly evaluate the use and seek cooperative ways to reduce it. If an agreement can be reached to reduce
snowmobile use of the Uncas Road, the Department will evaluate the feasibility of constructing a new route. An
amendment to this plan would need to evaluate the possible route configurations and trail designations for this
new trail, as there may be several alternatives to explore.

Hiking Trails
Present Situation and Assumptions:
Although all roads and trails are open for hiking, there are only a few trails on the unit that are considered
destinations for hikers. The trail to the summit and fire tower on Wakely Mountain is located mostly on the
MRPWF unit. There are several routes to the summit of Black Bear Mountain. The Uncas Trail, beginning at
either the Eighth Lake Campground or along the Uncas Road, is the most popular. Rocky Mt., located just outside
of Inlet, provides for a short climb offering a great view of the Fourth Lake area. The Cathedral Pines Trail takes
visitors through an impressive stand of large white pine. The Northville‐Lake Placid Trail crosses a portion of the
unit, although it is mostly on the LLCRR.
There are several locations on the existing Wakely Mountain Trail that are significantly eroded and need erosion
control structures installed.
The Beaver Flow Trail, which is currently used by Sagamore guests, will be adopted as a formal hiking and bicycle
trail. Two bridges will need to be constructed on the trail to accommodate these uses.
The Old Dam Nature Trail Loop is accessed from the Limekiln Lake Campground. It is a self guided nature trail;
however it has not been maintained for several years. In 2006 the trail was brushed out and two foot bridges
were rebuilt. Additional work, including brushing, bridge repair and signing, still need to be done. Once the trail
is restored, the brochure for the trail will also be updated and made available to users.
Mitchell Ponds Mountain may provide an opportunity for a new foot/bicycle trail. The old road network needs to
be assessed to determine if it is feasible to locate a trail there.
The possibility exists to create a new long‐distance hiking trail from the Uncas road to the West Canada Lake
Wilderness across the unit. This route would begin at the Uncas Road pass through the Eighth Lake Campground,
Seventh‐Eighth Lake Trail to the proposed snowmobile trail to the LLCRR and along the roads to the WCLWA
boundary.
The following proposal for a new trail from Cellar Pond to the summit of Wakely Mountain also is included in the
UMP for the BRWA.
Wakely Mountain Trail from Cellar Pond
The existing trail to the summit of Wakely Mountain climbs directly up the fall line on the mountain’s
southeastern flank. Because trail use levels are relatively low, soil erosion has proceeded at a lower rate than it
has on more heavily used trails with similar slopes and soils. However, erosion is evident, and the rate of erosion
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will increase in step with increases in use. Erosion could be curtailed through an aggressive program of trail
hardening, but the installation and maintenance of trail‐hardening structures is costly. The topography of many
mountains precludes the construction of trails with moderate slopes. However, where existing trails are
sustaining significant erosion on steep slopes, alternative routes should be investigated.
A review of topographic maps indicates that a route to the Wakely Mountain summit involving a more gradual
ascent might be found along the ridgeline approaching the summit from the southwest. The route would begin
where the old road to Cellar Pond leaves Limekiln Lake‐Cedar River Road in the MRPWF, approximately 3.5 miles
from the Cedar River entrance. It would proceed along the old road approximately 1.8 miles to the pond. From
the pond, a new foot trail would be constructed approximately 2.0 miles to the summit. Aerial photographs
show a former logging road heading northeastward from the pond. The final half‐mile to the summit would be
within the WMPA.
A reconnaissance of the proposed route revealed that it proceeds at a steady, gentle grade to the pond. It starts
on a road that is not blocked and occasionally is traveled by motor vehicles to a point about 0.4 miles in from
Limekiln Lake‐Cedar River Road, where severe gullying impedes further motor vehicle travel. The MRPWF UMP
will propose that a boulder barrier preventing motor vehicle use be installed near the beginning of the road.
Mountain bikes and horses will be allowed as far as the pond. The road bed on the part presently traveled by
motor vehicles is firm, with few drainage problems. For several hundred feet beyond the end of vehicle travel,
the progress of the severe gullying observed could be curtailed through the installation of waterbars. Farther
along the former road, occasional gullying could be arrested through similar means. The route passes through
patches of hay‐scented fern under an attractive forest of large hardwoods, and then climbs into a forest
community dominated by balsam fir, with scattered white birch and other hardwoods. From this point to the
pond the former road is occupied by a dense growth of balsam fir saplings.
From the pond, a route proceeding due east to the ridgetop and along the ridge to the summit would require
new trail construction. Reconnaissance did not include the former logging road, which should be investigated as
an alternative route for the first half‐mile of the trail. Slopes on the route along the top of the ridge between the
pond and the summit are relatively steady and gentle, except for two steep sections. The use of switchbacks to
limit the slope of the trail on the first section appears feasible. However, the second section farther up the
mountain is very steep, and the shallow soils could make switchback construction difficult. Each steep section is
only a few hundred feet long.
The topography of the ridge route offers the possibility of a trail that would climb steadily and fairly gently for
almost its entire length. Unfortunately, the forest cover is uniformly dense along the entire ridge, leaving no
openings for views along the route. It appears that the trail could totally avoid streams and wetlands, not
requiring a single bridge. However, trail construction would be difficult, since almost the entire ridge is affected
by blowdown, possibly resulting from the major wind events that have afflicted the Adirondacks since 1995. The
forest floor is rough, characterized by the tip mounds left by toppled trees. The route would be approximately
3.8 miles long, compared with the 3.0 mile length of the existing trail. The trailhead would be at an elevation of
approximately 2,600 feet above sea level, compared to 2,000 feet at the existing trailhead, so the trail’s total
change in elevation would be 600 feet less than the existing trail. There are no occurrences of rare species,
historical deer wintering areas or other significant habitats in the vicinity of the proposed trail route on record
with the Natural Heritage Program or the Bureau of Wildlife. Observations during reconnaissance confirmed the
results of a review of wetlands mapping, which indicated that the route would not significantly affect wetlands.
Once constructed, it is possible that the new trail would become the major route to the Wakely Mountain
summit. Though it would be longer, its smaller and more gradual ascent would be an attractive characteristic to
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most visitors. With more gentle grades, it would be expected that the trail surface would be able to withstand
higher use levels than the existing trail. The existing trail would stand as an alternate route. Though it is likely
that the construction of the new route would result in some increase in the total number of people climbing
annually to the summit, the physical and social impacts of trail use would be divided between two trails. Use
levels and associated erosion impacts on the existing trail would likely decline. It is possible that visitors would
support the retention of the existing trail along with the new trail to afford recreational variety. However,
because the trail surface along most of the route of the proposed trail would be less prone to erosion than the
existing trail with its steep final mile, the eventual closure of the existing trail should be considered. For three
years after the construction of the Cellar Pond route, the use and condition of the two trails would be monitored
and public comments would be invited. The existing trail would be closed above the Gould road intersection if
the decision would be supported by an assessment of resource impacts, public use and public opinion.
North Country National Scenic Trail (NCNST) ‐ At the time of development of this UMP, there were several
proposed routes through the Park. The final route is not decided at this time. The DEC is currently working with
staff from the North Country Trail Association and the National Park Service for a professional assessment of the
proposed route alternatives. The criteria for this assessment are based on the National Scenic Trail standards,
the APSLMP, DEC policy, and comment from the New York State Trails Council and the Forest Preserve Advisory
Committee. The resulting recommendations for the most appropriate route will be the major consideration in
deciding the final approved route. If the preferred route passes through the MRPWF, a detailed work plan will
be prepared and the UMP amended before any construction or designation occurs.
Management Actions:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Maintain all hiking trails on the unit.
Designate a portion of the existing unmarked trail along the north shore of Seventh Lake for hiking and
Mt. Biking from the Bug Lake Trail to the southernmost lean‐to. Close trail section between the lean‐to
and private lands to the west.
Adopt the Beaver Flow Trail as a designated hiking and mountain biking trail. This trail utilizes old skid
trails and has been used and promoted by Camp Sagamore. The trail is 1.5 miles in length and forms a
loop from the parking area at Camp Sagamore back to the Sagamore Road near the bridge over the
outlet of Sagamore Lake.
Construct two new bridges on the Beaver Flow Trail.
Restore the Old Dam Nature Trail.
Rehabilitate portions of the Wakely Mountain Trail to prevent further erosion problems.
If feasible, construct a designated foot trail to the summit of Mitchell Ponds Mountain utilizing old
woods roads to the greatest extent possible.
Once the proposed snowmobile trail is constructed, designate the above mentioned long‐distance route
as a hiking trail.
Construct the trail from Cellar Pond to the summit of Wakely Mountain and maintain it as a class IV foot
trail. Do not permit horses or bicycles on the segment from Cellar Pond to the summit. Mark this
segment with yellow “foot trail” markers.
Conduct trail construction activities after August 1 and before May 15 to protect Bicknell’s thrush.
Permit bicycles and horses on the trail segment from Limekiln Lake‐Cedar River Road to Cellar Pond.
Mark this segment with yellow “trail” markers.
Monitor public use and resource impacts on both trails to the summit. Close the existing trail above the
Gould road intersection should the decision be supported by an assessment of impacts, use and public
opinion.
Construct a new 12‐car parking area, including 1 accessible space, along the Cellar Mountain Road.
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No Action Alternative‐ If this alternative was implemented, opportunities to enhance recreational enjoyment of
this wild forest area, such as family trails, would not be realized. The ability to help control distribution and
intensity of use by the addition of new trails would be curtailed. Easy public access into new locations would not
occur. People using the area would likely choose their own path, resulting in hiking impacts over a larger area,
and in less environmentally appropriate locations. Therefore, this alternative will not be recommended.
Alternatives ‐ Do not designate all trails and identify “trail‐less” area
A formal designated trail is not always necessary or appropriate. A segment of recreationists do not require
designated trails for their pursuits. Formal trail systems may conflict with several recreational pursuits which do
not require trails such as walking, hunting, trapping, fishing, back country camping, orienteering, and nature
observation or bird watching. Designated trails can draw a steady flow of users, which may disturb some of
these recreationists who seek a solitary experience. Much of the interior of the MRPWF does not have
designated trails and would already be considered “trail‐less”. As no new trails are proposed within much of the
unit there is no reason to designate specific areas as “trail‐less” at this time. Future revisions to this plan may
consider doing so.
Trails to be Relocated:
Northville‐Lake Placid Trail
The following proposal for the relocation of the Northville‐Lake Placid Trail also is included in the UMP for the
Blue Ridge Wilderness.
Present Conditions and Assumptions:
Heading northward along the west shore of Cedar River Flow, the Northville‐Lake Placid Trail emerges from the
woods onto Limekiln Lake‐Cedar River Road near the Cedar River entrance of the Moose River Plains Wild
Forest. The trail continues northeastward along the road for seven and one‐half miles until it leaves the road and
heads northwestward through private property, formerly owned by McCane, then through property owned by
Finch, Pruyn and Company, to the Blue Ridge Wilderness. The part of the route through the private parcels is not
secured by easements or written agreements. In 2004 the new owner of the former McCane’s Resort decided to
allow only through hikers to cross his land, and only until the trail is relocated. He ceased to allow parking. The
trail swings around the west side of Stephens Pond and enters the Lake Durant Campground, proceeding along a
truck trail to campsite number three. From there the trail follows the campground road, crosses a bridge over
the Rock River at the east end of Lake Durant into the Blue Mountain Wild Forest and emerges onto a large
paved parking area on Route 28. It is the only trail that passes all the way through the Blue Ridge Wilderness.
The Northville‐Lake Placid trail was constructed by the Adirondack Mountain Club and opened in 1923 as a foot
trail. The part of the trail now within the BRW entirely followed the route of former carriage roads. A major
Department goal for the NP Trail is to relocate segments of the trail that involve walking on roads now open to
motor vehicles off those roads and into the woods. A major candidate for relocation is the segment of the trail
on Cedar River Road. The need for relocation is made urgent by the wish of the new owner of the former
McCane’s Resort to remove the trail from his property.
Objectives:
There is as yet no formal policy governing the management of the Northville‐Lake Placid trail. The following
objectives have been developed to guide the process of selecting a new route for the trail where it now follows
Cedar River Road. The objectives reflect the goal of maximizing recreational values and the stability of the
location of the route while minimizing environmental impacts and keeping costs within reason.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Minimize the length of the trail on roads open to motor vehicle use.
Minimize the length of the trail open to conflicting recreational uses.
Maximize the length of the trail on State land rather than private land subject to uncertain landowner
permission or activities that would affect the scenic qualities of the trail corridor.
Minimize the total length of the trail.
Find a trail location that minimizes the potential for impacts on soils, wetlands, significant habitats and
rare species.
Use old roads for the trail route to minimize the cost of trail construction, but build new trail if desirable
to reduce trail length, reduce significant use conflicts, avoid wet areas or significantly improve the hiking
experience.
For ease of walking, minimize the length of trail in steep sections and minimize variation in elevation.

Alternatives:
The process of selecting a new route for the NP Trail involved a comparison of a number of alternatives (Figure
14). The alternative analysis is presented in Appendix 16. To assure that the development of the list of
alternatives would be comprehensive, the search for the best route was not confined by unit boundaries. The
Department convened a meeting in December, 2001 involving the coordinators of the UMPs potentially affected
by relocation proposals and a number of individuals and organizations with interest in the trail. Meeting
participants presented and discussed a number of alternative routes. The discussion of alternatives builds upon
the results of the meeting, considering each alternative in light of the objectives developed for the trail, and
concludes with the selection of a preferred alternative.
In describing and comparing the alternative routes included for discussion, the planning team benefitted from
the extensive knowledge of field conditions provided by Department staff and interested volunteers. Significant
segments of most of the alternative routes have been scouted in the field. However, end‐to‐end field surveys in
sufficient detail for complete trail layout were not conducted. Therefore, the alternative analysis includes
consideration of hypothetical locations of some route segments and involves a comparison of recreational
characteristics, practical considerations such as land ownership, and available ecological information, such as
information about rare species and significant habitats from the records of the Natural Heritage Program,
regional mapping of deer wintering areas, and wetlands. The actual route of the preferred alternative will
depend upon the results of a field assessment of topography, soils, vegetation and wetlands. Should detailed
field reconnaissance reveal conditions that vary significantly from the assumptions made in this analysis, the
planning team will revisit the alternatives and decide, in consultation with APA, whether to modify the preferred
route or select another route, and whether to amend the UMP.
Least Cost Path Analysis
Least cost path analysis is a GIS tool that identifies the path between two locations that costs the least to
traverse, where cost is a function of time, distance or some other criteria defined by the user. Staff of the UMP‐
GIS Consortium have developed a least cost path tool to assist in the development of management proposals for
UMPs. The tool was not available when the original NPT alternative route analysis was conducted. It became
available before this plan was finalized, and so was used to test the results of the original analysis. Application of
the tool supported the preferred alternative, and suggested possible refinements to the location of the route
that should be investigated when the trail is laid out in the woods. A description of the least cost path approach
is presented at the end of Appendix 14. Figure 14 shows the various routes considered.
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Description of the Preferred Alternative
Starting from the south, the new route would follow the existing route northerly along the west shore of Cedar
River Flow to Payne Brook within the MRPWF. There the route would depart from the existing route, heading
northeasterly to Wakely Dam through the woods on a new trail parallel to Limekiln Lake‐Cedar River Road and
southeast of it. The route may follow an old road reported to lie between Limekiln Lake‐Cedar River Road and
the shore of the Flow. The route would continue northerly on Cedar River Road to the Wakely Mountain
trailhead, and then shoot up the Wakely Mountain trail for approximately one mile. It would leave the Wakely
Mountain trail, heading northerly on an old road known as the Gould road. The trail would leave the Gould road
and the MRPWF and head northerly into the BRW on an old spur road along the southeasterly flank of Metcalf
Mountain. From a point where the old road becomes indistinct, new trail would be constructed just inside the
State land boundary going northeasterly. The route would pass through the notch between Metcalf and Round
Top Mountains and pass on the north side of Round Top, work its way along the foot of Blue Ridge and intersect
the existing trail at a point south of Stephens Pond.
Trail Construction
Some of the proposed NP Trail reroute is within the BRW and some in the MRPWF. Construction on the parts of
the trail within each unit would not begin until after the UMP had been adopted. The precise location of the
relocated trail would be determined after detailed field reconnaissance work. Segments of the trail that would
follow former roads generally would require little more work than cutting brush and posting trail markers. Foot
bridges might be required in some locations. Field conditions might necessitate that parts of old roads
preliminarily designated as part of the trail be bypassed in favor of constructing new trail on sites with better‐
drained or more stable soils. In general the trail would be located with the goal of minimizing the need for foot
bridges and drainage structures, tree cutting, long‐term maintenance needs and impacts to soils, wetlands,
significant habitats and rare species.
The construction of the new route consists of two segments: the relatively short segment south of Wakely Dam
between Limekiln Lake‐Cedar River Road and the shore of Cedar River Flow, and the relatively long segment
between the Wakely Mountain trail and the trail south of Stephens Pond. The segment south of Wakely Dam,
within the MRPWF, may follow a former road reported to lie between the flow and Limekiln Lake‐Cedar River
Road. Should the route of the former road not prove appropriate, it is expected that new trail construction
would not be difficult, because the area generally appears to be characterized by gentle slopes and open upland
forest. The longer segment would follow the Wakely Mountain trail for the first mile, then the Gould road for a
little less than a mile, all within the Moose River Plains Wild Forest. Though it is likely that the trail would follow
the Gould road, it is possible that relocations would be necessary to bypass wet areas. The relocated trail would
then enter the BRW, following a former road for more than a mile before approximately five miles of trail would
be newly constructed.
Before trail construction would begin, the Department would consult with APA in the development of a detailed
work plan and would obtain all necessary permits.
Projected Use of the Preferred Alternative Route and Potential Impacts of Use
It is not possible to accurately project use levels of trails yet to be constructed. However, general predictions can
be made from a review of characteristics such as location, access, land character and the use patterns in nearby
areas.
The proposed reroute of the NP Trail within the MRPWF and the Blue Ridge Wilderness would be much more
attractive to hikers than the present route on Cedar River Road. However, the amount of use by through‐hikers
would not be expected to rise significantly from presently low levels. Because the hike from the Wakely
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Mountain trailhead to Stephens Pond would be approximately eight miles long, use of that segment by people
other than through‐hikers is also likely to be relatively low.
Winter use of all parts of the relocated trail segment would be expected to be low. Cedar River Road is a major
snowmobile route and is not plowed beyond a fee parking lot maintained by the Town of Indian Lake located
approximately four and a half miles northeast of the Wakely Dam. Depending on the characteristics of the trail
once built, it might prove attractive to a hearty few as part of a rugged long‐distance cross‐country skiing trip,
though the trip would be more than 12 miles long, require the parking of one car at the fee parking lot on Cedar
River Road and another on the Route 28 parking area, and involve sharing three or four miles of the unplowed
Cedar River Road with snowmobiles. The low level of winter use of the relocated trail would not be likely to have
significant impacts on wintering deer.
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Figure 14. Northville‐Lake Placid Trail Alternative Routes
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Management Actions:
•
•
•
•

Construct the new route of the Northville‐Lake Placid Trail as described in alternative 2 and maintain it
as a class IV foot trail. Post blue NP Trail markers. Post a guideboard at the intersection with the Wakely
Mountain trail.
Close the part of the trail between the former McCane’s Resort and the new trail. Remove all signs and
trail markers. Install suitable barriers at both ends.
Post signs and trail markers within the Lake Durant Campground to clearly delineate the route of the NP
Trail to hikers. (Lake Durant Campground UMP)
Posts signs on the trail to indicate the boundary between the Lake Durant Campground and the BRW.

Canoe Carries
Present Situation and Assumptions:
There are currently six canoe carries on the MRPWF. Two of these carries, Brown’s Tract Inlet and Rock Dam, are
also designated snowmobile trails. The third carry is between Fifth and Sixth Lakes. The take out on Fifth Lake is
on a 1.8 acre parcel of wild forest which is part of the MRPWF unit. The trail leads from Fifth Lake to State Route
28, follows along Route 28, crosses over the highway to Sixth Lake Road and to a launch site along the wing wall
of the dam. The State land where the Sixth Lake Dam is located is under the jurisdiction of the Hudson River‐
Black River Regulating District with the exception of the 0.102 acre canoe launch on the north side of Sixth Lake
jointly under the jurisdiction of DEC and the Hudson River‐Black River Regulating District. There are express
conditions in the transfer of jurisdiction papers that restrict public use of the site. They include: Parking of
vehicles or trailers or motor boat launching is not allowed; mooring and docking of motor driven boats is not
allowed; and, Camping and picnicking is prohibited. The take out site on Fifth Lake appears to utilize the remains
of an old structure. The Fifth Lake site is muddy and a stone or wooden structure would reduce potential
sedimentation and improve accessibility. The site on Sixth Lake becomes difficult to use when the water levels
become low enough that there is a drop of several feet from the top of the wall to the water. A modification of
the head wall would improve accessibility of the site. The location of the Sixth Lake site was acquired in 1974
through a transfer of jurisdiction of approximately 0.1 acres of land from the Hudson River‐ Black River
Regulating District. Squaw Lake is currently accessed by a 0.5 mile carry from the Indian Lake Road. Seventh and
Eighth Lakes are linked by a carry which passes through the Eighth Lake Campground. There is also a little used
canoe carry to reach the South Branch of the Moose River located at campsite number 80. Department staff will
also evaluate the feasibility of establishing a canoe carry from the inlet of the Cedar River Flow to Little Moose
Lake (this proposed management action will need to be outlined in the West Canada Lakes Wilderness UMP).
Currently there is no marked access to Mohegan Lake for canoers. There is already a 20‐30 car parking area on
the Sagamore Road which could be utilized as a trailhead. Access would follow the Mohegan Lake Road to the
Bear Pond Road and then to the proposed water access site.
Management Action:
•
•
•
•

Maintain existing canoe carries on the unit.
Modify the head wall at the Sixth Lake site to improve access. Consult with HRBRRD.
At the Fifth Lake canoe launch, construct a stone or wooden landing at the water line to reduce
sedimentation problems and improve access.
Designate the route from the parking area near Sagamore to Mohegan lake as a canoe carry. The section
from the Bear Pond Road to the lake will be constructed to meet accessibility grade guidelines. This will
be accomplished by removing obstacles and adding limited gravel material where necessary to address
grade conditions or cover obstacles that cannot be removed.
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Mountain Biking
Present Situation and Assumptions:
In 1993, the APA and DEC signed an addendum to the memorandum of understanding between the two
agencies that addressed use of mountain bikes on wild forest classified lands, while prohibiting mountain biking
on all wilderness areas. The memorandum was partly in response to the tourism, bicycling and regional planning
interests which identified the economic and recreational potential for mountain bicycling in the Adirondack Park.
For the next couple of years, the identification and inventory of popular mountain bicycling trails (Adirondack
Park Mountain Bike Preliminary Trail and Route Guide, 1995) was undertaken through a combined effort of the
Adirondack North Country Association, the Adirondack Mountain Club and the LA Group. Since the preliminary
listing, some counties have identified other routes at the local level and additional routes continue to be
identified through the Adirondack Park Mountain Bike Initiative.
All backcountry users can have an effect on the environment. This UMP will identify places where mountain
bikes are not appropriate, where mountain bike use can be allowed, ways to minimize impacts and methods to
foster cooperation between trail user groups to maximize the quality of the recreation experience for all while
protecting the natural resources. The APSLMP guidelines for wild forest areas allow all terrain bicycles “on roads
legally open to the public and on state truck trails, foot trails, snowmobile trails and horse trails deemed suitable
for such use as specified in individual unit management plans.” 6NYCRR §196.7(e) provides that “[t]he operation
of bicycles is permitted on all roads and trails on Adirondack forest preserve wild forest areas except for those
roads and trails posted as closed to bicycle operation.” All designated trails within the MRPWF will be posted as
open or closed for mountain bike travel. Even in wild forest, certain constraints limit the opening of all trails
within the unit to mountain bikes. Factors such as private land crossings, topography, drainage and impacts to
other recreational activities were considered in identifying possible mountain bike trails within the MRPWF. A
discussion of the compatibility of mountain bike use on new snowmobile trail proposals is discussed in the
proposed snowmobile trail section.
An assessment of all existing trails within the MRPWF for mountain bike use has not been completed. However,
seasonal trails such as certain ski and snowmobile trails, which may cross wet areas when the ground is frozen,
will be signed prohibiting the use of mountain bikes. Appendix 11 contains general guidelines for mountain bike
trails.
Following the release of the Revised Draft UMP in 2010 numerous comments were received concerning
proposals, or lack of proposals, for mountain biking within the unit. To address these concerns, raised from
biking groups, individuals and local communities the Department has added several proposals to allow
continued use of some routes and to establish new routes. In addition, the Department is committed to working
with mountain bike groups and/or individuals, local communities and other interested parties to develop a
comprehensive mountain bike plan for the MRPWF. This plan will identify an overall framework for mountain
biking, trail construction and maintenance and will guide the future of mountain biking on the unit. Following
development of the mountain bike plan, the Department will propose an amendment to this UMP to implement
the proposals of that plan.
The following Proposals have been added to this plan to address concerns raised during the public comment
period:
Otter Brook Truck Trail Wild Forest Corridor‐ This proposal will leave a strip of lands classified as wild forest
along the Otter Brook Truck Trail, from the intersection with Indian Lake Road, to Little Moose Lake. The
corridor will then follow the Wilson Ridge Road to the LLCRR. This corridor is being created for the sole purpose
of maintaining an important mountain bike loop that would have been eliminated had the area been reclassified
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to wilderness. A single‐track bike trail will be developed within the 20 foot wide corridor (10 feet either side of
center line of the road).Other non‐motorized uses on this route may include hiking, skiing and horseback riding.
Bear Pond‐Benedict Creek Trail‐ This route will be utilize alternative number 6 for the community connector
snowmobile trail from the Bear Pond Trail to the vicinity of the northern Bear Pond Sportsman’s Club camp. At
this point the new trail will connect to the Bear Pond Road. The addition of this route, when combined with
existing trails, will provide a series of loops of varying lengths throughout this part of the unit. Other non‐
motorized uses of this trail may include hiking and skiing.
Squaw Lake Beaver Lake Trail‐ A new foot/ bike trail is proposed to connect the Indian Lake Road, from the
vicinity of Squaw Lake, to the Beaver Lake Trail. This route may serve as part of the NNCST or as an alternative
route for that trail. Allowing mountain bike use on this trail will provide an excellent loop utilizing a portion of
the Indian Lake Road.
Objectives:
•
•
•
•

Develop and implement a comprehensive mountain bike plan for the MRPWF
Provide for mountain biking opportunities on trails suitable for their use.
Maintain trails to appropriate IMBA standards to minimize environmental impacts.
Close inappropriate trails.

Management Actions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Initiate a working group consisting of mountain bike users, local governments and other interested
parties to develop a comprehensive mountain bike plan for the MRPWF.
Amend the MRPWF UMP to implement the mountain bike plan once complete.
Develop a work plan to build the Bear Pond‐Benedict Creek Trail.
Develop a work plan to build the Squaw Lake‐Beaver Lake Trail.
Allow the use of mountain bikes on all open motor vehicle roads within the MRPWF.
Designate the following existing trails for use by mountain bikes; Otter Brook Truck Trail, Wilson Ridge
Road, Mitchell Ponds Trail, Mitchell Ponds Road, Rock Dam Trail, FX Matts Trail, Bear Pond Trail, Rocky
Mountain Trail ,Lost Ponds Trail, Ice House Pond Trail, Helldiver Pond Trail, Cellar Mountain Road to
Cellar Pond, Wakely Mountain Trail to the first bridge, Gould Road, Beaver Lake Trail, Indian Lake road,
Squaw Lake Trail, Indian Lake Trail, Bug Lake Trail, Black Bear Mountain trail, Seventh‐Eighth Lake Trail
(north section only), Seventh Lake Trail, Mike Norris Trail, West Mountain Trail, Beaver Flow Trail, Sucker
Bay Brook Trail, Browns Tract Inlet Carry Trail, Third lake Creek Trail, Traveling Rock Trail, Limekiln Lake
Trail and the trails adjacent to Fern Park.
Designate the following closed motor vehicle roads for use by ATBs; Mohegan Lake Road and Bear Pond
Road.
Designate the new community connector snowmobile trail for use by ATBs.
Post signs prohibiting the use of ATBs on the following trails; Rocky Mountain Trail, Black Bear Mountain
Ski Trail, Wakely Mountain Trail (beyond the first bridge), Cellar Mountain Road (beyond Cellar Pond),
Whites Pond Trail, and Cathedral Pines Trail.
If additional problem areas are found in the future, relocate those sections if possible. If relocation is
impossible and the situation cannot be mitigated, close those trails for all uses until a solution is found.
Assess old logging roads throughout the unit for future opening for mountain bikes. Amend the UMP if
new bike trails are to be designated.
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Alternatives Discussion for Proposed ATB Trail Additions
Several options were considered in determining a preferred management strategy for this area. As discussed in
Section II‐D‐Capacity to Withstand Use, most wild forest roads and trails within the MRPWF have not been
closed to mountain bikes and show only minor environmental impact from bicycle use. Trail obstacles such as
roots, rocks and occasional wet areas have tended to discourage use. The lack of large organized clubs and bike
shops with rentals has also contributed to low use levels. Various strategies to accommodate mountain bike use
within the unit were considered including: (1) listing only closed trails with all other trails considered as open to
mountain bikes, (2) identification on a trail by trail basis of all open designated trails, or (3) limited selection of
one or two open designated trails to adequately address trail problems and monitor impacts. The option of
opening all trails not listed as closed does not adequately identify to potential bikers trail constraints, trail
features and/or level of difficulty and the absence of official trail marking/designation may confuse the public.
Specifically restricting designation and mountain bike use to a couple of trails would constitute a mass closing of
the remaining trails currently open to bike use, a type of outdoor recreation compatible with the wild forest
classification. Limiting use to a few specific trails might unintentionally cause a higher degree of physical and
social impacts, since use will be much more concentrated rather that dispersed throughout the unit.
No Action Alternative ‐ This alternative would prevent the designation of any mountain bike trails. This would
eliminate the potential for conflict between bikers and hikers on designated foot trails. The “no action”
alternative would prevent the official designation of bike trails where a need is demonstrated and anticipated
public use is indicated. Further, the requirements of the APSLMP to designate appropriate routes for mountain
bikes through the UMP planning process would not be met. Without the designation and rating of specific trails
through the UMP planning process, the public may not be aware of these potential recreational opportunities.
Mountain bike travel would also continue on trails that are not suitable for such use. For these reasons, this
alternative will not be supported by this UMP.
Impacts and Management Alternatives:
The preferred alternative is the designation of mountain bike trails and posting of trails to be closed. The
MRPWF is composed of over 85,000 acres, a large enough area to meet the needs of mountain bike riders and
other recreational users without significant user group conflict. Trail designation will direct mountain bike riders
to old roads and properly constructed trails which can be more environmentally appropriate places to ride, thus
reducing environmental impacts. The existing trails proposed to be designated for mountain bike use were
considered for suitability as bike trails, taking into consideration land ownership, ground conditions, existing
public uses, trail slopes, obstacles and features, and possible conflicts with other users. In addition, some of the
new trail proposals will allow for future mountain bike use. See Section V. The formal designation of mountain
bike trails in the MRPWF will accommodate a type of recreational use and access method that is not permitted
in the adjacent West Canada Lake Wilderness or the Blue Ridge Wilderness. For these reasons, this alternative
will be supported by this UMP.
Projected Use and Potential Impacts of the Preferred Alternatives
By formally designating a trail with mountain bike markers, the trail will most likely be advertized in books and
local Chamber of Commerce trail guides, thereby potentially increasing use. Use levels are anticipated to only
increase slightly since most of the proposed designated trails do not lead to attractive natural features such as
waterfalls, scenic views, or sandy beaches. However, the proposed trail improvements will provide a safer and
more enjoyable experience which may eventually increase use due to greater rider satisfaction. Problems of
trail widening, braiding and development of new bootleg trails is not likely to happen in the lesser used parts of
the Adirondacks, since it is believed that user density will never approach that observed near developed urban
areas.
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Cross Country Ski and Snowshoe Trails
Present Situation and Assumptions:
Due to the distance from plowed roads, the interior portion of the unit receives very little use by skiers and
snowshoers. Areas in the vicinity of Black Bear Mountain, Camp Sagamore and Limekiln Lake Campground
receive some use. The trail system at Limekiln Lake Campground is linked to the Inlet Ski Trail system at Fern
Park and likely receives the most use.
Objective:
•

Provide designated ski and snowshoe trails in areas which are accessible from plowed roads and parking
areas.

Management Actions:
•
•
•

Mark the north end of the Seventh‐Eighth Lake Loop Trail, Bear Pond Road, Mohegan Lake Trail, Beaver
Flow Trail and Traveling Rock Trail as ski trails.
Assess existing old roads and trails for future ski/snowshoe use especially in the area between the
Sagamore Road and the existing trail from Eighth Lake to Mohegan Lake. This area, which is easily
accessible from plowed roads could provide for a system of interconnecting ski trails.
Amend the UMP when new ski trails are to be designated.

Horse Trails
Present Situation and Assumptions:
Areas designated for horseback riding in Hamilton County are quite limited, consisting mainly of small privately
operated riding stables and trails. It is important to realize that a horse trail network that provides looped trails
and the desired experience of most equestrians may not be feasible within the MRPWF. However, the
opportunity for limited riding does exist. Some trails and roads that are currently ridden sporadically by local
equestrian users are capable of sustaining such minimal use, but may not be able to withstand the use that could
result from formal designation.
Pursuant to 6 NYCRR § 190.8(n), use of horses and equestrian riding is allowed anywhere on State lands under
the jurisdiction of the Department of Environmental Conservation except designated foot trails and snowmobile
trails when covered with ice or snow and intensive use areas, such as DEC campgrounds. Page 22 of the APSLMP
(June 2001) authorizes horse trails in wilderness areas, provided that “new horse trails will be limited to those
that can be developed by conversion of appropriate abandoned roads, snowmobile trails, or state truck trails.’”
Horse hitching posts and rails, and horse trail bridges constructed of natural materials are also allowed by the
APSLMP. The APSLMP on page 25 also provides that “access by horses, including horse and wagon, while
permitted in Wilderness, will be strictly controlled and limited to suitable locations and trail conditions to prevent
adverse environmental damage.” These guidelines also apply to wild forest classified lands.
The APSLMP on page 17 defines a foot trail as “a marked and maintained path or way for foot travel located and
designed to provide for reasonable access in a manner causing the least effect on the surrounding environment.”
As a result, all designated foot trails are closed to use by equestrians. While the co‐designation of foot trails as
horse trails could enable horseback riding to occur, horse trails are generally not compatible with pedestrian
hiking on popular foot trails. Although horse trails may follow foot trails for short distances, in order to minimize
user conflicts it is preferable that they be developed as separate distinct facilities, utilizing as much as possible
areas not presently used by hikers to a great degree.
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Horseback riding is a compatible use of Forest Preserve lands when the trails are properly located, designed and
maintained. It is important to bear in mind that designation of a particular trail or old road for horse travel may
invite increased traffic, and without adequate maintenance could cause the trails to become eroded and muddy.
Trails in such a condition are environmentally unacceptable, unsafe and unpleasant to use. Trails are most
vulnerable to erosion during the months of November, December, March and April, the “mud season” when
trails can be most easily damaged. In January, February, and March snowmobile use would conflict with any
winter horse use.
Currently there are five designated horse trails within the MRPWF, the Lost Ponds Road, Mitchell Ponds Road,
Beaver Lake Road, Otter Brook Truck Trail and Sly Pond Loop Trail. All of these trails, with the exception of the
Sly Pond Loop Trail, are on old roads which are also designated snowmobile trails. Ideally horse trails should
provide a series of interconnected loops allowing for rides of varying lengths and not requiring return trips via
the same routes. Unfortunately this is not the case on this unit and is the likely reason the use of horses has
remained fairly low on the unit. The future designation of horse trails to provide a network will depend on the
reconnaissance of old roads and trails throughout the unit. Many factors must be evaluated prior to the
designation of a route for use by horses including soils, topography, stream and wetland impacts as well as
compatibility with other uses. Routes that follow old gravel roads with hardened surfaces and proper drainage
will form the basis of any future horse trail system on the unit.
Objectives:
•
•
•

Provide recreational opportunities for equestrian riders on suitable trails.
Maintain trails to appropriate standards to minimize environmental impacts.
Close inappropriate trails.

Management Actions:
•
•
•

Assess other existing trails to determine if they are suitable for designation as horse trails.
Designate the Wilson Ridge Road as a horse trail.
Amend the UMP when new horse trails are to be designated.

Alternatives Discussion for Proposed Horse Trail Designation
Several options were considered in determining a preferred management strategy for this area:
No Action Alternative ‐ This alternative is to not designate any additional horse trails. This would reduce the
potential for conflict between equestrians and hikers on designated trails. Although under applicable law it is
legal to ride a horse on an unmarked trail, as a practical matter riding a horse off trail is difficult in most forest
stand types. Terrain constraints, brush, obstacles, and other factors limit the ability to easily ride through the
woods. The “no action” alternative would prevent the official designation of horse trails where anticipated
public use is indicated. For these reasons this alternative will not be supported by this UMP.
Impacts and Management Alternatives:
The preferred alternative is the retention of currently designated horse trails, allowing informal horseback riding
where suitable, and posting of trails to be closed. The MRPWF is composed of over 85,000 acres, a large enough
area to meet the needs of equestrians and other recreational users without significant user group conflict.
While riding will still be allowed on some snowmobile trails, this occasional activity is expected to only have
minor impacts. Trail designation will direct equestrian users to old roads which can be more environmentally
appropriate places to ride, thus reducing environmental impacts. Horses provide an alternative means of
transportation into the MRPWF. The designation of horse trails can improve the accessibility within the area for
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persons with disabilities who are seeking to access Department programs in a wild forest setting. Therefore, this
alternative will be supported by this UMP.
Projected Use and Potential Impacts of the Preferred Alternatives
It is anticipated that the few trails that are designated for horse use will not be heavily used, since the total
overall mileage of horse trails is small. However, the proposed trail improvements will provide a safer and more
enjoyable experience which may eventually increase use due to greater rider satisfaction. There may be
resistance from hikers and other users to the designation of horse trails in the MRPWF. However, given the need
to develop opportunities for people with limited mobility and APSLMP provision allowing horse trails in wild
forest, horse use is an appropriate mode of travel. The designated horse trails will be signed to inform users of
the trail designation and reduce the potential for conflict. Equestrian use will be monitored for resource impacts
and complaints from other users. To assist with the maintenance of newly designated horse trails the
Department will seek an organization willing to adopt these newly designated horse trails.

4. Primitive Tent Sites
Present Situation and Assumptions:
There are currently 170 designated primitive tent sites (designated sites) located in the MRPWF. The
reclassifications proposed in this plan will place 116 of the existing (170) designated sites within MRPWF into a
new Moose River Plains Intensive Use Camping area. (Appendix 23 contains a draft unit management plan for
this proposed Intensive Use Area.)
54 of the existing (170) designated sites are located on the lands remaining classified as Wild Forest. This UMP
proposes to designate an additional four new sites within the Wild Forest Area. Of the 54 existing sites, 37 need
to be closed for (1) environmental reasons or (2) in order to comply with APSLMP separation distance
requirements. Closed sites will be relocated to appropriate areas within the new Intensive Use Area or within
the Wild Forest. No sites will be closed prior to development of a site relocation plan in consultation with APA
staff and local communities.
Compliance with the APSLMP for campsite separation distance must occur before the end of the third year
following adoption of this plan. Thus, the relocation plan must be finalized within this time frame.
The APSLMP area description for the MRPWF reads in part “The area is unique also in that the Department of
Environmental Conservation maintains an extensive road system and provides numerous scattered individual
camping sites along this system. This provides a type of outdoor recreation between that of the developed
campground and primitive tent sites.” It is for this unique opportunity that many users come to the MRPWF.
Existing camping regulations require camping to be either at designated sites or at undesignated locations that
are at least 150 feet or more from a road, trail or water (6 NYCRR §190.3(b)). A primitive tent site is one
identified by a DEC sign or disk and defined as: a designated tent site of an undeveloped character providing
space for not more than three tents, which may have an associated pit privy and fire ring, designed to
accommodate a maximum of eight people on a temporary or transient basis, and located so as to accommodate
the need for shelter in a manner least intrusive on the surrounding environment (APSLMP, 2001, page 18).
The APSLMP guidelines for primitive tent sites in wilderness areas (APSLMP, 2001, page 21) also apply to other
land classifications such as primitive and wild forest. Conforming primitive tent sites should meet the following
criteria;
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‐ primitive tent sites below 3,500 feet in elevation that are out of sight and sound and generally one‐
quarter mile from any other primitive tent site or lean‐to:
‐ where severe terrain constraints prevent the attainment of the guideline for a separation distance of
generally one‐quarter mile between primitive tent sites, individual unit management plans may provide,
on a site‐specific basis, for lesser separation distances, provided such sites remain out of sight and sound
from each other, be consistent with the carrying capacity of the affected area and are generally not less
than 500 feet from any other primitive tent site.
The existing designated campsites located along the road system were constructed in the 1960s. Sites and access
roads were leveled and hardened with gravel. These sites are designed similar to those found in intensive use
areas, and can withstand current and projected use levels. Most existing sites are equipped with a pit privy,
picnic table and either a fire ring or fireplace. Most of the existing fireplaces are in poor condition and those
remaining at wild forest primitive tent sites will be converted to simple fire rings. Several interior sites are also
designated generally located near waterbodies. Additional sites are designated on Seventh Lake along the
Northern Forest Canoe Route.
Compliance with APSLMP Site Separation Distance Requirements
An analysis of the separation distance between designated sites on the MRPWF found that there were
numerous individual sites not in compliance with the guidelines set forth in the APSLMP. To determine which
sites were out of compliance, the planning team created a map showing all designated campsites on the unit.
GIS software was used to create a one‐eighth mile radius circle around each site. Anywhere these circles
intersected represented sites that were within one‐quarter mile of another site. In some cases 10‐12 circles
intersected each other. Each site identified through this process was then visited. Criteria looked at during these
visits included resource impacts, location, previous indications of use and the site’s ability to withstand future
use. Sites were then compared to other sites within one‐quarter mile and a determination was made as to which
sites to close. The initial Draft UMP proposed the closure of 99 of the 170 existing sites to meet separation
distance guidelines. This proposal was not well received by users of the area and raised major concerns with
local government officials due to the potential impacts on their communities. Following numerous discussions
with user groups and local governments, DEC made a decision to review the Draft UMP and look at possible
alternatives to the camping issue on the unit. The outcome of this review has resulted in a major revision to the
draft plan that will include a proposal to reclassify some portions of the road corridors within the MRPWF to
intensive use. This reclassification is being proposed to allow the retention of existing sites that do not meet
separation distance requirements. The management of these intensive use camping areas will be guided by a
separate plan for those areas. This plan will address those sites remaining within the MRPWF. Future monitoring
will determine the need for additional sites within the unit. A campsite use inventory, begun in 2008 and
proposed to be done yearly, will be utilized in determining the need for additional sites. No new primitive tent
sites in wild forest will be designated so as to be closer than one‐quarter mile from any other tent site whether
in wild forest or intensive use.
Existing Primitive Tent Sites
Management of primitive tent sites within the MRPWF will focus on providing a more primitive experience than
those sites in the adjoining intensive use area. This will include separating the tent sites from parking areas and
removing picnic tables from the wild forest sites that have traditionally been provided within the MRPWF. The
overall goal is to offer a range of types of camping facilities in general proximity to each other along the Moose
River Plains road network, from the most basic primitive tent sites to a variety of more developed sites available
within the proposed new campground. All sites, however, will be managed so they remain in keeping with the
character of the area and its historical use.
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The existing primitive tent sites which are to remain within the unit will be reconfigured to provide parking space
for one vehicle and trailer. Newly designated sites will be constructed in the same manner. The area designated
for the tent site will be separated from the parking area by a minimum of 100 feet. During the big game hunting
season users may utilize the parking area for campers or pick‐up trucks equipped with slide in campers.
Mitchell Ponds (Site 64a)‐ This site is currently located approximately 50 feet from the shore of Mitchell Ponds.
The road leading to the site is proposed to be opened to CP‐3 access as part of the Galusha Consent Decree. In
order to better protect the immediate shoreline and to prevent users from having to access the water directly
through the tent site, the site will be relocated to a location where the proposed CP‐3 motor vehicle access will
end. The newly constructed site will be accessible. A 400 foot accessible trail will connect the site to the water.
Ice House Pond (Site 81) ‐ The existing site is approximately 200 feet to the south of the pond and is wheelchair
accessible, and an accessible trail provides access to the pond.
Site 83‐ This site is located on a dead‐end road just north of the Moose River. In order to provide proper
separation distance between sites within the proposed intensive use area and site 84, this site will be closed.
Site 84‐ This site is located on a dead‐end road just north of the Moose River. The road is proposed to be blocked
near the intersection with the Otter Brook Road.
Site 45‐ This site is located just beyond the gate on the Lost Ponds Road. The site is too close to both a stream
and a wetland as well as being less than one‐quarter mile from other sites which will remain open. For these
reasons this site will be closed.
Site 46‐ This site is located adjacent to the Lost Ponds Trail. If a more suitable location away from the trail can be
found, the site will be relocated.
Site 47‐ This site is located on Lost Ponds.
Site 35‐ this site is located at the end of the Sly Pond Road. The road is proposed to be closed and blocked at the
intersection with the LLCRR. Space for one vehicle will be provided at the intersection and the site will be
accessed by foot via the old road.
Sites 134, 135, 135a, and 138‐ These sites are located adjacent to the Indian Lake Road. All of these existing sites
will be closed, and new sites at more desirable locations will be designated. Some of the new sites may be within
the WCLWA and will be addressed in that UMP. All newly designated sites will conform to APSLMP guidelines.
The following sites are located on or near the Otter Brook Road, within the scenic river corridors for either the
SBMR or Otter Brook, will be retained as wild forest compliant sites: 80, 82, 89, 90, 98, 101, 103, 104, 106, 110
and 111.
The following sites are located within the scenic river corridor for the Red River and will be retained as wild
forest compliant sites: 73a, 76, 77, 119a, and 122.
Proposed new Primitive Tent Sites
Cellar Pond Road‐ A new site will be designated at the location of the old lease camp approximately .2 miles
from the LLCRR. Parking will be along the LLCRR.
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Payne Brook Road‐ A new site will be designated near the first stream crossing along the old road approximately
.2 miles from the LLCRR. Parking will be along the LLCRR.
Wakely Pond‐ a new site will be designated along the Gould Road near Wakely Pond approximately 200 yards
from the proposed parking.
Mohegan Lake (Boy Scout Point) ‐ A new site will be designated on Boy Scout Point. The site will be located so
that it is reasonably screened from the water.
Old Farm Meadow‐ A new site will be designated and constructed in the vicinity of the Old Farm Meadow along
the Bear Pond Road.
Site Screening
DEC Policy states in part “primitive camping sites shall be set back from roads, trails, springs, streams, ponds and
other bodies of water so as to preserve the aesthetics of those features”. Additionally the APSLMP states “ Any
new, reconstructed or relocated lean‐tos, primitive tent sites and other conforming buildings and structures
located on shorelines of lakes, ponds, rivers or major streams, other than docks, fishing and waterway access
sites and similar water‐ related facilities, will be located so as to be reasonably screened from the water body to
avoid intruding on the natural character of the shoreline and the public enjoyment and use thereof. Any such
lean‐tos, ranger stations, storage sheds, horse barns and similar structures will be set back a minimum of 100
feet from the mean high water mark of lakes, ponds, rivers or major streams.” Although the sites which are to
remain are exempted from the APSLMP criteria because they are pre‐existing, the intent of both DEC Policy and
SLMP guidelines is to protect the resources and enhance the users’ experience. Therefore, these criteria were
used to assess all sites in determining which sites would be the most desirable to retain. In some instance the
sites remaining open may need to have screening between the site and the road enhanced through vegetative
planting. Any sites where adequate screening cannot be established may have the camping area of the site
moved farther from the road in order to better screen the site. An assessment of vegetative screening and a plan
for the management of screening will need to be developed for all roadside sites.
The Department will control and reduce the adverse physical and social impacts of human use in the MRPWF
through a combination of education and minimum regulation. The most common violations deal with: tree
cutting; littering; camping too close (less than 150 feet) to water, trails, or roads; failure to obtain required
permits; or violating group size requirements. Many minor violations are due to unskilled actions and/or
uninformed behavior rather than maliciousness. A combination of campsite designation, education and general
increased Department presence will be used to control use within the capacity of the resource to withstand use.
If this approach does not achieve desired user behaviors, additional law enforcement measures will be
employed.
Tent Site Groupings
Groups of 10 or more individuals up to a maximum of 20 people must obtain a camping permit prior to
overnight use of NYS lands as required by DEC rules and regulations (6 NYCRR § 190.4(e)). Under guidelines for
management and use of wild forest areas (APSLMP, page 36), the APSLMP additionally allows:
small groupings of primitive tent sites designed to accommodate a maximum of 20 people per grouping
under group camping conditions may be provided at carefully selected locations in wild forest areas, even
though each individual site may be within sight or sound and less than approximately one‐quarter mile
from any other site within such grouping, subject to the following criteria:
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‐ such groupings will only be established or maintained on a site specific basis in conformity with a duly
adopted unit management plan for the wild forest area in question;
‐ such groupings will be widely dispersed (generally a mile apart) and located in a manner that will blend
with the surrounding environment and have a minimum impact on the wild forest character and natural
resource quality of the area;
‐ all new, reconstructed or relocated tent sites in such groupings will be set back a minimum of 100 feet
from the mean high water mark of lakes, ponds, rivers and major streams and will be located so as to be
reasonably screened from the water body to avoid intruding on the natural character of the shoreline
and the public enjoyment and use thereof.
While the APSLMP accepts large camping groups of nine to twenty people as a legitimate class of users in wild
forest areas, it is very specific (p.37) about how carefully they should be accommodated “per grouping under
group camping conditions.” The intent of the provision for tent site groupings is not explicit as to whether the
grouping is intended to be occupied by one affiliated group or a number of separate camping parties. However,
additional guidance provided by past reports (The Future of the Adirondack Park, The Reports of the Temporary
Study Commission on the Future of the Adirondacks, 1970), recommend that in wild forest areas, “small walk‐in
camping areas should be developed” with “spaces available for no more than five camping parties.” “Small
primitive type campsites (campgrounds)...will be allowable on wild forest lands...under proper planning
guidelines.” (Technical Report 1, Volume B, Private and Public Land, p. 27)
On some occasions groups larger than twenty people camp on the unit. These groups camp under TRP from the
Department and do not camp at designated tent sites. To date there has been no resource impacts associated
with this type of use. The Department will continue to issue TRPs for this type of use.
Careful and limited development of designated group campsites is called for in the APSLMP since camping in
large groups can cause significant degradation of an area’s resources, including solitude. This is reflected by the
APSLMP guideline that states such group campsites “will be widely dispersed… and have a minimum impact on
the wild forest character and natural resource quality of the area.” Group campsites are to be provided only “at
carefully selected locations in wild forest areas” and established or maintained only “on a site specific basis in
conformity with a duly adopted unit management plan.”
Large groups of people (10 or more individuals) have utilized portions of the MRPWF for camping in the past.
Much of this use is associated with groups such as youth camps, Boy Scout troops and hunting parties. By
permit, these groups were allowed to camp at locations that were deemed suitable by the area forest ranger. In
some areas such as Wakely Dam, large concentrations of people have occupied the closely spaced roadside sites
at the same time giving the appearance of a large group even though they are separate camping parties.
Consistent with APSLMP guidelines, wilderness UMPs are proposing a maximum overnight group size of eight
people. A limit on the size of overnight groups in wilderness areas may put increasing pressure on wild forest
areas to accommodate group camping activities. At this time there are no formal designated tent site groupings
within the MRPWF. Prior to the proposed creation of intensive use areas within the unit, the designation of
several group sites was considered. However, at this time it is expected that the intensive use areas can
accommodate the current level of large groups. If future monitoring indicates the need for additional tent site
groupings within the MRPWF they will be designated using the following criteria.
•
•

The grouping will be designed to accommodate a maximum of 20 people.
Individual tent sites within a grouping do not have to be out of sight and sound and may be less than a
quarter mile apart from other sites in the grouping.
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•
•
•

The grouping will be more than one mile from any other designated tent site grouping.
Impacts on natural resources will be minimized by locating individual sites at least 100 feet from water
and wetlands, and allowing vegetation to screen between individual sites.
Newly designated group sites will be available by permit only.

Camping Along the Northern Forest Canoe Trail (AKA Adirondack Canoe Route)
Camping along the NFCT occurs at both designated and un‐designated sites along the shores of Seventh and
Eighth Lakes. Along the north shore of Seventh Lake there are approximately twelve well defined, un‐designated
sites within 150 feet of the water. Additionally, there are two existing lean‐tos on the north shore of Seventh
Lake and one lean‐to located on an island at the east end of the lake. On the south shore side of Seventh Lake
there are four existing designated sites, three on the shore and one on an island. Three lean‐tos on Eighth Lake
also provide camping opportunities along the route. Illegal camping occurs at the island lean‐to and there is
evidence of numerous un‐designated tent sites on this small island. The creation of user‐defined sites along the
south shore of both lakes has been curtailed by either steep slopes or fringe wetlands. These factors also restrict
the future establishment of designated sites in these areas.
Although no studies have been conducted to ascertain group size information along the canoe route, anecdotal
information suggests most groups are comprised of 12 or less people. Overnight stays at any one site by these
groups is generally limited to a single night as for many paddlers starting their trip from Old Forge, sites on
Seventh and Eighth Lakes are ideal destinations for a day’s paddling. Additional use comes from parties
accessing the Lakes from the Seventh Lake Boat Launch or along Route 28 who paddle to sites for the sole
purpose of camping. This use generally occurs in smaller groups or by individuals. Staff observations have
indicated the overall use of the canoe route has continued to increase as has the size of groups traveling
together.
Due to the nature of use along the canoe route, combined with the limited areas suitable for the
designation of tent sites, it will be proposed to use a site separation distance of generally one‐third of a mile
between sites with a group size limit of 12 persons for those sites along Seventh and Eighth Lakes. Groups larger
than 12 will be encouraged to utilize one of the Intensive Use campgrounds along the route.
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Objectives:
•
•
•
•

Reduce, eliminate or mitigate the adverse effects on natural resources and visitor experience that result
from improperly located campsites.
Comply with the APSLMP campsite standards to disperse use.
Adequately screen sites from roads, trails and water bodies.
Direct the public to designated camping locations by providing information in publications and at area
treailheads.

Management Actions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Develop a campsite plan to address such things as site closures/ relocations, site screening, site
conversion to tent‐only sites, pit privy siting, group use, length of stay restrictions, etc. This will be done
in consultation with APA staff and local communities, and in compliance with the APSLMP.
Relocate existing tent sites along the Indian Lake Road to suitable locations.
Remove signs, pit privies, picnic tables and fire places from all sites being closed.
Revegetate closed sites as necessary.
Brush in closed sites to deter use.
Sign closed sites with Department “No Camping” disks.
Designate the campsites on Cellar Pond Road and Payne Brook Road.
Designate two campsites on Wakely Pond.
Develop a numbering system and signage for the designated sites along the NFCT.
Any undesignated camping sites adjacent to lean‐tos on Seventh and Eighth Lakes that do not comply
with APSLMP guidelines will be closed and revegetated. Sites will be relocated if appropriate locations
can be identified.
So‐called “at‐large” camping will be permitted in accordance with 6 NYCRR, §190.3(b). This regulation
prohibits camping within 150 feet of any road, trail, spring, stream, pond, or other body of water except
at camping areas designated by the Department. Groups of nine or more need a permit; groups over
twenty will need a TRP. In both cases a condition of the permit shall be that groups must camp at least
one‐quarter mile from a designated tent site.
Annual work plans shall incorporate campsite maintenance and rehabilitation.
Replace fireplaces at all wild forest primitive tent sites with fire rings.
Pending a use assessment of the entire 90‐mile Adirondack Canoe Route, which passes through four wild
forest areas, two wilderness areas, and two DEC administrative regions, an interim number of no more
than 12 persons per campsite is proposed for that portion within the MRPWF. Group size limits may be
subject to further adjustment based on results of future monitoring. All groups camping along the canoe
route are subject to permitting requirements under section (e) Part 190.4 NYCRR.
Camping permits will not be issued for groups larger than 12 along the canoe route within the unit.
All primitive tent sites within the unit will be monitored for damage due to overuse. Where ease of
access by motor vehicle appears to be contributing to overuse of primitive tent sites the least intrusive
measures, such as education and/or site remediation, will be implemented. If these are not successful in
reducing user impacts, more stringent measures will be considered and appropriate management
actions taken. However, consideration will be given to maintaining motor vehicle access to tent sites
that provide recreational opportunities for people with mobility impairments. All campsites within the
unit will be re‐inventoried every five years using the procedures found in Appendix 7.

Alternatives Discussion for primitive tent sites
Several options were considered in determining a preferred management strategy for this area:
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No Action Alternative ‐ This alternative would continue current use of the existing primitive tent sites on the
unit. The “no action” alternative would also prevent the official designation of additional sites where a need is
demonstrated and anticipated public use is indicated. Further, the requirements of the APSLMP to separate
primitive tent sites by generally one‐quarter mile would not be met. For these reasons, this alternative will not
be supported by this UMP.
Alternative 2‐ Close approximately 100 existing primitive tent sites to comply with the APSLMP guidelines. Most
of the historically used sites within the MRPWF are sites that were constructed following State acquisition of the
area. These sites were hardened and are capable of withstanding current use levels. Closing a majority of these
sites would also require relocating a number of them to accommodate use levels. Additionally, local
communities could potentially be economically impacted as a large reduction in sites would likely lead to a
significant reduction in visitors to the area. The existing tent sites were located in areas that were most desirable
as well as most suitable for camping. Much of the undeveloped roadside areas throughout the unit consist of
steep slopes or wetlands and are therefore not suitable for future development. For these reasons this
alternative will not be supported by this UMP.
Alternative 3‐ The Preferred Alternative‐ The ability to maintain most of the existing roadside campsites in this
area is important to the traditional user of the area, local communities and to the resources of the area. The
Preferred Alternative would reclassify a strip one‐tenth of a mile wide from wild forest to intensive use along
much of the existing road system. This reclassification would allow the retention of most existing sites, closing
those necessary for resource protection. Sites within the proposed intensive use area and also within scenic river
corridors would be managed as wild forest sites. This will require closure of sites in order to meet APSLMP
separation distance guidelines. Since the 1960s the MRPWF has been known for its roadside camping
opportunities and has become a destination for many users, including hunters, anglers and campers. The
number of users coming to this area for these opportunities directly impacts local economies as many visitors
pick up supplies and fuel from local merchants. Focusing this use along the roadsides on constructed sites also
reduces not only physical impacts in other areas but provides more primitive opportunities in undeveloped
portions of the unit. Therefore, this alternative will be supported in this UMP. A draft UMP for the proposed
intensive use area can be found in Appendix 23.

5. Bridges and Other Infrastructure
Present Situation and Assumptions:
NYSDOT inspects all bridges over 20 feet in length which are open to public motor vehicle use. The Moose River
Bridge, Otter Brook Bridge, Wakely Dam Bridge, Red River Bridge, Sagamore Lake Outlet Bridge and the two
bridges over South inlet on the Sagamore Road are inspected periodically by DOT. Currently all bridges are open
and safe for motor vehicle use.
Objectives:
•
•
•
•
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Provide for safe crossings of streams, wetlands and rivers that do not impact the natural resources.
The need for new bridges or other trail‐hardening facilities will depend upon the allowed uses on the
trail and will focus on resource protection not user convenience.
The use of pressure treated lumber on bridges and drytread will be preferred over untreated lumber in
recognition of treated lumber’s capacity to remain sound for more than 30 years in service and in light of
the ASLMP guideline directing that structures be designed to require minimal maintenance.
Newly constructed snowmobile bridges will be of a standard design using dimensional lumber or poles
for stringers depending on total bridge length. When possible, bridge materials will be brought in on
snowmobile in the winter.
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Management Actions:
•

•
•

Replace existing snowmobile corridor trail bridges that are less than eight feet in width. Bridges will be
widened when a trail is rehabilitated, or as they deteriorate and become unsafe. The final length, width
(up to 12 feet), need for ramps, and alignment changes will be reviewed at each location where a bridge
is to be built or rebuilt.
Remove from the site, reuse or dispose of properly any unused material from new bridge construction
and bridge maintenance or removal.
Remove or replace as necessary illegal pallets and user constructed bridges that do not comply with DEC
standards and specifications.

6. Leantos
Present Situation and Assumptions:
Prior to the advent of light‐weight backpack tents, lean‐tos were erected for user convenience and to provide
shelter from inclement weather. The structures were often built immediately adjacent to trails and close to
water and firewood sources. They were sometimes clustered in scenic areas to accommodate increased visitor
demand and to facilitate maintenance. Many were afforded stone and concrete fireplaces, pit privies, and picnic
tables.
During the summer season, these sites are now generally dominated by novice users and/or large groups. Many
do not bring tents or possess adequate camping gear. This lack of proper equipment and personal shelter
causes serious safety problems when the lean‐tos are full and visitors are forced to seek shelter elsewhere.
From a philosophical perspective, some people have argued that lean‐tos, as works of man, do not belong in the
Forest Preserve. Others argue that lean‐tos represent a cultural legacy and are needed for safety. Since the
MRPWF is in a land classification less restrictive that wilderness, there is greater opportunity to: “...provide
improved access to encourage public use consistent with the wild forest character.” The APSLMP acknowledges
lean‐tos as conforming structures, provided they meet a minimum 100 foot setback distance from water and
have proper sight and sound separation distances from adjoining campsites or other lean‐tos (APSLMP, 2001).
To help ensure a wild forest experience for all users, all lean‐tos will be signed indicating that their maximum
occupancy is restricted to eight persons. This would include any associated tent camping close to lean‐tos.
Currently there are nine lean‐tos on the unit, none of which has been adopted by groups or individuals. There
are three on Eighth Lake, three on Seventh Lake and three on Raquette Lake. The three lean‐tos on Raquette
Lake constitute a lean‐to cluster and are therefore non‐conforming. This plan will call for the removal of one of
these structures. The island site on Eighth Lake is the only site which shows signs of significant resource impacts.
Due to tent camping associated with the lean‐to and the island’s small size, vegetative impacts are evident. This
lean‐to is also in need of major repair. Given the island’s small size and impacts from use, this lean‐to will be
removed and no camping will be permitted on the island. Appendix 2 provides details on lean‐to conditions and
distance from water.
Objectives:
•

Limit existing lean‐tos to appropriate locations as prescribed by the APSLMP. Existing lean‐tos not
meeting the 100 foot minimum set back from water will be relocated at the time significant repairs such
as replacement of roof or bottom logs is required.
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Management Actions:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Inspect and complete condition reports for all lean‐tos on the unit.
Monitor existing lean‐to sites, using the same procedures as for primitive tent sites, on a yearly basis.
Control camping activity near existing and proposed lean‐tos. To help ensure a wild forest experience,
enforce regulations to ensure that the maximum capacity of any lean‐to site shall not exceed eight
persons. This will include associated camping adjacent to lean‐tos or in close proximity to the spur trails
that lead to them.
New, reconstructed or relocated lean‐tos will be set back a minimum distance of 100 feet or more from
the water as required by the APSLMP (page 33).
Communicate facility changes to the public through the media, the unit's information and education
programs, trailhead messages, and personal contact.
Remove the Eighth Lake Island lean‐to.
Remove one of the three lean‐tos on Raquette Lake. The lean‐to most in need of rehabilitation should
be removed if the remaining two do not impact the resource.

7. Wildlife Management Structures
Present Situation and Assumptions:
There are two deer enclosure located on the unit, one on the carry by site 80 and one off from the Icehouse
Pond Trail. The enclosure near site 80 was constructed in 1931 when white‐tailed deer research was being
conducted on the unit. The enclosure along the Icehouse Pond Trail was constructed around 1985 to study deer
browse. Neither enclosure is currently maintained nor does the research continue.
There is one fish barrier located at Lost Ponds. The structure is approximately 8' x 32' with a 36"‐42" vertical
drop, constructed of 6" x 6" lumber. This barrier was first constructed in 1965 and was rebuilt in 1996. A large
hole on one side of the dam was repaired in 2005. An additional fish barrier dam was constructed on the outlet
of Beaver Lake, approximately 0.13 miles upstream of the outlet’s confluence with the Indian River. The dam,
constructed in 1966, is a three and one‐half feet high by 40 feet long log crib barrier dam. The dam was repaired
in 1975 using bentonite to plug a hole which had developed. At this time DEC Fisheries does not intend to
reclaim Beaver Lake again or maintain the barrier dam. A fish barrier dam was constructed in 1961 on the outlet
of Limekiln Lake. This dam has been deemed unnecessary by DEC Fisheries and will not be maintained.
Objective:
•

Protect reclaimed ponds from reintroduction of non‐desirable species.

Management Actions:
•
•
•

Maintain existing fish barrier dams as necessary.
Construct new fish barrier dams when needed to protect recently reclaimed ponds.
Remove the existing deer enclosure.

8. Signs, Registers, Barriers and Kiosks
Present Situation and Assumptions:
The Department produces and posts a great variety of signs that give Forest Preserve visitors information about
regulations and resource conditions, recommendations about safety and minimizing use impacts, and directions
and distances to destinations. Signs are posted at trailheads, along boundaries and at interior locations. To
maintain a consistent look to the Forest Preserve, dimensions, materials, colors, and wording of DEC signs should
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be standardized. Currently, many of the signs on this unit are constructed of metal and are located on metal
posts. This was done in order to prevent bears from destroying the signs. However, the use of metal for signs
and posts is not consistent with the APSLMP guidelines and are therefore considered nonconforming.
Trail registers, whose original purpose was to help locate people who lose their way in the backcountry, can
provide information about trail use. Presently there are trail registers on the most popular trails on the unit.
Many trail users do not sign registers, and register sheets are occasionally destroyed or lost through vandalism.
Nevertheless, trailhead registrations can give a fair indication of relative use levels and can indicate long‐term
use trends.
Kiosks are used to provide a wide variety of information at one location. Currently there are kiosks located at
both the Cedar River and Limekiln gates. Both of these facilities need to be replaced as they are both in poor
condition.
Gates are used throughout the unit to stop or limit motor vehicle use on specific roads or across boundaries
onto adjoining wilderness or private lands. Where closure is permanent, gates should be replaced with barriers
of large stones. All gates and barriers should leave sufficient space for wheelchair passage. Roads proposed to
be opened as CP‐3 routes will be gated to limit use to CP‐3 permit holders only.
Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Provide for the smallest number of signs necessary to accomplish an informational or regulatory
objective.
Provide signs for visitor safety and resource protection, and to inform the public about recreational
opportunities.
Design and locate signs and trail markers in accordance with a unified system developed for all Forest
Preserve lands.
Bring current signing into compliance with Forest Preserve standards, i.e. made of rustic materials and
limited in number.
Remove all non‐conforming metal signs and replace with wooden signs.
At selected trailheads, provide informational access to trails with basic maps and descriptions of trail
characteristics. Otherwise, generally provide signs needed for visitor safety and resource protection
rather than for the convenience of visitors. Use the minimum number of signs necessary to achieve this
objective.
Minimize regulatory signs at interior locations in favor of signs posted at trailheads or access points.
Provide detailed regulatory information to visitors before they enter the unit in brochures and maps or
by other appropriate means. Create signs that carry positive messages. Rather than simply citing a
regulation, a sign should explain the reasons behind the message.
Develop a standardized method of collecting, compiling and reporting user data collected from register
sheets.

Management Actions:
•
•
•

Reconstruct the information kiosks at the Cedar River and Limekiln entrances.
Install new trail registers at Otter Brook and Rock Dam for canoeists paddling the SBMR. As part of the
settlement agreement, paddlers are required to register and read and sign a sheet containing
information stating the terms of their paddling the river across the Adirondack League Club.
Replace the existing boulders on the Dillon Road with a metal pipe gate. This will allow for winter
snowmobile use without having to move the boulders every year.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Install a new pipe gate at the intersection of the Uncas Road and the access road leading to the Dillon
Road.
Install new trail registers at the beginning of all routes being opened under CP‐3 permits.
Replace the existing private gates at the end of Sagamore Road with State gates.
Install new trail registers at all trailheads.
Install signage at the Route 28 bridge over the South Inlet of Raquette Lake identifying the inlet as a “No
Wake” zone.
Construct an informational kiosk at the parking area near Camp Sagamore providing a map and
information on recreational opportunities in that vicinity.
Work with private landowners to remove any nonconforming signs from State lands.
Sign all designated trails with adequate signage.
Replace existing metal signs and posts with wooden signs and standards.
Remove existing gates at Wilderness boundaries and replace with boulders. Locations where this will
occur include; Wilson Ridge Road, Otter Brook Truck trail, Sly Pond Loop trail, Northville‐Placid Trail, Sly
Pond Road and several campsite access roads to closed sites.
Install a gate on the access road to the storage shed near the Big T.
Install a gate on the Mitchell Ponds Snowmobile Trail near the intersection with the LLCRR.
Install boulders at locations where illegal motor vehicle use is occurring on old roads.
Ensure that all gates, boulders and other barriers provide sufficient space for passage of people using
wheelchairs.

9. Ranger Stations
Present Situation and Assumptions:
Currently there are three ranger stations on this unit, Cedar River, Limekiln Lake and Raquette Lake. The
Raquette Lake station is the only one occupied full‐time. There is a boathouse located on Raquette Lake and an
additional storage building located on County Route 2, both are used by the Ranger. The Limekiln Ranger Station
is also used to house seasonal and temporary staff for the Limekiln Campground and for work being conducted
within the interior of the unit. The Limekiln Lake headquarters also has a garage which is utilized by DEC
Operations staff. The Cedar River headquarters has the possibility of being used for educational purposes. Both
of these facilities have served as incident command centers during search and rescue emergencies. The
development of stewardship partnerships with local communities may require the utilization of these existing
structures for housing or interpretive programs. If used for these purposes these structures will require needed
maintenance, such as roof replacement, painting etc. Additionally, there is a gate house located at the Cedar
River headquarters, the gatehouse at Limekiln Lake having been removed in 2005. Within the interior of the unit
one small shed exists south of the LLCRR near Helldiver Pond Road. This shed is used to store supplies and a
small amount of extra fuel during the winter months. Additional information for unit buildings can be found in
Appendix 2
Objectives:
•
•

Maintain adequate facilities to support Department programs, maintenance and on‐site emergency
situations.
Utilize existing structures where appropriate for educational and informational programs.

Management Actions:
• Maintain the garage at the Limekiln gate for use by Operations.
• Maintain the old ranger house at the Limekiln gate.
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•
•
•
•

Maintain the ranger house, storage shed and boathouse in Raquette Lake.
Remove the old generator shed at Cedar River Flow.
Maintain the storage shed within the interior of the unit.
Maintain the larger gate house at the Cedar River gate. At the time of the first revision of this plan, the
need to keep this structure should be reevaluated.

10. Beaches and Picnic Areas
Present Situation and Assumptions:
There are two locations on Seventh Lake which are utilized for swimming and picnicking activities. Buck Hollow,
adjacent to the Seventh Lake Boat Launch and easily accessible from Route 28, is popular with many local
residents for swimming. Illegal camping has occurred at this location but efforts by the local ranger have
reduced, but not eliminated, the illegal camping. Many users of this area also picnic during their visit, so the
addition of several picnic tables would be desirable in this location. Sand Beach Island, located on Seventh Lake,
is a popular location for boaters. The Department constructed three fireplaces on the island to help direct where
fires were being built. Two picnic tables are also located on the island. A new pit privy will be installed to control
sanitation issues. The privy will be located at least 150 feet from the mean high water mark. The Sixth and
Seventh Lake Improvement Association annually places a small dock on the island to provide access for less
mobile persons to the day use area. The dock is placed in the spring and removed in the fall. The dock not only
allows for access by those users who might have a mobility impairment, but also directs boat traffic away from
the beach area of the island. As the only accessible portion of the island faces into the prevailing wind boat
traffic in the vicinity of where users swim could be a safety hazard. Placing and maintaining a seasonal dock to
the north of the beach area alleviates the safety hazard. The Improvement Association has also expressed an
interest in maintaining the area under an Adopt‐A‐Natural Resource Agreement.
Objective:
•

To enhance day use activities at popular locations, where appropriate.

Management Actions:
•
•
•
•
•

Sign the Buck Hollow and Sand Beach Island locations for “No Camping”
Monitor beach areas for compliance with Department regulations.
Enter into an AANR Agreement with local user groups.
Place and maintain four picnic tables at Buck Hollow.
Maintain three existing fireplaces, two picnic tables and a pit privy on Sand Beach Island. This may be
done through an AANR agreement with the Sixth and Seventh Lake Improvement Association.

11. Dams
Present Situation and Assumptions:
There are several maintained dams located within the MRPWF. The Wakely Dam is notably the largest. This dam
is 17 feet high, 190 feet in length and has a spillway width of 125 feet. The dam impounds approximately 675
acres known as the Cedar River Flow. The dam was constructed in 1875 by William Wakely. In 1931 the Town of
Long Lake constructed a dam for water supply purposes south of the Sagamore Road. This dam is 17 feet high,
180 feet wide and has a spillway width of 28 feet. Although the Town has gone to drilled wells as the primary
source for its water supply, the reservoir will still be retained as a backup or for use in emergencies. Wakely
Pond is impounded by an earthen dam three feet high and 115 feet long. Several unmaintained dams also exist
on the unit. A dam constructed of large rocks on the outlet of Mohegan Lake by William West Durant remains
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intact. No flashboards, gates or other means of regulating water level or streamflow were incorporated in its
design. The purpose of the dam may have been to create a brook trout pond for fishing (Michael Wilson,
personal communication). It is not known whether the dam affects the level of Mohegan Lake.
Fish barrier dams exist on Lost Ponds, Beaver Lake and Limekiln Lake.
There are several locations where the remnants of old logging dams are present on the unit. The South Branch of
the Moose River above Beaver Lake, Benedict Stream and Sumner Stream, all have the remains of wooden
logging dams.
Objective:
•

Maintain dams on State lands, when determined to be necessary.

Management Action:
•

Develop a plan for maintenance of the Wakely Dam.

12. Helicopter Landing Sites
Present Conditions:
While the APSLMP lists helicopter platforms as non‐conforming structures in wilderness areas, the document
does not specifically mention landing areas. DEC policy on Administrative Use of Motor Vehicles and Aircraft in
the Forest Preserve (CP‐17) allows administrative use of aircraft for maintenance, rehabilitation or construction
of conforming structures or improvements. Additional policy guidance in Cutting and Removal of Trees in the
Forest Preserve (LF‐91‐2) authorizes the removal of hazard or problem trees for routine maintenance projects.
An area just east of the “Big T” intersection has been maintained as a helicopter landing area for emergency
purposes. The area surrounding the landing zone is characterized by low shrub vegetation. The general area is
also classified as a significant community by the New York Natural Heritage Program.. In order to protect this
community the area will be left unmaintained and any future helicopter landings will occur on the road.
Objectives:
•
•

Protect the wild forest character.
Ensure that Department helicopters will have a suitable location to land for emergencies.

Management Actions:
•
•

Do not continue to maintain the existing landing area east of the Big T intersection.
Identify helicopter landing sites suitable for administrative or emergency purposes.

13. Access for Persons with Disabilities
Present Situation and Assumptions:
Past management of the MRPWF has not focused on provision of access for people with disabilities. While all
trails are legally open to wheelchair use, none have been improved to the standards necessary for access by a
conventional wheelchair. Steep slopes and other terrain constraints such as exposed roots, rocks and other
natural barriers make a large portion of the MRPWF difficult to traverse. The Department is looking at ways to
increase access opportunities for people with disabilities where such development is economically feasible, does
not alter the fundamental nature of existing programs, is compliant with Department regulation and policy, and
conforming under the guidelines of the APSLMP.
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In 2001, a Consent Decree was reached in settlement of a United States District Court case of Galusha v. NYS
DEC et al. (ADA Consent Decree). As a result of that settlement, the Department agreed to pursue numerous
projects within the MRPWF unit in order to provide access to recreational programs for people with disabilities.
Many of these projects were originally proposed to be undertaken in the UMP. However, after consultation with
APA, it was determined that most were modifications of existing facilities and could be completed prior to
completion of the UMP.
The settlement agreement called for expanded motorized access to Department programs through the issuance
of permits under Commissioner Policy 3; Motor Vehicle Access to State Lands Under the Jurisdiction of DEC for
People with Disabilities (CP‐3). Prior to the final settlement agreement, on July 28, 1998, the Court granted a
temporary restraining order which opened four roads in the MRPWF to CP‐3 access and ordered that they
remain open subject to final approval through the UMP process. As these roads, Rock Dam, Otter Brook, Indian
Lake and the Limekiln Lake‐Cedar River Road, were open to public motor vehicle use (limited to cars and trucks),
a CP‐3 permit is not required for the use of these roads to access Department programs. A substitution for CP‐3
access along the Indian Lake Road was approved pursuant to the Consent Decree.
The Department acknowledges that under the current language in the CP‐3 policy there is likely to be an
expectation of access opportunities by ATVs. However, the following must be considered:
The opening of public roads to ATV use is governed by Vehicle and Traffic Law §2403 and §2405. Vehicle and
Traffic Law §2405(1) provides in part that a State agency may open roads under its jurisdiction to ATVs by rule or
regulation where it determines that it “is otherwise impossible for ATVs to gain access to areas or trails adjacent
to the highway.” This provision contains similar requirements for municipalities which open public highways to
ATVs. Recent cases interpreting the statute’s municipal requirements have clarified that a municipality opening
a public highway to ATV traffic must make a specific finding that the purpose of opening the road is to provide
ATVs with access to areas or trails adjacent to the highway which are otherwise impossible to access. See, e.g.
Santagate v. Franklin County, Supreme Court, Franklin County, Index No. 99‐2; and Brown v. Pitcairn, Supreme
Court, St. Lawrence County, Index No. 114295 (August 19, 2003). Based on the requirements of Vehicle and
Traffic Law §2405(1), and public safety issues where ATVs and passenger vehicles are traveling on the same
road, the requirement that CP‐3 use be consistent with existing laws and these recent court decisions, the use of
ATVs under CP‐3 will not be permitted on any roads which are also open to other motor vehicles, except in
situations that conform to §2405 of the V&T Law. Administrative roads which are being opened to CP‐3 access
may be opened to either car and truck traffic only or ATV use only, as these roads are limited access roads and
are not open to the general public.
Objectives:
•
•

Meet ADA Consent Decree mandates.
Increase access opportunities for people with disabilities where such development is economically
feasible, does not alter the fundamental nature of existing programs, is compliant with Department
regulation and policy, and any improvements are conforming under the guidelines of the APSLMP.

Management Actions:
•
•
•

Develop methods to monitor environmental impacts from motorized use of CP‐3 routes.
Develop methods to monitor visitor use and experiences to ensure expectations are being met.
Complete the following access project(s):
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Red River Fishing Access
Present Situation and Assumptions:
The location for this proposed fishing access site is currently occupied by an existing campsite. The campsite will
be closed and the site reconfigured to accommodate a two car parking area and an accessible fishing area
adjacent to the Red River. Existing disturbed areas not necessary for the project will be revegetated.
Management Actions:
•
•

Provide an accessible fishing opportunity at the Red River.
Reconfigure the existing campsite near the Red River into a two car accessible parking area.

D. Public Use and Access
1. Public Use
Present Situation and Assumptions:
The collection and analysis of data relating to number of users, group sizes and overall use of the unit needs to
be improved. As evident by the gaps in the data contained in the public use inventory section of this plan,
collection and summarization of register sheets must be made a Department priority. This may be greatly
improved by the designation of a unit manager. Register sheets need to be reevaluated to determine if the most
meaningful information is being collected or if additional information could be useful.
Many visitors consider large groups inappropriate and undesirable in the Forest Preserve. Aside from behavioral
factors, the potential to cause impact varies with party size and the type of user. Parties larger than eight
persons in a group have been documented to cause greater impacts to certain environmental and sociological
resources than smaller groups (Cole, 1987, 1989, Hendee, 1990, and USDA Forest Service, 1994). Although large
party use in the unit represents a small proportion of total users, they can contribute a disproportionate amount
of impact when compared to smaller parties.
Large camping groups require greater campsite space and often clear areas to accommodate additional tents,
store equipment, or make room to eat and congregate. Large groups cooking with wood fires generally
consume greater amounts of fuel wood and extend firewood gathering areas. Impacts tend to be more spread
out and extend well beyond campsite boundaries. As the proposed reclassification to intensive use will leave
many of the existing campsites open, larger groups will be able to occupy more than one site while remaining in
close proximity to the group. Monitoring will be necessary to ensure this limits the impacts associated with
larger groups. If impacts from larger groups become an issue then additional management actions will be
explored.
The number of pets, particularly dogs, brought into the unit is increasing. There have previously been some
complaints of unleashed dogs, especially at adjoining campsites. The separation of designated sites should
reduce these occurrences.
In 1972 regulations were adopted requiring visitors to register at the Cedar River and Limekiln Lake entrances,
requiring the use of tire chains after October 1 except on 4‐wheel drive vehicles, prohibiting snowmobile
operation during the big game hunting season, and prohibiting the use of motorcycles and motorized bicycles. It
is no longer necessary to require visitors to register at the entrances or to prohibit the use of motorcycles or
motorized bicycles on the road system.
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In 1976, 6NYCRR section 59.1 was adopted, prohibiting hunting and trapping within a described area of
approximately 100 acres around Camp Sagamore. The area was established partly to protect a small tame deer
herd, but mostly as a safety zone around the camp complex with the purpose of supporting the viability of Camp
Sagamore as a self‐sustaining historic preservation and educational enterprise. Deer feeding ceased long ago, so
there is no longer a tame deer herd to protect. However, Camp Sagamore continues to attract visitors for tours
and a diverse offering of educational and recreational programs. Therefore, the conditions that constituted the
main purpose for the establishment of the safety zone around Camp Sagamore remain in place.
Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

Manage visitor use to keep impacts on the resource and experiences of all visitors at an acceptable level.
Monitor changes in use and level of use over time.
Increase visitor self‐sufficiency and knowledge of personal protection.
Provide adequate informational and educational material to users.
Provide a greater Department presence within the unit during peak use times.

Management Actions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reevaluate current register sheets to determine possible improvements.
Develop uniform method of collecting use data across the unit.
Develop an informational and educational program for the unit.
When they are available, continue to assign assistant Forest Rangers to this unit.
Monitor dog complaints to see if additional regulations are necessary to control problems.
Maintain the existing safety zone around Great Camp Sagamore. Clearly identify the boundary on the
ground by posting signs and on maps mounted on Storey registers to be installed in the area.

2. Access
Present Situation and Assumptions:
In general, public access to the MRPWF is excellent. There are approximately 24 miles of public roads bordering
the unit, including NYS Route 28, Uncas Road, Antlers Road, Sagamore Road, Cedar River Road, Limekiln Road
and a portion of the LLCRR maintained by Hamilton County. Portions of the unit can also be accessed from the
Limekiln Lake, Brown’s Tract Ponds or Eighth Lake Campgrounds.
The interior of the unit is served by an extensive road system. This road system provides motor vehicle access to
much of the interior of the unit as well as to the northern boundary of the West Canada Lake Wilderness Area
(WCLWA). Along the road system can be found numerous roadside campsites which, due to their ease of access,
are utilized extensively from late spring through the end of the big game hunting season. Several marked trails,
as well as numerous old woods roads, allow access to the interior of the unit. Throughout the development of
the MRPWF UMP, no major issues associated with the road system were brought forth. However, taking an
overall view of the entire Adirondack Park and the interrelationship between management units, consideration
must be given to potential impacts of motor vehicle use on adjoining wilderness areas. Motorized access to
wilderness boundaries may impact the primitive character of the adjoining wilderness areas. Decisions on
continuing or limiting motorized access to wilderness boundaries should consider physical, biological and social
impacts. User expectation and satisfaction must also be assessed, including potential opportunities for CP‐3 and
floatplane access to determine how future management decisions may affect these uses. Winter access to the
area is predominately by snowmobile. The LLCRR serves as the only snowmobile trail connection between Inlet
on the west and Indian Lake to the east. The Cedar River Road is utilized by snowmobiles to reach a Town of
Indian Lake parking area located approximately four miles north of the Cedar River Flow. Snowmobile access to
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the northern part of the unit, in the vicinity of Raquette Lake, is possible but requires riding plowed roads or
crossing frozen waterbodies. Several locations on the unit offer winter access for activities such as skiing or
snowshoeing. The end of the access road to the Limekiln Lake Campground and the parking area across from the
Eighth Lake Campground are plowed to allow parking for skiing and snowshoeing. Plowing additional parking
areas such as the Rocky Mountain trailhead and the Black Bear Mountain trailhead on the Uncas Road, and the
Sagamore parking area would improve access for non‐motorized winter uses.
Float plane access has traditionally occurred on several waterbodies within the MRPWF. Squaw Lake, Indian Lake
and Beaver Lake each receive some floatplane use. Limiting motor vehicle access to these waterbodies could
provide a unique opportunity for floatplane only access within a wild environment.
The road to private lands surrounding Lake Kora is the boundary between the BRW and the MRPWF for about
one mile from the existing gate. It is not clear to the public that foot travel is permitted along the road between
the gate and the private land boundary.
Objectives:
•
•
•

Provide public access where such access does not have a negative impact on physical, biological and
social resources.
Provide information to the public through the posting and maintenance of appropriate signs and the
dissemination of information through Department media.
Limit impacts associated with motor vehicle use.

Management Actions:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Support reclassification of the LLCR Road, Rock Dam Road, Loop Road and Otter Brook Road to intensive
use to maintain motor vehicle access to the area’s unique camping opportunities.
Work with the Town of Inlet to provide winter parking at the Black Bear Mt. trailhead off the Uncas
Road, the Rocky Mountain trailhead off Rt. 28 and the Limekiln Lake Campground for access to
designated cross‐country ski trails.
Increase the size and quality of one of the largest and most remote areas of wilderness in the
Adirondack Park by removing motor vehicle access and reclassifying a large area south of the South
Branch of the Moose River and north of the Otter Brook truck trail to wilderness as a special
management area.
Develop and implement a method for monitoring and addressing impacts associated with motor vehicle
use.
Give appropriate information about access at trailheads in the informational brochure for the unit and
on the Department website.
Install Storey registers at the large parking area across from the main entrance to Camp Sagamore and at
the intersection of the Lake Kora and Mohegan Lake Roads, each with a map and information indicating
local parking, trails, boundaries between State and private lands, boating access and the borders of the
Sagamore safety zone.

3. Access for Persons with Disabilities
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and its influence on management actions for recreation and related
facilities was discussed in Section III B.2.F. Implementation of the ADA consent decree18 will help ensure greater
18

ADA Consent Decree signed and ordered by US District Court Judge, Lawrence Kahn in 2001, settled a lawsuit
(Galusha v. NYSDEC and APA, US District Court, Northern District of New York, 7-5-01) brought under the Federal
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).
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public access to Forest Preserve land in the Adirondack and Catskill parks for persons with disabilities, while
preserving the "forever wild" protection of these lands under the State Constitution. Under the ADA consent
decree of Galusha et al. V. New York State Departmental Conservation et al., Civil Action No. 98‐CV‐117 (United
States District Court Northern District), DEC will enhance accessibility for persons with disabilities to parking
areas, restrooms, fishing access sites, boat launches, campsites, and picnic areas along with other
improvements. In addition, the agency will provide signs and promotional materials listing recreational
opportunities in the Forest Preserve for persons with disabilities.
The ADA consent decree includes a commitment on the part of DEC and APA, through the unit management
planning process, to support the opening of carefully selected roads in the Adirondack Forest Preserve for motor
vehicle use by persons with qualifying disabilities to provide access to activities such as fishing, hunting,
canoeing, bird watching and sightseeing. These roads will remain closed to motor vehicle use by the general
public. Other projects include constructing and/or improving parking, restroom and showering facilities, access
to fishing opportunities, campgrounds, picnic areas, recreational trails, equestrian mounting platforms, boat
launches, signage, promotional materials and road rehabilitation.
The MRPWF includes numerous miles of public motor vehicle roads and snowmobile trails. Although these
snowmobile trails are closed to public motorized vehicles, some can be utilized by persons with mobility
impairments who utilize mechanized aids (i.e., non‐motorized or motorized wheelchairs or other similar
devices), as well as the young hiker and families seeking an outdoor experience not requiring strenuous effort.
Horse trails on existing MRPWF snowmobile trails and old roads which are not also marked as foot trails may
provide additional opportunities for equestrians with disabilities.
Draft final Accessibility Guidelines for Outdoor Developed Areas include proposed guidelines for trails, outdoor
recreational access routes, beach access routes, and picnic and camping facilities. As discussed previously in
Section II‐E, ADAAG apply to newly constructed structures and facilities and substantial alterations to existing
structures and facilities. Technical provisions for trails include specifications for running slope or grade, cross
slope, width, surface, passing space, edge protection, and signs. See http://www.access‐
board.gov/outdoor/status.htm.
Improving the accessibility of suitable trails might require limited modifications to trail surfacing or tread width,
consistent with wild forest guidelines. Parking, bridge surfaces and approaches, privies and other parts of the
built environment should be developed or improved where necessary to ensure accessibility. Informational
access could be improved. Signs at selected trailheads could present information about trail surface type, length,
average grade, average cross slope, maximum grade and slope, trail width, and hazards such as rocks, ruts, and
roots that might be encountered on the trail. Information about a trail also could be provided in a simple pocket
guide with a map showing the trail and the locations of obstacles. Providing information about trail
characteristics would allow visitors to make informed decisions about their ability to use the trail.
To ensure that the Department’s management efforts will effectively meet accessibility guidelines and
recommendations while conforming with the legal and natural resource constraints that affect the management
of wild forest areas, managers should involve experts in universal design and representatives of the community
of people with disabilities in the design and implementation of actions intended to improve accessibility.
Objectives:
•
•

Provide opportunities for access by people with disabilities.
Comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act and use ABA for outdoor in assessing structures,
improvements and programs and designing new ones.
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•

For structures and improvements not covered by official accessibility guidelines, design and build them
to maximize accessibility in accordance with available design information.

Management Actions:
•

•
•
•

•
•

Involve knowledgeable representative staff from the community of people with disabilities such as DEC,
AAC, the NYS Independent Living Center or other similar organizations in the planning for subsequent
projects and proposals, including the design and construction of any accessible trails and the accessible
campsites and picnic areas proposed in this plan.
Assess the unit’s trails with regard to their accessibility for people with disabilities. Use the information
gathered to provide information to visitors.
Include information on the level of difficulty visitors can expect to encounter when accessing the various
facilities of the unit. Include this information at all appropriate trail heads, on the Department’s website
and in the area brochure.
Identify accessible facilities with signs. New regulations are proposed that will allow the Department to
reserve specific primitive campsites for people with disabilities. This management decision will be
applied where there is heavy camping pressure on the accessible sites. At less popular locations, use of
accessible camping sites (except for parking spaces) will not be limited to persons with disabilities, but
will be available to everyone on a first‐come, first served basis.
Perform Universal Trail Assessment Process (UTAP)19 inventory on the Cathedral Pines, Rock Dam and
Sucker Brook Bay Trails which may be suitable for access for persons with disabilities.
Investigate the need for equestrian mounting platforms. Install, as needed.

4. Public Information and Education
Public demand for information concerning the Adirondack Park and recreational opportunities on NYS lands is
growing. DEC staff at both the local and regional level attempt to answer questions, provide general trail
brochures and maps, and promote appropriate use of Forest Preserve lands. Detailed maps and trail guides are
published by the private sector.
Present Conditions:
Many area visitors have not contacted DEC or received area specific information, such as maps or brochures,
prior to their trip. The Department of Environmental Conservation publishes numerous brochures with simple
maps orienting visitors to areas of the Forest Preserve. The brochure for the MRPWF has not been updated for a
number of years. DEC publications with general Forest Preserve information are available, including the
Adirondack Forest Preserve Map and Guide, and Use of New York State Public Forest Lands. The proximity of
developed trailheads along well traveled highways tends to encourage impromptu day hiking or sightseeing.
As they patrol the Forest Preserve, Forest Rangers and Assistant Forest Rangers carry out informal educational
efforts when they visit with hikers, anglers, hunters and campers. DEC also enters into partnerships with local

19
The National Park Service and USDA Forest Service are attempting to assess trail conditions to provide detailed and
pertinent information about individual trails. Information is collected on grade, cross slope, width, surface characteristics,
and type and magnitude of obstacles. Maps are produced that illustrate grade and surface information and 3‐D
topography. This information is beneficial to anyone who might want to hike the trails regardless of ability including people
with walking or endurance limitations, respiratory limitations, inexperienced hikers, families with small children, and anyone
else whose special circumstances limit their willingness or ability to navigate trails. This information would allow a visitor to
decide whether he or she could enjoy the trail, and whether assistance would be needed to get around difficult areas or
obstacles
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governments and not‐for‐profit organizations for the purpose of educating and assisting Forest Preserve users.
Examples of such partnerships include stewardship agreements with fire tower friends groups.
Objectives:
•
•
•
•

Assist local Chambers of Commerce and town/county recreation staff to advertise and promote
recreational opportunities in the area.
Provide information which will increase the understanding and appreciation of the Forest Preserve and
its unique resources.
Encourage local snowmobile clubs, towns and counties to provide internet information with current
condition reports on area snowmobile trails.
Guide different kinds of users to the places and activities best suited to their objectives and abilities.

Management Actions:
•

•

Update the brochure and map outlining the recreational opportunities afforded by the MRPWF. The
brochure will provide a brief narrative of the area's history, natural resources, and will include a unit
map showing present boundaries of State parcels and existing trails, parking lots, lean‐tos, and other
important public facilities. A segment on backcountry ethics will also be included. The brochure will be
periodically updated as facilities are created or removed and as funds are made available. The DEC
website will also be updated to include a MRPWF page, such as exists for other wild forest units.
Provide assistance to the publishers of commercially‐produced trail guides and maps with the purpose of
assuring the accuracy and suitability of all public information about the MRPWF.

5. Float Plane Use
Present Situation and Assumptions:
Currently three lakes within the MRPWF are used by float planes; Squaw Lake, Beaver Lake and Indian Lake.
Access by float plane is generally limited to early spring trout season when the roads are not yet open. Once the
roads open, anglers tend to drive and hike to these waters. Interviews with several float plane operators
revealed that total yearly float plane use on these waters combined averages approximately 20‐30 trips per year.
When the phase out of float planes using Lows Lake was approved in the Bog River Management Complex UMP,
the Department made a commitment to identify waters in wild forest areas that would be appropriate for float
plane use. The discussions leading to the proposed reclassifications within this unit identified the potential to
create float plane opportunities on Beaver, Squaw and Indian Lakes. This would be accomplished through
reclassifying this area to a primitive classification and allowing the lakes to remain open for float plane use for a
period of 20 years. However, under a primitive classification, float plane use would be nonconforming and would
need to be removed by the third year following reclassification. An alternative to the reclassification to primitive
is to designate the area as a special management zone within the wild forest and manage the area as primitive
with the exception of float plane use. Based on public comments the plan has been amended to remove the
Special Management Area proposal but still allow historic float plane use to these three water bodies.
The proposal to expand the WCLWA would protect the wild character of Little Moose Lake and Sly Pond, where
the use of motorboats and aircraft would be prohibited. Additionally, in keeping with the goals and objectives
for the HGCSMA, float plane use will not be permitted on Mohegan Lake.
Objective:
•

Provide for additional float plane opportunities in wild forest areas on water bodies that are capable of
withstanding that use.
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Management Actions:
•
•

Institute a voluntary reporting method for float plane operators, to monitor use levels and trends on
waters within the unit.
Amend 6NYCRR § 196.4 to prohibit the use of aircraft on Mohegan Lake, Little Moose Lake and Sly Pond.

6. Motor Boat Use
Present Situation and Assumptions:
Motor boat use occurs on several of the larger water bodies bordering on, or within, this unit. These waters
include; Limekiln Lake, Seventh Lake, Eighth Lake, Raquette Lake and Cedar River Flow. 6NYCRR § 196.5(a)(6)
prohibits the use of motor boats on Beaver, Indian and Squaw Lakes as well as Helldiver, Icehouse, Mitchell and
Lost Ponds. Seventh Lake is the only water body in the unit with a formal boat launch. Some trailered launching
does occur on the Cedar River Flow at the water access site. These are typically smaller boats with motors of less
than 25 hp. However, it would be possible to launch a larger boat at this location. Due to the proposed
reclassification of much of the Flow, staff feel that a restriction on motor size to those less than 10 hp would be
appropriate for this area. Section III. D. identified several issues with the use of motor boats on several waters
within the MRPWF.
A campaign calling for the prohibition of motor boats on certain waters included Eighth Lake and the South Inlet
of Raquette Lake. As Eighth Lake is relatively small at 302 acres, and access is limited to hand launching, motor
boat use is generally limited to small boats and motors. A majority of the current motor boat use on Eighth Lake
is by early season anglers.
South Inlet is an avenue of motorboat access to the Cascades, also known as South Inlet Falls. The falls is a
popular destination for people who travel in motorboats and jet skis from Raquette Lake, as well as those
paddling in canoes and kayaks both from Raquette Lake and the waterway access site on Route 28. There is no
regulation prohibiting motorboat use on South Inlet. The boundary between the BRW and MRPWF where it
crosses South Inlet is not visible on the ground. It is estimated to be from 500 to 1,000 feet downstream from
the falls. Day use of the area surrounding the falls occasionally is significant, and Sagamore staff report
occasionally removing litter left by boaters. However, impacts to soils and vegetation are not excessive, and
those who arrive by boat seldom leave the immediate vicinity of the landing area and the Cascades. Section 45‐
2 of the Navigation Law provides, “Except as provided in section forty‐five‐cc of this part, no vessel shall be
operated within one hundred feet of the shore, a dock, pier, raft, float or an anchored or moored vessel at a
speed exceeding five miles per hour, unless such vessel is being operated near such shore, dock, float, pier, raft,
or anchored vessel for the purpose of enabling a person engaged in water skiing to take off or land.” Most of the
water surface of South Inlet is within 100 feet of shore. This UMP proposes to publicize the applicability of this
law by posting South Inlet as a “No Wake” zone from the Route 28 bridge to the Cascades.
In keeping with the goals and objectives for the HGCSMA, motor boat use will not be permitted on Mohegan
Lake.
Objectives:
•
•

Provide for motorized boating opportunities on appropriate waters in the unit.
Protect potentially sensitive areas by posting “No Wake” zones.

Management Actions:
•
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Post the South Inlet of Raquette Lake as a “No Wake” zone from the Route 28 bridge to the Arietta‐Long
Lake town line.
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•
•
•

Restrict motor boat use on Cedar River Flow to motors 10 horse power or less in size.
Prohibit the use of motor boats on Mohegan Lake.
Prohibit the use of motorboats and aircraft on Sly Pond and Little Moose Lake should the area around
them be reclassified to wilderness.

7. Proposed Regulations
Several of the management proposals outlined in this unit require the promulgation of new rules and regulations
in accordance with DEC policies and procedures, the State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA), and the
APSLMP. Statutory authority for regulatory change is found in ECL §9‐0105(3) and ECL §9‐0105(3) § 816.1
through 816.3. Section 816.3 of the Executive Law (Adirondack Park Agency Act) directs DEC to develop rules
and regulations necessary to implement the APSLMP. Existing regulations relating to public use of State lands
under the jurisdiction of the Department are found in 6 NYCRR Part 190. These proposed regulations constitute
the minimum level of direct regulation necessary to assure APSLMP compliance and directly influence visitor
behavior to protect resources and the experiences of visitors.
One safety concern regarding snowmobiling includes the lack of regulation of vehicle speed. There have been
complaints from both the recreational users (snowmobilers and other users) and trail groomers over the lack of
a speed limit on the trails on NYS lands. There is currently a statewide speed limit of 55 mph for the operation of
snowmobiles on public highways or public trails in New York State (2006Snowmobile Plan). PRHPL § 25.03
provides that it is unlawful for any person to operate a snowmobile “at a rate of speed greater than reasonable
or proper under the surrounding circumstances.” Factors that determine what speed is “reasonable or proper”
include: sight distance; snow/trail conditions; alertness of the operator; brake wear; and the presence of other
trail users, among others. Essentially a safe speed is that which permits the operator to bring the snowmobile to
a stop within the distance the operator can see ahead of the snowmobile. Some New York communities such as
the towns of Morehouse and Lake Pleasant have established local snowmobile speed limits.
Because of the APSLMP provision that snowmobile trails in the Adirondack Forest Preserve have essentially the
same character as foot trails, it is likely that they will have more curves and fewer straight sections than
snowmobile trails in other areas of the State. In fact, the Management Guidance gives emphasis to this,
highlighting the need for snowmobile operators to drive at slower speeds on Forest Preserve lands than they
might on other lands. Frozen water is another concern for trails. In view of the risks of ice, OPRHP has
determined those trails over frozen bodies of water are ineligible for NYS snowmobile trail fund support, and
supports efforts to move trails off of ice everywhere.
Regulation changes proposed throughout this UMP are summarized below:
•
•
•
•
•

Promulgate a new regulation under 6NYCRR §196 to restrict motor boat use on Cedar River Flow to
motors 10 hp or less in size.
Rescind 6NYCRR §196.3(a), which requires visitors to register at the Cedar River and Limekiln Lake
entrances, and § 196.3 (c), which prohibits the use of motorcycles and motorized bicycles.
Promulgate a new regulation as part of 6NYCRR §196.3 stating “No person shall operate a motor vehicle
or snowmobile within the Moose River Plains Wild Forest at a speed in excess of 25 miles per hour.”
Amend 6NYCRR § 196.4 to include Mohegan Lake. This will prohibit the use of motor boats on Mohegan
Lake.
Amend 6NYCRR § 196.4 to include Sly Pond and Little Moose Lake should the area around them be
reclassified to wilderness.
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8. Reclassification Proposals
Some of the proposals in this UMP are based upon the premise that certain areas will be reclassified to either
wilderness, wild forest or intensive use. An intensive use designation is required to allow for existing campsites
which do not conform to Wild Forest Guidelines to remain along certain sections of roads. A minor
reclassification from wilderness to wild forest will also be proposed to correct an apparent, previous error and
place an existing snowmobile trail in wild forest. Additionally, the reclassification of the lands south of the South
Branch of the Moose River from wild forest to wilderness will also be requested.
Although classification or reclassification of forest preserve lands is an Adirondack Park Agency action, a brief
description and rationale for each proposed reclassification follows:
Wild forest to wilderness‐(14,956 acres) With the proposed closure of several motorized roads and trails south
of the South Branch of the Moose River, an opportunity exists to move the wilderness boundary north and
utilize the river as a new boundary. This area has remained relatively primitive in character due to limited access.
Use of existing snowmobile trails within this area has been curtailed due to the loss of the bridge over the South
Branch of the Moose River in the early 1990s and the use reservation that existed at Little Moose Lake. Utilizing
the river as a natural boundary between wild forest and wilderness provides a more gradual transition between
the two classifications than the current boundary along a road. The addition of these lands to the adjoining
wilderness area will provide the opportunity to experience wilderness at the more primitive end of the
recreation opportunity spectrum. The proposed reclassification would encompass lands south of the river, east
of a tenth‐mile wide strip of wild forest along the Otter Brook Road and a corridor along the Otter Brook Truck
Trail and Wilson Ridge Road which would remain as wild forest to allow continued use by mountain bikes and
other non‐motorized recreation. A proposed boundary would also add more of the Cedar River Flow to the
wilderness area. A small acreage of wild forest north of the Kamp Kill Kare Road is also proposed to be
reclassified to wilderness.
Wilderness to wild forest‐(59 acres) This reclassification will place the entire length of the Cedar River
snowmobile trail within wild forest. Evidence indicates that the trail has been in its present location since before
State acquisition. The current location of the trail is on an old, well constructed road bed so it seems unlikely the
trail would have been rerouted. A reclassification from wilderness to wild forest is the most appropriate action
to remedy this situation. Relocating the trail to existing wild forest would place the trail closer to a scenic river
and likely within the 500 foot buffer allowed for in the APSLMP.
Wild forest to intensive use‐(2,925 acres) The purpose of this request is to continue to allow camping along the
road corridors in the MRPWF as it has occurred since the State took ownership. The proposed intensive use area
will be administered by DEC’s Division of Lands and Forests and will not become an Operations run pay‐to‐use
campground nor will it have any of the amenities common to other State campgrounds. The purpose of the
intensive use designation is to allow campsites closer than wild forest guidelines to remain, and to continue to
allow camping in recreational vehicles, camping trailers or slip‐on campers, which are especially important
during the big game hunting season. It should be noted that the APSLMP limits future intensive use areas to a
maximum of 150 campsites. A draft unit management plan, outlining management goals, objectives and actions
for the proposed intensive use area can be found in Appendix 23.
Reclassification from wild forest to intensive use is also proposed for the areas containing the water supplies for
the Eighth Lake and Browns Tract Campgrounds. The area to be reclassified should be made large enough to
encompass the existing water supply and waterlines, and large enough to accommodate any future expansion of
the system. The Eighth Lake Campground receives its water from a concrete well located on the north side of
Route 28. The water supply for Brown’s Tract is located on the north side of the Uncas Road.
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A. Seventh Lake Boat Launch
1. Man Made Facilities
There is one boat launch in the Moose River Plains Wild Forest that is administered by the DEC Bureau of
Fisheries; Seventh Lake Boat Launch. Seventh Lake has a surface area of approximately 900 acres, including its
three islands. Sixth Lake, to which Seventh Lake broadly connects, has a surface area of approximately 120
acres. Thus the water way served by the Seventh Lake Boat Launch is essentially 1,000 acres. There is a second
small boating access site located in the Eighth Lake Campground, which provides access to Seventh Lake. This
site, administered by the Division of Operations, is predominately used to launch small craft, including canoes
and rowboats, although small motorized fishing boats and occasionally larger boats do launch here. Small
motorized fishing boats may also launch there. This campground launch does not add materially to the motor
boat usage of Seventh Lake. There is one private boat launch which serves Sixth and Seventh Lakes. The
operator of this facility has advised DEC that he plans to close down the operation.
The Seventh Lake Boat Launch is located on State Route 28, 1.5 miles east of the Hamlet of Inlet. The boat ramp
consists of a steel mat ramp, with a macadam surfaced approach which is large enough to accommodate
moderately large car and trailer units. The ramp is double‐wide, and is inadequately pitched at 10 %; a ramp
pitch of approximately 13% is considered ideal for most boats. A wooden dock/bulkhead extends on each side
of the ramp and together they provide sufficient dock space. The metal ramp material was recently in very poor
condition, a situation which led to many complaints and damage claims. In November of 2001, DEC requested
the Adirondack Park Agency’s approval to replace the metal ramp material with a concrete slab. The APA’s
response at the time was that only a replacement in kind with similar metal ramp material was acceptable since
the Seventh Lake site was classified as Wild Forest rather than Intensive Use. Later, interagency discussion and
review of older Adirondack Park Land Use and Development Plan maps revealed that the facility is an Intensive
Use site. Unfortunately, in the interim, the metal ramp was replaced with used metal ramp material, a decidedly
inferior material for boat launch ramp construction. A November 22, 2002 memorandum from APA staff to
then DEC Regional Fish Manager, Larry Nashett, documents the Intensive Use classification of the Seventh Lake
Boat Launch.
The parking area can accommodate approximately 20 cars and trailers. There is a vault toilet facility, which is in
critical need of replacement. The Seventh Lake Boat Launch facility continues to provide adequate boating
access to Sixth and Seventh Lakes, two very important waters of the Fulton Chain of Lakes.

2. Public Use
Direct information about the level of public use of the Seventh Lake is sparse at best. Seventh Lake was not
included in the 1990 Statewide Survey of Boating Use at Public Waterway Access Sites in New York State (1990
Statewide Boating Survey). This study and the resultant publication was a joint undertaking by the New York
State Department of Environmental Conservation and the New York State Office of Parks, Recreation and
Historic Preservation. Insight may be gained from the survey as respondents were asked several questions,
including questions relative to boating access needs at sites not included in the 1990 survey.
Seventh Lake was ranked 90th statewide as a water body needing new or improved boating access. Boaters
nominated 459 waters to which they desired new or expanded facilities. Statewide, fishing was the activity most
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often identified as the purpose for boating trips, although the percentage varied widely by site. Boaters
indicated that over, the primary purpose of their trip was fishing 58% of the time. Pleasure boating was the
most cited purpose of non‐fishing trips.
Aerial counts on 21 lakes flown for aerial surveys showed that public launch sites contributed on average 28% of
the boats in use during busy summer weekend and holiday periods, and only 21% on summer weekdays. During
the less busy periods of spring and fall, public sites contributed a lesser number, but a higher percentage of
boats in use. Aerials counts also indicated that on average, 11% of boats present on or around the lakes were
actually in use at a given time during summer weekends and holidays.
Presently, the parking area is also used by those engaged in day use and camping on MRPWF lands adjacent to
the boat launch. This fact relates to the capacity of the launch parking area for boaters, as well as any proposed
management actions to limit parking to those who launch boats.

3. Recreational Opportunities for Persons with Disabilities
The New York State Department of Environmental Conservation is committed to providing recreational
opportunities to persons with disabilities. The reconstructed toilet facility at Seventh Lake Boat Launch will be
made fully accessible. Moreover, the gentle slopes encountered at the site should facilitate making other
accessibility improvements as well.

4. Capacity to Withstand Use
The 1990 Statewide Boating Survey provides information useful in assessing the ability of Sixth and Seventh Lake
to withstand current and near‐term levels of boating use. Public sites contributed only 28% of all boat use on
study lakes during the peak periods of summer weekends and holidays. The public access points did contribute
a larger relative percentage, but a smaller actual number of boats in use during spring and fall seasons.
Springtime usage is generally characterized by very light levels of use. Boating densities were considered low on
all waters studied during the spring season. Public launching facilities contributed 40% of boat users during this
time frame.
The summer season was, as might be expected, the busiest time for boating. Peak numbers of boats present,
and boat densities were observed during the summer, with double the use on weekend days as on week days.
During these peak times, boat density averaged 48 acres per boat during peak use hours in 17 study waters.
While the 17 study waters did not include Sixth and Seventh Lakes, the boating density on these lakes would be
expected to fall within the levels encountered during the survey. Sixth and Seventh Lakes combined would be
intermediate among the study lakes in terms of number of resident boats, surface acreage and public launch site
capacity. The study did include waters nearby, including Fourth Lake and White Lake. In surveyed waters,
boating usage during the fall dropped to levels similar to spring levels, with an average weekend boat density of
129 acres per boat. Spring and fall weekday boating use was extremely light at 499 acres per boat.
The 1990 Statewide Boating Survey (1990 Survey) concluded that boating use on New York’s waterways was
relatively light, especially during spring and fall, weekdays and even summer weekends at times other than mid‐
day. The mean peak boating density was calculated to be 88 acres per boat. The 2003‐2007 Statewide
Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP), a planning document prepared by OPRHP and updated every
5 years, established boating density standards which vary by activity. A minimum of 0.2 acres/boat are needed
for still fishing. More area is needed for powered activities. Six to eight acres per boat are required for power
boating and sailing and 15‐20 acres for waterskiing.
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Applying what was learned from the 1990 Statewide Boating Survey, one can make some assumptions about the
current levels of boating use on Sixth and Seventh Lakes and the ability of the resource to withstand this usage.
According to the Sixth and Seventh Lakes Shore Owners Association, there are approximately 270 camps on the
waterway. If we assume that each camp has 1 boat, then the 1990 Survey would predict that during times of
peak use, 30 boats originating from shore owners would be on the water. Boats originating from the private
launch are assumed to be included with those associated with shore owners as the general public does not
typically use the private launch, and the docks are rented to camp owners whose camps are accessible only by
water. The parking capacity of the Seventh Lake Boat Launch is estimated at 20 cars and trailers. It is likely some
additional use occurs by boats launched at the campground, both by people staying at the campground and day
users. It is unknown how often overflow use occurs or how many boats utilize the campground instead of the
boat launch. If the site were filled to capacity during a peak use time, it would contribute 20 boats more,
resulting in a probable scenario of 50 boats on the water during peak summer holidays and weekends during the
hours of heaviest use. Fifty boats using the waterway simultaneously represents a boating density of 20 acres
per boat. Thus, on Sixth and Seventh Lakes, even when boat use is at its peak, boating density is not high and
would remain suitable for even those activities like water skiing, which require the most acres per boat.
Available information would then indicate that boating densities in New York including those on Sixth and
Seventh Lakes are very favorable and modest and that the resource is fully capable of withstanding use.
It should be noted that during the past 10 years, the New York State DEC has modernized several of its boat
launching facilities within the Adirondack Park including facilities on Lake Placid, Upper Chateaugay Lake, Tupper
Lake and Lake Champlain. However, these facility upgrades have generally not included increased parking,
which is the overriding limitation of facility use. DEC does not propose to expand the Seventh Lake Boat Launch
facility capacity during the planning period. Expansion of facilities may be necessary at some time in the future.

5. Past Management
The decade of the 1960s saw the purchase and development of many of New York’s waterway access sites.
These projects ranged from modest and often largely undeveloped sites to large boat launching facilities such as
those located along Lake Champlain. Fewer, but still significant, numbers of access sites were brought into
existence during the 1970s. Since that time, the addition of new boating and waterway access sites has been
modest, with more emphasis on improving and remodeling existing access. According to the Strategic Waterway
Plan, many facilities deteriorated due to inadequate annual maintenance [monies], with a resulting loss of
fishing and boating opportunities. A critical development was the 1984 enactment of the Wallop‐Breaux
Amendment to the Federal Dingell‐Johnson Act, which provides federal money to the states through the Sport
Fish Restoration Fund. The amended act provided for an expanded tax base to support the restoration fund.
The result has been an increased annual Sportfish Restoration Fund, 10% of which must be spent on boating
access enhancement programs. This funding source has been used to support salaries for increased design work
and to upgrade existing facilities. The bulk of the Sportfish Restoration Fund has been, and will continue to be,
used for annual recurring maintenance of existing sites.

6. Current Management
As described in the Strategic Plan for Modernization of Department of Environmental Conservation Waterway
Access Facilities in New York State (1987), providing access to the waterways of New York State is an integral
part of a sound fisheries management program and is consistent with the DEC’s mission. As detailed in
Conserving Open Space in New York State 2006, (Open Space Plan) an important planning document jointly
prepared by DEC and OPRHP, waterway access provided by DEC will focus on fishing while OPRHP directs its
efforts at the full range of recreational boating and water recreation. As all boating access sites within the
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Adirondack Park are administered by DEC, we must provide for users other than anglers. However the stated
function of DEC boat launching sites is reflected in the general design character and scope of DEC facilities. DEC
will continue to provide recreational opportunities in keeping with our mission “to conserve, improve and
protect New York’s natural resources and environment and control water, land and air pollution, in order to
enhance the health, safety and welfare of the people of the state and their overall economic and social well
being.”
Appendix D of the Open Space Plan assesses recreational facility needs for the coming years. Hamilton County is
rated as moderate in its near future needs for improved boating access.
The 2003‐2007 edition of the State Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan constitutes the most recent update
of an essential recreation planning document written, and periodically updated, by the Office of Parks,
Recreation and Historic Preservation. This document has identified boating access needs similar to those
described in DEC plans. SCORP calls for improvements to existing launching sites, including launch ramp and
dock repairs, dredging, and the need for improved supporting facilities such as pump outs and restrooms.
SCORP also identifies the need for improving public access during winter months for ice anglers. It will be DEC’s
policy to assess its launch sites for suitability as winter access spots. Opening of sites to winter access may
require modification of existing rules and regulations which restrict boat launch usage to the launching and
retrieving of boats. Sites like Seventh Lake Boat Launch lend themselves to winter access because the simplicity
of the design and lack of landscape islands and curbs facilitates winter plowing without undue damage.

7. Proposed Management Actions
The Seventh Lake Boat Launch is the only public boat launch included that is in close proximity to the Moose
River Plains. Although it is an Intensive Use Area, it is included in this Unit Management Plan due to its
importance to the area. The Seventh Lake Boat Launch currently provides adequate access to Sixth and Seventh
Lakes. The ramp is comprised of used metal landing mat, which is not expected to last more than a few years.
The ramp is currently pitched at a low angle, considered insufficient for convenient launching. The wooden
bulkheads are structurally sound, but will require repair or replacement in the near future. The parking area is
of a size sufficient to provide adequate boating opportunities during the planning period.
During the planning period, it is anticipated that the Seventh Lake Boat Launch will undergo a modernization,
including installation of a concrete boat ramp. The wooden bulkhead docks will undergo reconstruction or will
be removed and replaced with modern floating docks. Any shore protection deemed necessary at this site will
be constructed of natural materials. Often times the DEC utilizes steel sheet pile for shore protection at sites
subject to severe wave and ice conditions, but such is not the case at the Seventh Lake site, and wood or stone
shore protection will be adequate. Design work for this site is not yet available. No major expansion of the site
is anticipated, and the parking area will reside on a similar footprint. The toilet building will be removed and
replaced with a facility that is fully accessible to persons with disabilities

8. Conformity with the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan
According to the current edition of the APSLMP (updated 2001), launch sites for trailered boats will be provided
only on Adirondack lakes in conformity with several guidelines. Among these guidelines is a requirement that
launches only be provided on large lakes, defined as being “approximately 1,000 or more acres in size.” A list of
lakes and interconnected lakes meeting that criterion is included in Chapter III of the plan. While Sixth and
Seventh Lake are not among the interconnected waterways listed in the APSLMP, it is noteworthy that their
combined acreage is “approximately 1,000 acres in size”. Possibly this list should be amended in any future
revision of the APSLMP to include the Sixth and Seventh Lake waterway. Not only do Sixth and Seventh Lake
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combined equal approximately 1,000 acres, but they appear to fully meet all the other criteria for eligibility for a
boat launch site.
The APSLMP states that “existing boat launch sites that do not meet the above guidelines may be retained, but
their status will be periodically reviewed to determine if their eventual conversion to fishing access sites is
appropriate.”
Following is a review of the Seventh Lake Boat Launch and a description of how it meets all other guidelines set
forth in the APSLMP.
Adequate public or private boat launching facilities open to the public are not available to meet the
demonstrated need.
Currently there is only one private boat launch serving Sixth and Seventh Lake that is open to the public. Recent
conversations with the owner indicate that he is anticipating phasing out his marina operation over the next two
years. If the private boat launch does close as anticipated, the Seventh Lake Boat Launch will be the only
significant launch serving the private camp owners as well as the general public. As stated above, the small
launch in the Eighth Lake Campsite does not provide significant motorized access to Seventh Lake. Most boats
are launched by people staying at the campground, but some use may be from day users. DEC staff discussion
with the Sixth and Seventh Lake Shore Owners Association suggests that approximately one third of shore
owners already rely on the state boat launch to seasonally launch and retrieve their boats. Moreover, the
Seventh Lake Boat Launch is, and will, remain a crucial access point for local fire and rescue boats. There are
number of private camps on the north shore of Sixth and Seventh Lakes which are accessible only by water. The
Town of Inlet’s fireboat requires access to the lake via the Seventh Lake Boat Launch.
The physical, biological and social carrying capacity of the lake, or a portion of the lake, or other water bodies
accessible from the lake will not be exceeded.
The physical and social carrying capacity of Sixth and Seventh Lake for boating is discussed in detail in Section
II.2. ‐ Capacity to Withstand Use. Boat densities are estimated to be rather low, and not to be excessive, even
during the very busiest hours of peak summer weekends and holidays. Neither is there a reason to believe that
any biological thresholds are exceeded. Loons are known to frequent both waters, despite the common
occurrence of float planes and fishing, which is a popular activity. Although motor boat use as well as paddling
can have an impact on loon nesting sites, current use levels are not having a significant impact on loon nesting.
Motor boats are generally accepted on Sixth and Seventh Lakes, with the local economy and social structure not
only accommodating them, but based upon them. The Seventh Lake Boat Launch is an integral part of the local
social infrastructure and is important from a health and safety standpoint, as well as a recreational one.
The boat launching site or attendant water uses will be compatible with the state or private land use
classifications and attendant management guidelines as land use controls surrounding the water body.
The Seventh Lake Boat Launch is classified as Intensive Use. At one time, the Adirondack Park Agency had
advised the Department that the boat launch was on Wild Forest land. A search of old maps and records
revealed a mapping error and it was determined that the site was in fact Intensive Use. The surrounding area is
Wild Forest with another Intensive Use Area, the Eighth Lake Campground, nearby. Private land classifications
on the waterway include rural use along the southern shore of Seventh Lake and low intensity and moderate
intensity use surrounding Sixth Lake. Power boating is a customary and compatible use with all of these land
classes.
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The boat launching site is located in a manner to avoid adverse impact on adjacent or nearby state and
private lands.
The Seventh Lake Boat Launch is ideally located to reduce adverse impacts on adjacent lands. It is located in a
sheltered bay, removed from the public campground, far removed from private lands and within easy sight of
State Route 28. Its location adjacent to the highway minimizes the impacts of vehicular traffic and facilitates
enforcement and monitoring.
Motor size limitations appropriate to the carrying capacity of the lake are provided; particularly for lakes with
embayment or shoreline configurations providing the character of small lakes.
Currently, there is no motor size limitation at the boat launch on Seventh Lake. The launch is adequate for
launching most boats, but it is shallower than the private launch. Larger boats are known to launch at the
private site and motor size is not restricted on the lake as a whole. Seventh Lake is wide and does not have the
characteristics that would give the lake a small lake character. Motor size limitations will be considered in the
future if conditions suggest such a restriction is in order.
There will be no material adverse impacts on physical, biological or scenic resources of the water body and
surrounding land.
Sixth and Seventh Lake are lakes with a long history of motor boat use. Sea planes also have long been based at
Sixth Lake and flown from Seventh Lake. The private camps and local economy have been built around the
historic use of motors and motorboats. Physical, biological and scenic resources have long adapted to the
current and near‐term level of motor boat use.
Schedule of Implementation
Annually: Perform routine maintenance as required, including: mowing, paving repairs, repair of docks, and
operation of toilet facilities.
Year Three: Replace metal landing mat ramp with a concrete ramp. Replace wooden bulkhead docks and
provide shoreline protection with natural materials as required. Replace vault toilet facility with accessible
structure. Dredge in front of ramp as required allowing access to site.
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B. Historic Great Camps Special Management Area
The Department proposes to establish a Historic Great Camps Special Management Area (HGCSMA) consisting of
Forest Preserve lands within the Blue Ridge Wilderness (BRW) and Moose River Plains Wild Forest (MRPWF)
located in the vicinity of the historic properties at Camp Sagamore and Camp Uncas. The purpose of this
designation is to recognize the importance of the Great Camps as cultural resources of state and national
significance, their contribution to tourism and educational and cultural programs in the region, and the
importance of the management of the Forest Preserve lands around them, formerly parts of their original
estates, in supporting the preservation of the Great Camps. Further, the designation is an acknowledgment that
the educational and recreational programs of the Sagamore Institute emphasize the close connection between
the history of the Great Camps and the creation and evolution of the Forest Preserve, and thereby promote the
understanding, appreciation and enjoyment of the Forest Preserve by the public.
Because the HGCSMA includes lands within both the BRW and MRPWF, this special area plan will be
incorporated within the UMPs for both areas. It is likely that the UMPs for the BRW and MRPWF will be adopted
at different times. Therefore, management proposals in the portion of the HGCSMA affecting lands within a
particular management unit will be finalized only when the UMP for that unit is adopted. Should the
management proposals in the special area plan for the HGCSMA be changed in the UMP adopted later, the first
UMP will be amended to include the changes, so that the final UMPs for the BRW and MRPWF will contain
identical special area plans.
The HGCSMA plan presents background information and focuses on management issues and proposals of
particular importance to the relationship between the Great Camps and surrounding Forest Preserve lands.
Additional background information and management proposals which may apply within the conceptual
boundary of the HGCSMA are presented in the UMPs for the BRW and MRPWF.

1. Location and Boundaries
The boundaries of the HGCSMA are shown in a map at the back of this plan. They were chosen to encompass the
major historical and archaeological resources of the former Great Camp estates now within the BRW and
MRPWF, and the structures and improvements for public recreational use whose construction, maintenance and
management have the potential to affect the environment of the Great Camps and to be affected by the
educational and recreational programs of the Sagamore Institute. The boundary does not encompass Kamp Kill
Kare because the complete original estate remains in private hands and is managed for private purposes.

2. Access
Sagamore Road is a town highway open to public motor vehicle use from Route 28 south to a point about 100
feet north of the northern bridge over South Inlet. It is maintained by the Town of Long Lake. The town highway
ends at the point where formerly a gate allowed entry only to the owners and guests of Camp Sagamore, Camp
Uncas and Kamp Kill Kare. From that point south the road crosses Forest Preserve lands within the MRPWF,
serving as the right‐of‐way to Camp Sagamore, Camp Uncas and Kamp Kill Kare. A large parking area on the west
side of the road, across from Camp Sagamore, serves as overflow parking for Sagamore and public parking for
Forest Preserve access. The road also provides public access to Forest Preserve lands within the MRPWF and
BRW. At present, public motor vehicle access is permitted to the point where the roads to Camp Uncas and
Kamp Kill Kare diverge. At this point, two gates block public motor vehicle passage. The public is permitted to
travel on foot or by bicycle beyond the gates to gain access to Forest Preserve lands and waters, including
Mohegan Lake.
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3. Easements
Bear Pond Sportsmen’s Club
In 1987 the Bear Pond Sportsmen’s Club, Inc. sold their land to the State, subject to a 35‐year use reservation on
a 10‐acre and a one‐acre parcel with camp buildings in Lot 4, Township 5, T&C Purchase, along with a right‐of‐
way for ingress and egress. The reservation expires on March 26, 2022. In a 1967 Supreme Court decision, the
club’s legal right‐of‐way was determined to follow a route beginning on State Route 28 near the Eighth Lake
Campground, proceeding along the old Uncas Road, then what was known as the Old Carnahan Road. The club
has an easement for a road segment, beginning and ending on the Old Carnahan Road, known as the “St. James
Mountain cutoff,” which was conveyed to the club in 1976 by the Trustees of the Emilie M. Bullowa Memorial
Endowment for Camp Bullowa Trust–then owners of Camp Uncas–to allow the club to avoid a steep section of
the club’s original right‐of‐way. When the State acquired the club’s land, an inspection of the club’s legal ROW
revealed that the work needed to rehabilitate the road at the time would be substantial, and its use could have
significant environmental impacts. Therefore, the parties entered into an agreement allowing club members and
guests to drive from Sagamore Road to Mohegan Lake Road, then past a gate and on along Bear Pond Road to
the use reservation areas. The Department annually issues the club a temporary revocable permit (TRP) for
access along this route.
Great Camps and Former Caretaker Lot
Camps Sagamore, Uncas and Kill Kare all have deeded rights for access along existing roads across Forest
Preserve lands, as well as for locating power and telephone lines along those roads. Sagamore and Mohegan
Lake Roads also provide access to a two‐acre parcel with a residence, originally constructed by the Rockland
County Council, Boy Scouts of America, Inc. for the caretaker’s family, located beyond the existing gate at the
beginning of Mohegan Lake Road. This parcel also has deeded rights for road access and utility lines.
Camp Sagamore Water Supply
Camp Sagamore has a deeded right to maintain a water system consisting of two spring houses and a water
storage reservoir, situated within the MRPWF a few hundred feet south of the intersection of Mohegan Lake and
Lake Kora Roads, and piping to Sagamore. The system is no longer active.
Camp Uncas Spring
Camp Uncas has a deeded right to use a spring located on adjacent Forest Preserve lands south of the camp
property for a water supply, and to maintain the pipes leading from the spring along the bed of Mohegan Lake to
the camp. The system is active. The 1976 deed conveying the 16 acres including the camp buildings also
conveyed the right to use Mohegan Lake as “an alternative source of water supply.”

4. Agreements
A September 15, 1975 agreement between the Department and Syracuse University imposes several conditions
on the owners of the main Camp Sagamore building complex to assure that the parcel will be maintained in its
original condition and managed in a manner compatible with surrounding Forest Preserve lands. The conditions
include:
1. The buildings must be made available for public viewing and visitation at least one day per week during
the summer.
2. The buildings must be preserved and maintained in accordance with their “period and architectural
tradition,” subject to the review and approval of the Preservation League of New York State.
3. No trees may be cut or destroyed except as necessary to protect the buildings.
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4. No motorized boats or aircraft are permitted on Sagamore Lake.
5. No alcoholic beverages may be sold on the property.
6. Failure to observe any of the conditions for a two‐year period will result in the forfeiture of the property
to the Preservation League of New York State.
7. Should the owner wish to sell the property, the Preservation League of New York State has the right of
first refusal at the original purchase price, plus the cost of capital improvements, adjusted for inflation.
On October 28, 1977 the Department entered into an agreement with the owners of private lands served by the
segment of Sagamore Road from the end of the town highway south to the two gates controlling access along
the roads to Camp Uncas and Kamp Kill Kare. The agreement specifies the responsibilities of each party with
regard to the maintenance of the road and the two bridges over South Inlet, and provides that all signs
bordering the roads are subject to Department approval.
An August 2, 1997 agreement between the Department and Sagamore Institute of the Adirondacks, Inc., which
mainly concerns ownership and maintenance responsibilities for the three bridges on the roads between the
end of the town highway and Camp Sagamore, includes a provision for sharing the maintenance of the road
from the end of the town highway to the southernmost bridge over Sagamore Outlet, as well as the large
parking area across from Sagamore. It makes no mention of the road south of that point. Once the MRPWF and
BRW UMPs are adopted, these agreements should be consolidated and updated to include new property owners
and to reflect UMP provisions related to road and bridge maintenance responsibilities, the gating of the roads
and other appropriate matters.

5. History
Late 1870s

William West Durant focused plans for recreational development on Township 40 with money
inherited from his father, Thomas Clark Durant.

1880s

Durant built hunting lodges on the sites of Camps Uncas, Sagamore and Kill Kare.

Late 1880s

Durant purchased part of Township 5, and all of Townships 6 and 34, which encompass Blue
Mountain Lake and the Eckford Chain, and comprise most of today’s Blue Ridge Wilderness and
part of the MRPWF.

1893‐95

Durant built Camp Uncas on Mohegan Lake.

1895

Durant sold Camp Uncas and 1,550 acres to J. Pierpont Morgan.

1897‐99

Durant built Sagamore Lodge on Shedd Lake.

1897

By this time Durant had sold nearly all Township 6–23,872 acres–to New York State. He reserved
a 1,526‐acre estate around Camp Sagamore and another 1,027‐acre inholding surrounding
Sumner Lake (Lake Kora), purchased in 1897 by Lt. Governor Timothy L. Woodruff.

1898

Lt. Governor Timothy L. Woodruff constructed Kamp Kill Kare on the site of Durant’s Camp
Omonson, built for Dr. Arpad Gerster before 1888.

1901

Durant sold Sagamore to Alfred G. Vanderbilt, who renamed Shedd Lake as Sagamore Lake.

1913

Woodruff sold Kamp Kill Kare to Vanderbilt.
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1915

Fire did extensive damage to Kamp Kill Kare. Owner Francis P. Garvan, who acquired the
property from Vanderbilt that year, rebuilt the complex over the next several years, following
designs by architect John Russell Pope and designer Charles C. Hiscoe.

1915

Alfred G. Vanderbilt constructed a self‐contained hydroelectric system for Sagamore. Vanderbilt
died on the Lusitania.

1936

Two years after the death of W. W. Durant, the State named Lake Durant after him and installed
a memorial plaque on a boulder near what is now Route 28/30.

1947

Morgan family sold Camp Uncas to Mrs. Margaret Emerson, widow of Alfred G. Vanderbilt.

1952, 1953

Margaret Emerson donated Camp Uncas to the Memorial Center for Cancer and Allied Diseases.

1953, 1954

Margaret Emerson donated Sagamore to Syracuse University.

1955

Margaret Emerson by deed confirmed an easement for ingress and egress across Sagamore
lands to Camp Uncas.

Late 1950s

Herbert Birrell acquired Camp Uncas from the Memorial Center for Cancer and Allied Diseases.

1966

Herbert Birrell sold Camp Uncas to Adolph Jung.

1967

Adolph Jung sold Camp Uncas to Rockland County Council, Boy Scouts of America, Inc.

1971

Rockland County Council, Boy Scouts of America, Inc. sold Camp Uncas to Edward Borg,
Salvatore Ciancimino and Joseph Nowicki, Trustees of the Alma M. Bullowa Memorial
Foundation, Inc.

1975

New York State purchased all of the original 1,526‐acre Sagamore estate from Syracuse
University except 7.7 acres containing the main camp complex. In order to assure that the camp
complex would be preserved in its original condition and managed in a manner compatible with
surrounding Forest Preserve lands, the Department entered into an agreement with Syracuse
University imposing a number of conditions.

1975

Syracuse University sold the 7.7 acres including the main Camp Sagamore building complex to
the Preservation League of New York State.

1975

The Preservation League of New York State sold the 7.7 acres including the main Camp
Sagamore building complex to the National Humanistic Education Center, a not‐for‐profit
organization which became the Sagamore Institute.
Edward Borg, William A. Metz and Frederick Van Wort, Trustees of the Emilie M. Bullowa
Memorial Endowment for Camp Bullowa Trust sold 16 acres with the Camp Uncas building
complex to Howard and Barbara Glaser‐Kirschenbaum, board members of the Sagamore
Institute.

1976
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1976

The Camp Sagamore main lodge and major buildings included in the original 7.7 acre parcel was
listed on the National Register of Historic Places. The boundary of the listed property was later
expanded to 18.6 acres to include the caretaking complex.

1977

Edward Borg, William A. Metz and Frederick Van Wort, Trustees of the Emilie M. Bullowa
Memorial Endowment for Camp Bullowa Trust, sold approximately 1,532 acres of the Camp
Uncas estate to the People of the State of New York, reserving a two‐acre parcel on the west
side of Mohegan Lake Road.

1980

Camp Sagamore listed on the State Registers of Historic Places.

1983

Constitutional amendment passed to transfer 10.9 acres and the buildings of Sagamore’s
caretaking complex to Sagamore Institute in exchange for 218 acres purchased by Sagamore
Institute for addition to the Forest Preserve. The Sagamore Institute now owns 18.6 acres
including the entire historic core building complex.

1986

The Camp Uncas building complex within the 16 acres of private land on which they stand listed
on the State Register of Historic Places.

1987

Camp Uncas listed on the National Register of Historic Places.

1989

Camp Uncas subdivided into four lots. Future subdivision is regulated by an APA permit, and
maintenance and modification of the historic structures are subject to restrictions set forth in a
recorded written agreement among the owners. The restrictions are intended to preserve the
original character of the structures and grounds.

2000

In recognition of its architectural and cultural significance, Camp Sagamore with all of its original
1,526‐acre estate designated a National Historic Landmark.

2008

In recognition of its architectural and cultural significance, Camp Uncas with all of its original
1,550‐acre estate designated a National Historic Landmark.

6. Structures and Improvements
a. Roads
Sagamore Road is a town highway from Route 28 to the former Camp Sagamore boundary line at the
northernmost bridge over the outlet of Sagamore Lake. From that point south the road is administered by the
Department subject to easements for access to private lands. At present the public may drive south on
Sagamore Road to the southern end of the Sagamore Lake trail. A spur serves an alternate entrance to
Sagamore, with a bridge over Sagamore Lake outlet, and provides public access to the northern end of the
Sagamore Lake trail in the BRW. This spur is the boundary between the MRPWF and the BRW.
Lake Kora Road: Lake Kora Road begins with a gate at the point where it and the Mohegan Lake Road diverge at
the end of Sagamore Road. It affords access to the privately owned Kamp Kill Kare on Lake Kora. Owners and
guests may proceed beyond the gate by motor vehicle. The public may not drive motor vehicles on the road, but
may use it for non‐motorized access to adjoining State lands.
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Mohegan Lake Road: Mohegan Lake Road begins with a gate at the point where it and Lake Kora Road diverge
at the end of Sagamore Road. It proceeds to the boundary of the Camp Uncas property on the eastern shore of
Mohegan Lake. At approximately 1.4 miles, the road forks. The east fork continues 0.4 miles southward to the
boundary of privately owned Camp Uncas.
Bear Pond Road: At a point on Mohegan Lake Road approximately 1.4 miles south of its northern end, Bear
Pond Road forks west then south along the western shore of Mohegan Lake to the two areas where the Bear
Pond Sportsmen’s Club retains a use reservation. There is a gate at the beginning of the road. In accordance with
the terms of a TRP issued annually to the club, members and guests may travel by motor vehicle beyond the
gate along Bear Pond Road to the areas of use reservation. The use reservation expires on March 26, 2022.

b. Trails
All the former carriage roads of the original Sagamore estate have been used as hiking and cross‐country ski
trails. They are known as the Cascades, Powerhouse, Big Slope, Blue Ridge (Farm Meadow), and Sagamore Lake
trails. All the trails are within the BRW. Within the MRPWF, the trails known as the Beaverflow and Mohegan
Lake trails are unmarked trails that have been used for cross‐country skiing. People on bicycles are allowed on
the Sagamore, Mohegan Lake and Lake Kora roads within Forest Preserve lands. From the gate at the beginning
of Bear Pond road, the public may hike, bike and cross‐country ski along the road. Approximately 0.5 miles from
the gate, an unmarked foot trail leads to the shore of Mohegan Lake. At 0.8 miles a trail open for hiking, biking
and skiing heads west and connects to the Seventh‐Eighth Lakes loop trail. None of these trails has been officially
marked and maintained by the Department. People on horseback are allowed anywhere except on marked foot
trails or on marked snowmobile or ski trails when they are covered with ice and snow.

c. Major Bridges
There are two highway bridges on Sagamore Road beyond the end of the town highway, both crossing Sagamore
Lake outlet. A third highway bridge crosses the outlet on the spur road to the back entrance to Sagamore. A
bridge with two steel I‐beam stringers crosses East Inlet on the Sagamore Lake trail. It is within the BRW. There
are bridges on Bear Pond road that have not been inventoried.

d. Trailheads and Parking Areas
At or near the points where the trails near Camp Sagamore begin, there are small areas where people may park.
The only area maintained for parking is the large former log landing on the west side of Sagamore Road, across
from Camp Sagamore. This parking area is used by both Sagamore guests and those visiting nearby Forest
Preserve lands. It can accommodate approximately 40 cars.

e. Waterway Access Sites
A short path breaks off the Sagamore Lake trail near its northern end and leads about 50 feet to a waterway
access site on Sagamore Lake. The site is used for the hand‐launching of non‐motorized boats.

f. Barriers
Boulders or earthen barriers have been placed at the beginning of the Cascade, Powerhouse, Beaver Flow and
Mohegan Lake trails, and at both ends of the Sagamore Lake trail. Gates control access at the beginning of the
roads to Camp Uncas and Kamp Kill Kare and near the point where the Bear Pond road leaves Uncas Road. They
are both maintained by the private owners. Recently a sign was posted at the Uncas gate to indicate that the
public may walk and bike beyond it. The sign at the Kill Kare gate does not clearly indicate the types of public
access that are allowed.
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g. Primitive Tent Sites
No locations have been designated as primitive tent sites. However, members of the public camp occasionally in
the clearing near the beginning of the Powerhouse trail, in the old field near the intersection of the Big Slope and
Sagamore Lake trails, and near East Inlet, east of Sagamore Lake.

h.Dams
Two dams constructed in association with the Camp Sagamore hydroelectric complex are located on Sagamore
Lake outlet. A low concrete dam at the head of the outlet, designed to use flashboards to control the level of the
lake, is integrated with the bridge on the road to the back entrance of Sagamore. It appears to be in good
condition. Another low concrete dam that formed a small impoundment upstream of the valvehouse and
powerhouse has been breached, but appears stable.
A dam constructed of large rocks on the outlet of Mohegan Lake by William West Durant remains intact. No
flashboards, gates or other means of regulating water level or streamflow were incorporated in its design. The
purpose of the dam may have been to create a brook trout pond for fishing (Michael Wilson, personal
communication). It is not known whether the dam affects the level of Mohegan Lake.
Sagamore Hydroelectric Complex
In 1915 Alfred Vanderbilt constructed a self‐contained hydroelectric system for Sagamore, consisting of a
concrete dam at the head of Sagamore Lake outlet, a second concrete dam located approximately one‐quarter
mile downstream from the northern crossing of Sagamore Road; a stone‐lined raceway leading to a 9‐foot by 12‐
foot valvehouse, which controlled the flow of water to the powerhouse; a wood penstock used as a water
conduit between the valvehouse and the powerhouse; a 26‐foot by 33‐foot powerhouse, or generator plant,
approximately 1,100 feet downstream from the dam; and transmission lines from the powerhouse to the former
transformer house on the Sagamore campus. The remnants of the dam, raceway, valvehouse, penstock and
powerhouse remain in place within the BRW.
Utility Lines and Privately‐Owned Structures
Power lines and telephone lines follow the roads to Sagamore, Uncas, Kill Kare and the former Boy Scout
caretaker’s residence on Mohegan Lake Road, in accordance with deeded rights. The spring house, two water
storage reservoirs and piping to Camp Uncas are situated on land within the MRPWF about one‐quarter mile
south of the private land boundary. They continue to be used for the camp’s water supply. Two spring houses, a
water storage reservoir and piping to Camp Sagamore remain within the MRPWF a few hundred feet south of
the intersection of Mohegan Lake and Lake Kora Roads. Sagamore's springhouses were replaced in 1914 by a
shoreline pumphouse providing water from Sagamore Lake. A 1994 State Law prohibiting the use of surface
water sources for public consumption required Sagamore to drill a well, which was completed in 1996. At the
intersection of Sagamore, Lake Kora and Mohegan Lake Roads, there is a telephone relay and amplifier box
serving the three camps. The telephone company has erected a wood fence to screen the box from the road. A
small rustic wood cabin on the east side of Mohegan Lake Road, just south of the intersection, houses an
electrical junction facility serving Uncas and Kill Kare. Near the gate at the beginning of Lake Kora Road the
owners of Kamp Kill Kare have installed a keypad for operating the gate, a small structure which houses a battery
backup for the gate and a delivery drop box.
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7. Cultural Values20
William West Durant was a proponent of recreational development in the central Adirondack region. Using the
wealth he inherited from his father, Durant built three Great Camps: Pine Knot, Uncas and Sagamore in
Townships 40, 5 and 6 of the Totten and Crossfield Purchase. Except for 16 acres including the camp buildings
and a two‐acre lot on Mohegan Lake Road, all of the original 1,550‐acre estate of Uncas, Durant’s second Great
Camp, are now within the Moose River Plains Wild Forest. Camp Sagamore, his last Great Camp, is on the edge
of what is now the Blue Ridge Wilderness, which includes all but 18 acres of the 1,526 acres that once were
attached to Sagamore. The significance of Camps Sagamore and Uncas as cultural resources in the context of the
history of the Forest Preserve lands that now surround them is demonstrably rooted first in changing American
attitudes toward wild nature, which propelled the construction of Sagamore and Uncas in direct relation to the
creation of New York State’s Forest Preserve; and second in a sequence of specific events which document 130
years of growing public commitment to the protection of the public domain, and then of Camp Sagamore itself.
The Forest Preserve and Camp Sagamore share a common, nationally prominent distinction: the Department of
Interior’s National Park Service first declared the Forest Preserve a National Historic Landmark in 1963, and then
Sagamore a National Historic Landmark in 2000. Recognizing that Camp Uncas is a similarly exceptional example
of original American resort architecture, the National Park Service designated it a National Historic Landmark in
2008. Both the Forest Preserve and these early wilderness retreats represent profound changes in American
attitudes toward wilderness. During the first half of the 19th century, when the national economy was still
primarily agricultural, the wilderness was regarded as a foe to be conquered, or at best a resource to be
exploited. But philosophers like Ralph Waldo Emerson and Henry David Thoreau, painters like Thomas Cole and
poets like William Cullen Bryant were all shaping public attitudes toward wilderness as the edenic sign of God’s
presence, and the true source of national identity. Within three decades following the Civil War, when the
nation transformed into an urban‐industrial society, wild nature was rehabilitated as a source of physical and
recreational as well as spiritual renewal. As the remaining, proximate wilderness for the nation’s first large
metropolitan centers, the Adirondack region became the focus of conservation measures, not only as a source of
dependable water for canal systems and urban‐industrial uses, but also as a resort for scenic and recreational
tourism.
Camp Uncas was built in 1893‐95, followed by the construction of Camp Sagamore in 1897‐99, during a 15‐year
period following the creation of the Forest Preserve when more than a third of the region’s woods and waters
were acquired by some fifty‐five private recreational preserves. Uncas and Sagamore were designed by William
West Durant, the scion of an Adirondack transportation and recreational development empire founded by his
father, Thomas Clark Durant, whose fortune derived from his aggressive entrepreneurship as vice president and
general manager of the Union Pacific Railway, and creator of the infamous Credit Mobilier financing scheme.
Durant created Uncas as his summer home, but finding himself in need of cash, sold it in 1895 to J. Pierpont
Morgan. Sagamore was the last, largest and most sophisticated of the numerous luxurious wilderness retreats
young Durant built or promoted from 1876, and which brought the Raquette Lake area international
prominence as the preferred vacation site of some of America’s wealthiest Gilded Age families. As financial
mismanagement was bringing about the collapse of his empire, Durant sold Sagamore to newlywed Alfred G.
Vanderbilt in 1901, and it continued to serve as that family’s Adirondack retreat following Vanderbilt’s death on
the Lusitania in 1915 until his widow, the social hostess Margaret Emerson, donated the Camp to Syracuse
University in 1954.
Sagamore Institute’s current 18‐acre inholding is the result of three negotiations with New York State which
span the entire history of the Forest Preserve and characterize over a century of growing public commitment to
20

This section was adapted from information provided by Michael Wilson of the Sagamore Institute.
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its protection. The first began in the late 1870s, when the Durants’ original development plans focused on
Township 40, in which Raquette Lake was to serve both as a hub for their water transportation lines and the
focal point for summer resort land development. Under growing public criticism for its disposal of public lands to
the benefit of lumber, railroad and other entrepreneurial interests, however, New York State increasingly
became a buyer rather than a seller of Adirondack lands, and to the frustration of the Durants and many others
had by 1881 appropriated most of Township 40 at tax sales. Not only did most subsequent attempts to wrest
these valuable lands from the State fail, but a growing conservation movement stiffened its resolve: in 1883 the
legislature prohibited further sales of public lands in the ten Adirondack counties, and by 1885 another law
designated these lands a Forest Preserve, to be “forever kept as wild forest lands” governed by a special three‐
man commission rather than the Land Office. So William West Durant focused his development plans on
adjoining lands, and within three years managed to purchase part of Township 5, and all of Townships 6 and 34,
which encompass Blue Mountain Lake and the Eckford Chain, and comprise most of today’s Blue Ridge
Wilderness.
By 1897, when the expenses of building both Camp Uncas in Township 5 and neighboring Camp Sagamore in
Township 6 within just five years had drained his resources, Durant negotiated the sale of nearly all Township
6—23,872 acres—to New York State, not at the ten dollars per acre that he sought, but still at a higher price
than the State had yet paid for adding prime forest lands to the Forest Preserve. Moreover, after the sale closure
in October, it emerged that not only was a 1,526‐acre estate around Durant’s Camp Sagamore and Shedd Lake
excluded from the sale, also excluded were Camp Uncas and its 1,550‐acre preserve around Mohegan Lake,
recently acquired from Durant by J. Pierpont Morgan, and another 1,027‐acre inholding surrounding Sumner
Lake. The owner of this valuable parcel, entirely surrounded by lands that were now to be “forever kept as wild
forest lands” by a unique, three‐year‐old constitutional amendment, was Timothy L. Woodruff, who was not
only Lieutenant Governor, but chairman of the Forest Preserve Board that had met at Sagamore in July to
inspect the land and negotiate the purchase price with Durant. By August Woodruff had taken possession of his
privileged new estate, and was cutting a road to the site of an 1888 Durant hunting cabin on Sumner Lake called
both Camp Omonson and Bear Camp. Within a year Woodruff had developed a luxurious, artful rustic compound
which he named Kamp Kill Kare, renaming the lake Kora after his wife.
Thus are the origins of three private landholdings near the boundary between today’s Blue Ridge Wilderness and
Moose River Plains Wild Forest, Camps Uncas, Sagamore and Kill Kare, closely linked to the formative processes
of the Forest Preserve and the adoption of successively stronger measures to protect it not only from private
exploitation, but from dissipation by public agencies and legislatures alike. By voting in 1894 to amend the State
Constitution with Article VII, Section 7, the citizens of New York augmented the “forever wild” language of the
1885 Forest Preserve legislation with the enjoinder that Forest Preserve lands “shall not be leased, sold, or
exchanged, or be taken by any corporation, public or private, nor shall the timber thereon be sold, removed or
destroyed.” Such thorough, uncompromising protection of the Adirondack watersheds served to thwart much
overt corruption in public land sales and trades. However, the potential for enhancing the value of protected,
private inholdings made venal conflicts of interest that characterized the Woodruff‐Durant deal in Township 6 a
great temptation. Constitutional protection certainly contributed to a moral climate in which Woodruff’s
exclusive acquisition was belatedly investigated as possible malfeasance by a special State commission and the
popular press.
Cultural changes over the next century only deepened the convictions of New Yorkers that its public domain
must be protected from exploitation. By the time New York State seized the opportunity to purchase the
Sagamore acreage from Syracuse University for the Forest Preserve in 1975, there had been an eighty‐year
history of more than a hundred rejections by the legislature and voters of all proposals to significantly diminish
constitutional protection and the growing vigilance of guardian organizations. At this point State acquisition
invoked the statutory policies of the APSLMP of 1972, which mandated the destruction of Sagamore’s twenty‐
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seven buildings as “non‐conforming uses” in the Forest Preserve. Deploring such an erasure of cultural history,
historic preservationists throughout the state intervened to arrange for the transfer of title to eight acres and 16
buildings of Sagamore’s lower complex from Syracuse University directly to the newly formed Preservation
League of New York State, who in turn sought a third party to purchase and assume stewardship of the
buildings. By this means the strictures of what we know today as Constitutional Article XIV were circumvented,
preserving the portion of Camp Sagamore deemed most architecturally significant through its indirect purchase
by a non‐profit, educational organization which became Sagamore Institute, while title to 1,517 acres of the
original estate passed directly from the university to the State for inclusion in the Forest Preserve.
Valid objections were raised to this circumvention of constitutional protection. The exclusion of land and
structures from a State purchase resulted in both cases—the 1897 Durant‐Woodruff sale and the 1975 Syracuse
University sale—in compromising the State’s goal to eliminate inholdings and to consolidate the Forest Preserve.
Mitigating circumstances certainly include the differences in motive between acquiring a private vacation retreat
with a market value enhanced by State land protections and historic preservation for public educational
purposes. Moreover, among the many restrictions permanently attached to Sagamore’s deed were: the
provisions that the buildings and infrastructure, after twenty years of deferred maintenance in a harsh climate,
were to be maintained in good condition or the Preservation League of New York State might repossess them
without compensation; at least some public access must be permitted; and that the property could not ever be
resold for more than the original purchase price and the costs of subsequent improvements. Of greater validity,
however, was the objection that Sagamore’s exclusion from the State purchase set a precedent that could be
invoked in other Forest Preserve acquisitions for less meritorious purposes and on more advantageous terms. As
a result, the obstacles to saving all of Sagamore increased significantly.
In 1977, only two years after the sale of Sagamore, the opportunity arose to add the Camp Uncas lands to the
Forest Preserve. The 16 acres comprising the complete Camp Uncas building complex were separated from the
rest of the 1,550‐acre estate. The Sagamore Institute considered acquiring Uncas for its proximity and historical
relationship to Sagamore, but was not in a position to accept the significant additional responsibility. The
directors of the organization were able to personally acquire Uncas as their residence, to house Sagamore
Institute staff and volunteers, and to provide access to members of the public who participate in Camp
Sagamore programs.
By 1980 the attention that Sagamore and other Adirondack Great Camps were receiving had made it clear that
their cultural significance was not confined to the architecture and social history of the rich and famous; the
generations of artisan craftsmen and families who comprised the year‐round caretaking communities were an
essential part of their history. The exclusion of the eleven service buildings in Sagamore’s upper, caretaking
complex from the 1975 sale was now regarded as an error, but disagreement over other conflicts between
environmental conservation and historic preservation elsewhere in the Forest Preserve left only one solution: a
constitutional amendment. This challenging process required first the passage through two legislative sessions of
a bill calling for the exchange of more than 200 acres deemed an important acquisition to the Forest Preserve,
and purchased by Sagamore Institute, for the 10 acres and buildings of Sagamore’s caretaking complex. Then a
coalition of advocacy groups, with the Preservation League again providing leadership, had to mount a campaign
to persuade voters throughout the state to support this measure to reunite Camp Sagamore in a public
referendum. On November 8, 1983 the amendment to “Save Sagamore” won the support of 62 percent of New
York’s voters, more than any of the eight propositions on the statewide ballot that year. Although this was a
long, complex, and arduous process of public decision‐making, in this case it served two complementary
purposes: Camp Sagamore’s cultural significance and the importance of constitutional protection for the Forest
Preserve were at once brought to statewide attention.
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The terms in which Sagamore is designated a National Historic Landmark focus primarily on the recognition that
the Camp is the most “sophisticated” prototype of a new resort architecture that “exerted a strong and lasting
influence on the design of rustic buildings developed in the national and state park systems in the twentieth
century,” beginning with Old Faithful Inn (1901) at Yellowstone, the world’s first National Park in 1872. As “the
first and fullest application of a rustic aesthetic in American buildings,” the artful use of indigenous materials
created buildings in many Adirondack Camps that are in visual harmony with their woodland settings, appear to
have grown out of the ground, and that declared in their day a new affinity with wilderness. “We belong here,
living a simple life close to nature,” the architecture asserts. That this ideal was an elaborate, nostalgic, and
picturesque illusion, however, is nowhere clearer than in the sheer scale—Sagamore had more than fifty
buildings in its heyday—the municipal‐grade infrastructure; social structures involving laborers, skilled
craftsmen, guides, servants, guests and owners; and the worldly recreational pursuits of these single‐family
“trophy” camps.

8. Archaeological Resources
Known archaeological resources from the records of the New York State Museum and the New York State Office
of Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation in the vicinity of the HGCSMA are presented in Table 1. The
designation of Camp Sagamore as a National Historic Landmark in 2000 encompassed the entire original estate
of 1,526 acres. Therefore, the components of the former hydroelectric complex and the other structures, as well
as former carriage roads, are included in the designation. Some of the old carriage roads, such as the trail around
Sagamore Lake, are clearly evident, while others seem to have disappeared without a trace. Buildings like the
valvehouse and powerhouse from the former hydroelectric plant remain substantially intact, though little
remains of the former boathouse on South Inlet but the submerged cribbing on which the structure was built.
Camp Uncas was designated a National Historic Landmark in 2008, including its original estate of 1,550 acres.
Table 1. Recorded Archaeological in the Vicinity of the Historic Great Camps Special Management Area
Quad
Raquette Lake (15')

Site Name
Marion River Carry

Blue Mountain
(15')

Cedar River‐Indian
Lake Hydroelectric
Plant
Camp Pine Knot
Farm Site

Raquette Lake (15')

Raquette Lake (15')

Seventh Lake (15')

Pine Knot Point Site,
Adirondack
Museum
Accession No. 66‐
100.19a‐c
HAA 104‐1
Seventh Lake

Description
1899‐1900. Landing dock, engine house, old water tank,
bridge remains. Blue Mountain and Raquette Lake
Steamboat Line.
20th Century. Concrete dam, canal, wood stove penstock,
wood frame powerhouse. Now a vacation cabin.
1877‐1960s. Cut and wire nails, bricks, red earthenware,
coal, and vessel and flat glass. One outbuilding, two
foundations, one rubble pile.
Collection retrieved from W.W. Durant property at
Camp Pine Knot on April 1,1891. Artifacts recovered include
3 projectile points that came from Camp Pine Knot; 3 pieces
of stone all having points, 1 black and 2 gray.

Late Archaic, Transitional, Middle Woodland and Late
Woodland.
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A number of sites related to the camp’s former estate are situated on Forest Preserve lands. Table 2 lists the
historic roads, structures and archaeological sites associated with Camps Sagamore and Uncas known to exist
within or near the HGCSMA.

Table 2. Unrecorded Archaeological Sites within or Adjoining Historic Great Camps Special Management Area
Site Name
Description
Camp Sagamore
Concrete dam on South Inlet, raceway to valvehouse of brick with concrete roof
Sagamore
hydroelectric
(some hardware in place), channel with steel ribs of former wood penstock
plant
leading to powerhouse of brick with concrete roof, remnants of two turbines and
other hardware in place, raceway to river.
Remains of boathouse for launch owned by W. W. Durant. Near South Inlet Falls.
South Inlet boathouse
Only remnants of log and rock support cribs under water remain.
Site of former structure where a watchman greeted guests. Near Cascades
Gate house
trailhead on Sagamore Road. Building removed.
Ruins of two spring houses and a large circular concrete tile‐lined reservoir south
Sagamore water supply
of intersection of Mohegan Lake and Lake Kora Roads, piping. No longer used.
Ruins, east side of old field known as “farm meadow,” north side of Sagamore
Milking barn
Lake.
Carriage and hay shed
Ruins, near farm meadow, north side of Sagamore Lake.
Sugar shack
Ruins, between farm meadow and Sagamore Lake
Lineman’s cabin
Remains of former seasonal farm dwelling on north shore Sagamore Lake.
George’s Camp
Ruins of structure on south side of Sagamore Lake, east side.
Gloria’s Lean‐to
Ruins near Blue Ridge trail.
Formerly used to water horses on former road to Sagamore, now called Big Slope
Well
trail.
Gazebo
Ruins near south shore of Sagamore Lake, west side.
Road around Sagamore
Former Camp Sagamore carriage road. Now used as Sagamore Lake foot trail.
Lake
Road from Sagamore Road
to South Inlet falls, east Former Camp Sagamore carriage road. Now used as Powerhouse foot trail
side Sagamore Outlet
Road from Sagamore Road
to South Inlet falls, west Former Camp Sagamore carriage road. Now used as Cascades foot trail.
side Sagamore Outlet
Road from Powerhouse
road to road around Former Camp Sagamore carriage road. Now used as Big Slope foot trail.
Sagamore Lake
Former Camp Sagamore carriage road. Visible as it heads southward from Route
Winter road to South Inlet
28 near bridge over South Inlet, becomes steadily less visible, disappears well
falls
before falls. Used as logging road during 1950s timber salvage operations.
Numerous roads constructed in early 1950s to remove timber affected by 1950
1950 Blowdown salvage Blowdown. Roads concentrated in northwest portion of BRW, area most
significantly affected by storm. Some entered unit from Route 28, some from
logging roads
Sagamore Road. Records and maps on file in Department’s Northville office.
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Uncas water supply spring
houses
Cabin
Mink farm
Pumphouse
Old farm meadow
Milking barn
Carriage shed
Durant dam

Camp Uncas
Three springhouses, one remaining in use by owners of Camp Uncas. Concrete
cistern, concrete and stone collection trough, piping along bed of Mohegan Lake.
Used as water supply.
Cellar hole with foundation walls on south side Mohegan Lake Road south of
intersection with Uncas Road
Cabin cellar hole and pier blocks east of Mohegan Lake
Standing structure with bark siding north shore Mohegan Lake. Pumped water to
farm meadow.
Includes former apple orchard, north of Mohegan Lake, north side Bear Pond
Road
Ruins in old farm meadow
Ruins in old farm meadow
Rock dam on Mohegan Lake outlet

9. Public Use
Visitors to the HGCSMA engage in a variety of recreational pursuits throughout the year. The trail around
Sagamore Lake and other trails in the vicinity of Great Camps Sagamore and Uncas are regularly traveled by the
public, although they are not marked Department trails. In summer and fall many of the trails are popular for
hiking, and several are used by groups participating in the educational programs of the Sagamore Institute. A
long mountain biking route popularized on regional maps follows Sagamore Road to Mohegan Lake Road, Bear
Pond Road and on through the MRPWF to Eighth Lake. Most visitors are day users, but occasionally people
camp, mostly in the vicinity of Sagamore Lake. Occasionally a group of up to 12 people will camp by permit in the
old farm meadow north of the lake. A clearing near the beginning of the Powerhouse trail is a popular camping
spot. Sagamore staff report regularly removing litter. In winter most of the trails are attractive for cross‐country
skiing and sustain moderate use.
Anglers ply the waters of Sagamore and Mohegan Lakes, both of which contain lake trout. Mohegan Lake also
hosts a population of smallmouth bass. Sagamore Lake outlet is a good brook trout stream popular with anglers.
Angler use has caused the development of streamside pathways. Most anglers fish for the day, though some
camp in the vicinity. Use of parking areas, trails and camping locations by anglers continues through summer and
fall.
South Inlet is regularly traveled by motorized and non‐motorized boats. Canoes, kayaks, motorboats and jet skis
land at the upstream limit of navigability near the attractive stretch of rapids known as the Cascades, identified
on early maps as South Inlet Falls. Though the location of the wilderness boundary is not identified on the
ground, it is estimated that the landing area is 500 to 1,000 feet on the wilderness side of the old property
boundary that separates the BRW from the MRPWF. The use of motorboats and aircraft is prohibited on
Sagamore Lake. No regulation prohibits their use on Mohegan Lake.
Hunters enter the HGCSMA and neighboring parts of the BRW and MRPWF during the fall big game season,
parking at a number of locations along Sagamore Road. On weekend days up to eight vehicles may be parked at
the north entrance of the Sagamore Lake trail. Occasional parties of big game hunters travel across Sagamore
Lake and up East Inlet. Hunting and trapping are prohibited by regulation in the Sagamore safety zone. However,
hunters may carry their weapons for the purpose of hunting on Forest Preserve lands outside the safety zone.
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Public motor vehicle use is permitted on Sagamore Road. The Department has determined that the goal of the
HGCSMA to promote non‐motorized passive recreation within the special management area. Therefore public
access to the HGCSMA will be limited to hiking, biking, snowshoe and cross‐country ski access. Public motor
vehicle access to the area will be limited to currently open DEC motor vehicle roads. Motor vehicle use of all
other roads within the HGCSMA will be limited to administrative use by Department personnel, use by private
property owners under their deeded rights, or person(s) under a temporary permit from the Department.
With the exception of the unmarked trail around Sagamore Lake, winter use of the HGCSMA is generally very
low. The trail around Sagamore Lake is suitable for skiing and snowshoeing and is used throughout the winter.
Skiers also follow the unmarked Cascades, Powerhouse, Big Slope, Crossover and Beaverflow trails. The
Mohegan Lake trail was used by skiers until 1996, when winter programs at Sagamore were curtailed.
Sagamore Road has been designated for public snowmobile use by the Town of Long Lake. Occasionally
snowmobile tracks have been observed beyond the end of the town highway, on Sagamore Lake and the lake
trail.

a. Sagamore Programs
From June through October, the Sagamore Institute conducts a wide variety of educational and recreational
programs that involve excursions onto the Forest Preserve lands within the HGCSMA. Sites with building ruins
associated with the history of the Great Camps are destinations for groups led on interpretive walks by
Sagamore staff. Many programs involve tours of Camp Uncas. Tour groups walk along Sagamore and Mohegan
Lake Roads. Sagamore provides visitors a map showing hiking and biking opportunities in the area. The bike
route along Sagamore and Bear Pond Roads and the trail through the MRPWF to Eighth Lake is advertised on
regional trail maps. Many who visit Sagamore also hike or bike along the roads and trails in the area or canoe
Sagamore Lake. Sagamore offers the use of wheeled canoe carriers free of charge for those who want to
transport their vessels to Mohegan Lake. Mohegan Lake Road is popular with bird‐watchers.

b. Public Use Impacts
The impacts of public use within the HGCSMA are relatively low. Impacts related to use generally are confined to
the vicinity of parking areas, trails and their destinations. Impacts to soils and vegetation on the unmarked trails
in the area are relatively low. The soils and vegetation in wet areas on some trails could be protected through
minor trail reroutes or bridging. A systematic inventory of trail conditions would afford a clearer picture of
resource protection needs.
Camping use in the area is relatively light, and there are few visible impacts. Few people camp on Sagamore
Lake. Most overnight visitors stay at Camp Sagamore. Occasional camping may occur on an attractive peninsula
with a sandy beach on the east end of the lake, south of East Inlet, though most use is day use. Minimal impacts
to soils and vegetation are apparent, but the site is too close to shore to be suitable for designation. Another
camping spot is an area of old fields known as the “farm meadow” on the northwest side of the lake, several
hundred feet from shore. Use impacts have not been significant.
The area surrounding South Inlet Falls, also known as the Cascades, shows evidence of a moderate amount of
day use. Most visitors travel by boat from Raquette Lake or the undeveloped canoe and kayak access path at
Route 28, land at points on both sides of the river below the cascades, walk the short paths along both shores
and explore the immediate area. Impacts of use are evident, but not excessive. Vegetation has been displaced
from shoreline areas, though soils appear stable. Fire rings have been assembled near shore. Sagamore staff
report that they remove a significant amount of refuse left by visitors.
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Occasionally, members of the public illegally drive snowmobiles on Sagamore Road beyond the point where the
jurisdiction of the Town of Long Lake ends. Snowmobile tracks have been observed on Sagamore Lake and the
Sagamore Lake trail.

c. Projected Use
The HGCSMA is easily accessible, but is a significant distance from major population centers. It is likely that use
levels will increase on the Sagamore trails once they are marked and maintained. However, because these trails
exist and have been used for some time, their addition to the list of marked and maintained trails is not
expected to result in significant increases in use. Off‐trail use by hunters and trappers and impacts associated
with their use are expected to decline in step with general trends.
The impacts of future use in the part of the HGCSMA within the BRW generally would be reduced through the
adoption of regulations needed to implement existing APSLMP guidelines for wilderness, such as those limiting
camping group size to eight people and prohibiting the public use of motorized equipment.
The proposed addition of information stations at various locations within the HGCSMA will significantly increase
public understanding of available recreational opportunities, the location of the Sagamore safety zone and
private land boundaries, and public use regulations. Clearer information could lead to moderate increases in
public non‐motorized use of Mohegan Lake and Lake Kora Roads, as well as surrounding lands and Mohegan
Lake, while reducing inappropriate use.
The Sagamore Institute plans to winterize the café in the Chalet building in preparation for the resumption of
winter operation as a base for cross‐country skiing. The new winter program, with the availability of winter
parking on Sagamore grounds, would be expected to result in a moderate increase in winter use of the trails in
the HGCSMA.
Trends in use levels, patterns and impacts must be monitored to assure that HGCSMA management goals will
continue to be met over the long term.

10. Relationship between Public and Private Land
Camp Sagamore is owned by a not‐for‐profit organization dedicated to preserving the camp buildings and
landscape setting in their original condition, and to educating the public about the history of Sagamore, Uncas
and other Great Camps in the context of the creation and evolution of the Forest Preserve. Though Sagamore is
not State‐owned, the deed restrictions imposed on present and future owners reflect a vision for Sagamore as a
permanently protected historical and educational resource for the people of the state. It is therefore
appropriate for the Department to manage the lands of the HGCSMA in a manner that is compatible with this
vision.
Camp Uncas continues to be owned by the former directors of Sagamore Institute. The current directors also
reside there. The camp complex and the surrounding lands of the former estate are incorporated in Sagamore’s
interpretation of great camp history. Uncas is a regular destination of Sagamore tour groups and is included in a
number of programs.
Sagamore programs regularly involve hikes along former carriage roads to sites on Forest Preserve land that
were associated with the original Great Camps. Those who participate in programs are provided with maps and
encouraged to explore the roads and trails of the former estates, now within the HGCSMA, on their own. Many
visitors may take a tour as one part of a visit that may involve canoeing on Sagamore Lake or a bike ride along
Mohegan Lake and Bear Pond Roads.
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Sagamore’s diverse program offerings draw upon and emphasize the setting of vast undeveloped forest that was
the original environmental context of the Great Camps, a setting now consisting entirely of Forest Preserve
lands. Proposals to increase public access to lands and waters within the HGCSMA should be made with the
understanding that the effectiveness of Sagamore’s educational, interpretive and recreational programs is
enhanced to the degree that the undeveloped and non‐motorized character of nearby Forest Preserve lands is
maintained.
6NYCRR section 59.1 prohibits hunting and trapping within a described area of approximately 100 acres
surrounding Camp Sagamore. The area was established as a safety zone around the camp complex with the
purpose of supporting the viability of Sagamore as a self‐sustaining historic preservation and educational
enterprise. It is important that the location and purpose of the boundary be clearly indicated through
informational displays and the posting of signs.
The Kamp Kill Kare property at the end of Lake Kora Road is privately owned. Better information about private
land boundaries and guidelines for the public use of Forest Preserve lands would encourage appropriate public
use and help protect private land from trespass.
Economic Impacts
The tourist economy of the central Adirondacks is largely based on the attractive power of the landscape, the
abundance of outdoor recreation and the richness of regional history, a key element of which is the
development of the Great Camps. Camps Sagamore and Uncas are the only Great Camps in the area that are
open to the public – Sagamore continually from spring through fall and Uncas during Sagamore tours and
programs – making them important economic resources. The camps are prominently featured in the Adirondack
Museum in Blue Mountain Lake and promoted as attractions in regional and statewide tourist publications and
periodicals. Sagamore, Raquette Lake Navigation Company, which operates the Raquette Lake tour boat W. W.
Durant, and the Adirondack Museum regularly join together to maximize their marketing effectiveness. In
recognition of their unique and successful partnership, they received New York State’s Millennium Arts and
Business Partnership Award in 2000. Regional trail maps feature the camps along with hiking and biking trails on
nearby Forest Preserve lands. Sagamore actively collaborates with other businesses to promote the kinds of
tourism that are compatible with the goals behind the creation and ongoing management of the Forest Preserve
and the Adirondack Park.

11. Education and Interpretation
The mission of the not‐for‐profit Sagamore Institute is largely focused on interpreting Sagamore in the context of
surrounding Forest Preserve lands. The original estate, all of which was included in Sagamore’s National Historic
Landmark designation, includes all the former carriage roads and the ruins of the hydroelectric complex and
other structures which are integral to Sagamore’s educational mission and interpretive programs. Many of
Sagamore’s interpretive activities include visits to these sites, now within the BRW. A number of Sagamore
programs include the Camp Uncas building complex as well as historic sites once part of the Uncas estate, now
within the MRPWF and part of the Camp Uncas National Historic Landmark.
According to Michael Wilson, Associate Director of Sagamore Institute, the interpretation of history at Sagamore
is shaped by an essentially ecological mission on behalf of “nature, people, and their critical interdependence.”
Sagamore’s architecture and social history are presented in relation to their wilderness setting. The larger design
of Sagamore’s interpretation focuses on the changing relations between culture and nature, asking guests to
consider issues of sustainability in light of historical change. Based upon geological, botanical, wildlife and
photographic surveys of the Sagamore Lake and farm meadow trails, Sagamore’s interpretation of ecological
history treats natural succession and human intervention as intertwined episodes. This approach, according to
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Wilson, is intended to explain interdependence and to demonstrate the meaning of the qualifying language in
the APSLMP, showing how a designated wilderness “appears to have been affected primarily by the forces of
nature, with the imprint of man’s work substantially unnoticeable.” According to Sagamore staff, the reactions
of their guests have taught them that the decaying ruins of Sagamore’s historic structures are powerful object
lessons in this interpretation. Contradicting the illusion of an historical, enduring nature that stands in
independent opposition to human culture, ruins incorporate biological resilience within historical process,
enabling people to reconsider the human role in natural processes with skepticism and humility. As opposed to
interpretive signage, ruins can invoke the recognition that biological cycles operate on larger scales and over far
longer chronologies than our market economy can accommodate, and that sustainable living turns upon
reconciling the differences.
Camp Uncas gives direct and indirect support to the operation of Sagamore in the following ways:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hosting up to 70 volunteers for Sagamore work weekends.
Serving as a training site for six interpreter trainees.
Hosting activities and tours for Grandparents and Grandchildren camp sessions in July and August. There
are seven sessions, each with 60 people.
Hosting tours for great camp weekends in July and August.
Hosting a tour or reception for the annual Sagamore benefit.
Hosting tours during three, three‐night sessions for up to 90 Skidmore College freshmen as part of an
outdoor orientation program.
Hosting tours for Elderhostel programs in autumn. 40 people attend each of eight sessions.
Hosting a party for volunteers during the fall Sagamore work weekend.
Hosting tours for other not‐for‐profit groups attending conferences at Sagamore throughout the year.

12. Past and Present Management
Sagamore Safety Zone
In 1975 the State purchased all the former Camp Sagamore estate of 1,526 acres except for eight acres
encompassing the main buildings. The property had long been posted against hunting and trapping, and the
caretaker had maintained a small tame deer herd by a program of regular feeding. Soon after acquisition, the
Department heard proposals to continue to manage the area as a wildlife refuge. Department wildlife biologists
reviewed the proposals and concluded that there were no rare species or critical habitats within the former
Sagamore property requiring protection beyond that afforded by existing laws and regulations. They
recommended that deer feeding be discontinued, and hunting in the vicinity of the Sagamore buildings be
suspended up to five years to protect the tame deer herd until they had dispersed.
A major issue raised by Sagamore representatives was the concern that the proximity of hunters bearing
firearms, especially during the big game season, could deter people from visiting Sagamore and participating in
its educational and recreational programs. The Department decided that the protection of the economic viability
of the organization engaged in the preservation of Sagamore warranted the establishment of a safety zone
around the building complex. In 1976, 6NYCRR section 95.1 was adopted, prohibiting hunting and trapping
within a described area of approximately 100 acres around the Sagamore property (see Appendix 11).

13. Management Guidelines
The Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan (APSLMP) provides the general framework for the development and
management of State lands in the Adirondack Park. In addition to setting forth guidelines for the management of
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State lands within each of the various classifications, the APSLMP contains Special Management Guidelines for
areas or resources that require special management “to reflect unusual resource or public use factors.”
Examples include “. . . historic buildings, structures or sites not part of a designated historic area . . .” Guidelines
include appropriate measures to protect, publicize and interpret important resources. Protective measures to be
considered include limiting motorized access, rerouting trails and discouraging overnight camping.
The New York State Historic Preservation Act of 1980 (SHPA, Article 14 of Parks, Recreation and Historic
Preservation Law) and its implementing regulations (9 NYCRR 426, 427 and 428) created the State Register of
Historic Places and recognizes the National Register of Historic Places. The statute further obligates State
agencies to act as stewards of historic properties, such as buildings, structures, objects and archaeological sites
that they own and requires that agencies identify, evaluate and mitigate impacts to historic properties that
might be affected by actions they undertake, fund or permit. The Department is also specifically charged with
maintaining historic sites and services within the Adirondack Park in ECL Articles 9 and 41.
The historic and archaeological sites located within the HGCSMA, as well as additional unrecorded sites that may
exist on the property, are protected by the provisions of the New York State Historic Preservation Act, Article 9
of Environmental Conservation Law, 6 NYCRR Section 190.8 (g) and Section 233 of Education Law. Unauthorized
excavation and removal of materials from any of these sites is prohibited by Article 9 of Environmental
Conservation Law and Section 233 of Education Law. In some cases additional protection may be afforded these
resources by the Federal Archaeological Resources Protection Act (ARPA).

14. Management Goals
•
•
•

Promote public recreational access and use of the HGCSMA in a manner which recognizes Great Camps
Sagamore and Uncas as cultural, educational and economic resources of local, state and national
significance.
Promote the use of the HGCSMA for the educational and recreational programs of the Sagamore
Institute in ways that comply with the laws, regulations and policies governing public use of BRW and
MRPWF lands and do not conflict with permitted uses of the area by the general public.
Protect archaeological sites from vandalism and address safety issues, but allow them to succumb to the
forces of nature. Manage historic structures in accordance with applicable laws.

15. Proposed Management Actions
a. Administration
The area manager for the HGCSMA will be the supervising forester in the Department’s Northville office, who
will coordinate management activities on Forest Preserve lands and waters. The apportionment of contributions
to the maintenance of roads and bridges will be negotiated and set forth in memoranda of understanding. The
maintenance of trails on Forest Preserve lands may be conducted by Camp Sagamore and Camp Uncas under
stewardship agreements in accordance with the Department’s Adopt‐A‐Natural Resource Policy. Actions by the
Great Camps that may affect Forest
Preserve lands under water, such as the construction or maintenance of structures on the beds of Mohegan and
Sagamore Lakes, will be governed by temporary revocable permits (TRPs) and protection of waters permits.
The roads within the HGCSMA that lead to private lands and the areas of use reservation retained by the Bear
Pond Sportsmen’s Club may not be widened, relocated or otherwise altered by the landowners. No standing
trees may be cut without a Temporary Revocable Permit (TRP) from the Department. Maintenance work such as
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resurfacing, the installation of new ditches or culverts, the replacement of existing culverts with new culverts
that are larger or set in a different orientation, bridge work or other maintenance activities that could affect
streams or wetlands may require a TRP from the Department or a wetlands permit from the Adirondack Park
Agency

b. Facilities
Boundary Lines
The boundary of the HGCSMA is a conceptual boundary. It will not be marked on the ground. Standard Forest
Preserve boundary signs indicating classification will be posted at intervals along the sections of Sagamore and
Lake Kora Roads that constitute the boundary between the BRW and MRPWF.
The boundary of the Sagamore safety zone has been marked on the ground through the posting of small signs.
However, few signs remain, and the location of the boundary is not clear in many places. New signs designed
specifically for the Sagamore safety zone will be posted.
Trails
Sagamore considers all the former carriage roads except the Blue Ridge trail essential to their interpretive
programs and would be willing to maintain them under an Adopt‐a‐Natural‐Resource agreement (AANR) with
the Department. In addition to the former carriage roads, Sagamore is interested in having the following former
log skidding roads designated as public trails: a foot and cross‐country skiing trail within the BRW known as the
Crossover trail, connecting the Camp Sagamore Farm Meadow and the upper end of the Powerhouse trail, which
would provide visitors an alternative to walking and skiing on Sagamore Road and would allow less confident
skiers to avoid the relatively steep Big Slope trail; the Beaverflow trail within the MRPWF, a biking and cross‐
country skiing trail; and the Mohegan Lake trail within the MRPWF, a hiking and cross‐country skiing trail which
connects the main Camp Sagamore parking area with Bear Pond Road near the Uncas Farm Meadow, along with
a short spur between it and Mohegan Lake Road known as the Traveling Rock trail. The adoption of these trails
would provide a network of hiking and cross‐country ski trails for public use throughout the year. The installation
of Department signs and trail markers and the availability of public parking would clearly indicate that the trails
are open to the public. In addition, the trails would serve the educational mission of the Sagamore Institute. The
former carriage roads of the original Sagamore estate connect a number of sites and ruins that are included in
Sagamore’s National Historic Landmark designation.
Because the Sagamore trails already exist, new trail construction would not be required. Significant wet areas on
some trails would be addressed over time through appropriate measures such as minor relocation or the
installation of waterbars, ditching or bridging. A substantial bridge over East Inlet on the Sagamore Lake trail was
constructed with steel I‐beams, and therefore does not conform with APSLMP guidelines requiring the use of
natural materials. It would be replaced with a conforming bridge when reconstruction was required. All work
would be done according to detailed work plans based on field assessments conducted in consultation with APA.
A short segment of the Sagamore Lake trail near the south entrance would be relocated farther from the
boundary with the Sagamore property to reduce the likelihood of trespass.
The trail around Sagamore Lake has the potential for use by people with disabilities. Bridges could be modified
to make them accessible. However, many parts of the trail along the south shore present major obstacles for
people with disabilities, including significant drainage problems and uneven surfaces with thick vegetation. A
pathway from the trail to a waterway access site on the lake near the trail’s north end provides relatively easy
access for non‐motorized boats. The boulder barriers at both ends of the trail need to be modified to permit
wheelchair passage. The barrier at the north end should be moved closer to the beginning of the trail to prevent
cars from parking along the beginning of the trail and blocking access.
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The Cascades trail is an excellent trail for people with mobility impairments. It has a generally firm and stable
surface with no steep pitches, very few surface obstacles, no bridges and no drainage problems. The turf of
grasses that has grown over much of the surface of the former road outside the course of the narrow footpath
would impede the passage of wheelchairs.
To help assure that public trail use would not exceed the capacity of the trails to withstand use, no sign
advertising the trail system would be installed on Route 28. Trail registers would provide valuable information
about use patterns and trends.
Actions
•

Mark and maintain the following trails within the BRW as foot and ski trails. Install “foot trail”
markers as follows:

Cascades trail ‐ blue
Powerhouse trail ‐ blue
Sagamore Lake trail ‐ red
Big Slope trail ‐ yellow
Crossover trail ‐ yellow
•

Mark and maintain the following roads and trails within the MRPWF as foot and bicycle trails. Install
“trail” markers, with “bicycle trail” markers posted at access points and intersections, as follows:

Beaverflow trail ‐ yellow
Mohegan Lake and Bear Pond Roads and trail to Eighth Lake ‐ red
Bear Pond Road south from intersection with trail to Eighth Lake ‐ blue
•

Mark and maintain the following trails within the MRPWF as foot and ski trails. Install “foot trail”
markers as follows:

Mohegan Lake trail ‐ red
Traveling Rock trail ‐ yellow
On the Sagamore Lake trail, move the boulder barrier on the north entrance out to the road, and modify
boulder barriers and bridges to allow the passage of wheelchairs. Starting approximately 600 feet in on the
south end of the Sagamore Lake trail, relocate 0.1 to 0.2 miles of the trail southward to increase the distance of
the trail from the Sagamore property line. Add deck boards to fill gaps on the bridge over East Inlet, and replace
a small bridge on the trail off the lake’s southeast shore to make them accessible. When it needs reconstruction,
replace the bridge over East Inlet with a new bridge constructed of natural materials.
•

Pursue a stewardship agreement with Sagamore Institute for the maintenance of the trails within
the HGCSMA.

Trailheads and Parking Areas
The system of existing unmarked trails in the HGCSMA are served by a number of existing parking areas and pull‐
offs. Proceeding north to south along Sagamore Road, those in the BRW are:
Cascades Trailhead: At the beginning of the Cascades trail, there is a clearing on the east side of Sagamore Road
about 55 feet long that can accommodate four or five cars. The configuration of the parking area is awkward,
and it is not clear how visitors are expected to park. A barrier consisting of three boulders blocks the trail,
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formerly a road, at a point about 75 feet from Sagamore Road. There are no signs at the trailhead, and there is
no trail register. The trailhead serves both the Cascades trail and the Beaverflow trail.
When marked as a foot trail, the Cascades trail will be open to hiking and cross‐country skiing. It leads to a
waterfall on South Inlet, where travelers may wade the river or cross it on the ice to connect with the
Powerhouse trail. Use levels are expected to increase. The Beaverflow trail will be open to hiking, biking and
skiing, though use levels are expected to be low. A parking area designed to accommodate five cars ‐ the present
capacity ‐ would accommodate five to 15 day hikers at one time. However, it is expected that seldom more than
two or three cars would use the parking area simultaneously. Evening and overnight parking capacity required
for the relatively low level of camping use expected would not overlap with most day use and so would not
require additional capacity. Though solitude would not be as high a management priority on a trail near the
periphery of the wilderness, the proposed parking capacity would not preclude opportunities for solitude along
the trails throughout the year. The parking area has not been plowed in winter. If the parking area were plowed,
winter use would be expected to be light, seldom requiring room for more than two or three cars.
Actions
•
•
•
•
•

Maintain the Cascades trailhead as a class II trailhead. Install a standard trail register near the
parking area.
Maintain the Cascades trailhead parking area with its existing capacity of five cars to accommodate
appropriate levels of day use and camping. Make minor modifications to more clearly define the
parking area.
Install a sign approximately one and one‐half by two feet with “Blue Ridge Wilderness” in a banner
at the top and the wording, “Cascades Trailhead” in two‐to three‐inch letters with a directional
arrow, printed on both sides in a location visible from Sagamore Road.
Install a guideboard near the barrier giving the distance to the cascades.
Plow the parking area for winter trail access.

Pulloff: A pulloff, apparently maintained by the Town of Long Lake, is on the east side of Sagamore Road
between the Cascades and Powerhouse trailheads. It is approximately 70 feet long and 25 feet deep and can
accommodate three cars parking parallel to the road. If plowed, it could afford winter access to nearby trails.
Powerhouse Trailhead: At the beginning of the Powerhouse trail, there is a clearing on the east side of
Sagamore Road about 100 feet long that can accommodate five cars parking parallel to the road. The northern
two‐thirds of the parking area is surfaced with crushed limestone. A barrier consisting of three boulders blocks
the trail, formerly a road, at a point about 150 feet from Sagamore Road. There are no signs at the trailhead, and
there is no trail register.
When marked as a foot trail, the Powerhouse trail will be open to hiking and cross‐country skiing. It leads to the
hydroelectric ruins associated with Camp Sagamore and on to South Inlet Falls, where travelers can wade the
river or cross on the ice to connect with the Cascades trail. It connects with a number of other trails in the area.
The Powerhouse trail will be available for public use as part of the network of trails in the area. Sagamore staff
will lead groups on educational trips to the ruins. But because the trail has several wet segments in need of
drainage improvements, the Cascades trail will be the preferred route to South Inlet Falls. In addition, the
Sagamore hydroelectric ruins should be protected from excessive public visitation. Therefore, the visibility of the
trailhead should be minimized. Use levels are expected to be low.
The existing parking area could accommodate five to 15 day hikers and occasional camping use. However, it is
expected that it seldom would be occupied by more than two or three cars. Though solitude would not be as
high a management priority on a trail near the periphery of the wilderness, the proposed parking capacity would
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not preclude opportunities for solitude along the trails throughout the year. The parking area has not been
plowed in winter. Winter trail access should be afforded through the plowing of the Cascades parking area.
Actions
•
•
•
•
•

Maintain the Powerhouse trailhead as a class III trailhead.
Maintain the Powerhouse trailhead parking area with its existing capacity of five cars.
Do not install a trailhead sign.
Install a guideboard beyond the boulder barrier, not visible from the road, giving the distance to the
Cascades.
Do not plow the parking area in winter.

Sagamore Lake Trailhead and Waterway Access Site: The trail around Sagamore Lake connects with a road at
both ends. Most people park at the north end in a small clearing at the beginning of the trail between the spur
road that leads to the back entrance to Sagamore and the boulder barrier. The clearing is not suitable for parking
and can only accommodate three vehicles. Additional cars park along the road, occasionally causing traffic
congestion. Visitors should be redirected to other parking areas. There is an additional parking area not far
before the beginning of the north end of the trail on the south side of the spur road within the Moose River
Plains Wild Forest. Though it appears to have been constructed before the land was acquired by the State, it is
not signed. It is occasionally mowed by Sagamore staff and used for parking. The area is approximately 60 feet
long and 25 feet deep and can accommodate six cars. There are no signs at either parking area, and there is no
trail register. There is no room for parking near the south end of the trail.
When marked as a foot trail, the Sagamore Lake trail would be open to hiking and cross‐country skiing. It would
connect with a number of other trails in the area. It is expected that the Sagamore Lake trail would be more
heavily used than the other Sagamore trails in all seasons. Most use would be day hiking, skiing and hunter
access. As a former carriage road with a firm, generally level surface, the trail is capable of withstanding
substantial foot traffic without sustaining significant physical impacts. It is likely that visitors would tolerate
relatively high numbers of interpersonal encounters on this accessible trail on the periphery of the BRW near
Camp Sagamore, a major tourist destination. Parking for 10 cars would be sufficient to accommodate anticipated
use levels, which would not exceed the capacity of the trail to withstand use.
There has been confusion among the public about the availability of Sagamore Lake for public boating use. The
lake has a good fishery and is open to the public for non‐motorized boating. A short path beginning near the
north entrance of the Sagamore Lake trail affords access to the lake for the launching of canoes and kayaks. The
point where the path enters the water presents some difficult footing that could be improved with the
placement of one or two large rocks with flat surfaces. Presently there are no signs identifying the waterway
access site.
Approximately one mile long and a third of a mile wide, it is likely that 166‐acre Sagamore Lake could
accommodate a fair number of boaters engaged in fishing or recreational paddling without causing most visitors
to experience a sense of crowding. With the proximity of the lake to a public road and Camp Sagamore, visitor
expectations for solitude would not be as high as they would be on an interior pond. However, it would be
difficult to definitively establish the capacity of the lake to withstand recreational boating use without research.
Department staff and Agency staff are currently involved in a working group with the task of developing
protocols to assess physical, social and biological carrying capacity of water bodies as required by the Adirondack
Park State Land Master Plan. Once these protocols are agreed upon, they will be used to reassess parking lot
capacities for this unit management plan.
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The total parking capacity of 14 cars needed during spring, summer and fall–10 for hikers of the Sagamore Lake
trail and four for Sagamore Lake boaters–would partly be provided at the five‐car parking area beside the spur
road, assuming one accessible parking space and four standard spaces, with the other nine finding space in the
large parking area within the MRPWF across from Sagamore’s main entrance. The large parking area can
accommodate up to 50 cars and serves a number of destinations. Parking capacity for six vehicles is needed to
serve those interested in hiking or biking Mohegan Lake Road, Bear Pond Road, or other trails in the MRPWF, as
well as those who wish to canoe or fish Mohegan Lake. Therefore, parking capacity for a total of 15 vehicles is
required to accommodate Forest Preserve visitors. The rest of the area is available for use by Sagamore visitors.
The use of the large parking area by Sagamore tour and special event participants is permitted to help maintain
the historic atmosphere of the Sagamore grounds. Continual automobile traffic to and from Sagamore’s interior
parking area, which is reserved for residents, would disrupt walking tours and intrude on the camp’s visual and
sound environment. The level and timing of the use of the large parking area by Sagamore guests has not
significantly interfered with public use. The parking areas near Sagamore have not been plowed in recent years.
To provide access to the Sagamore Lake trail for skiing and snowshoeing, the 6‐car parking area on the spur road
should be plowed.
Actions
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Maintain the parking area off the spur road to the back entrance of Camp Sagamore as the Sagamore
Lake trailhead. Maintain it as a class II trailhead with a capacity for five cars, including one accessible
space. Delineate the parking area with small boulders. Install a trailhead sign approximately one and
one‐half by two feet with “Blue Ridge Wilderness” in a banner at the top and the wording, “Sagamore
Lake Trailhead” in two‐to three‐inch letters, printed on both sides. Install small signs with the wording,
“Sagamore Lake Trail and Canoe Launch,” one at the parking area and one at the beginning of the trail.
Install a Storey register near the north entrance of the Sagamore Lake trail with a map and information
indicating local trails, boating access and the borders of the Sagamore safety zone. This area will
continue to be used as it has historically been used.
Delineate the large parking area across from the main entrance to Camp Sagamore with boulders. Install
a wood railing in the center of the parking area to indicate proper parking orientation. Communicate
parking information to the public through the installation of signs and through personal contact by
Department and Sagamore staff.
Install a Storey register at the large parking area across from the main entrance to Camp Sagamore with
a map and information indicating local parking, trails, boating access and the borders of the Sagamore
safety zone.
Move the boulder barrier at the north entrance of the Sagamore Lake trail back to within about 40 feet
of the edge of the spur road, leaving room to allow road maintenance vehicles to turn around. Leave
room for the passage of wheelchairs. Install a “No Parking” sign.
Install a guideboard near the trail entrance giving distances to the Big Slope trail, Crossover trail and the
distance of the complete loop.
Place one or two large native rocks in the water at the foot of the Sagamore Lake waterway access path
to improve footing for launching boats.
Install appropriate educational signage at the canoe launch to mitigate or prevent the spread of non‐
native or invasive plants.
Plow the five‐car parking area off the spur road for winter trail access.

Signs and Informational Displays
Signs and informational displays are effective means of providing information to the public. In general,
informational and regulatory signs are posted at boundaries and access points rather than in the interior.
Interior signing largely is limited to guideboards at trail junctions and signs about fishing and camping
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regulations. The APSLMP requires that signs on Forest Preserve lands be made of rustic materials and limited in
number. Outside State or municipal highway right‐of‐way boundaries, signs on Forest Preserve lands must be
installed or approved for installation by the Department and must conform with Department standards for form
and content.
An expanded trail register structure, referred to as a class II trail register or “Storey register,” originally designed
by Mike Storey of the APA and later modified by Department staff, has been developed. It is intended generally
for use at class II trailheads. It contains a space enclosed with a door for a trail register and brochures, and has
an open panel where regulations and other information may be posted, along with a map of the area. The
display area is covered with plexiglass. The structure would be appropriate at strategic locations to inform the
public about recreational opportunities, boundaries and use guidelines.
Actions
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coordinate the design, wording and placement of all signs through the area manager.
Install Storey registers, each containing a map and information indicating local parking, trails, boating
access and the borders of the Sagamore safety zone, at the large parking area near Sagamore, the north
entrance of the Sagamore Lake trail, and near the point where Mohegan Lake and Lake Kora Roads
diverge from Sagamore Road.
Post standard Forest Preserve boundary signs indicating the classification of the land being identified
every one‐tenth mile along all roads that pass through the HGCSMA and at other strategic locations.
Do not advertise HGCSMA trails with a sign on Route 28.
Install a sign along Sagamore Road to identify the boundary of the HGCSMA.
Mark the boundary of the Sagamore safety zone through the posting of small signs approximately every
100 feet along the boundary.
Post signs at trail junctions, showing directions with arrows, with wording reduced to the minimum
necessary.
Eliminate sign clutter. Cluster signs on a single sign post or bulletin board placed where they are most
likely to be seen by visitors.
In general, except for guideboards at trail intersections, place informational signs on the periphery of the
unit rather than in the interior. Post signs at interior locations only where necessary to protect important
resources.
Clearly identify the path to the waterway access site on Sagamore Lake.
Install aquatic invasive species signs near the canoe access trail to Sagamore Lake and Mohegan Lake.

Barriers
Gates installed on Forest Preserve lands for the purpose of controlling public access should conform with
Department standards and permit free access to Department staff. The two privately owned gates where
Mohegan Lake and Lake Kora Roads diverge from Sagamore Road are on Forest Preserve land and do not
conform with Department standards. These gates are not operated to restrict Department administrative access,
and a sign at the Uncas gate indicates that the public may walk and bike beyond it. However, the Kill Kare gate
projects a sense that public access to Forest Preserve lands beyond it is restricted.
Actions
•
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Work with the owners of Camp Uncas and Kamp Kill Kare to replace the gates at the beginnings of
Mohegan Lake and Lake Kora Roads with Department gates. Provide an acceptable means of access
through the gates for interior landowners and their guests.
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•

Move the boulder barrier at the north entrance of the Sagamore Lake trail back to within about 40 feet
of the edge of the spur road, leaving room to allow road maintenance vehicles to turn around. Leave
room for the passage of wheelchairs. Install a “No Parking” sign.

Primitive Tent Sites
Camping is permitted throughout the HGCSMA, except within 150 feet of roads, trails and water. No primitive
tent sites have been previously designated. The designation of tent sites in suitable locations to which visitors
are directed through informational displays and publications could improve the recreational experiences of
visitors in ways that would not conflict with other management objectives for the area. Two primitive tent sites
will be designated, one on Boy Scout Point and another near the Old Farm Meadow.
Actions
•
•
•

Permit camping throughout the area in accordance with applicable regulations. A regulation proposed
for the BRW would limit the size of camping groups to eight people.
Designate two tent sites in the vicinity of Sagamore Lake that are visually screened from the lake and
nearby trails. If a suitable location is found, make one site accessible for people with mobility
impairments.
Designate two tent sites in the vicinity of Mohegan Lake. One at Boy Scout Point and one near the Old
Farm Meadow.

16. Sanitation
Forest Preserve lands are managed to preserve natural conditions and minimize human influence. Improper
waste disposal by visitors can pollute soils and water, interfering with natural processes and affecting visitor
health and safety. The appearance of food and drink containers, broken glass, food scraps and human waste can
severely degrade the quality of the recreational experience for visitors.
The Department installs pit privies at locations where use levels are observed or expected to be high enough
that the practice of burying waste in dispersed, individually selected locations would not succeed in protecting
the environment.
Actions
• Educate visitors about the principles of the Leave No Trace program, stressing the need for proper
disposal of refuse and human waste and for the proper treatment of drinking water.
• Install privies at suitable locations where public use monitoring indicates that they are needed.
• Should a suitable location for an accessible tent site be found near Sagamore Lake, install an accessible
privy connected to the site by an accessible path.

17. Classification
A review of the boundaries between the BRW and MRPWF revealed locations where minor classification and
reclassification proposals could be made to improve the administration of this and adjacent units. Within the
HGCSMA, the desirability of reclassifying the wild forest parcel east of the road between Sagamore Lake and
Lake Kora to wilderness will be investigated.

18. Cultural Resources
Archaeological sites within the HGCSMA will be permitted to remain, subject to the forces of nature. They will be
protected from vandalism through education and law enforcement. Minimal measures will be taken if necessary
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to protect public safety. Interpretation will occur through Sagamore programs at the Great Camps, tours and the
use of publications rather than the installation of signs or exhibits at the sites.
Sagamore Ruins
In 1915 Alfred Vanderbilt constructed a hydroelectric system for Camp Sagamore. The components of the
system remain within the HGCSMA. The unit management plan for the BRW and WMPA gives a complete
presentation of the history of the site and current management guidelines, an analysis of management
alternatives and a discussion leading to the selection of a preferred alternative for the management of the site.
Actions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Retain the Sagamore ruins, subject to the free operation of the forces of nature, as important cultural
resources for their value in interpreting the historical context of the creation and evolution of the Forest
Preserve. Leave the valvehouse and powerhouse open for public viewing.
Consult with OPRHP before taking any action that could affect historic resources within the BRW and
WMPA.
Secure the valvehouse by installing a wood wall approximately four feet high in the bottom of the
doorway.
Secure the doors and window shutters in a fully‐open position to maintain safe access and permit
natural light to enter the powerhouse.
Rearrange and secure the unattached pieces of hardware lying on the floor inside the powerhouse to
the minimum extent necessary to protect the public from an undue risk of injury.
Inspect the steel hoops remaining from the penstock and take the minimum action necessary to protect
the public from an undue risk of injury.
Assess the safety issues of all other ruins and take the minimum action necessary to protect the public
from an undue risk of injury. Consult with APA before taking action.
Encourage methods of interpretation that do not involve the installation of signs or displays in or near
the sites of the Sagamore ruins.

19. Public Use
The public will be allowed to use the Forest Preserve lands within the HGCSMA in accordance with the UMPs for
the BRW and MRPWF and Department laws, regulations and policies for wilderness and wild forest areas. Staff
and guests of the Great Camps will observe the same laws, regulations and policies on Forest Preserve lands as
the general public.
The existing safety zone around Great Camp Sagamore will be retained. The boundary will be clearly identified
on the ground through the posting of signs and on maps included in publications and mounted on Storey
registers to be installed in the area.

20. Access
Lake Kora Road proceeds approximately 1.6 miles to the boundary of the Kamp Kill Kare property. It is not clear
to the public that non‐motorized public travel is permitted along the road between the gate and the private land
boundary. Measures should be taken to inform the public about appropriate access and use of HGCSMA lands
and the need to respect private lands.
Winter access to the trails in the area, many of which are excellent for cross‐country skiing, is limited by the lack
of available parking.
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Though there is no regulation prohibiting the use of Mohegan Lake by float planes or motorboats, there have
been relatively few instances of public float plane or motorboat use. A regulation prohibiting the public use of
float planes and motorboats on Mohegan Lake would protect the historic environment of Great Camp Uncas and
the natural environment of the lake for the public.
Actions
•
•
•

Give appropriate information about public access to HGCSMA lands through signage and informational
displays at trailheads and other strategic locations, in informational brochures and on the Department
website.
Promote winter access by plowing parking areas. Seek assistance from State and local government
agencies and volunteers.
Adopt a regulation prohibiting public float plane and motorboat use on Mohegan Lake.

Access for People with Disabilities
The need to protect the wild character of Forest Preserve lands and the difficulties presented by their generally
rugged terrain set limits on the degree of physical modification that can be made to improve their accessibility.
However, there are a number of measures that managers can take. Improving the accessibility of suitable trails
might require limited modifications to trail surfacing or tread width, consistent with APSLMP guidelines. Parking,
bridge surfaces and approaches, privies and other parts of the built environment should be developed or
improved where necessary to ensure accessibility. Informational access could be improved. Signs at selected
trailheads could present information about trail surface type, length, average grade, average cross slope,
maximum grade and slope, trail width, and hazards such as rocks, ruts, and roots that might be encountered on
the trail. Information about a trail also could be provided in a simple pocket guide with a map showing the trail
and the locations of obstacles. Providing information about trail characteristics would allow visitors to make
informed decisions about their ability to use the trail.
Actions
•
•
•

•

Assess the trails within the HGCSMA with regard to their accessibility for people with disabilities. Use the
information gathered to provide information to visitors. Prioritize the Cascades and Sagamore Lake
trails.
At the trailhead to the Cascades trail, add one accessible parking space. Modify the boulder barrier to
allow the passage of wheelchairs.
At Sagamore Lake, provide one accessible parking space in the six‐car parking area to serve the lake trail.
Modify bridges on the lake trail to make them accessible. If feasible, increase accessibility for the hand
launching of boats from the existing path on the north side of Sagamore Lake outlet. Provide an
accessible tent site along the Sagamore Lake trail if feasible. Modify boulder barriers at both ends of the
trail to permit wheelchair passage.
Incorporate accessible signage and trail registers at trailheads.

21. Nonconforming Uses
A foot trail bridge over East Inlet near Sagamore Lake consists of two steel I‐beam stringers and a wood deck.
The APSLMP requires that foot trail bridges be constructed of natural materials.
Various structures near the intersection of the roads to Camp Uncas and Kamp Kill Kare are not listed in the
APSLMP as conforming in wilderness or wild forest, including a telephone relay and amplifier box serving the
three camps, a wood fence to screen the box from the road, a small rustic wood cabin on the east side of
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Mohegan Lake Road which houses an electrical junction facility serving Uncas and Kill Kare, a keypad for
operating the Kamp Kill Kare gate, a small structure which houses a battery backup for the gate and a delivery
drop box. Though nonconforming, these structures may remain if the landowners have legal rights to maintain
them.
Actions
•
•

When the bridge over East Inlet near Sagamore Lake requires reconstruction, replace it with a new
bridge conforming to APSLMP guidelines.
Determine the legal status of the structures near the intersection of the roads to Camp Uncas and Kamp
Kill Kare. Work with the landowners to remove nonconforming structures that may not legally be
maintained.

22. Regulations
The BRW UMP proposes the adoption of a number of new regulations to implement the guidelines of the
APSLMP and protect wilderness resources. The MRPWF UMP includes proposals for a number of regulation
changes. In general, public use within the HGCSMA will be governed by the regulations that apply to the lands
and waters of the BRW and MRPWF. Public information should stress the public use management differences
between the two units.

23. Education and Interpretation
The Department publishes a general map and trail guide for the MRPWF, but has not yet produced an
informational brochure specific to the BRW and WMPA. Future publications should be developed that would
include maps of Forest Preserve management units in the broader context of surrounding communities,
attractions and cultural resources, such as the Adirondack Museum and Great Camp Sagamore. They should
provide extensive interpretive information, along with sources of information about local tourist attractions and
services. The publications should be designed as a component of a family of publications patterned after the
Adirondack Forest Preserve Map and Guide. The quality of the publication should reflect the value and
importance of the information provided. Publications for the MRPWF and BRW should present a description of
the HGCSMA and show its boundary on the maps.
A major part of the mission of Camp Sagamore is to interpret the history of the property in the context of the
development of the Forest Preserve. A number of Sagamore’s activities take place on the Forest Preserve lands
that once were part of the original Sagamore estate. These lands, largely within the BRW, are included in
Sagamore’s National Historic Landmark designation. The outlying ruins of buildings once included in the estate,
notably the hydroelectric complex, are considered by Sagamore to be vital to their educational programs and
interpretive activities. A number of Sagamore’s programs also take place at Camp Uncas and on the Forest
Preserve lands formerly included in the Camp Uncas estate, which are included in the Camp Uncas National
Historic Landmark.
Actions
•
•
•
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Include Great Camps Sagamore and Uncas and the HGCSMA in high‐quality Department publications
about the MRPWF and BRW.
Provide information about the HGCSMA in the context of regional communities and the regional tourist
economy.
Support the efforts of the Sagamore Institute to inform the public about the history and values of the
Forest Preserve by maintaining trails for access to the HGCSMA and retaining the ruins of structures
associated with the Great Camps for use in interpretive programs.
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V. Special Management Area Plans
•

Support the Sagamore Institute by providing public information to clarify the distinction between public
and private lands. Design trails and parking areas to accommodate appropriate public use of the
HGCSMA while minimizing the likelihood of uncontrolled public access to Camp Sagamore and Camp
Uncas.

24. Schedule for Implementation
The actions listed in the following schedule for the implementation of proposed management actions within the
HGCSMA also are included with estimated costs in the UMPs for the BRW and MRPWF. Accomplishments are
contingent upon sufficient staffing levels and funding. Additional management proposals which may apply within
the conceptual boundary of the HGCSMA are presented in the UMPs for the BRW and MRPWF. The
implementation schedule for the various projects proposed for the HGCSMA should be viewed in the context of
the schedules developed for other management units throughout the Forest Preserve.
Annual Activities
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Maintain wilderness and wild forest boundary signs and signs along the boundary of the Sagamore
safety zone.
Collect and submit trail register sheets and camping permits to unit manager quarterly.
With assistance from Sagamore Institute under an Adopt‐a‐Natural‐Resource agreement (AANR) with
the Department, perform routine maintenance of existing trails, including blowdown removal, brushing
and trail marking in accordance with trail classifications and official trail marking standards. Perform
routine maintenance of existing trailheads, privies, bridges, tent sites and signs.
Maintain roads, bridges and gates according to the terms of a memorandum of understanding among
affected parties.
Stock fish in unit waters consistent with Bureau of Fisheries policies and Programmatic Environmental
Impact Statement on Fish Species Management Activities of the New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation, Division of Fish and Wildlife, June 1980.
Monitor area to identify occurrences of invasive plants. Take appropriate action.
Plow parking areas for access to Sagamore trails.

Year 1
•
•
•

•
•

Sagamore ruins: secure valvehouse and powerhouse. Inspect other ruins and take appropriate safety
measures.
Support reclassification of wild forest parcel east of road between Sagamore Lake and Lake Kora to
wilderness.
Adopt as official foot and ski trails following existing trails: Sagamore Lake trail, Big Slope trail, Crossover
trail, Powerhouse trail, Cascades trail, Mohegan Lake trail and Traveling Rock trail . Adopt Beaverflow
trail as an official foot, bicycle and ski trail. Install trail markers and remove blowdown. Develop and
implement sign plan. Install Storey registers at both ends of Sagamore Lake trail and in large parking
area across from main entrance to Sagamore. Designate two tent sites with fire rings in vicinity of
Sagamore Lake and Mohegan Lake. Move boulder barrier at north entrance Sagamore Lake trail closer to
road. Modify boulder barriers at both ends of Sagamore Lake trail to allow passage of wheelchairs.
Relocate Sagamore Lake trail near south entrance.
Develop an Adopt‐a‐Natural‐Resource agreement (AANR) to allow the Sagamore Institute to maintain
the trails within the HGCSMA.
Work with owners of Camp Uncas and Kamp Kill Kare to replace Mohegan Lake Road and Lake Kora
Road gates with Department gates.
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V. Special Management Area Plans
•
•
•
•

Initiate process of updating memoranda of understanding with owners of Camp Sagamore, Camp Uncas
and Kamp Kill Kare pertaining to the maintenance of roads and bridges.
Determine legal status of nonconforming structures near intersection of Mohegan Lake Road and Lake
Kora Road, work with landowners to remove structures that may not legally be maintained.
Modify parking area for Cascades trail to accommodate five cars, including one accessible parking space.
Modify boulder barrier to allow passage of wheelchairs. Install standard trail register.
Adopt regulation prohibiting public use of aircraft and motorboats on Mohegan Lake.

Year 2
•
•
•

Develop existing parking area off spur road to back entrance to Sagamore to accommodate five cars,
including one accessible parking space. Install signs.
Delineate large parking area across from main entrance to Camp Sagamore with boulders, install railing
in center to indicate proper parking orientation.
Contract analysis of accessibility of Cascades and Sagamore Lake trails. Provide information at trailheads

Year 3
•

Conduct comprehensive fisheries surveys of Rock Pond and Sagamore Lake.

Year 4
•

Fill gaps in deck of East Inlet bridge and replace small bridge on trail off Sagamore Lake’s southeast shore
to make them accessible.

Year 5
•
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Investigate options to improve accessibility of canoe launch on Sagamore Lake and implement if
feasible. Investigate possibility of providing accessible tent site. If suitable site found, construct tent site
with accessible privy.
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VI. SCHEDULE FOR IMPLEMENTATION AND ESTIMATED
BUDGET

Annual Maintenance and Other Activities

Estimated Cost

Road maintenance (grading, raking and brushing) 27.97 miles @ $1500/mile.

$41,955

CP‐3 road maintenance 2.3 miles @ $1000/mile.

$2,300

Trail maintenance (brushing, blowdown removal) 131 miles @ $300/mile.

$39,300

Maintenance of signs, register and kiosks.

$1,500

Plow parking areas for access to Sagamore trails. This may be accomplished
through either the stewardship agreement with Sagamore or through an
agreement with the Town of Long Lake.

$1,000

Water access site maintenance $500/ea/yr.

$2,000

Collect and submit trail register sheets and camping permits to unit manager
quarterly.

1 day/yr

With assistance from Sagamore Institute under a stewardship agreement with
the Department, perform routine maintenance of existing trails, including
blowdown removal, brushing and trail marking in accordance with trail
classifications and official trail marking standards. Perform routine maintenance
of existing trailheads, privies, bridges, tent sites and signs.

$2,000

Maintain roads, bridges and gates within the HGCSMA according to the terms of a
memorandum of understanding among affected parties.

$2,500

Parking area maintenance $500/ea/yr.

$9,000

Conduct biological, chemical and/or physical surveys of selected unit waters to
assess management needs and to determine progress toward the objectives
stated in this plan.
Stock fish in unit waters consistent with Bureau of Fisheries policies and the
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement on Fish Species Management
Activities of the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation,
Division of Fish and Wildlife(1980).

5 days/yr

8 days/yr

Annual boundary line maintenance including signing and painting lines
22.4miles/year @ $200/mile.

$11,200

Annual campsite and lean‐to assessments.

3 days/yr

Annual maintenance of Seventh Lake Boat Launch.
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$2,000
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VI. Schedule for Implementation and Estimated Budget

Annual Maintenance and Other Activities

Estimated Cost

Work with APIPP to implement continuum of early detection invasive plant
inventories focusing on all trails, parking areas, campsites, roads and water
bodies with public access. Take immediate and appropriate action to eradicate or
contain all “easy to contain‐low abundance” terrestrial and aquatic invasive plant
infestations. Train Department staff and educate the public about invasive
species identification, prevention and management.

$3,000

Once LAC indicators and standards have been developed, monitor public use and
visitor impacts to water quality, soils, vegetation, wetlands, and recreational river
corridors to determine compliance with LAC standards. Take actions necessary to
assure APSLMP compliance and to prevent standards from being exceeded.
Request that Hamilton County maintain the 4.1 miles of the LLCRR designated as
county road.
Total Annual Maintenance $/days

0

$117,755
32 days/yr
Year 1

Estimated Costs

Designate a unit manager and management team for the Moose River Plains unit.

0

Complete the access project for Red River as shown in Section IV.D.2.a.

$5,000

Develop work plans for all proposed new snowmobile trails on the unit.
Construction costs are estimated at $10,000/mile.

10 pd

Close the Lost Ponds Road and Otter Brook Truck Trail to snowmobile use.

0

Close the trails identified in Section IV.C.3.a to snowmobiles.

0

Adopt the Beaver Flow Trail as a designated hiking trail.

0

Maintain and post the safety zone around Great Camp Sagamore.
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15 days/yr

$500

Construct new informational kiosks at the Limekiln and Cedar River gates.

$5,000

Install new trail registers at Otter Brook and Rock Dam for canoeists paddling the
South Branch of the Moose River.

$1,000

Install trail registers at the beginning of all routes being opened for CP‐3 access.

$2,000

Adopt as official foot and ski trails the following existing trails: Mohegan Lake trail
and Traveling Rock trail. Adopt Beaverflow trail as an official foot, bicycle and ski
trail. Install trail markers and remove blowdown. Develop and implement a sign
plan.

$1,000
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VI. Schedule for Implementation and Estimated Budget
Develop a stewardship agreement to allow the Sagamore Institute to maintain
the trails within the HGCSMA.

2 pd

If needed, construct a new 8‐car parking area approximately 800 feet east of the
existing trail for Black Bear Mtn. off from the Uncas Road. A new connector trail
will also need to be constructed.

$5,000

Initiate the process of updating the memorandum of understanding with owners
of Camp Sagamore, Camp Uncas and Kamp Kill Kare pertaining to maintenance of
roads and bridges.

2 pd

Adopt a regulation prohibiting public use of aircraft and motorboats on Mohegan
Lake.

2 pd

Install a “No Wake Zone” sign on the Route 28 bridge over the South Inlet of
Raquette Lake.

$250

Construct a new 10 car parking area for users of the Cedar River Flow.

$5,000

Develop a plan to revegetate open areas at Cedar River Flow.

2 pd

Re‐deck bridge on Lost Ponds trail

$1,000

Total

$25,750
19 pd

Develop work plans for the creation of new foot/bike trails.

19pd

Work with local communities to develop a comprehensive plan for mountain
bikes on the unit.

8pd

Total

$25,750
37 pd
Year 2

Estimated Cost

Close roads identified in Section IV.C.1.

$1,000

Inventory and assess all roads, culverts and bridges on the unit

8 pd

Prioritize maintenance concerns for all roads, culverts and bridges on the unit.

3 pd

Construct a new informational kiosk at the parking area near Camp Sagamore.

$1,250

Improve the existing parking area at Sagamore Lake including signage.

$2,000

Delineate the large parking area across from main entrance to Camp Sagamore
with boulders, install a railing in the center to indicate proper parking orientation.

$2,500

Install a new Storey register and identification sign at the Wakely Mt. Trailhead.

$500

Develop existing parking area off spur road to back entrance to Camp Sagamore
to accommodate five cars, including one accessible parking space, install signs.

$2,000
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VI. Schedule for Implementation and Estimated Budget

Year 2
Sign the roads shown in Section IV.C.3.f. as horse trails.

$200

Develop a standardized method for collecting, reporting and compiling user data
from trail registers.

3 pd

Relocate the N‐P Trail and complete projects as shown in Section IV.C.2.b.

$3,500

Install new trail registers at the Otter Brook bridge, Cellar Pond Road, Wilson
Ridge Road, Lost Ponds trail, Rock Dam Trail.

$2,500

Install new pipe gates on the Dillon Road and the access road leading to it.

$2,000

Remove any structures abandoned at Little Moose Lake.

$3,000

Construct a new route to Wakely Mountain utilizing the Cellar Pond Road as
identified in Section IV.C.3.

$7,500

Construct a new 12‐car parking area at the intersection of the LLCRR and Cellar
Pond Roads.
Develop methods to monitor impacts associated with CP‐3 use.

$5,000
3 pd

Reclaim Lost Ponds (B‐P878 and P879).

$2,600

Designate trails closed for mountain bike use by signing .

$1,000

Remove the island lean‐to on Eighth Lake and sign the island as “No Camping.”

$1,000

Develop work plans in conjunction with NYSDOT for the Cathedral Pines parking
area and the snowmobile trail connector trail where it crosses South Inlet.

5 pd

Construct a 12car parking area, including one accessible space Indian Lake Road
approximately one‐half mile east of Squaw Lake

$2,500

Identify helicopter landing sites for emergency use.

1 pd

Relocate the northern one‐half mile of the Cedar River Snowmobile Trail.

$500

Promulgate and amend regulations as identified in Section IV. D.5.

3 pd

Total
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Estimated Cost

$40,550/ 26 pd
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VI. Schedule for Implementation and Estimated Budget
Year 3

Estimated Cost

Place rock barriers at locations identified in Section IV. C.1.

$2,000

Rehabilitate the Seventh Lake Boat launch facility as identified in Section V.

$35,000

Conduct an assessment and compile a detailed trail log for all snowmobile trails on
the unit.

10 pd

Remove one of the lean‐tos at Raquette Lake.

$1,000

Prioritize maintenance concerns for all snowmobile trails on the unit.

2 pd

Close illegal campsites along Seventh Lake, relocate if possible.

$1,500

Complete Wakely Mountain Trail relocation projects listed in Section IV.C.2.c.

$4,000

Replace metal signs and posts with wooden signs and posts.

$3,500

Correct erosion problems on the Wakely Mountain Trail.

$2,500

Surplus the smaller gate house at Cedar River entrance.

$3,000

Relocate the gate on the Sly Pond Loop Trail to a location near the Otter Brook
Road.

$500

Close or relocate all tent sites identified in Section IV.C.d.

$1,000

Designate new tent sites as identified in Section IV.C.d.

$1,000

Sign Buck Hollow and Sand Beach Island as “No Camping.”

1 pd

Develop and implement a voluntary reporting system for float plane use on the
unit.

2 pd

Designate the route from the parking area near Sagamore to Mohegan lake as a
canoe carry.

1 pd

Restore the Old Dam Nature Trail.

$1,000

Work with owners of Camp Uncas and Kamp Kill Kare to replace Mohegan Lake
Road and Lake Kore Road gates with Department gates.

$3,000

Determine legal status of nonconforming structures near the intersection of the
Mohegan Lake Road and Lake Kora Road, work with landowners to remove
structures that may not be legally maintained.

3 pd

Develop an informational and educational program for the unit including revising
the unit brochure.
Total

10 pd
$59,000/
29 pd
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VI. Schedule for Implementation and Estimated Budget

Year 4

Estimated Cost

Construct a 6‐car parking area at the beginning of the Gould Rd.

$2,000

Construct an informational kiosk at the Rocky Mountain parking area.

$2,500

Conduct an assessment and compile a detailed trail log for all hiking, snowmobile,
horse, ski and bicycle trails on the unit to identify maintenance needs.

15 pd

Construct a new four car, including one accessible space, parking area near the
Sucker Brook Bay Trailhead.
Improve the Fifth and Sixth Lakes canoe carry access sites.

$500
$1,200

Develop a plan for maintenance of Wakely Dam.

3 pd

Reassess parking capacity needs for all parking areas.

5 pd

Total

$6,200/
23 pd

Year 5
Improve the existing parking area at the West Mountain trailhead by leveling and
graveling the existing site.
Improve the existing parking area across from the Eighth Lake Campground by
resurfacing and grading.

Estimated Cost
$2,000

$1,500

Assess old roads on the unit for future designation as horse, ski and/or bicycle trails.

8 pd

Remove the existing deer enclosure.

$500

Remove any existing gates along wilderness boundaries and replace with rock
barriers.

Total

$2,000

$6,000
8 pd

Some of the management actions proposed in Section IV are either ongoing processes or their scheduling is
dependent upon the completion of other actions first. These proposed actions will be completed during this five
year plan, however, their scheduling will be the responsibility of the unit manager.
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VI. Schedule for Implementation and Estimated Budget

Ongoing or Unscheduled Management Actions

Estimated Cost

*Cost estimates for many of these projects can only be determined after the development of a
project work plan. Such actions show no estimated cost.

Monitoring for the occurrence of Threatened or Endangered species.

$5,000

Monitor snowmobile use on the unit by utilizing trail counters.

8days/yr

Acquisition of parcels identified in the OSP from willing sellers.

0

Developing agreements with Towns or NYSDOT for plowing parking areas.

0

Construct a 3‐car parking area for Cathedral Pines trail. This project will be included in
DOT’s Route 28 reconstruction design.

0

Relocate a part of the N‐P Trail.

0

Control infestations of invasive species.

0

Inventory for the presence of invasive species on the unit.

0

Survey boundary lines where required.

$7,500/mile

Continue to replace known problem culverts. Cost estimates are based on the 1996
report.

$1,537,000

Maintain all snowmobile trails according to new snowmobile trail standards set forth in
the Management Guidance.

0

Maintain the existing facilities on Sand Beach Island under an AANR with the Seventh
Lake Improvement Association.
Research the issue of rights of all inholders to access private lands over MRPWF. Clarify
maintenance issues and allowed uses where landowners have proven legal rights.
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